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Reality Check

T

he announcement of the Digital
Versatile Disc (DVD) set the
hearts of audiophiles and music
lovers pounding. Although primarily a
digital video and computer-data storage
format, DVD's massive capacity could be
applied to a"super CD" audio-only disc.
Finally we would be liberated from the
musical limitations of the CD's 16-bit
word length, 44.1lcHz sampling rate, and
two-channel format. We were tantalized
by reports of 24-bit word length, 961cHz
sampling rate, and multicharmel playback.
Digital redemption appeared to be just
around the comer.
This belief was fostered by audio magazines eager to report on the latest technology. In addition, the much-heralded
September 1996 release date for DVD
players implied that the technology was
fully realized. Consequently, some audiophiles have been putting off buying CD
transports and digital processors for fear of
them becoming obsolete in afew months.'
But the widespread assumption in the
audiophile community that aDVD-based
high-quality audio disc is on the verge of
commercial introduction constitutes a
strong misconception.
The unfortunate reality is that any new
audio disc is years away from introduction
—i£ indeed, it comes to pass at all. Many
factors contribute to this delay. First,
although the Japanese Conference on
Advanced Digital Audio (ADA), held
April 15, published aspecification "wish
list" regarding the standard for DVD to be
used as the next-generation audio carrier
(see "Industry Update," July 1996, p29, as
well as the Acoustic Renaissance for Audio
proposal in August 1995, Vol.18 No.8), no
standard has been agreed upon. Setting the
sampling rate, word length, playing time,
and number of channels is more than a
technical issue; it is an exercise in what
Meridian's Bob Stuart calls "geo-technical
1Although you may be able to buy aDVD player later
this year, few movies will be available during the first
year (see "Industry Update" in this issue). The software
and hardware companies have yet to agree on licensing
arrangements, regional encoding (to prevent afilm's
US DVD release from appearing in other parts of the
world before the film is shown in foreign theaters), and
other issues.
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politics," with all the time-consuming
wrangling that term implies.
More important, the joint format
agreed to by the Sony/Philips camp and
the formerly competing Toshiba/Warner
group obviates the high-quality audio
disc's backward compatibility with existing players. The original Sony/Philips
proposal was for a12mm-thick, singlesided, dual-layer disc that could store
conventional "Red Book" audio (16-bit,
44.1kHz) on one layer and ahigh-density signal on asecond layer. A conventional CD player would be able to read the
Red Book layer, a high-density player
would read both this and the high-density layer. The laser would simply focus to
slightly different depths in the 12mmthick polycarbonate substrate. Sony
demonstrated this dual-layer disc at the
World CD Conference in San Francisco
in March 1995.
The advantages of this format arc
twofold: backward compatibility and single
inventory. The Sony/Philips disc would
not only play on high-resolution DVDbased machines, but also on the huge
installed base of conventional CD players
—a consumer wanting better sound need
only buy a high-density CD player to
access the second layer. From amarketing
perspective, asingle-inventory scheme is
essential to arecording format's acceptance;
retailers simply will not tolerate stocking
another version of the same title. Without
backward compatibility and single inventory, the high-quality CD will not get off
the ground.
The problem arose when Sony/Philips
accepted the Toshiba/Warner idea of a
double-sided disc bonded together. Each
half of the disc was now 0.6mm thick, not
the 12mm of astandard CD. This modification to the original proposal introduced technical problems in putting a
Red Book layer and ahigh-density layer
on asingle-sided disc. A conventional CD
player designed to focus through a12mm
disc won't read apit layer only 0.6mm
away from the disc surface. Proposed
solutions include molding a riser ring
around the disc's inner diameter to position it farther away from the playback

mechanism's objective lens.
Assuming that this technical hurdle can
be overcome, does adisc storing 24 bits of
data at a 96kHz sampling rate automatically confer high-quality sound? Not
in my opinion. Although the much higher
data rate has the potential to produce better
sound, the implementation of the new analog-to-digital converters, mastering practices, and recording techniques are large
variables in sound quality. Just because a
storage format may have the capacity of 24bit words doesn't mean that's the signal resolution delivered to your loudspeakers.
And the necessary A/D hardware and
infrastructure are in limited supply and
almost nonexistent, respectively.
[However, the Paafic Microsonics HDCD
encoder can output 20-bit data encoded at
88.2kHz And at HI-F1 '96 in New York at
the end ofMay, recorder manufacturer Nagra and
converter manufacturer des were comparing 24bit, 96kHz-sampled recordings with conventional 16-bit, 44.1kFlz DATs made from the
same microphone feed (full details in next
month's report). The sonic difference was a) in the
right direction and b) not trivial. And auditioning the 20-bit master tapes for the last three
Stereophile recordings leaves me dissatisfied
with the noiseshaped 16-bit versions on the commercial CDs. —Jill
Unless ahigh-quality audio disc can be
produced with aminimum of additional
cost, be backward-compatible with existing
CD players, and provide asingle inventory
to retailers, Ithink it unlikely that the highquality audio CD will ever become areality. Making a better-sounding CD is
absolutely the lowest priority for hardware
manufacturers and record companies. After
all, the general public isn't complaining
about bad CD sound. Why should these
companies invest in anew format the masses don't feel is necessary?
So don't expect anew CD format for at
least three to five years. Throw in another
two years for asubstantial number of tides
to become widely available, and you're
talking about the high-resolution CD
becoming acommercial reality in the year
2002. Your existing CD playback components will probably wear out before
they become obsolete.
—Robert Harley
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The Cary Single-Ended line was inspired by
the famous 300B triode vacuum tube of the 30's.
The 300B tube is considered by tube afficionados, on aworld-wide basis, to be the finest
audio tube ever designed.
The Cary Single-Ended Class ATriode
Amplifiers have the high-end audio community
in astate of complete reappraisal of what hi-fi
truly is. We took classical circuits of the golden
years of audio and combined these designs and
techniques with the components and advances
of the 90's.
e

ACary Single-Ended Amplifier should be
considered as an extension of atrue musical
instrument — not some "auditory hi-fi spectacular, unemotional and ear-bleeding apparatus"!
ACary Class ATriode is an amplifier you
"feel". An amplifier that delivers "goosebumps" and "raised hair" as you transcend into
the dream of live music in your home.
Please audition and look at one of the Cary
Single-Ended Class ATriode Series Amplifiers
at your favorite high-end authorized Cary
Audio Dealer.
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ith years of design expertise and a state-of-the-art inhouse R&D facility, Paradigm engineers and acousticians
set out to build the world's finest speakers, regardless of
cost! The result is Paradigm Reference. electrifying and
eminently satisfying high-end speaker systems that bring you
closer than ever to the live event!
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And, while this stunning performance heightens the sheer
enjoyment of music, it is equally important for the best in home
theater sound, especially now with the arrival of digital AC-3.
We invite you to visit your nearest Authorized Paradigm
Reference Dealer and experience this astonishing new reference
standard in music and home theater sound for yourself!
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POPPYCOCK?

souls who, year after year, continue to
send Stereophile letters accusing the magazine of being in bed with its big-time
advertisers and comparing today's "JAcorrupted" Stereophile with "the good old
days when JGH was at the helm."
Believe me, people, when Isay it isn't
so. Iknow JA very well, I've seen how
Stereophile works from my privileged,
behind-the-scenes perspective, and I
have never seen any evidence of pandering to advertisers, no matter how many
pages per issue they buy.
Okay, so there are some things I'd do
differently if Iwere still Editor. For one,
I'd demand more skepticism from
reviewers and less gee-whiz enthusiasm
for overpriced jewelry, and I'd put more
emphasis on timbrai accuracy and less
on soundstaging than do most Stereophile
PRIORITIES
reviewers. But to me, the most imEditor:
portant thing is that the magazine's funIjust figured out why all the ads in
damental principle of Readers First,
Stereophile are on the left-hand pages: All
Advertisers Second has not changed one
the good stuff is in the first half of the
magazine. The reader easily folds the left bit since Iwas helmsman. (And Ihated
pages (with the ads) around the back of being Editor. All Ireally wanted was to
the magazine. This allows one to com- play with great components and get paid
for writing about them — which is what
fortably hold or prop up the magazine,
Ido now.)
and read the contents of the right pages
It's true that some of JA's and RH's
in their entirety, right up to the binding.
and LA's — and JGH's — best friends
Ilike your priorities.
happen to be advertisers, but it's still
NO NAME GIVEN
true that we avoid reviewing their stuff,
Flydutch@ids.net
directing them instead to other reviewers who aren't so emotionally hobbled.
Hey, the good stextends all the way through
It may be hard to believe that any
the magazine. But yup, the right-hand page ofa
magazine spread is the strongest, which is why,
contrary to conventional publishing tvisdom, we
Letters to the Editor should he sent to The Editor,
ensure almost exclusively that that's where
P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529. Fax:
Stereophile's editorial text appears. Ifadvertis(505) 983-6327. We regret that resources do not
ers want their ads to appear on right-hand pages,
permit us to reply individually to letters, particularly those requesting advice about specific equipthey pay heavilyfor that privilege This has been
ment purchases. We arc also unable to take telemy policy since Ibecame Editor ofHi-Fi News
phone alb regarding equipment purchases. Were
& Record Review in 1982; you are thefirst
we to do this, asignificant service charge would
have to be assessed—and we don't have urne to do
reader qf either magazine in all the time since
it anyway! Although all letters are read and noted,
then to consciously notice it
at least thefirst
only those of general interest are selected for pubto let me know you noticed it!
—JA
lication. Please note, however, that published letters

Editor:
"The death of High End? Poppycock!
This industry makes great stuff, the
world recognizes it, and we're going to
keep making it — and writing about it
for the foreseeable future." — Larry
Archibald, Stereophile, May '96, Vol.19
No.5, p274.
"We in America are nearer to the final
triumph over poverty than ever before
in the history of any land... we shall
soon with the help of God be in the
sight of the day when poverty will be
banished from this nation." — Herbert
Hoover, Inauguration Day, 1929.
JA. MANCINI, ja.
Baltimore, MD

PRINCIPLES

Editor:
'This is in response to all those paranoid
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are subject to editing, particularly if they are very
long or address more than one topic. All correspondents should include their name, address, and
adaytime telephone number.
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commercial venture can succeed in the
'90s without compromising its principles, but Stereophile is proof that it can
be done. What more can Itell you?
J. GORDON HOLT
Founder & Grouch-at-Large
Boulder, CO
71tank you, Gordon; your remarks and your
support are much appreciated. But the truth is
that Iactually do not tell the magazine's writers what their sonic priorities should be If they
value soundstaging at the expoise of ultimate
midrange accuracy, then that is how they call it.
My job is to prestive each of their individual
senses ofpriorities as well as to keg, the magazine true to your vision— that acomponent
should be judged on how it sounds—and to
your guiding principle: that the readers come
first, as typeed by my right-hand editorial
text-placement policy mentioned above.
Whether or not Isucceed at reaching these goals
is not something on which everyone agrees
(witness the next letter).
—JA

PERSPECTIVE

Editor:
Iam not renewing my subscription to
Stereophile. Ihave been areader and, for
much of the time, asubscriber, since the
early 1960s. J. Gordon Holt has been my
guide in the search for accuracy, and ni
miss his increasingly rare contributions.
Stereophile has been the most dependable and clear-eyed source of audio
wisdom through the years, and has
resulted in a system spanning KLH
Model Nines (still wonderful after 32
years) to outboard D/A and anti-jitter
machines. In gratitude, Iam issuing with
this letter either awarning of coming disaster or an implicit confession that Iam
terminally obsolete.
For the past several years I have
become increasingly frustrated and angry
with the direction of the magazine. With
the acquisition of Michael Fremer as a
final straw, the vision of Stereophile, it
seems to me, has turned irretrievably
backwards. Ihave, over the past 40 years,
been through tubes (from Maranta to
11
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Mac to Futterman) and vinyl, and I
remember well what noisy compromises they were. Ithought the light
went on when JA noted recently in
another reviewer's hymn to one of the
single-sided beauties that it was really a
seductive tone control. But the slide to
the past seemed to accelerate after that,
and that insight has not been repeated.
The distress voiced by so many of
your readers over the price of most of
the equipment you review and your
complicity in accepting these economics should not be ignored.
As the quality of Stereophiles physical
production and the stability of the publishing schedule increased, style, common sense, and civility have decreased.
Perhaps this is a'90s thing and necessary
to agrowing circulation, but Ifind the
hyped-up, "WOW! Gee, I'm so cool!"
school of writing annoying and virtually
unreadable (although your current typeface may contribute to this). And Ican't
even bring myself to discuss the gullible
Jonathan Scull and his wife. In the real
JGH days, Stereophile was subjective, certainly, but not sophomoric.
Stereophile has lost its dignity, its perspective, its way, and me.
RICHARD LAWRENCE
Newton, MA

HIGH-END ARROGANCE

Editor:
For all of those people who write letters
to whine about how arrogant Stereophile
is, then cancel their subscriptions, I
just
wanted to say, "Huh?" I've sent alot of
e-mail out into the cybertangle and
only the good guys return anything. I've
received e-responses from JA regarding
two pretty goofy questions. He took the
time to answer. If Stereophile were arrogant, wouldn't they ignore me?
I think Stereophiles tone is more
humorous than arrogant. Any reader
who would cancel a$20 subscription
because they think you are arrogant is
reading something between the lines
that Idon't think exists.
Now as far as the magazine being
geared toward people who might be
arrogant at times, maybe. Anyone who
can afford to spend the money to buy
the extremely overpriced audio products reviewed and available to the
audiophile-type consumer probably is
arrogant at times, or very preoccupied,
which makes them seem arrogant.
Let's talk more about arrogance in
the audiophile scene. Personally, Ithink
the dealers who sell the stuff are annoyingly arrogant. This helps create the
limited market space for high-end stereo
S
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gear, because most people can't stand to
shop in that "are-you-good-enough"
environment. In addition, the "try before
you buy" thing is only real for people
who the dealer has determined they can
steer into amajor purchase. When Ivisited ahigh-end dealer, Ihad to pay for
everything Iauditioned in my system. I
did purchase one piece of useful equipment from that high-end dealer, but I
haven't been back. I'm sure hundreds of
people never hang around long enough
to make apurchase. So, asmall niche
market contributes to high prices.
Without the expert help of ahighend dealer, Ihave put together aTHX
audio/video system costing less than
$10k that easily rivals any $40k system
I've listened to. I'm sure that systems
costing more than $40k would sound
better than mine, particularly in the
sense of space and imaging, but I'd like
to retire comfortably rather than hear
that extra 5%.
The truth is, anyone can build agood
system if they have the desire to get
there. All it takes is alot of time to make
sure speakers are timbre-matched where
they are located in the listening area, and
that all of the interconnects and speaker
wires are of good quality and assembled
properly. When building acheaper system, luck also plays abig part in the
selection of preamp and amp. Igot lucky.
S
TEVE SCHWANDER
Schwanderl/apple@eworld.com

wandered around for awhile, looking at
equipment, but no one bothered to ask
me if they could be of any assistance.
After awhile, Idecided to see just how
long it would take for someone to take
the time to say hello. After 30 minutes
of being ignored, Ifinally gave up and
left. They carried the products I'm
interested in, but Iprobably won't buy
from them since they wouldn't even
bother to say hello.
I've been in sales in various capacities
for over 20 years. After my experience,
I'd have to say that the people working
in this establishment had never received
any sales training. The store was nice
and in agood location, but the unfriendliness of the sales people turned
me off completely.
High-end audio stores should invest
in some basic sales training for their
employees. I've felt for some time that a
lot of high-end fans are basically introverts who would rather spend time
alone with their rigs than socialize. Too
many of them, Ifear, work at high-end
shops.
NO NAME GIVEN
Overad@taec.com

HIGH-END SERVICE

Editor:
Irecently had apleasant experience with
alocal high-end dealer that should serve
as amodel of proper customer relations.
About two and one half years ago Ipurchased aLinn amplifier from Overture
Audio in Ann Arbor, Michigan. Very
recently this amplifier developed a
HIGH-END DEALERS
minor problem that required service. I
Editor:
I've been reading about the problem went back to this store with the amwith snooty high-end dealers in Stereo- plifier, not having been there in over
phile for some time now. Frankly, I've two years and not having abill of sale
been skeptical. I've had avery good with me. They kindly took the unit and
dealer in Minneapolis, Hi Fi Sound, for sent it in for service, and provided me
some time. I've purchased alot of prod- with aloaner amplifier with no hesiuct from them over the years, and their tation whatsoever.
Not only did this store provide me
sales and service staff have always been
with my Linn amplifier in perfect conexcellent.
dition, it also succeeded in garnering
Now I'm in the process of moving to
northern California. Last weekend I tremendous goodwill. If other stores
decided to visit dealers in my new area. could follow this example, we would
Ilooked in Stereophile for the names of take great strides in eradicating "what
dealers selling your magazine, figuring is wrong with the High-End."
J. BELEN
that would be agood place to start. I
MichiganJbelen@aol.com
also saw an advertisement in acircular
published by alocal classical FM station.
So, armed with my new knowledge and HIGH-END SOUND
the desire to discuss and buy home Editor:
audio and video equipment, Idrove a My husband and Iwere recently in
considerable distance to visit one partic- Durango, Colorado on vacation. We
ular dealer that carries aproduct line searched out North Star Leading The
Way in hopes of hearing the new Jadis
remarkably similar to Hi Fi Sound.
They weren't very busy when I Eurythmie speakers and SE 300B amps
walked in the door, but no one both- in their distributor's new, specially deered to acknowledge my presence. I signed room. We did not know that this
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DP-870 DOLBY DIGITAL AC-3
DEMODULATOR/ DECODER:
discrete 5.1-channel decoding
for Dolby Digital AC-3
soundtracks •DSP decoder with
Zoran AC-3 chip •AC-3 RF input
for LD •digital AC-3 inputs for

One Great Idea on Top of Another:
Introducing the Marantz SR-96 THX Receiver
and DP-870 Dolby Digital Decoder

future sources with digital AC-3
output (DVD, DSS) •channel
level and balance controls
•configuration switches match
output to system speakers
•connects directly to the SR-96
•connects to existing AN
systems (separate processor/
power amps or NV receiver with
5pre-out/main-in loops)
•SR-96 THX AUDIONIDEO
RECEIVER: premium dual DSP
decoder features all-digital Dolby
Pro Logic and THX Home Cinema
processing •5high-current
power amps •110 W x3front,
90 W x2surrounds (into
8ohms) •discrete 6-channel
input connects to Marantz

-7

DP-870 Dolby Digital decoder
•AM/FM tuner with station

EIMERIEM

naming •5pre-out/main-in loops
•4audio inputs, 5video

EI-17

Start with the Marantz SR-96 THX Audio/Video Receiver, a
Premium dual DSPs provide all-digital Dolby Pro Logic

inputs with AN copy features

decoding and THX Home Cinema processing. Five high-

•composite and S-video

current power amps deliver 110 W continuous to the fronts and 90 W to the

switching •advanced multi-room

surrounds (into 8ohms). Aversatile complement of A/V inputs manages even the

mode provides two independent

largest theater systems. And should you ever actually leave your theater, the SR-96

sources •headphone jack with

offers an advanced multi-room mode that can play two sources independently. The

auto stereo switching •auto

SR 96 is the ideal centerpiece for any entertainment system.

power-on sensing on TV input

Top it off with the Marantz DP-870 Dolby Digital

•on-screen display •banana-jack

AC-3 Demodulator/Decoder. The DP-870 connects

connections on all 5speaker

directly to the SR-96 to deliver the most advanced

terminals
•RC-2000 LEARNING REMOTE:
total control of your NV
equipment •learns hundreds of
IR codes •macro keys store 20
commands each for one-button
operation •LCD window and
keys illuminate automatically
•ergonomic design with logically
grouped functions •LCD displays

popular DSS equipment •built-in

brands using RC-5 codes

DIGITAL

surround sound systems that use separate surround processor and power amps,
and other A/V receivers that feature 5pre-out/main-in/subwoofer connections.
Featuring the high precision Zoran DSP Dolby Digital AC-3 decoder chip, the
DP-870 is prepared for the future with additional inputs for other digital AC-3
sources, such as DSS and DVD components.
Now that you have the best in home-theater sound, check out the remarkable
Marantz RC-2000 Learning Remote. Designed with input from leading custom A/V

Get total control and
complete convenience
with the new Marantz

installation experts, it's the only remote you'll need for complete and convenient

RC-2000 Learning

control of your entire entertainment system.

Remote.

up to 32 special commands for

commands for Marantz and other

DOLBY

surround sound ever. The DP-870 can even be connected to many existing

Ite el Kin

each component •label naming
feature •built-in commands for

All You Need is One

perfect blend of powerful technology and thoughtful design.

PURE

HIGH

FIDELITY

Marantz America, Inc.
440 Medinah Road, Roselle, IL 60172-2330 Tel 708-307-3100 •708-307-2687 Fax
THX is a registered trademark of Lucasfilm Ltd. "Dolby," "AC-3," "Pro Logic," and the
double-D symbol are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation.

was the location of the Jadis importer,
not adealer accustomed to retail business. Yet Frank Garbie gave us treatment befitting someone ready to purchase the entire system. We had no
appointment and clearly no intentions
of making apurchase, yet Frank spent
more than an hour with us, allowing us
to listen to many types of music
through the Jadis Eurythmies and 300B
amps without any hurry. Iappreciated
the way Frank presented the system.
He mainly played music and let us listen. He didn't talk the high-end jargon
that so often makes no sense. He let the
system and the music do the talking and
it truly spoke for itself.
We were astounded at the musical
experience. It was unlike anything we
had ever heard before. The clarity and
purity of the sound made all prior musical experience, save alive performance,
sound as though it were coming through
aveil. It's hard to believe the dynamics,
speed, and accuracy from the amps. It's
especially remarkable considering the
amps are only 10 watts. It makes me
wonder why manufacturers build such
inefficient speakers that require megawatt amps and subwoofers. My only
regret is that Ican't afford the speakers
and amps.
The Jadis system is truly a breakthrough; Iwould challenge anyone who
has heard it to find anything even
remotely close in comparison. Frank
Garbie's gracious treatment of us was
rare and generous.
LINDA BARLOW
Milwaukee, WI

HIGH-END PARABLES

Editor:
In the June Stereophile ("Invaded by the
Grays," p.78), Barry Willis did aterrific
job of pointing out the problems of free
enterprise in the High End. What he
failed to do was to explicitly define the
solution to the problem. Perhaps he
thought it was sufficiently obvious,
given the many allegories he provided.
In any case, Ibelieve that the solution
should have been made more explicit.
The story of audiophile Dr. Grinder
and his search for the best deal on
Peregrine speakers epitomizes the problem. Dealers fight over turf because
they are encouraged (consciously or otherwise) by their customers to do so. Can
anyone blame consumers for shopping
for the best price? Well, yes and no.
The problem, as Isee it, occurs at the
extremes of the price spectrum. On the
one extreme, we have dealers who
refuse to give discounts of any kind (or,
at best, atoken discount such as afree
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1996

If Ihad just sold myself alittle harder
when Iwas cranking out repairs for
Pacific Stereo, maybe CBS Retail Stores
might have reconsidered their disastrous overexpansion. It was salesmanship Ineeded when Iwas swapping circuit boards and running diagnostics in
one of ComputerLand's windowless
sweatshops. The franchise giant would
still be kicking major ass today if Ihad
simply believed.
Ifailed. Iadmit it. If Ihad sold like a
mofo when Iwas pulling cable through
steamy attics in the Georgia heat, the
margin on video would be three times
higher than it is today. If Ihad gone the
extra distance, sold myself to those
amplifiers and cassette decks Iwas fixing instead of selfishly racing my fellow
employees to the bank on Friday afternoons, Stereo and Video Designs would
not have flushed its wad down the toilet. For that Iam truly sorry.
Naturally, it was my lack of sales ability that deluded an ex-friend into thinking that all ahigh-end store needed to
succeed was some exotic products, a
cutesy logo, and clever advertising.
Marleet research? Good location? Start-up
fiords? Nab, don't need it. This stuffsells itself
One might assume that my employers dug their own graves through
poor marketing decisions or alack of
comprehension of the basic principles of
business. One would be wrong. In reality, their difficulties were caused by my
attitude. Iwas simply there, toiling away in
obscurity, lurking, observing, and exuding my infectious lack of salesmanship.
You see, the retail slump —in fact, our
whole economic malaise — is traceable
to me: Iinfected this entire industry with
my cynicism and negativity. It has spread
from one to the next like adeadly virus.
Retailers who have never even heard of
me can track their problems back to the
day Ientered this industry. Economic
bliss was plentiful as sunshine before I
came along.
I'm the Antichrist of retail electronics:
my inability to sell myself caused my various employers poor sales, outrageous
expenses, bloated inventories, and relentless creditors. Iam directly responsible
HIGH-END SALESMANSHIP
for their gambling debts, cocaine habits,
Editor:
The bringer of bad news deserves to die, drinking problems, unhappy children,
doesn't he? Apparently Igot it all wrong and unfaithful wives.
How many lives might Ihave saved
(in "There's No Business Like the Hi-Fi
had Ionly known Anthony Robbins
Business," December '95, Vol.18 No.12,
before? A little attitude adjustment, a
p.82), and Bernard Kingsley ("Letters,"
little salesmanship, an invocation to the
May'96, p.17) got it all right. Those nine
failed businesses where Iworked would spirit of Prof. Harold Hill, and Imight
all be solidly in the black today if Ihad have worked miracles.
If only Ihad known—the saddest
just applied a little salesmanship. Of
phrase in the English language. But Iam
course! Why didn't Ithink of that?

CD); on the other extreme we have
dealers who undercut their own livelihood by offering impossibly low discounts (upon whose margin not even a
homeless refugee could live).
So if adealer refuses to discount a
product, how can he blame his customer for shopping elsewhere? After all,
people are only human (translation:
they won't willingly buy at retail). On
the other hand, if' acustomer demands
that his dealer match the price of Mr.
Sleazy in Iceburg who works out of his
basement, then that customer's local
dealer is going to go out of business tout
de suite.
The plain fact is that people are too
greedy all the way around. The only
way for the extremes to meet in the
middle is for everybody to subordinate
the goal of easy money to the higher
goal of personal relationships. If retailer
Bumble was really doing his job well,
Dr. Grinder would never think of passing him over for a mail-order sale
because Dr. Grinder would understand
the implications of doing so.
And Mr. Bumble, for his part, understands that, in addition to providing a
home base for Dr. Grinder—an audio
university, as it were, and asource for
product — he must also accommodate
Dr. Grinder's deeply human need for "a
good deal." Once Bumble and Grinder
see eye-to-eye, it is unlikely that greed
will ever again dominate their relationship.
Every good dealer knows that their
most consistent source of income is
from return business by loyal customers. The customers arc loyal because
they value the service their local dealer
provides. If not, perhaps the dealer isn't
doing his job. If the High End is truly to
be seen as asource for better sound,
then retailers had better learn that they
are not selling carriage-trade items to
snobs; they arc selling better sound to
connoisseurs and music lovers.
SCOTT FRANKLAND
Wavestream Kinetics, San Jose, CA
Audioeng@svpal.org
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NI?333
Dual Monaural
Power Amplifier

It is an essential part of accurate music reproduction. However,
brute force alone cannot hope to convey the passion and excitement of an original performance. The
Mark Levinson N°333 dual monaural power amplifier possesses asophisticated strength capable of
delivering asonic presentation that is at once accurate, vivid and emotionally engaging. Conservatively
rated at 300 watts per channel, its strength is derived from an innovative design employing two separate
power supplies, balanced circuit topologies and acontinuously variable adaptive biasing scheme.
You'll be astonished by the ease with which it transports you to anew level of musical enjoyment.
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above or visit us on the Internet at httpl /www.madrigal.com
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shouldering the mantle of responsibility. In the public interest, Ihave
withdrawn from any personal involvement in the workings of the retail electronics world. In that regard, Ihave
been "clean and sober" for the better
part of 1996. Wanna know something?
I've never felt better. Thank you, Mr.
Kingsley, for reminding me why.
BARRY WILLIS
Stereophile

HIGH-END FUTURES

Editor:
Ihave an opinion or two about the
recent flood of attention paid to the
issue of bringing new customers into the
"high-end" arena. First of all, anyone
who has spent any time in the company
of Generation X can tell you that this is
a very confused bunch. After being
raised by legions of ex-hippies who have
treated harebrained, hallucinogenic tripe
as truth, these people are advancing into
adulthood.
Cash in pocket, they march innocently into exclusive audio parlors and
are often re-traumatized by something
not unlike what they suffered in their
youth. High priests of the alchemical
audio arts trot out megabuck interconnects and cable jackets to wrap them
in. Inflatable equipment bases and (my
personal favorite) ebony disks (along
with an inscrutable demonstration) follow, the salesman all the while keeping
that blank expression glued to his face.
You know the one: arrogance and unapproachability in the service of frightening
away questions he (sadly, it's never ashe)
can't answer.
'This very experience recalls atrauma
that many of these people have direct
experience with... the expression they
saw (at atender and impressionable age)
on Uncle Chuck's face after his first est
seminar!!! The blank, arrogant, know-itall expression that was burned into their
brains with the last memory of him...
just before he sold his Opel CT (for
$300) and hitched aride to Oregon to
take up with Rajneesh.
For 20 years this prospective highend audio consumer has longed for that
Opel GT, tends to walk around with
about $300 in his pocket, and expects
that same amount to buy him his
dreams. The $300 is useless in ahighend audio store —it won't buy asingle
cable. Alas, his mojo is no-go. The
totem rendered useless in the land of
the frightening Uncle Chuck clone, he
is banished to aless scary place. Entering
the discount electronics chain store, he
realizes that his totem once again has
S
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power... he can buy acompact system
with money left over to buy aBuffalo
Springfield album. At home he can
hook the whole thing together in five
minutes, flip in the CD, and dream of a
mythical time when music this good
was new.
JOHN DILEONARDO
Verona, PA

HIGH-END HUMOR

Editor:
If you say "Shun Mook puck" fast
enough, it comes out "schmuck." And
that, at least in my opinion, says it all.
LEN SCHNEIDER
74437.3642@Compuserve.com

HIGH-END HUNKS

Editor:
While I've read concerns in anumber of
audio journals about the predominantly
male makeup of the high-end community, only Stemophile has been willing
to take a proactive role in attracting
female readership.
speaking, of
course, of the Fabit, interview in the June
issue. As you plan future issues, perhaps
People magazine can give you alist of
other hunks (Jean-Claude Van Damme?
Luke Perry?) who may happen to own
expensive equipment. Some of them
may even read your magazine. Also, I'm
sure your male readership would be
interested in knowing what the cast of
Bay Watch listens to. Where's Corey
Greenberg when you need him to go on
assignment?
DAVE PAYNE
Orem, UT

HIGH-END HATS OFF!

Editor:
The Fabio interview in the June 1996
issue was without question my favorite
article ever published in Stereophile!
Although Ireally do not know who
Fabio is, Icertainly know the public's
perception of him. Thank you for totally turning that around. From now on I
will think "Fabio the audiophile," not
"Fabio the romance-novel cover
model." Ah, to be wealthy and to be an
audiophile —an alluring combination!
Hats off to Richard J. Rosen!
ERIC VAN BEZOOIJEN
eric@activesw.com

HIGH-END EXCESS?

Editor:
As if the High End itself, with its astronomical prices and general esoterica,
weren't enough to make many people
scratch their heads, along comes Fabio
and his display of wretched excess. In
truth, Stereophile deserves praise for showing that even the rich and famous (and

not just the rich) dig high-end audio—
but there was one thing conspicuously
absent from Fabio's mansion of horrors:
music. I'm sure that author Rosen mentioned more equipment than artists in his
piece, and the pictures show in graphic
detail an excess of hardware and adearth
of CDs and LPs. As Iread the profile so
many things came to mind, but one has
stuck: P-U.
MARC MICKELSON
Madison, WI
marc@mailbag.com

HIGH-END INSIGHT

Editor:
What an interview. "Rick Visits...
Fabio" — the best, absolutely over the
top. You'll never find anything like this
in The Absohne Sound!! Such insight,
especially Fabio's theological discussion
on "perfection."
Ican hardly wait for the sequel: "Rick
Visits ... Madonna." Ibet she loves the
1800W that Fabio's Ktylls put out!
RONALD WEGRZYN, ex-subscriber
Brookfield, CT

HEMORRHAGIC SWAMPS

Editor:
Bravo Beth Jacques for her wonderfully
upbraiding review of Tori Amos's new
album, Boysfor Pele (May 1996). Camille
Paglia would approve.
Owning Tori's two previous recordings (I prefer the first one over the
second), Iexamined the third at Tower
Records and, upon discerning its
unveiled theme, Iyawned and returned
it to the shelf.
Tori needs to get in touch with the
Primordial Hemorrhagic Swamp to
avail herself of its wisdom.
CLARK GOMEZ
Sacramento, CA

HOMOPHOBIA?

Editor:
Beth Jacques's blatantly homophobic
review of Tori Amos's Boysfor Pele (May
1996, p.243) is an outrage. From
Jacques's opening mention of what she
interprets as Amos's preference for
women ("... Boys for Pele much sucks.
Maybe literally, as Ms. Amos appears to
have come out of the closet here in a
major way ... ") to the reviewer's final
declaration that the album's content is
"lesbian to the core," Jacques tells us far
more about her own aversions than
about Amos's music.
Icount five references to lesbianism
in an eight-paragraph review. While at
one point Jacques does say that it's fine
for an "honorable woman" to prefer
women over men, she is hardly willing
17

FUSION.
A rare value. Introducing the new Sonic Frontiers SFCD1 Compact Disc
Player -fusing their award-winning digital processor technology with
their highly regarded transport. Together in one extraordinary unit.
One signal, the SFCD1's single chassis eliminates the digital interface
that connects aseparate transport and processor. There are advantages and disadvantages to aseparately-housed transport and digital
processor. The digital interface can degrade jitter performance which
adversely affects sonic reproduction. The Sonic Frontiers SFCD1, asingle-chassis compact disc player, eliminates this potential source of
sonic degradation. The result is extremely low jitter. The SFCD1 has
less than 8picoseconds of jitter at the D/A converter -verified with
UltraAnalog's latest Jitter Analyzer.
Conversion, the SFCD1 takes conversion accuracy in CD players to
anew level by utilizing the best dual D/A converter available -the
UltraAnalog D20400A -which is also used in both the SFD-1 and
SFD-2 MKII Digital Processors. Also like the SFD-1 and SFD-2 MKII,
the SFCD1 utilizes the Pacific Microsonics HDCD PMD-1 00
filter/decoder chip, which provides superior decoding and filtering of
both HDCD and non-HDCD compact discs. Additionally, the SFCD1
utilizes the some Philips mechanism as the SFT-1 CD Transport, but
with new refinements in the drawer action and improvements in the
decoding of digital data.
More firsts, the SFCD1 is the first vacuum tube CD player that
implements analog DC servo circuitry to eliminate output coupling
capacitors. With two 6922 tubes in ahigh-speed buffer output stage,
the result is an ultra-low output impedance with no frequency roll-off
throughout the full audio bandwidth. The isolation of digital processor
circuitry from the transport mechanism is one of the primary benefits
of separates. To ensure complete isolation between the motor, optics,
digital clock, AC line voltage and sensitive analog output circuitry,
the SFCD1 uses an impressive lineup of three custom toroidal power
transfomers and twelve separate voltage regulation stages. We
believe this level of power supply isolation is unprecedented in singlechassis CD players!
Contact Sonic Frontiers to find out more about the exceptional
new SFCD1 Compact Disc Player -avalue derived from the melding
of their outstanding processor and transport into an affordable,
single-chassis unit.
u
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to declare Amos honorable. Indeed,
Jacques has decided Amos's feelings and
acts of creation amount to "marginalization, self-destructive behavior,
running off at the mouth in the name of
freedom of expression, and artistic suicide." And that's just awarm-up compared to some of the mud Jacques tosses about in her review.
I've shared areading of Beth Jacques's
invective with local audiophile society
friends of all sexual persuasions. Ieven
discussed the review with my heterosexual female hairdresser All of us ask
the same question: What does Beth
Jacques's homophobic ranting and raving
have to do with Tori Amos's music?
Why, Imust also ask, was Amos's third
release "slung" Beth Jacques's way to
begin with, since she casually dismisses
singer-songwriters in general with aflippant "ick"? What is going on here?
Iam saddened to find myself criticizing awoman in the pages of amagazine
that addresses such a male-dominated
field. Iwould like to see more female
writers and reviewers in these pages, and
more women selling equipment in audio
stores. Nonetheless, to withhold criticism of Beth Jacques's value system and
reviewing style would prove an injustice.
How did such areview make it into
the pages of Stereophile? In the "Letters"
section of the May issue, reader Karen
Rideout criticizes Stereophile's promotional literature as sexist. In his reply, John
Atkinson states that the editors will "try
hard to eradicate [sexist statements] in the
future." He then attributes Stereophilds
absence of female hardware reviewers to
his inability to "find awoman suffidendy
simpatico with [the] magazine's philosophy
who actually wants to write for [it]." My
God, if Beth Jacques's philosophy reflects
that of the magazine's editorial staff, no
wonder few women find the magazine
simpatico. Ifear it is about time the editors
of this magazine follow the lead of police
officers who have ahistory of abusing
women victims of crime, and engage in a
heavy dose of sensitivity training and selfcriticism.
Beth Jacques's homophobic values
would better serve the review boards
of the Catholic Church or the Christian Coalition than the readers of
Stereophile. Such standards do not serve
the audiophile community.
JASON SERI NUS
Oakland, CA
jserinus@outorg
Jason, as they say in law schod never assume.
Fm sure you know why. In addition to which:
1) Boys for Pele is aterrible album jfyou
S
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consider it as acontender in the work-of-art
stakes, which is how Iapproach what Ireview
If anything, it mines the vein of Victim Art,
which is analogous to that uniquely British
phenomenon, AgitProp, which aims to manipulate the audience and mandate apoint ofview.
For
art fosters communication, enlightenment, empathy, and wonder — "The Big
Picture" fyou will — andflowishes in the congruence of an artist and his/her audience in an
environment of mutual respect.
2) Then you get the issue of "good art" vs
"bad art." Smug, self-satisfied, and exclusionist
points of view, in my opinion, weaken the
whole shebang, tipping it, therefore, into the
regions of "limited," which at best precede and
more typically coincide with "bad."
3) Idon't think homosexuality is adefining characteristic of Viaimhood. Idon't think
being gay necessarily makes you an Artist. I
don't think gender is destiny. Ibelieve in free
will. Perhaps these are uniquely New York
attitudes, but hey, we're alittle cloistered here
4) And anecdotally, unlike the New
Yorker dance critic who wrote up her position
last year without seeing the piece, Ispent all
my allowance to attend Bill TJones's and
Arnie Zane's Still Here, bought the T-shirt,
continue to support the company, and wrote
up the piece as an understandable but not
acceptable lapse in perspective by creators of a
repertoire otherwise unusually solid in moral
character, point, and performance Artists make
mistakes. It's one way they learn. Perhaps Ms.
Amos will learn from hers. Are we not Devo?
—Beth Jac ques

dian 506" on the faceplate. Is the 506 a
"not ready for prime time" version of
the 508?
Sam Tellig: If you want to really make
the Maranta CD63 SE strut its stuff, you
can do either or both of the following:
Non—Warranty-Voiding Tweak: Get
some Callare GS-6 and make up aset of
interconnects using at least Wonder
Solder. Oh, Mama, fotget the Lean. Note:
Not even Cariare StarQuad can make
the mojo like GS-6 on this player.
Warranty-Voiding Excess: The player
comes with two dual op-amps (JRC
21140s). Replace them with two BurrBrown OPA2604APs, then let the good
sounds roll forth.
Using both of these mods, Ihave
experimented with running the output
via an Adcom GDA-600 or straight out
to the preamp. Basically, the only thing
the Adcom adds is abit more bass —
but it's totally bloated.
Iunderstand there are even more
tweaks out there, but my heart couldn't
stand any more improvement.
J
IM COBBS
Upper Marlboro, MD
Jac@wrlcaix 1.wrIc.org

Oh, the wonders ofDesk-Top Publishing. The
Meridian 506 and 508 do look very similar.
Before we send out the photographs that
appear in the magazine to be scanned with
high resolution, we do alow-resolution scan to
act as aplaceholder during the layout and
proofing. Sadly, the "506" and "508" labels
I"slung"Boys for Pele Beth's way because I looked identical on this lo-rez image Our
thought she might have something interesting apologiesfor the confusion.
and/or provocative to say about it Ithink
TIME
even Mr. Serinus would agree that she did.
—RL
Editor:
In my younger days Idreamed about
writing anovel. The main character in
RICHES
the book, a young man not unlike
Editor:
The best part of the June '96 Stereophile myself, would have the best stereo that
was Mortimer H. Frank's encompassing money could buy, but only one record
(Bob Dylan's Highway 61 Revisited). And
article on Beethoven's "Emperor" Conhe was to be the sane character in the
certo. Thank you, Mr. Frank, for it and
book.
your previous articles on Haydn's early
Istill think this is asane notion.
symphonies, Brahrns's Symphony 4,
It saddens me that Stereophile and a
Haydn's Creation, and Sony's Bruno
number of your brother magazines —
Walter Edition. The "Building aLibrary"
definitely not sister magazines — emseries —written by Althouse, Benson,
phasize that true music lovers should
Frank, Jahn, Vasta, and others—is the
spend so much more money on
richest part of your magazine.
records/CDs and concerts compared to
JOHN MARBERRY
the money they spend on equipment. I
San Diego, CA
get the impression that people genuinely
marberry@nosc.mil
in love with music ought to have avast
collection of recorded music and buy a
TESTING
number of CDs every week.
Editor:
What do you do with 1000 records?
Okay, you're testing us: Sam writes
Most of the time you look at them.
about the Meridian 508 in June, but you
The most precious object for most
have apicture of agadget with "Men19
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EXTENSIVE RESEARCH> GROUND BREAKING
MANUFACTURING TECHNIQUES, AREVOLUTIONARY NEW CABINET MATERIAL AND
MANY HOURS OF LISTENING HAVE PRODUCED THREE LOUDSPEAKERS THAT CONVEY
ALL OF THE PASSION AND EMOTION OF A
DEDICATED MUSICAL PERFORMANCE.
MORDAUNT SHORT PERFORMANCE SERIES:
CLOSER TO MUSICAL EMOTION.

Morclaunt-Short
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TO
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FOR IMPROVED CLARITY
ONE PIECE MOULDED CONE AND SUSPENSION (M(S)
•

Performance 820
$2095.00

PHASE PLUG FOR IMPROVED DISPERSION

Performance 860

TRI-WIREABLE (BI-WIREABLE ON 820)

$2795.00
Performance 880

HARD-WIRED CROSSOVERS FOR MINI-

$3795.00
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people living in the industrialized world
of today is time, not money. A music
lover spends more time listening to music
than testing and buying equipment. The
number of records or the sums of money
involved are of little relevance.
What you spend when listening to
music is time, not money. And time is
the best measure of what you consider
important.
In my older and wiser days, Icame to
realize that owning only one record
might be going alittle over the edge. So
the book never came through.
Yet.
P. GJERDEN
Skien, Norway

FORGET IT

Editor:
Please, oh please don't include car stereo
equipment in your magazine. Home
Theater is bad enough, but devoting
space to car stereo is even worse. There
are too many factors to overcome in a
vehicular environment, such as road
noise and air-conditioner noise, and
bumpy roads give new meaning to digital jitter. Maybe when cars start coming
equipped with in-dash Wadia CD players, Mark Levinson power amps, Muse
subwoofers, and Martin-Logan car
speakers, I'll change my mind. Until
then, forget it. Thanks.
FRANK CROUCH
Alexandria, VA

GETTING THE POINT

Editor:
Every time Igo home to visit the family
— rm astudent at Duke Law School —
Ilike to read my father's Stereophile, especially the "Letters" section. No other
magazine that Iknow of includes the
type of in-depth, ongoing debate that
Sterrophile does. Iespecially find it amusing to read the letters from people who
seem completely confident that anyone
who does not agree 100% with what
they believe is aworthless moron, and
that anyone who does not have exactly
the same priorities in considering how to
upgrade his system is hopelessly incompetent.
Thus Itook great interest in the recent
discussions of Wes Phillips's new "Car
Tunes" column. The negative backlash from some quarters hardly comes as
asurprise; after all, somebody always has
acomplaint, and car stereo is aconsiderably different world from home
audio. It's arguable that car stereo can
never sound as good as aquality home
system. (Along with other readers, Itry to
avoid the term "high-end," mainly
because Ibelieve that aquality system can
STEREOPHILE. AUGUST 1996

be built without "high-end" components: don't see how any true reader of
quality is in the ear of the listener.) So I Sterrophile can disagree with this observacan understand how some listeners might tion. After all, most of us will agree that,
not be interested in car stereo. Some once you get used to good stereo at
readers also might reside in high-crime home, it's that much harder to get used
areas where it would be pointless to buy to lousy sound elsewhere.
Acar stereo column could also be very
agood car system, since it would be
"politely removed" from the car within instructive to many readers, myself
24 hours of purchase by persons of shady included, because of the differences
disposition. Icertainly understand why between home setups and car setups.
these readers might not care about acar The tweaks are entirely different, but
they still give that sense of revelation.
stereo column.
With that said, however; Ithink that all Equipment can be entirely different: I
of these people miss the point. Ithink it's have no interest in agraphic equalizer for
the setup in my apartment, but Ilove
great that Wes Phillips decided to write
this new column, especially in the face of having one in my car (it came standard)
some vocal opposition. To me, and to because it permits me to fiddle with parmany other people, audio equipment ticular frequencies to overcome wind
serves one goal: It allows me to enjoy the noise, the air conditioner; or other traffic.
(I note that Ihave avery quiet car, too.)
music Ilove as fully as possible within the
budgetary constraints of a23-year-old There's also the question of the imstudent. Or, to put it differently, as Corey portance of ergonomics in the car:
Greenberg might have said, if Ithink that Where at home astrange set of buttons
the sound of my Boston albums is aminor inconvenience, in the car it can
siiiiiiimucks through aparticular compo- be downright dangerous. That's also why
nent, Iwon't buy it, even if it's "sup- the raçsette can still be aviable medium
posed" to sound good. It's more fun to for the car, even if it's unacceptable at
have ablast listening to aslightly lesser home: you can play the thing for
140-150 miles without fiddling with it.
component than it is to sit here kicking
To people who say that one can never
myself for spending money on somelisten "critically" the way one would at
thing that doesn't sound good to me.
home since it's necessary to pay attention
This principle applies equally to home
stereo and to car stereo. Perhaps, in some to the road, Isay, You're right, but why
ways, it applies more in the car. rve read should this mean that it's not okay to get
the letters from readers who think that it's the best sound you can afford? Maybe at
pointless to spend any money on car ste- 75mph on the freeway at rush hour you
reo, since the environment will never be don't pay much attention to your tunes,
"perfect." With all due respect to those but when you're out in the middle of
readers, Isay, So what? The point is to get rural South Carolina with nobody on the
the best sound and to have the most frill road, you're going to want to enjoy that
that you can afford within those limits, music while scanning for Smokey!
Ican hear the more snobbish continand to overcome those limits where possible. Some of the most fun rve ever had gent hollering, "Turn to Car Stereo
listening to music has come with the sun- Review! Don't change Stereophile!" But I
roof open and the windows down, flying ask those people, When you want
along at 75mph (in a55mph zone, of information, would you rather turn to
the folks you know and trust, or to folks
course) with Boston cranked up on the
whose conclusions you've always quesstereo.
More to the point, Ifrequently make tioned? You may not have any interest
trips in excess of 200 miles apop; to visit in car stereo now, but if you ever decide
my family Ihave to drive 260 miles. This that you do, would you rather turn to
summer Idrive 70 miles aday round-nip the fellow at Sterophile who judges stuff
to work. All of the time Ispend behind based on what he hears, or the fellow at
the wheel with no company would be another magazine who says "If it meaBORING without my music, the length sures the same, it must sound the same"?
Furthermore, why should those readers
of time spent listening to the stereo on
such drives is why Isay that to some peo- who do like car stereo be penalized
ple (not necessarily myself) car stereo because you don't? It seems more reamight even be more important than sonable to ask some readers to skip 3-4
home stereo. Thus Ithink it's hardly pages four times ayear if they truly can't
unreasonable to be interested in getting stand the content of those pages, than to
quality sound reproduction from acar ask alot of readers to go buy another
stereo. Ifind the thought of driving from magazine!
It seems to me that Wes Phillips is
Atlanta to Washington with acrappy
stereo to be profoundly depressing. I doing agood job of trying to realize the
21
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The Sound and the Science

e•of
Celestion, always a leader in loudspeaker enclosure technology,
introduces a new standard — Kingston. The enclosure of this
unique loudspeaker is composed of AlphaCrysta1 49,amineral filled
polymer compound. Using a unique two-step molding process,
AlphaCrystal is formed into aone-piece enclosure that looks, feels,
and performs like ultra-smooth marble. Performance is further
enhanced by its triangular cross section and gently curved panels
that virtually eliminate internal standing waves and external
diffraction. This enclosure, together with its AlphaCrystal base,
form amassive, acoustically inert environment for the drivers.
Such a revolutionary enclosure deserves the finest drivers. The
1.25" tweeter, with its one piece aluminum dome/coil former,
and 6.5" Cobex cone woofer incorporate every technological
refinement developed by Celestion through its 70 year history.
The performance of the Kingston prompted Ken Kessler of Hi-Fi News &
Record Review to say, "... the most impressive and probably the most important
British speaker I've heard in years. It's adelight to behold, and apleasure to use."
Celestion International, Ltd. •Foxhall Road, Ipswich •Suffolk IP3 8IP UK •(1473) 32222
Celestion Industries, Inc. •89 Doug Brown Way •Holliston, MA 01746 USA •(508) 429-6706

capture sound (the condenser microphone, the light-valve), electrically amplify it (I shall come back to this point),
record it (on disk or film), and reproduce
it on loudspeaking receivers (the first
compression driver design, model 555,
and large wood exponential horns).
Fate was that two, at the time quite
desperate, movie-theater owners, the
Warner brothers, somehow got the
WECO engineers to lend them the
equipment to do talking movies for
commercial purposes. The success of
Don Juan (August 1926), confirmed by
the triumph of The Jazz Singer (October
1927), caught everyone by surprise,
including WECO.
WECO had then to build up an organization to handle this new line of business in ahurry: In 1928, Electrical Research Products, Inc. (ERPI) was incorporated to lease motion-picture equipment to domestic users, and Western
Electric Export Co. (Westrex) incorporated to market the same business overseas.
A majority of the motion-picture
equipment leased was designed and
built by WECO for ERPI. From
1926/27 to WECO's divestiture from
the motion-picture equipment business
in 1937, three successive product lines
were designed:
• Vitaphone (1926-1931): lateral-disk
reproduction (synchronized with film),
push-pull 205D (9A) or push-pull 211D
(10A) amplification (the 211 is normally a
transmitting tube, but it was the only
50W plate-dissipation tube easily available at the time), single wood exponential
horn with 555 compression drivers (note:
the competing motion-picture system by
RCA was then named Photophone);
•Wide-range (1932-1934): sound-onfilm, push-pull 205D (42A, 46A) or
push-pull 242A (43A) amplification (the
242A rube is a211 tube optimized for
audio frequencies), two- or three-way
loudspeaker systems (15" or 18" woofer
cone-drivers on aflat baffle, Vitaphone
system for the midrange, eventually a
"Bostwick" tweeter on top). This system
turned out to be too good for its day and
had to be cut off in the highs since the
commercial film-print frequency range
was much inferior, and
•Mirrophonic (1935 onward): sound-onfilm, push-pull 300A (86A) amplification
boosted by apush-pull 284A (87A) amp
for very large theaters (note that the new
Marantz T-1 amp is identical in configuration, the 845 tube being very close to a
WE 284A tube); two-way "Shearer"
loudspeaker system (a joint effort with
RCA: folded-horn low-frequency endosure designed by RCAs Harry Olson,
STMEOPHILE, AUGUST 1996

multicellular high-frequency horn and
driver originally designed by WECO).
Those sound systems were hi-fi in
their day, and about as good as the top
engineers of WECO knew how to
make them. While WECO designed
and manufactured multigrid tubes, it
never saw fit to use them in its motionpicture amplifiers, sticking to push-pull,
class-A triodes. To fuel the debate
between single-ended and push-pull
amplification, I should also mention
that, to the best of my knowledge, only
one single-ended amp (91A, sporting a
300A tube) was ever used by WECO in
its motion-picture product lines, and it
was arguably seen by its engineers as a
low-end product to be used for portable
sound systems or in very small theaters.
WECO sold ERPI to agroup of its
managers in 1937. The company became
All Technical Products Inc., then
ALTEC. In 1941, ALTEC, needing inhouse design capacities, approached J.B.
Lansing (James B. Martini), who had
worked on the Shearer system: he
joined the venture, which was then
renamed Altec-Lansing. In 1946 J.B.
Lansing left to form his own company,
J.B. Lansing (eventually JBL).
WECO sold the balance of its soundequipment line (microphones, amplifiers, loudspeakers) to Altec-Lansing in
1949; this is how several WECO designs
were carried over to Altec.
Westrex finally was sold to Litton
Industries in the 1950s.
Triode Designs by WECO: To
understand the tube design constraints
of WECO, one has to go back to the
roots of the Bell system: telephony.
From the early 1900s the Engineering
Department at AT&T had struggled
with the seemingly unachievable task of
amplifying the feeble current produced
by atelephone handset, in order to provide long-distance telephone services.
"Repeaters" were needed along the telephone lines for that purpose: mechanical
amplification devices were tried on the
New York—Philadelphia line, but with
mitigated success.
The invention of the niode tube (the
"Audion") by Lee DeForest in 1906
turned out to be the big break needed.
When its audio-amplifying capacities
were crudely demonstrated to the
AT&T Engineering Department by
DeForest himself in October 1912, the
tube potential was readily recognized
by the attendees. AT&T immediately
secured the necessary patent rights from
DeForest (Audion) and Fritz Lowenstein
(C-battery or grid-bias). A young physi-

cist, H.D. Arnold, was put at the head of
the team of WECO scientists charged
with improving the performance of the
Audion. The tube needed to be turned
into an energy-efficient (only batteries
were then available) and reliable (read
long-lasting and with uniform electrical
characteristics) device, since literally hundreds of "repeaters," sometimes located
in remote, even deserted areas, would
have to be put in series along the longdistance telephone lines.
WECO achieved its performance
objectives within afew years: the basic
tube circuit topologies, single-ended and
push-pull, had been derived by 1915 (by
Colpitts and Hartley, not Armstrong as
stated in the interview), and by 1921
repeater-tube life had been extended
from afew dozen to 20,000 hours.
Efficiency was tied to cathode and
tube designs. Very early, WECO chose
to use an oxide-coated filament because
of its superior electron-emission characteristics (discovered by Professor Wehnelt of Germany in 1903), and in spite of
its greater manufacturing complexities,
which had driven most other manufacturers in the world (General Electric
among them) to use tungsten, and later
thoriated-tungsten, filaments. The
power needed to light an oxide-coated
filament was only afraction of that needed by atungsten filament, thereby reducing A-battery drain. Also, since the filament operating temperature was much
lower in the first case (750°C), tube reliability later turned out to be much
improved as outgassing (releasing of
occluded gases) by tube internal components was substantially reduced. On the
other hand, cathode-poisoning was (and
still is) amajor liability of oxide-coated
filaments, requiring very strict manufacturing procedures and a careful optimization of internal electrode geometry.
Over the years, WECO acquired
quite amastery of the complex chemistry
involved in oxide-coated filaments: from
simple barium-oxide in 1913, WECO
moved to barium-strontium oxides by
1921 (triple-carbonate compounds, barium-strontium-calcium, were also sometimes used at a later stage). Filament
bases were first made of platinum-iridium, then nickel-platinum, and later of
pure nickel with some controlled traces
of other metals used as "doping agents."
Still today, the efficiency of WECO's
filaments can be proved by checking
the comparatively greater emissivity of
aWE 300B vs its competitors (running
the tubes as diodes).
To some degree, metal purity in itself
is neither a necessary nor a sufficient
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Atnily great amplifier preserves all the delicacy and nuance of music. And atilkhas
»

the power to grab you by the lapels and give you agood shake. That's our 110 watt
per channel, THX-certified HCA-1000. Its circuitry was designed by John Curl,
whose legendary components have transported more music lovers than most airlines.
And like our seven other stereo and multichannel amplifiers, it's fully direct coupled
for the purest possible sound, and incorporates the largest power supply in its class.
In fact every Parasound amplifier, from $250 to $2,000, will inspire your imagination.
But please be careful, and keep that far away place safe and sound for your next visit.
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PARASOUND
0 1996 %round Product, lot. (415) 397-7100 •in Canna, rali
(604) 9843400. THX it •rtgirtered turleourk nl in...film. lod.

condition for ahigh-performance electron tube. Various metal types and grades
are typically combined in an electron
tube, according to the intended uses.
Take, for instance, the lead-in wires inside any tube: they are made of acomplex alloy-compound named "Dumet," a
chibit the thermal-expansion coefficient
of glass. The greater sources of distortion
are electrode geometry (remember, you
can even design atube with variable mu),
but more often poor workmanship
(poorly annealed, poorly degassed, poorly assembled tube internal components).
Because it was aregulated monopoly,
AT&T was concerned with maximizing
the economic life of its operating equipment and minimizing maintenance cost,
not minimizing production cost: hence,
WECO could go to great lengths in setting manufacturing processes, with quality controls so stringent they would have
put any reputable commercial tube
manufacturer on its knees. There were
routinely manufactured telephone repeater tubes with an average life of
70,000 hours (code 102F), and Bell Labs
built special tubes in small quantities for
submarine telephone cables (code
175HQ) with an actual service life in excess of 190,000 hours (22 years!).
Clearly, there is acost involved in running amanufacturing process with such
a high quality control. Back in 1988,
AT&Ts list price for one WE 300B was
$125, with aUS street price of about
$185, if my memory serves me right.
If it is fair to say that, from 1913 to
1935, all available telephone repeater
tubes were triodes and designed for
audio frequencies, to some extent the
300A was the swan song of direct-heated triode design at WECO.WECO's
needs were changing by then, moving
to multiplex "carrier" systems in the
VHF and UHF ranges, and consequently requiring new tube designs.
Besides the telephone repeaters
(codes 101, 102, 104), the 300Ns direct
ancestors were the 205D triode (14W
plate dissipation) and the 252A triode
(38W plate dissipation). Indirect ancestors were transmitting triodes like
the 211D (50W plate dissipation), the
242A (75W plate dissipation), or the
284A (85W plate dissipation), all of
which predated the 300A and all of
which were used in audio amplifiers.
(As ageneral rule, WECO tube-code
numbers were given in chronological
order.) Actually, the 300A was originally presented by its designer, J. McNally,
as an answer to the 242A's perceived
shortcomings of high plate voltage and
high filament power. He would probaSTEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1996

bly have been very surprised to learn
that some audiophiles are apparently
using the 212 transmitting triode in single-ended mode for final audio-amplification stages. (Personally, Ithink that
high-power transmitting tubes are a
very definite health hazard and astrong
potential source of liability in adomestic environment: caveat emptorll
As afinal comment, let me express
my admiration and congratulations to
Charles Whitener, who managed the
unfeasible: reversing the policies of a
corporate giant like AT&T from the
outside. When Iwrote my pape "Tube
Manufacturing at Western Electric: the
WE 300B," back in the fall of 1988, 1 I
never expected to see it happen again.
(Of course, back in those days, no one
in the US audio industry seemed to care
about triodes, even less about singleended amplifiers....)
Ihave no doubt that Westrex tube
releases will be worthy of the Western
Electric brandname, and Ilook forward
to seeing more WECO audio products
come out of Charles Whitener's magical
hat!
ATT I
LA BALATON
Asnieres, France

NATURALLY
Iam aproud owner of SoundLAB
speakers and adealer of the same
for 18 years. Ican tell you that
their latest model-the Aura,
equipped with toroidal transformers (optional), offers the outstanding performance of the larger, more
expensive models yet for thousands
less. The Aura ought to become
SoundLAB's "best value" yet.
Deetes Anderson-Deetes Sound
Room
Carmichael,
California

Fascinating me; m. Balaton. Scott Frankland
will be starting athree-part series on the history of tube ampeer design in the November
issue ofStereophile.
—JA

I
T'S THE MUSIC THAT MATTERS

Editor:
Thank you for awonderful magazine.
Stereophile offers awide variety of reviews, audio information, and of course,
music choices that do resolve, at least
with me and my tastes, the reason for
participation in this quest for perfection
in the reproduction of music in my
home.
LAWRENCE BLAIR
Whitehouse Station, NJ
Thanks for your kind comments on Stereophile's music section, they are snuck appreciated. Sadly, Richard Lehnert, who has been
with Stereophilefor nine years and who puts
that side of the magazine together, gave up
being our Music Editor at the end sfJune
Although he will keep aconnection with the
magazine by doing much ofthe copy editing it
is going to be hard to fill his shoes. We will
miss him.
—JA
I Originally published by the Antique Wireless
Association, Canandaigua, NY. An abridged version
was prepared and published by Jesse Klapholtz, then
editor of the puma/ if the Audio Euqiutvring Sudety.
unfortunately, the text comprehensibility sometimes
suffers from his edits. (JAES, Vol.37 Noll, November
1989.)
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Non Negative Feedback: The
Practically all amplifiers, regardless of price, employ adesign technique
called Negative Feedback (NFB) to ensure wide bandwidth, stable operation
and generally low distortion. NFB amplifiers handle back-EMF reactance
from the load by introducing acanceling signal at the input. Great stuff.
Downside, however, is that the benefits of NFB ore at the expense of lower
open-loop gain. In other words, if an amplifier is based on
the concept of NFB, it is based on the concept of a
correcting mechanism that introduces compromise.
The result? For starters, aNFB amplifier will exhibit
higher IM distortion. In addition, NFB loops lose
control at maximum power conditions, and perform
particularly poorly near clipping. Bad deal.
At Onkyo, we wanted to avoid NFB altogether and
find on ultimately smarter way to handle load
back-EMF reactance and minimize IM. So we
invented arevolutionary new Non-Negative
Feedback (NNFB) circuit. NNFB seems logical,
but without feedback you have to lower
distortion and output Zin the amp section
itself. To address this, our engineers scrapped
the typical emitter-follower connection, and
came up with atwo-level inverted Darlington
circuit with amulti-level connection to an
inversion amp with emitter ground. Very
slick. Because the circuit is inverted, only the initial level Vbe is output, and
the circuit retains A-grade operation. This pays off with lower Vbe-lc
distortion and lower output Zthan any other Darlington circuit. Instead of
100% local feedback to each emitter-follower level, Onkyo uses atwo-level
connection of emitter-ground inversion amps, each with its own gain. This

More good news: We also chucked known transformer technology, and
perfected our own design—no more messy clean-ups after embarrassing flux
leakage! More importantly, we've got EM induction noise down to seriously
low levels. To the point: You get leakage from both the perimeter of the
power supply transformer (no signal) and center core (signal present).
Particularly bad is asudden increase in leakage (and noise) at maximum
output. The proprietary Dual-Core AEI transformer radically improves on
traditional toroidal units, and even tweaked-up toroidals. We designed anew
type of core, with
peripheral and opening
ratios larger than
before. This allows an
increase in the number
of coil windings. The
hybrid uses awound
core system (low
te leakage with no load)
and acoil around the
center part (low
variation with or without
load). Works great—with
one problem. Production

Solution to IM Distortion
way, we can add two levels of current boosters to the emitter
followers. Quite revolutionary. Thus we achieve lower output Z, and since
an inverted configuration is used, we entirely avoid the collector current
nonlinearities of regular Darlingtons. That was the easy part.
Our competitors choked. Their engineering departments were
unable to design inverted Darlingtons with the necessary
thermal stability for solid bias current and an absence of
oscillation of the phase margin. Not us. We designed separate
temperature compensation for the first driver and
subsequent levels, strengthened the compensation
transistor mounting and designed an aluminum heat
radiator with asmall time constant. The result: Rocksteady bias. Next, to prevent the oscillation caused by an
output impedance peak at 20-30 Mhz we induced phase
correction at the base of the output level transistor.
An air-core coil works, but we found that ferrite beads
in the jumper wire are far better (high magnetic
permeability at low frequencies, low Q, and high
loss at the 20-30 MHz point). Perfect. Bottom line:
Grand Slam. We nailed NNFB. All of the obvious
benefits. None of the drawbacks.
Our NNFB amplifiers are not based on a
principle of performance compromise. They
attack the underlying problems of amplifier design directly. Our research has
led us to identify and solve the challenges that other designers retreated
from. The innovative design of our NNFB amplifiers provides exactly what
you need from apower amplifier: wide bandwidth, stable operation, and
very low distortion. High performance, without compromise.

The
ities of Audio
Transformer & Capacitor Design
told us it would be tough to automate the process of winding the center coil.
We solved this with abobbin mounted where the two cores are joined. We
can wrap the coil by rotating the bobbin. No sweat. Even better, the bobbin
allows heavier gauge wire because of less stress during winding. The result?
Lower resistance, which means greater efficiency when providing power to
the circuit. For the listener, the new AEI transformer means pure musical
signals, essentially free of any induced transformer noise. Thus the very low
distortion levels achieved by our NNFB design are not compromised.
But, there's more. Onkyo went one step further and designed its own Audio
Tuned Reference Capacitors. Not only do they provide greater power delivery
at low frequencies, they give you tremendous continuous power reserves that
lost as long as the music demands them. How do we know? We conducted
listening trials with over 900 different capacitors. Exhaustive research but
we've ended up with the best sounding capacitors ever. Very expensive, but
worth it.

Power To Spare Comes Only
From
High Current Drive,
Finally, our engineers got extremely aggressive about Integras current
drive capability. The other guys keep bragging about their reserve power
capabilities, but they always measure into awimpy 8ohm load. Not exactly
high-end quality. Onkyo's ability to handle low impedances is based on 6-ohm
loads and lower—delivering measured results that set us apart from the rest of
the pock.
Non-Negative Feedback architecture.
Dual-Core AEI transformers. Audio
Tuned Reference capacitors.
Discrete output stages. Hand-selected
resistors and transistors. Amodular
chassis. All Onkyo hallmarks that add
up to serious levels of reserve power
and torque—just what's needed
to handle the most demanding
musical passages.
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Still
earching
or
musical
truth?

When you buy apower amplifier, the
design and manufacturing techniques,
measured specifications, and developmental testing are all critically important.
But what is most important is the amplifier's ability to consistently deliver
high power levels into low impedance loads, with the greatest possible
transparency. The drive capability of Integra amplifiers in your listening
room is one of our proudest accomplishments. And our competitor's
worst nightmare.
That's about it. With NNFB, new AEI transformers and Audio Tuned Reference
caps, the new Integra line is simply incredible. True golden-ears products.
In short, if they weren't the best, we wouldn't put the Onkyo name on them.

o

Onkyo USA Corporation
200 Williams Drive-, Ramsey, NJ 07446
201-825-7950 www.onkyo.co.jp

Ever wish you owned amovie theater?

I
HE FIRST MOTION PICTURE I
N

You'd sit in adifferent seat each time, with yourfeet up. The theater would only serve your brand of
cola, andpopcorn would come in one size — silo. Ili: movie had agreat soundtrack, you'd have the
projectionist turn it up until the booming bass made the plaster cherubs that ringed the high ceiling tremble.
At NHT we've always known abig part ofthe magic ofmovies was in the sound system. And we've
captured it in the VT-2, ano-hold,s barred home theater system that at theflip ofaswitch also provides
optimal music performance. Designedfor the latest digital technoloo and with abuilt-in subwoofer, the
VT-2 makes motion pictures come alive. So now
you can come home to your own movie theater.

(WIT )

Or ifyou're like us, simply never leave.
WE'RE INSIDE YOUR HEAD.

FOR THE NHT DEALER NEAREST YOU: (U.S.) CALL 1-800- NHT -9993: (CANADA) ARTECH ELECTRONICS LTD.. 514-631-6448. NUT WEB SITE:

http://www.nhthifi.com
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US: Wes Phillips

Dealers promoting mantilacturer and designer
seminars should fax (do not call) Wes
Phillips the when, where, and who at (505)
983-6327, at least eight weeks before the
month of the event — ie, ifyou're putting on
something in October 1996, you should get
the information to Wes no later than August 1.
Mark the fax cover sheet "For the attention of
Wes Phillips — Dealer Bulletin Board."
Promoters of hi-fi shows and audio societies
promoting manufacturer visits should also fax
Wes the details as soon as possible.
California: The Greater South Bay
Audiophile Society, serving Los Angeles
and Orange counties, the San Fernando
Valley, and beyond, is looking for
members. If you love music and would
like to meet other audiophiles, call (310)
427-4207.
Georgia: Hi-Fi Buys in Buckhead
(3135 Peachtree Road, Atlanta) has
scheduled aseries of seminars for the
late summer months. Ross Keim and
Norm Steinke of Meridian will be featured on August 28. On September 11,
John Hunter of Stuniko will discuss
Sonus-Faber and Rel Acoustics; on
September 12 he will cover Vienna
Acoustics and Rel Acoustics. Jim
Shannon of Classé Audio and Brent
Hartley of Martin-Logan share the
stage on September 18. Michael Harvey
and Terry Dorn of Audio Research
will hold forth on September 23. All
seminars begin at 7:30pm. Seating is
limited; call Dave Sereno at (404) 2614434 for reservations.
Illinois: The Chicago Audio Society
will host David Birch-Jones of Marantz
on July 21. David will introduce the
recent reissues of classic Marantz tubed
gear — the Model 7, Model 8B, and
Model 9— as well as the company's
contemporary components. For information on where the Society will be
meeting, call (847) 382-8433.
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1996

Massachusetts: On Thursday September 19, 1996 at 7:30pm, Goodufrin's
High End (899 Main Street, Waltham)
will host an evening with Ed Deitemeyer of Theta Digital Ed will discuss
avariety of topics related to Theta's latest digital product, the Casablanca. Call
(617) 893-9000 for further details.
Ohio: Paragon Sight & Sound will
sponsor aseminar featuring Bob Carver
of Sunfire Corp. on Tuesday August 20,
6:30-9pm. Mr. Carver will talk about
his load-invariant amplifier and fullrange subwoofer designs. Space prohibits attendance by more than 30 people; call (800) 873-6873 for reservations.

Overseas: Wes Phillips

Singapore: Inkwell Publications Pte Ltd.
has announced High End Singapore '96,
a high-end consumer show featuring
audio and Home Theater products. ft
will be held July 26-28, 1996 at the
Mandarin Hotel, 333 Orchard Rd.,
Singapore 238867. Tel: (65) 737-4411.
Fax: (65) 732-2361. There will be a
panel discussion, "The State of HighEnd Audio and its Effect on Consumers," as well as seminars from visiting manufacturers. Equipment, accessories, LPs, CDs, books, and other
associated gear will be on sale. Inkwell
Publications: No.9 Lorong 101 Changi,
*03-08 Park Ct., Singapore 426641. Tel:
(65) 344-3866. Fax: (65) 244-5880.
Malaysia: Inkwell Exhibitions (M) Sdn
Bhd has announced High End Malaysia,
ahigh-end consumer show, to be held
August 2-4, 1996 at the Hotel Istana at
73 Jalan Raja Chulan, 50200 Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia. Tel: (03) 241-9988.
Fax: (03) 244-1245. The main seminar
will discuss "Can There Be aSuccessful
Integration Between High-End Audio
and Home Theater?" There will also be
seminars from many visiting manufacturers. Equipment, LPs, CDs, books,
and accessories will be offered for sale.

V

V

Inkwell Publications: 43-C Jalan Pandan, 2/3 Pandan Jaya, 55100 Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia. Tel: (03) 223-8911.
Fax: (03) 223-8912.

US: John Atkinson

In July's "Industry Update" (p.41) we
reported on astatement that had been
issued in May by Nakarnichi's British
distributor, B&W UK, that the Japanese company was to pull out of the
consumer audio business after 23 years.
On May 24, B&W UK's Managing
Director, Paul Wilkins, retracted the
statement, which appeared to have
been based on circumstantial evidence.
According to Wilkins, as quoted in
Audio Week, Nakamichi in Japan "are
continuing to manufacture and market
some products for home audio as well
as car audio, and there will be no
change at all in their fundamental attitude and future development." It is
expected that new Home Theater separates will appear carrying the Nakamichi brandname.

US: Barry Willis

Following the lackluster attendance at
this year's summer Show in Orlando,
Florida, the Summer Consumer
Electronics Show (SCES) is to become
part of alarge show co-promoted by
Comdex, the nation's largest computer
exposition. (Comdex is owned by the
same Japanese software conglomerate
that owns Ziff-Davis, the publisher of
PC Magazine and other computing
magazines.) The announcement was
made in Chicago on Monday, June 3, by
Jason Chudnofsky, president of Softbank
Comdex, during the opening session of
Summer Comdex.
The first combined show, which had
not been given aname at the time of the
announcement, will take place at the
Georgia World Congress Center in
Atlanta June 2-5, 1997, and is expected
to draw 100,000 to 120,000 attendees.
According to Cynthia Upson, aspokes31
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woman for the Consumer Electronics
Show, the new show's allocated space in
Atlanta is small, but in 1998 the Show
will move permanently to Chicago's
large McCormick Place.
There are five parts of the joint show:
Comdex/Spring, promoted by Softbank,
with CEMA running the press room;
Spring CES '97, where CEMA sells the
space and runs the press room and
Softbank looks after operations; Windows World, copromoted by Comdex
and Microsoft; Interactive Content
World (ICON), with Softbank and
CEMA equal partners, but where
CEMA will again run the press room;
and EXPO COMM, "the leading international broad-based communications
exhibition." Las Vegas will continue to
hold both Winter Comdex and the
Winter Consumer Electronics Show.
Given the High End's support for ashow
in Chicago, it's ironic that there are no
plans to include Specialty Audio in the
new show.

US: John Atkinson

We were saddened at the end of May to
learn of the death of Bill Wolfe. Aged
36, Bill had been Editor of Hachette
Filipacches Video magazine since 1995
— he had started his journalistic career
at Video as an editorial assistant in 1983
— and was the Founding Editor of Car
Stereo Review. He also contributed to
Stereo Review's Stereo Buyer's Guide. An
unemployed neighbor was arrested and
arraigned for Bill's murder, which
apparently took place during aburglary
attempt at Bill's New Jersey apartment
on May 25. Our condolences to his
mother, brother, and sister.

any new standard until the fledgling
DSD becomes more mature.
Although DSD sounded quite good
in abrief demonstration Iheard, and the
format has impressive technical specifications (100kHz bandwidth and 120dB
dynamic range up to 201cHz), committing the next generation of Compact
Disc to abitstream signal is frightening.
Bitstream is unproven compared with
the decades of experience the world has
with linear-PCM encoding. Moreover,
my listening experience with many highend multibit and 1-bit digital processors
suggests that 1-bit-based processors
often have serious sonic shortcomings.
These flaws include asoft bass, lack of
dynamic impact, adiluted sense of pace
and rhythm, and loss of low-level detail.
Sony's DSD format, which produces a
signal with four times the amount of data
as 44.1kHz 16-bit linear PCM encoding,
may not suffer these limitations (I heard
none of these artifacts in abrief DSD listening session). Nonetheless, the
prospect of the world committing itself
to an as yet unproven DSD technology
for something as important as the successor to the compact disc should give
audiophiles and music lovers pause.

US: Barry Willis

Early versions of DVD (Digital Versatile
Disc) players probably won't conform
to the new fonnaes final specifications,
according to Seth Goldstein in the May
25th edition of Billboard.
Engineering representatives from five
trade groups (the Motion Picture
Association of America, the Recording
Industry Association of America, the
Consumer Electronics Manufacturing
Association, the Information Technology
Industry Council, and the Business
Japan: Robert Harley
Software Association) have been meeting
Sony Corporation has formally proweekly to iron out specs for the player.
posed using its Direct Stream Digital
According to Goldstein, of the five books
(DSD) encoding method for an audioof technical specifications, video playback
only version of DVD (Digital Versatile
is the only one close to being approved
Disc).' DSD was first proposed for proby all parties. He mentions that the CDfessional use; Sony is now advocating,
ROM standard has an outside chance of
within the Advanced Digital Audio
approval this year. Audio standards are
(ADA) group in Japan, the idea of storstill in discussion, as arc the two volumes
ing the 64x-oversampled, 1-bit DSD
signal on an audio DVD. The ADA is a on recorctibility.
Goldstein quotes an unnamed source
group of Japanese manufacturers and
close to the discussions who expressed
academics now considering various stanconcern about a"rogue launch" of playdards proposals for ahigh-quality audio
ers this fall by manufacturers eager to
disc. Sony has enormous clout within
get the jump on the competition. The
the ADA, and may use its power to delay
first DVD machines to hit the market
may be built upon semi-completed
1See the full report on DSD in the May'96 Stereophilc.
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specifications, he said, and added, "It's
extremely late for anyone with afourthquarter retail deadline." Stereophile's
advice to potential DVD buyers: Don't
gamble on new technology until it has
been thoroughly debugged, and also has
established asolid position in the media
firmament.
Meanwhile, DVD is stalled on the
copyright front. This controversy pops
up with every new format. In arelated
piece in the May 11th Billboard, Goldstein explains that the first DVD players
to hit the market may do so without the
copy-protection legislation being sought
by an alliance of the MPAA and the
CEMA.
The real threat to "content providers"
is digital-to-digital copying, but the
MPAA/CEMA proposal adamantly
opposes digital-to-analog copying as
well. It's 4à vu all over again: the issue
was raised (and never really resolved)
when video cassettes and CDs first came
on the market, and all attempts, both
technical and legislative, to prevent their
being copied onto analog tape failed.
The ITIC, acomputer industry trade
group, opposes copy restrictions. Talks
between the three groups and representatives of the RIAA are preceding
amiably as of this report. The ¡TIC has
recruited IBM executive Alan Bell to
help resolve technical objections it
raised to the MPAA/CEMA proposal.
A "fully crafted response" isn't expected
for 6to 12 months, and only then can
legislative talk begin. ITIC's communications director Jan Goebel agrees in
principle that stronger copyright laws are
needed, but thinks avoluntary standard is
the best solution, considering the snail's
pace of most work in Washington.
Warner Bros., the strongest booster of
DVD in Hollywood, tentatively will
release titles in the new format while
Congressional talks proceed. With its
financial ties to Toshiba, WB has little
choice but to support the format. MGA/
Universal Home Video, on the other
hand, is holding out until the copyright
laws are updated. Bob DeL,ellis, president of 20th Century Fox Home
Entertainment, said his company isn't in
DVD for "a host of other reasons beyond
copyright," including di satisfaction with
the technical aspects of the Thompson
and Toshiba machines due out this fall.
"My fear," said DeLellis, "is that this will
be the next MiniDisc."
His fears may be well-founded. The
absence of software may doom the new
hardware, despite its technical superiority.
DVD may face the same fate as the 12"
laserdisc. "You only get one shot at the
33
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consumer, and you've got to do it right,"
DeLellis said.
Without awell-coordinated, smoothly
choreographed effort by all parties —
hardware makers, film and recording studios, legislators, retailers —DVD could
very well flop like abig fish. There is
scant evidence that the music- and
movie-loving public either wants or is
ready to accept anew format. DVD may
be perceived as asolution looking for a
problem. All things considered, it's probably arriving five years too soon.

US: Barry Willis

Hang on to your wallet: consumers of
the upcoming DVD may have to contend with embedded advertising. The
idea is one of many su bested in the
April 1996 issue of Tape/Disc Business, a
trade journal serving the upe- and discreplication industry.
In an article entitled "Waiting for
Bandwidth," John Houston of Modem
Media Advertising in Westport, Connecticut, proposes several ways of
exploiting the economic potential of the
new medium. After a brief technical
explanation of why present technology
makes downloading and storing amovie
in digital form atemporal and financial
impossibility (over a28.8kbps modem,
the 4.7 gigabytes of data encoding a133minute film would take approximately
two weeks to transfer), he makes astrong
case for the distribution of content via
the new format through the traditional
network of retailers and video rental outlets. Here's the twist viewers may "interact" online in real time with advertisers,
program providers, and possibly other
viewers through the Internet — all, of
course, for afee.
Houston offers several scenarios for
"creating significant value" in the new
era of "media fusion." Among his suggestions: encrypted or electronically
"locked" content on the DVD that can
be unlocked only when the user goes
online and buys access, as in pay-perview. According to Houston, this can be
easily accomplished if hardware manu.facturers design the player to connect to
acomputer/modem or cable box that
can connect to the Internet. He offers a
scheme of parallel distribution of DVD
movies: rentals at about $3 each with no
advertising, or at no charge with commercials. Taking demographics to the
extreme, he implies that advertisers may
reach target audiences through advertising on specific films. Houston suggests
inserting highly market-specific commercials, which may be downloaded in
real time, into breaks in arented DVD
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1996

THE MARKET FOR
MOST MUSIC IS
INCONSEQUENTIAL
COMPARED TO THE
MARKET FOR
VIDEO MOVIES.
movie. He also thinks that viewers
might want to "bookmark" various
products they see in a film for later
online ordering from the manufacturer
or advertiser: that's "interactive."
Music lovers may be relieved to learn
that no such suggestions were offered to
"create value" in music-only DVDs,
probably because the market for most
music is inconsequential compared to the
market for video movies, even bad ones.
Hit films, when released on video, can be
shipped in quantities as large as 10 or 15
million units each. Music releases that are
expected to sell reasonably well amount
to only 10% of that. Houston claims that
advertisers "subsidized" television-watching US households at amonthly rate of
$25 per home in 1995. There are 97 million TV households in the US; the market penetration of high-end audio is a
tiny fraction of 1%.

US: Wes Phillips &
John Atkinson
Mike Moffat Labs, IncJAngstrom has
relocated. Their new address and new
fax number are as follows: Mike Moffat
Labs, Inc./Angstrom, 5285 Kazuko Ct.,
Unit A, Moorpark, CA 93201. Tel:
(805) 523-7864. Fax: (805) 523-1290.
Effective September 1, the English
Arcam range of amplifiers and CD
players will no longer be imported to
the US by Audio Influx. We are told
that the new Arcam distributor is
Audiophile Systems, 8709 Castle Park
Drive, Indianapolis, IN 46256. Tel:
(317) 849-7103. Fax: (317) 841-4107.
However, Audio Influx is the new US
distributor of the English Chord
Electronics amplifiers, and will continue to distribute Ruark loudspeakers,
also from the UK. Audio Influx, P.O.
Box 381, Highland Lakes, NJ 074220381. Tel: (201) 764-8900. Fax: (201) 7648479. E-mail: audinflux@warwick.net.

US: Robert Harley

The "bits is bits" world of CD manu-

facturing is increasingly confronted by
the realization that aCD doesn't always
sound identical to the master tape from
which it was made. Artists, producers,
and engineers are becoming less reluctant to tell pressing plants that their
CDs don't sound as good as the digital
masters.
Moreover, audiophiles and mastering
engineers have long reported that CDs
made from the same master tape but produced at different CD manufacturing
plants can sound different. During a
workshop at last year's Audio Engineering Society convention, the entire
panel of six of the world's top mastering
engineers reported hearing differences in
CDs made at different factories.'
CD manufacturers are scrambling for
answers. At one time the factory would
simply compare the digital data on the
master tape to the digital data on the
CD. Engineers in the CD manufacturing field were convinced beyond any
doubt that if the data were identical, the
sound must be identical. The problem
was not in the disc, but must be in the
listener's imagination.
But with more and more respected
professionals calling into question the
"bits is bits" world view, CD manufacturers are making serious attempts to
understand the phenomena that affect
CD sound quality. CD manufacturers are
hiring jitter consultants to examine the
manufacturing process and make recommendations for reducing jitter. Laser
mastering-machine manufacturers now
tout their laser cutters as "low jitter."
Further, Philips has just revised the "Red
Book" (the official document defining
the CD standard) to include amaximum
jitter specification for the signal retrieved
from the CD. This is the first Red Book
revision in the 15-year history of the
Compact Disc.
CD manufacturers are also experimenting with jitter-reduction systems in
the mastering chain to make bettersounding CDs. Sony recently built and
put into operation a new system designed to reduce CD jitter. Rather than
reading the digital audio data from a
master tape for real-time transfer to the
spinning glass master disc, the Sony system first loads the audio data into agiant
Random Access Memory (RAM). The
1See the April issue's "As We See l( (Vol.19 NoA,
p.3), and Bob Katz's "The Great Record-Club CI)
Conspiracy?" and my "The Analog Compact Disc,"
both in the December 1994 Stereo/etc. See also my
report from the 1995 New York AES Convention in
January 1996 (Vol.19 No.1, p.39). Next month's
"Industry Update" will include areport on JVC's low'
jitter mastering process, called Extended Resolution
Cl) (XRC1)).
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Quality You Can Hear"

audio data are then clocked from the
RAM into the Eight-to-Fourteen
Modulator (EFM) for formatting and
recording on the master disc. The signal
that clocks the data from the RAM to the
disc is generated by acrystal oscillator,
rather than asignal derived from the
turntable's rotational speed, with all the
imperfections of amechanical system.
Discs made with this technique reportedly sound better than CDs mastered with conventional methods. Sony,
however, isn't providing samples.
Nonetheless, Iwas able to obtain two
CDs made from the same master tape
but mastered on two different conventional mastering machines (not
made by Sony). The rest of the CD
manufacturing process - metal plating,
injection molding, metalization, protective coating-was identical for the
two discs. The two CDs had undergone
bit-for-bit comparison with each other
and with the original master tape. All
three contained exactly the same ones
and zeros. But the artist, producer, and
engineer who created this music heard
differences between the two CDs and
the master tape. One of the CDs (we'll
call it CD "B") sounded better overall,
and was closer in quality to the original
master. Subsequent jitter analysis of the
two discs revealed that CD "A" had
more timing variation in the spacing of
the pit and land structures than the better-sounding disc B.
To understand the jitter plots I'm
about to show you, alittle background
in how the CD works is necessary.
ACD contains asingle spiral track of
indentations called "pits" and flat areas
called "land." The transition from pit to
land or from land to pit represents binary "I"; pit bottom or land represents
binary "0." The compact disc's Eight-toFourteen Modulation (EFM) encoding
scheme creates apattern in which binary ones are separated from each other
by aminimum of two zeros and amaximum of ten zeros. Consequently, the
CD's spiral track contains nine discrete
pit or land lengths. When the CD player's laser reads these pit and land structures, asignal composed of nine discrete
frequencies is generated. Although the
recovered signal looks like aseries of
nine superimposed sinewaves ranging
in frequency from 196kHz to 720kHz,
the digital data are encoded in the zerocrossing transitions.
Here's where jitter enters the picture.
If the pit and land structures have slightly varying lengths, the zero-crossing
points of the nine discrete-frequency
sinewaves recovered from the disc will
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1996

be shifted back and forth in time - the
very definition ofjitter. To measure this
phenomenon, an analyzer counts the
periods of each of the nine frequencies
and plots them graphically. If the CD
had no jitter whatsoever (a physical
impossibility), the analyzer output
would be nine straight vertical lines. But
because all CDs have variations in the pit
and land lengths, the plot of each pit or
land length is distributed around amedian period.
Fig.1 is the jitter analyzer's output for
CD B. We can see the nine features in
the plot, which correspond to the nine
pit and land lengths on the CD. The top
plot of fig.1 shows the period distribution of the pits; the bottom plot
shows the period distribution of the
lands. The "haystack" at the plot's lefthand side shows the distribution of the
shortest pit and land lengths (called 13),
which represent the binary number 100.
The haystack at the plot's right-hand
side shows the distribution of the
longest pit or land length (called Ill),
which represents the binary number
10000000000.
Fig2 is the jitter measurement made
on disc A. We can see awider variation
in the periods of the nine discrete-frequency sinewaves recovered from the
disc. This means that disc A has greater
variation in the pit and land lengths
from their ideal period, and thus more
jitter in the recovered signal. Note how
the space between 13 and 14 is partially
filled in, meaning that some 13 periods
were significantly longer than they
should be, and/or that some 14 periods
were substantially shorter than they
should be.2
Although it's difficult to draw conclusions from looking at only two examples of CD jitter measurements, it
shouldn't be surprising that the artist,
producer, and engineer found disc A
unacceptable, and asked the manufacturing plant to master the disc again.
Disc B met their standards, although it
didn't sound quite as good as the master
tape. When they rejected disc A and
accepted disc B, the jitter measurements
had not yet been made - they just
knew what they heard.
Iplayed discs A and B for Arnie
Nudell and Paul McGowan of Genesis
2If an 13 period is so much longer than it should be
that it is closer in period to 14, the system thinks it is
an 14 and abit error occurs. Instead of reading the
binary number 100, it reads the number 1000. Such
errors are easily corrected by the CD's error-correction
system. In fact, burst errors (long chunks of bad or
missing data) of nearly 4000 consecutive bits can be
completely corrected - not interpolated or concealed,
but corrected to what they should have been.

Technologies when they recently visited
my listening room to hear their Digital
Lens in my system (see my review in
the July '96 issue). Ididn't tell them
which disc was which, but to just listen
and comment on the differences in
sound - if any. Both of them immediately identified disc B as sounding
better in this blind test. Their comments
matched my impressions: Disc B had
more space, depth, and openness, with
less bunching of images around the
loudspeakers. The piano was harder and
more glassy on disc A, sounding more
like atoy piano than areal instrument.
The vocals were also cleaner and more
intelligible on disc B, rather than hard
and sibilant. Disc Bjust had agreater
sense of ease and musicality compared
to disc A. One could argue that the
sonic differences between the discs
were small in an absolute sense - less
than the differences between good
cables, for example - but were nonetheless identifiable in ahigh-resolution
playback system.
Is disc A's higher measured jitter
responsible for the disc's inferior sound
quality? It's impossible to make such a
definitive statement from just asingle
example, but the correlation between
listening and measurement suggests that
jitter introduced in the CD mastering
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t's nice that the Ayre V-3
amplifier sounds so tubelike,
but why not just buy atube
amplifier?"
Charlie Hansen laughed.
"If you can put up with the high
prices and maintenance of tube gear,
then go for it. But most people don't
want to put up with the expense or the
idiosyncrasies of tubes.
"Look," Charlie continued, "great
tube amps still have alittle bit of midrange magic that no solid-state amp I
have ever heard quite gets. But the V-3
does many things better than most tube
amps do. It's more dynamic. Bass is
more controlled and tuneful. There's
more resolution.
"The idea is to make something
great-sounding and reliable that people
can afford. Ipersonally like the sound
we normally associate with tubes —
relaxed, musical, lots of information, but
not presented in any kind of artificial
way. Ithink that that sound is truer to
the music and lets you understand what
an artist is trying to convey.
"The problem is that tubes are expensive and unreliable, and it's hard to find
good tubes. It's also expensive to make a
tube amp, because you have to have
output transformers, and good transformers are expensive."
A grand experiment in sleep deprivation: Iwas talking to Charles Hansen,
founder of Ayre Acoustics, and before
that the founder of Avalon and designer
of the Avalon Ascent and Eclipse loudspeakers. If he was in amerry mood, it
possibly was because two weeks earlier
his wife Colleen had given birth to their
first child, an 8-lb 4-oz boy named
Cooper Elliott Hansen. "I am currently
living in what feels like agrand experiment in sleep deprivation," said Charlie.
The Ayre V-3 is another of Charlie's
children, and if ever an amp was aptly
named, it's the Ayre. Taking acue from
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1996

An inside view of the AyreV-3 power amplifier

Nairn Audio, which is "name" by another "naim," Ayre means to suggest that its
amplifier (and, presumably, other products to come) excels at spatial resolution
— the sense of air... or "there" there.
Solid-state amps rarely do spatial resolution as well as tube amps do. The Ayre
V-3 is one of the few notable exceptions.
A handsome amp, and well-built,
too — look at that 'e-thick faceplate —
the Ayre V-3 is reasonably compact, so
you can set it on atable out of the way
of kids or pets. Properly ventilated, it
can go on or in an equipment rack —
no need to place it on the floor. One
person can actually lift and move it —
unusual for a high-end solid-state
amplifier.
The amp has what look to be two
on/off switches, one each on front and
back. Uh-huh — the switch on the back
is the actual on/off switch, the front toggle switch is astandby switch. Flip it
down and it'll turn off the power to the

output transistors — handy if you want
to change cables, etc. But otherwise,
says Charlie, leave it on all the time.'
Parts quality is high, including very
sturdy speaker binding posts on back —
none of those damned plastic posts
(there shouldn't be any of those in a
$3450 amp anyway). The design is fully
balanced from output to input, the balanced design helping to reduce noise
through common-mode rejection.
(There are also input jacks for singleended RCA cables.) Iused the Ayre
with an Audiarism Mantissa line-stage
and a Passion passive preamp. CD
sources included Meridian 508 and Krell
KPS-20i CD players. Unfortunately, I
1That is, if you want to draw 210W in operating
mode, no signal, or 65W in standby mode at all times
—this according to the operating manual. The Ayre
V-3 is heavily biased into class-A and generates considerable mom heat of its own, as Ifound out. Tlw
prospective owner should factor in the cost of keeping
the amp powered —it could cost yon more than
replacing tubes.
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didn't have abalanced preamp on hand
at the time of auditioning.
No feedback: There is no feedback in
the output stage, just alittle feedback to
the driver stage, necessary to control DC.
Iasked Charlie how he can get away with
this and still keep the output impedance
suitably low —around 025 ohms.
"I was hoping you'd ask. It's because
we use very-high-transconductance
MOSFETs, which were developed,
actually, for low-loss switching in electric cars. The higher the transconductance, the lower your output impedance." The amp uses two pairs of these
high-transconductance MOSFETs per
channel — this being abalanced design,
each pair of devices is carefully
matched, as indeed are other parts in
the signal path.
Valvophiles widely believe that one
reason tube amps generally sound as
good as they do is that they tend to use
little or even no loop negative feedback.
Indeed, the few times I've been able to
dial-in feedback — with the Manley
SE/PP 300B monoblocks, for instance
— I've been able to hear the sound quality deteriorate. What does feedback do?
If overused, it destroys the palpability of
images, robs an amp of harmonic richness, and removes ambient information
— that's right, air ... or Ayre.
Tighten up that bottom end!
Feedback can, however, tighten up the
bass, make it less loosey-goosey, and give
an amp that crisp, even sterile quality that
many audiophiles apparently like.2 It also
lowers an amp's output impedance —
desirable insofar as the amp's frequency
response will remain constant regardless
of speaker load.
The Ayre is also unusual in that it
uses what Charlie calls a "two-stage
power supply": inductors in the first
stage (ie, achoke), capacitors in the second. According to Charlie, the inductors act as power-supply filters, storing
energy in their magnetic fields and
releasing that energy slowly to the
capacitors so there is continuous current. Charlie says this eliminates the
noise caused by high-current charging
pulses — sort of aratatattat.
Ah, the good old days... Before
1950, everyone used inductors in their
power supplies. As filter caps improved,
packing more capacitance into the same
physical space, designers abandoned
2 Music lovers do suffer at the hands—or ears—of
audiophiles.
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inductors in the power supply. But, as so
often happens in hi-fi, perhaps such
"progress" wasn't. Inductors are useful.
They act as low-pass filters. They store
energy. They resist the change of current
through them. Put them ahead of capacitors and capacitors can recharge more
slowly.
Charlie licked his chops: If Iunderstand Charlie, eliminating noise is a
good part of what the Ayre V-3 is all
about. The balanced circuitry, lack of
feedback, and two-stage power supply
are all intended to reduce noise — ie,
interference with the musical signal.
Perhaps this is what gives the Ayre its air.
And not only its
but also its freedom
from graininess, hardness, edginess —all
the bad, bad things that transistorphobes

NO
TUBE AMP I
KNOW OF CAN DO WHAT
THE SOLID-STATE AYRE
CAN: DOUBLE ITS
RATED 8OHM POWER
INTO 4OHMS.

The Best Talent
Linked With The
Best Resources...

Complete Design & Engineering

In-house Cable Manufacturing

V-3

associate with solid-state.
"It doesn't quite sound like a tube
amp," Itold Charlie, trying to get arise
out of him. Ialways like to be provocative, but this guy is unflappable. He
agreed with me!
"Yes, Iknow. But the V-3 pumps 100
watts per channel into 8ohms, 200Wpc
into 4ohms. It will drive virtually anything, any speaker that we've thrown up
against it—like Thiel CS5s and any
Martin-Logans you care to name. If you
want that from atube amp, it will cost
you $10,000 or more. Big, big, bucks."
Charlie licked his chops.
No way around it — tube amps arc
expensive to make. And no tube amplifier Iknow of can do what the solid-state
Ayre V-3 can: double its rated 8 ohm
power into 4 ohms. Typically, atube
amp delivers about the same amount of
power into 4ohms as it does into 8. And
below 4ohms? With most tube amps —
especially single-ended tube amps —
don't even ask.
Tu-be or not tu-be: There are acouple more things you might consider
before running out and buying atube
amp. Writers don't mention these
drawbacks very much.
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We couldn't have
said it better o )elves.
— excerpts from Audio Magazine, by Anthony H. Cordesman

"...this is aproduct that
deserves attention. yy

"In short, the

Adcom GFA-5800

"This is the kind of
product that shows
the best of the high
end can be made
truly affordable. y,

stands out even in a
world where almost
all amplifiers now
sound good.

"You may be
surprised to find
out how good
your speakers are
when you first tiy
an amplifier of
this quality. y,

yy

"It is also alittle difficult to
believe that this amplifier is in
the $1500 price range. yy

"It does everything
exceptionally well for
its price, and its upper
midrange and treble and
overall musicality are
hard to find in any amplifier not costing at least
twice its price range. yy

"The imaging, soundstage,
dynamics, and transparency of
the Adcom GFA-5800 had the
kind of realism and integration
Ionly expect to find in far more
expensive products. yy

Just as Adcom once
changed the standards of the
power amplifier market with
the 555, it has introduced a
new product that may similarly
change the market again. yy

ADCOM®
details you can hear
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The Adcom GFA-5800 amplifier is quite possibly the best amplifier you may ever hear.
We know it sounds better than others selling for more than twice its price. Delivering 250
watts continuous per channel into 8ohms between 20 Hz and 20 kHz, its circuit design and
component specifications are in aclass by itself.
But you don't have to take our word for it. Send us your name and address and we will
send you areprint of Audio's review as well as detailed literature. Or better yet, simply ask to
listen to the GFA-5800. Your ears will tell you
all you need to know.
Send me Audio :s review and detailed literature on the

First is room heat — not so bad for a
native New Englander like me, who
looks on heat not as away to stay warm
but as away to keep the pipes from
freezing. If you have atotal of four output tubes — two EL34s per channel, for
instance, as you do with the ConradJohnson MV-55 or the AudioPrism Debut — the room heat in summer isn't
too bad.
But if you run amps like the
Quicksilver M135 monos on awarm
day, with six output tubes per side — a
total of 12 output tubes in all — your listening room can get pretty damned
uncomfortable in the warmer months,
unless you have quiet air conditioning.
Then there's the cost of retubing. As
Bob Harley once told me, writers seldom talk about this, probably because
they're so seldom faced with the need to
buy tubes. (By the time they need new
tubes, they're long since done with the
gear.) If you replace a dozen output
tubes every couple of years, that's probably an expense of $200 or more. Do it
five times over adecade and it's an extra
thousand bucks. What's more, as Charlie
Hansen says, you don't know what the
tube situation will be like in five or ten
years, or even in two. Try to find real
British KT66s, KT77s, or KT88s now.
How close? So ... how close to the
classic tube sound does the Ayre get?
I compared the Ayre V-3 to a
Conrad-Johnson MV-55 — a $1995
tube amp rated at 45Wpc, which Iwill
be reporting on more depth next
month.
In terms of bass, it was no contest —
especially through the Hales Concept 2
speakers, which have avery fine low end:
tight, tuneful, extended. The solid-state
amp won out. In terms of resolution, too,
Iwould have to 1..ve the nod to the Ayre,
although the . erence was hardly staggering. (A Conrad-Johnson Premier
Eleven A, at $3495, would be afairer
comparison and would likely give the
Ayre acloser run for the money.)
Where the little C-J won, Ithought,
was in terms of harmonic richness,
ripeness, and beauty. There was a
midrange magic the Ayre didn't have.
The C-J had even more bloom, more
body. Vocals — especially female vocals
— were more liquid, more lush... more
seductive. Want to be seduced? Sure
you do!
What to do? It probably depends on
your speakers and preferences.
With the Hales Concept 2 speakers
— floorstanding and full-range — Ipreferred the Ayre to the C-J. Iliked the
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1996

Ayre's flair — the way it took hold of
the bass driver and gave these very
solid-sounding speakers even greater
authority. If you have the Hales in mind,
then the Ayre V-3 would be an excellent choice.
The Ayre excelled with the Quad
ESL-63 USA Monitors. I've always marveled at how well the Quads can do in
the bass when driven with agood solidstate amp — the bass can be tight, quite
extended, even gutsy... and fast. Not
the kind of bass you want to muck up
with the typical subwoofer, or perhaps
any subwoofer. The Ayre was one of the
very best amplifiers Ihave heard driving
the Quads. Iliked the dynamics, the
speed, the resolution, the overall harmonic presentation of the combination.
Still, when Iturned to the C-J, Igot
more body, more bloom, amore blended,
rounded sound on massed strings. Vocals
sounded more natural. Something of an
edge was gone. True, Idid lose some
dynamics and possibly atad of resolution.
But if the speakers didn't always get it up
on the C-J, at least Idid. On the Quads, I
preferred the C-J —$1500 cheaper than
the Ayre. That would buy you alot of
EL34 output tubes.
Back to reality. On the ProAc
Tablette 50 Signatures — stand-mounted minimonitors — Ienjoyed the Ayre
but ultimately preferred the C-J. Again,
just alittle more body, more bloom, and
aslightly more natural, more "released"
quality to the harmonics, especially on
strings and voice. The Ayre delivered
more bass, however — tighter, more
extended, better articulated — in addition to more dynamic get-up-and-go.
Also, Ithought that the high end on the
Ayre was, subjectively, just a little
rolled-off.
As it turns out, the high end is rolledoff. Specs are scarce with the Ayre, but
this is not a wide-bandwidth design.
When Audio magazine measured the
amp, they found it was 3dB down at
25kHz. [See UN's measurements elsewhere
in this issue.— Ed.] Can you hear this
bandwidth limiting? Ithink maybe I
can. The Ayre lacks acertain crystalline
quality in the treble. Articulation of
cymbals and sibilants is not quite so
crisp as Imight like from asolid-state
amplifier, and have heard from such
amps as the McCormack DNA 0.5 and
the BEL 10001 Mk.II. It's interesting
that neither the McCormack nor the
BEL use MOSFET output devices—
perhaps another reason for the Ayre's
decidedly soft sound.
Dead set against tubes: Decisions are
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never easy — unless, of course, your
mind is dead set against tubes for some
of the reasons mentioned above.
The Ayre never turns hard, dry, or
sterile. There is agood deal of richness,
body, bloom —enough so that Ican listen to the Ayre for hours without gasping for ... air. When these elements are
partly missing, your brain has to do too
much work to fill in what isn't there.
(My brain, anyway. Yours may differ.)
Compared to the Ayre, most other
solid-state amps I've heard sound harmonically threadbare. They leave me
gasping for... well, Ayre.
But when it comes to bass performance, Ifound that the Ayre is no
match for killer Krells, Mark Levinsons,
etc. For that matter, Ifelt the bass was no
match for the McCormack DNA 0.5.
I'm also not sure that the Ayre delivers
the most crisply articulated sound, especially in the treble. MOSFETs?
Bandwidth limiting?
Take the McCormack DNA 0.5, a
great solid-state amp that, even in its
deluxe version, costs less than half the
price of the Ayre. Ithink it has tighter,
more powerful bass and, like Isaid, a
more crisply articulated sound. What
it lacks, compared to the Ayre, is a
certain degree of body, bloom, and
spatial resolution — the Ayre does air
better. Ihaven't had enough time with
the BEL to make a detailed comparison.
Overall, though, Ithink the Ayre V3 gets you much of the way toward
Class A for aClass Bprice. It's an innovative product and an interesting alternative to the usual solid-state fare.
Now... how about asolid-state amp
that simulates the sound of aJadis
SE300B?

HARMONIC PRECISION HP-I50
POWER AMPLIFIER

Ever heard of Steve Keiser?
No?
You've heard of the B&K ST-140
stereo amplifier, haven't you? Well,
Steve Keiser was the K of B&K before
he and John Beyer split. Steve designed
the original B&K ST-140, one of the
best-sounding budget amps of all time.
So when Keiser kalls to tell you he's
designed something new, if you're Sam
Tellig, you listen.
HP does not stand for Harry
Pearson: It stands for Harmonic
Precision. This amp is called the HP150 (as in 2x75W = 150W). HP—the
brand, not the man —is apart of P&W
International Corp., of Toledo, Ohio —
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1996

makers of the Harmonic Precision
loudspeakers. For $895, the HP-150 is
an impressive amplifier debut.3 But hey
— these guys have all got experience.
First, Ishould tell you that you are
not going to get an Ayre V-3 for roughly one fourth the price. It doesn't work
that way. At $895, the design constraints are much greater than they are
at $3450. It's actually more of achallenge for adesigner to create akiller
amp at alower price — the necessary
tradeoffs have to be more artfully made,
as any designer will tell you. This is
why Itip my hat to guys like Steve
McCormack for offering such terrific
sound for the money.
You can see some of the compromises right off. The cosmetics,
while not unattractive, are plain — this
is your basic black box. There are no
balanced inputs — but at least the HP150 doesn't pretend to be abalanced
design. The power cord is captive.
However — remarkably for the price —
the gold-plated five-way speaker binding posts are not apair of the cheesy
plastic-nut jobs that AudioPrism and
Conrad-Johnson use on their $2000
amps. I'm not crazy about where the
speaker binding posts are placed: vertically, in atight area next to the rearmounted heatsinks. This can make
attaching spade-lugged cables difficult
— you have to attach them flying off
the sides of the amp. Awkward and
unsightly.
The quality carries over to the inside,
too, with polypropylene bypass and
coupling capacitors. The power supply
is an impressive 45,400g, said to supply
astiff power source and result in 2.5dB
of dynamic headroom.
"Only" 75Wpc: Those of you who
followed the fortunes of the B&K ST140 from the beginning will remember
that it started out as a70Wpc amp and
then went to 105Wpc, suffering sonically in the process. There seems to be
some magic mantra about 100Wpc.
Anyway, a100Wpc amp is easier to sell
than a 70Wpc amp, and B&K was
interested in selling amps. The B&K
eventually went from using one pair of
MOSFETs per channel to using two
pairs per channel. The change, in my
opinion, was not especially beneficial
to the sound, although it undoubtedly
helped the specs, especially into speaker loads lower than 8ohms.
3 P&W International Corp., 1501 Monroe Street,
Suite 114, Toledo, OH 43624. Tel: (419) 255-1723.
Fax: (419) 255-3417.
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quality that could almost fool you into
thinking you were listening to tubes.
The good news is that the HP-150 beats
the pants off the original ST-140 in the
bass and sounds more detailed.
Steve admits to making tradeoffs. "I
could have given the amp more bloom,
like the ST-140, but Idecided to do
something different. When Igave the
amp the bloom, Ilost the tightness of
bass."
This is not to say that the HP-150
sounds hard or sterile, or even particularly harmonically threadbare for a
solid-state amplifier. It's just that it could
sound richer. Iwish it did — I'd gladly
Harmonic Precision HP-ISO power amplifier
trade some of the kickbutt bass for abit
more bloom.
Resolution and detail are good for an
name for it: "Transient Response
Iasked Steve ICeiser whether one pair
amp at this price, but not quite up to the
Optimization."
of MOSFETs might offer a sonic
McCormack DNA 0.5, Ifelt. MOSFETs
advantage.
again? The HP-150 does have aliquidity
Cold starts: So much for the technical
"Yes," he told me. "It's easier to optithe McCormack lacks, though — the
mize the bias point for asingle pair of stuff. Feedback, no feedback —you want
amp sounds abit more "tubelike" than
to know how the HP-150 sounds.
transistors." When you parallel two pairs
the McCormack. And tight as the bass is
Absolutely horrible when turned on
per channel, it becomes more difficult
from the HP-150, it's no match for the
cold. Dark, edgy, lacking in detail —
—unless the two pairs of transistors are
McCormack's killer bass — for the
gritty, grainy, and grungy. And this from
matched very closely, alabor-intensive
asample of the HP-150 that had already price.
process. Steve assures me that the HPIt's unfair to expect an $895 amp to
seen at least several hundred hours of
150 can drive speaker loads of 4ohms or
perform like a$3450 amp, and the HPuse before it was sent to me.
greater with "continuous full power,"
150 doesn't. If Imiss the roundness, the
More than any other amp I've
but if aspeaker's impedance dips much
palpability of images Iheard with the
encountered (much more than the
below 4 ohms, the sonic performance
original Steve Keiser-designed B&K STwill likely suffer. The HP-150 is not Ayre, for instance), the HP-150 needs
140, Idid enjoy the fighter bass and overwarmup time —preferably 12 hours or
made for silly loads.
more. And it absolutely needs to be left all greater clarity. The original ST-140
None of the speakers Ihad in-house
had a degree of fuzziness (MOSFET
on all the time or else it will go back to
gave the HP-150 the slightest problem,
mist?) that's not apparent here. Best of all,
sounding closed-in and grungy. Iasked
including the 4-ohm-rated Hales ConIthink, is the fact that the amp doesn't
cept 2s, which sailed along quite nicely Steve about this.
"We don't use any current source for turn hard, sterile, and clinical — as so
driven by the HP-150.
many less expensive solid-state amplifiers
the biasing," he told me. "Instead, we
use resistors — a single resistor per tend to do. Probably the ultimate comThe ultimate Julian Hirsch test:
channel — which is an archaic way of pliment Ican pay the HP-150 is the same
Unlike the Ayre V-3, the HP-150 does
doing things. With resistors, it takes a one Ipay the Ayre: that it didn't have me
make extensive use of negative feedlong time for the thermal matching of running for the off switch.
back. "Feedback correctly applied,"
It's good to see abudget amplifier
the output transistors to reach afinal
Keiser hastened to add. "If Itake an
like this being introduced when so
stage of stability. Idon't like to use tranoscilloscope probe and measure all
many makers of modestly priced gear
sistors to set the biasing, though,
internal points, Isee afairly good-lookbecause the transistors interject alot of are rushing to cash in on the Home
ing squarewave. The ultimate Julian
Theater craze — atrend that, Ifeel, is
Hirsch objective test," he added with a spurious sound colorations. We pay the
price: When most people turn the unit almost certain to have disastrous conselaugh.
quences for sound quality.4
on, they don't like it."
"When feedback is correctly applied,
Ican always try to second-guess the
Fortunately, the unit runs cool —
all the current flowing through each
designer. Iwonder what the amp might
much cooler than the Ayre V-3 — and
stage of the amplifier should be squareconsumes only about 90W of power at sound like with alittle less feedback,
wave current, and all the voltage should
more richly biased into class-A, etc. Yes,
idle, according to Steve. Leaving it powbe squarewave voltage. When feedback
Iprobably would have made the tradeered all the time should not be ahardis incorrectly applied, the current and
offs alittle differently. Still, for $895, this
ship.
voltage are not in proportion to one
So ... what about the sound? Is this a is an amp worth auditioning and conanother." Steve says the use of feedback
1990s equivalent of the original B&K sidering. Just don't try to attach big,
allows him to maintain the output
heavy speaker cables equipped with
ST-140?
impedance at 0.15 ohms.
spade lugs!
S
Well, there's good news and bad
To achieve this optimal squarewave
news.
response at each internal amplifier stage,
The bad news is that the HP-150
the HP-150 uses what the brochure calls
4Lawrence B. Johnson, in The New link limes, reports
doesn't quite have the midrange bloom
an "innovative circuit design" said to be
that most buyers don't audition music when shopping
for
aHome Theater sound system.
exclusive to the amp. They even have a of the ST-140 — arich, rounded sound
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1996
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MICHAEL FREMER
ii-st, some good news. Alhop has
just announced that it is once
again stocking replacement pads
for their late, lamented Orbitrac record
cleaner. For those who don't know about
it, the Orbitrac was an inexpensive rotary
cleaning device once considered ajoke
plastic product strictly for vinyl plebes
who couldn't afford vacuum-powered
record-cleaning machines. (See Wes Phillips's "Industry Update," April '96, p39.)
But, used as apre-vacuuming device
to clean surface dust and to get schmutz
up from the depths of the grooves before
vacuuming, the Orbitrac has proven to
be an indispensable weapon in the war
on dirty records.
Until now, those lucky enough to
own the discontinued Orbitrac have had
to hand-wash their pads in an elaborate
ritual of diluted laundry detergent followed by multiple hand rinses, diluted
fabric-softener baths, and still more rinses. Kind of makes you want to switch to
CDs... not!
Now, after much prodding in these
pages and in The Tracking Angle, and due
to the resulting flood of phone calls
(thanks, folks!), Orbitrac pads are back.
To order, call Allsop at (800) 426-4303.
A pack of five pads costs $4.99 plus
shipping and handling. If you order five
or more sets of five, the cost per pack
drops to $3.49. Obviously, the smartest
thing to do is order five packs... or
more. By the way, rumors of an Orbitrac
II — a '90s version — keep spinning
around. We'll keep you deformed.

"
CLEANED OUT"

In July Ireported on the grand opening
of the Virgin MegaStore in Times Square
and its fairly well-stocked vinyl section.
One of my correspondents sought out
the vinyl buyer last week to see how the
LPs were selling. His response: "'Three
days after opening we were pretty much
cleaned out and couldn't believe it."
Yeah? Well, believe it!
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1996

THE HIGH COST OF ANALOG

Having recently reviewed a$4500 tonearm, a $3800 cartridge, and a $1500
phono section (sounds like a bargain
compared to the other two) using a
$6500 turntable, I've decided that,
while reviewing such rarefied gear has
been fun, and hopefully of some use to
readers — especially rich ones —it's so
far off the financial scale as to be almost
sinful.

TITHE ORBITRAC
HAS PROVEN TO BE AN
INDISPENSABLE WEAPON
IN THE WAR ON
DIRTY RECORDS.
So next I'm going to tackle some inexpensive turntables, cartridges, and phono
sections, including the Rega Planar 2and
3(as well as the more expensive 9), the
inexpensive Moth turntable (which uses
some Rega components), using some
budget cartridges and phono sections.
Full reports in afew months. I'm sure
I'll feel better then, too.

TOOLS OF THE ANALOG TRADE

As Iwas setting up aturntable recently,
Irealized how much faster and easier
the job was going because Ihad the
right tools at my disposal. So Idecided
to write about what every wellequipped analog fan should have on
hand.
First, you've got to have the right
light. There is only one source of illumination appropriate for aturntable in my
book, and that's the LitdeLight — the
tiny, high-intensity goosenecked lamp
you see on mixing consoles in studios,
clubs, and concert halls. It just looks

right, and its infinitely adjustable gooseneck allows you to put light right where
you need it when aligning acartridge.
You need one of those little Minivacs,
too — the kind advertised for cleaning
computer keyboards. It's great for removing dust from nooks and crannies.
And if you've got an airbearing arm,
the soft-brush attachment is great for
removing dust from moving parts without gumming up the works. Ialso find
it handy for cleaning vacuum holddown platters covered with thin cloth
mats — like the one SOTA uses. Those
cloth mats attract dust. The last thing
you want to do is suck arecord down
onto apile of dust! As Martha Stewart
would say, "Minivacs are agood thing!"
You also should have aspirit bubble
for leveling. Iuse both the kind where
you center the bubble in acircle on top,
and the kind where you center it between two lines on atube. Someday
someone's going to figure out away to
incorporate one into an armshell tube
so you can start VTA adjustments from
aperfectly parallel reference point and
return to it easily.
Another great item, not made for audio but extremely useful anyway, is a
small, angled dentist's mirror. It's great
for seeing the back of a component
without having to move it — especially
if you have to place your rack against a
wall. Some lucky audiophiles use their

Mobile Fidelity Geo-Disc
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For straight trackers, nothing beats
Telarc's Omnidisc, which is no longer
manufactured. Maybe someone can
convince Telarc to give up the plating,
which probably still exists ... ?
While we're on the subject of cartridge alignment: Don't forget asmall
pair of tweezers for gently pushing delicate clips over cartridge pins. Never use
Shure Stylus Pressure Gauge
your fingers! Also, if you're buying an
inexpensive cartridge, it's going to come
with inexpensive (read "cheap") hardequipment racks as room dividers and definitely
ware. Spend afew bucks on high-qualican access the back easily. For the rest of worked well,
us, the dentist's mirror, in combination and appeared to leave no residue. I ty stainless steel or brass hex-head
with the LitdeLight, really comes in haven't done this in quite some time, so screws and nuts (if your cartridge doesI'm not formally recommending you n't come threaded). Different folks prehandy.
A good set of Allen or hex wrenches try it (Anyone other than Sam Tellig fer different metals. If you want to do a
meticulous alignment with stainless and
is essential for working on many turn- still doing this with good results?)
Wow. All of this paraphernalia and then do it again with brass to hear the
tables and arms. While manufacturers
frequently supply the specific ones we still haven't gotten to products made difference, be my guest.
For accurate adjustment of azimuth
needed for their products, it's agood specifically for analog.
A reasonably accurate stylus pressure —ie, the cantilever's perpendicularity to
idea to keep awide range of sizes on
hand. More convenient than the stan- gauge is mandatory, and the Shure is the record — to ensure equal output
dard 90° angled kind are the screw- good and very cheap. The even simpler from each channel and maximum sepadriverlike ones made by Bondhus. and less expensive Ortofon, which uses ration, Graham Engineering makes a
(Graham and Rockport, for example, pressed dimples to form a fulcrum, handy little box for about $175. Or you
works surprisingly well, but for about can make your own by taking aset of
supply these with their arms.)
14 bucks you may as well treat yourself cheap interconnects — like the kind that
Aplastic bag with some cornstarch in
came with your VCR—and reversing
it is good to keep around. Every so often to the Shure.
There are also some vintage Technics the hot and ground leads to one channel
throw your turntable drive-belt in it to
absorb oil deposits and restore its grip- electronic stylus pressure gauges out by cutting, stripping, splicing, soldering,
there, which show up for microseconds and taping. Get apair of double female
ping power.
Sometimes, with stiff, unshielded in the "For Sale —Used" columns. I've adapters and a double-female/singlephono cables like the XLO Signature, never owned one, but I've been told male Y-connector.
Plug your toneami leads into the
only one routing will be free of hum, they work well — though I've heard the
and the only way to keep the cable in magnetic flux from the cartridge can double female adapters on one end, and
affect their accuracy. The world is wait- the cut-and-spliced interconnects into
that particular location is with Velcro —
another indispensable item. Stick-on ing for a dead-on accurate jeweled- the other. Plug the Y-connector into the
Velcro comes in parallel rolls of the two bearing stylus pressure gauge. Any tak- open end of the interconnects and the
gripping components: You cut to length ers? [JA. Michell of the UK used to make a single male plug into your phono input
and peel off the adhesive backings. Also superb jeweled balance, but Ihaven't seen one Play amono record and adjust azimuth
(assuming your arm allows it, of course!)
handy are those expandable, stick-on in decades. —Ed]
While today's expensive tonearms
plastic hooks that open so you can rest
cable on them, then close to secure. Ra- come with overhang-adjustment gauges,
dioShack sells both Velcro and the buyers of used or moderately priced arm/
hooks. Iwouldn't be without either one. 'table combos are on their own. The
A must-have item is areally good Dennesen protractor — even the plastic
magnifying glass. Iuse a big square version —works well if you can find one,
Bausch & Lomb model. The Graham and Mobile Fidelity's Geo-Disc is also
Arm comes supplied with adual-power effective. With the Dennesen, if the latplastic magnifier sourced from Edmund eral bearing's center point is not marked
Scientific Co. in Barrington, New Jersey, on top of the pivot point (almost always
which also works quite well. As with the case with uni-pivots), you'll
poison-ivy rash, try to avoid scratching it. encounter some difficulty getting the
Ikeep acan of Alberto-Culver's Static protractor's point properly lined up.
Guard on hand at all times; Iperiodical- With the Geo-Disc, accuracy is depenly spray it on the carpeting in front of my dent upon your using extreme care in
turntable to avoid those noisy static pops pointing its guide at the center of the
that can be lethal to your system. This is aim pivot There's also the DB Systems
especially important in winter, when Protractor (rye never used it), and Lyle
HUM 1.1.1tI I
static buildup is the worst. There was a Cartridges offers an inexpensive plastic
c,N.
I.ANI II
time (the early to mid-'80s) when wip- gauge that does the job well. Ialigned the
MAXIMISES TIlE PLIII IIIIm ANA LOF AIL AUDIO,
DIGITAL ANA) (IMO ISQUIPAILN'I
ing records with new powder puffs (as Graham arm using its superb built-in
opposed to used puffs filched from gauge and checked the Lyle against it. It
Sumiko Kontak liquid cleaner
your significant other because you was dead on.
were too embarrassed to buy them
yourself) sprayed with Static Guard was
all the rage.
You'd spray one powder puff
lightly, rub it with asecond
pie and then use the second one on the
record. It

KO NTA K
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variety of finishes from the world's finest woods.

World-wide critical acclaim for current THIEL models include:
•8CES® Design and Engineering

Awards

•6AudioVideo International "Product of the Year" Awards
•2Stereo Sound (Japan) "Component of the Year" Awards
•Stereophile magazine's "Loudspeaker of 1993," Runner-up '92, '94 & '95
•Six models in Stereophile's "Recommended Components"

Call or write for our 32-page full-line brochure,
review reprints, and the name of your nearest MIEL dealer.
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Ultimate Performance Loudspeakers
For home music and video sound systems
NIEL • 1016 Istandino Boulevard, Lexington, Kuntucky, 40511 •Telephone: 606-254-9427
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Lyle Cartridges Overhang Gauge

until you hear the least amount of output, and your azimuth will be as close to
perfect as you're likely to get. Don't forget to disconnect the contraption before
playing records!
For precise speed adjustment, there's
the K-A-B strobe system that JS recommended in February '96. Ihaven't tried
it, but I'll take his word for it. Iuse the
Audiotex Stroboscope Disc No30-230,
which I hope is still being manufactured.
Because cartridge output voltage is so
low, cleanliness is extra critical at pin/
clip and jack/plug interfaces. Ilike aliquid cleaner such as Sumiko's Kontak or
AudioQueses UltraConnect for pin/clip
cleaning, and A.R.T's TR-30 for jack/
plug cleaning. TR-30 is squalene —
shark oil. From what Igather, squaline is
the longest molecule known in nature,

and
told Ferrari delivers their cars
with their crankcases full of it. A.R.'T.
gives you awhite plastic dummy RCA
jack/plug combo. You put afew drops
of TR-30 on your phono cable's plug,
insert it into the dummy plug's jack end,
rotate it afew times, and pull it out. It
will be dark gray in ahurry. The stuff
really works! And it doesn't leave an
oily residue.
For cartridge care, an electronic stylus cleaner such as the Audio-Technica
AT 637 or equivalent is amust-have,
along with a manual brush, which
you'll get when you buy LAST Stylus
Cleaner and/or StyLast stylus treatment (which I've now decided is safe if
used sparingly).
If you're running amoving-coil cartridge, you need a demagnetizer.
Period. Used Sumiko FluxBusters can

be found occasionally for about $100,
and you also might find on the used
market AudioQueses battery-operated
unit, which I've never tried. Currently
you can get the excellent Audio Physic
demagnetizer for around $350, and
Musical Surroundings has one for about
$200 that seems promising. Then
there's always the Cardas demagnetizer/cartridge-cleaning record for
about $16. It works, and therefore must
be considered a"best buy."
Let's not get too deep into recordcleaning here, except to say that for
everyday dustbusting Ilike the Hunt
EDA brush, though Iwouldn't kick
AudioQueses Record Brush off my
vinyl either. I've never liked the Discwasher record-cleaning brush, nor am I
enthused about its stylus-cleaning system: The flip-out brush in the wooden
case always strikes me as awkward and
unpredictable. What's been your experience with their stuff'?
Those are some of the many little
doohickeys, expensive and inexpensive,
that make spinning vinyl more fun. If I
missed an accessory you find helpful —
particularly one not specifically made
for playing records—drop me aline clo
Stereophile.
$

MY OTHER CARTRIDGE IS A

Benz Medium Output
"MO Better"
Handmade in Switzerland, Benz Micro Medium
Output (MO) cartridges combine the speed of low
output moving coils with auniversal output level, ideal
for MM, MC and especially tube phono preamps.

The MO.9 cartridge features the
same Bruyère wood body as our
Ruby and Reference.

The Glider's open-air
construction optimizes
performance on awide
range of tonearms.

MUSICAL SURROUNDINGS
5856 College Ave., Ste. 146, Oakland, CA 94618 (510) 420-0379 Fax (510) 420-0392
To order the Benz Micro license plate holder, send $10 per license plate (includes shipping, handling and tax)

'\\D MICRO
BENZ -
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Reverend Brown trembled with anticipation
as dark cellos entered the room.
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W ES PHILLIPS

T

he story so far: captivated by the highquality
high-end
sound that he heard at the
1995 IASCA Sound-Off
finals, Phillips installed thefollowing system into his 1984
Jeep Grand Wagoneer (aka the
Great White Rhino): Nakamichi 1000 head-unit/ changer combo, Audio Alchemy
UltraDAC and DLC preamplifier, McIntosh MC431 4channel power ampler, and
MB Quart QM218.02 CX
door-mounted speakers and
custom enclosed MB Quart
QM250.90 subwoofers. (Full
details of the installation and
other trials are given in Vol.19
No.2, p.73, and Vol.19 No.5,
p.67) Now read on:
Slowly corrupting my
smugness at having eliminated the dreaded alternator noise was my realization that—no matter how
fervently Imight wish otherwise — it still lurked
deep within the bowels of
my system. It wasn't loud,
but if Istuck my head next
The McIntosh MEC457 control unit attaches to the MEQ451 via an
to the tweeters while maallowing you to make adjustments from the listening position.
nipulating the gas pedal
(which, Ishould mention, is
dangerous as well as damned uncomfortable to do while driving —I performed this diagnostic parked), it was obvious that Ihad an "audible tachometer."
"ERHAPS THE
Icould still hear awarbling noise that
RHINO'S CHASSIS
tracked along as I increased and
decreased rpms. Damn! And after I
DOESN'T CONDUCT
bra cd about banishing it in the last
"Car Tunes," too.
ELECTRICITY."
(Not that anyone believed me, of
course. At HI-FI '96 in New York in
June, people would stop me in the halls,
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1996

asking, "Ever get rid of that
noise in the Rhino?" And I
would sheepishly respond,
"Not yet. Next weekend,
for sure!" Riis:qht.)
"Perhaps," JA suggested
one afternoon — pleased
that someone else's aged
vehicle was acting up for a
change —"the Rhino's chassis doesn't conduct electricity. Perhaps it was built by
some skunk-works within
AMC that was experimenting with methods of disposing of surplus Government
cheese."
Laugh now,limuy boy; we'll
see what happens to your dry,
British sense oJ humor the ;rem
time you have to buy some part
for your 71 Mercedesflown over
from Stuttgart first-class on the
Concorde But Imust confess
that Iwas starting to seriously ponder solutions that
included driving acopper
stake into the earth and
star-grounding every component in the Jeep to it. I
gave up that plan when I
found out that Grioes
Garage doesn't stock takeup reels in the 50-mile size.
umbilical—
"Do I really have to
write about the noise
again? Couldn't we just let people think
we really licked the problem last time?"
"Stereophile don't play that," John responded. "Besides, our readers love it
when you tell them what afool you've
been." Ummm, well, yes. How nice to
be popular. I'd been wanting to install
McIntosh's MEQ451 parametric equalizer to tame abass hump that was really
bugging me, so Ifigured that we'd put
the quietus on that verklempt noise at the
same time. The only problem was that
57
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OF

A

LEGEND

THE SHURE V15
PHONO

CARTRIDGE

When everyone else went to 8-tracks,
you stuck with your albums.Then they moved
to tapes and, after that, CDs. Still, you stayed
with your albums.
Your devotion has been justified: The Shure
V15 has returned.

imagined your records could provide.
What's more, the V15 Type VxMR provides
all this sound quality with just one gram of
tracking force. Most other high-performance
cartridges require two grams of tracking force on
the stylus tip—twice as much as the V15. Imagine
the abuse this saves your irreplaceable records.
Its exclusive dynamic stabilizer also helps
promote record longevity by minimizing groove
skipping and other warp related phenomena.
Reintroducing the VI5.

The V15 Type VxMR—the warmest, most
"musical" V15 ever—combines truly expressive
sound quality with incredibly low record wear. It
features a remarkably thin, yet rigid beryllium
MICROWALL/BeTm cantilever, which enables the
stylus to track the audio signal with singular
fidelity Its ultra-fine Micro-Ridge diamond tip

Treat your ears—and your records—to the
sound and quality they deserve.

brings out musical detail previously hidden in the
record grooves. You'll hear purer highs, more
forceful bass,and richer audio detail than you ever

Visit your local Shure dealer or call
1-800-25-SHURE for the VI5 dealer nearest you.

SHURE®

McIntosh had designed the
equalizer to piggyback onto
their nonmetered amplifiers,
and Ihad one with the waypast-cool blue meters. First,
they had to develop apower
supply capable of driving the
EQ as astand-alone unit. (The
Mac power amps — the ones
without the meters — have a
small, limited-function EQ
module plugged into them,
under the face-plate. Remove
that module and you can pop
in any of their parametric EQs,
plugging it into the 14-pin
DIN plug that powers the
module.) Steve Mulnick from
McIntosh's car-audio division
called and told me that the
power supplies were finally
ready, so Icalled Rob Young
from Sound F/X to scheduli.
installation. As luck would
have it, considering my rapidly
approaching deadline, Rob
wanted to do the work while I
was in NYC at HI-FI '96.
Ilove it when aplan comes
together.

A BRIEF REMINDER
OF PRIORITIES

intense drive, I'm sure he'll do
just fine. But Ialso know that
it's going to entail alot of work
and frustration. I'm sure he'd
welcome mail from Stereo¡Mikes readers —a scrappy but
immensely
entertaining
bunch. Send cards or letters
care of Sound F/X, 10300
Menaul, Albuquerque, NM
87112. I'll keep you informed
on his progress.

I
T'S GOOD TO
HAVE FRIENDS

Dusty Vawter checks the cable routing. (Note MEQ45 Iat top
ment compartment)

A few days before Ileft for New York, I
called Sound F/X to nail down sonic
last-minute details. Kevin answered the
phone and hesitated when Iasked to
speak to Rob. "That won't be possible.
Rob had astroke last weekend and is
recovering at St. Francis Hospital." These
days Rob is recovering at home and looking at a long and difficult — but attainable — recuperation. Knowing Rob's

MB

QUART

"I KNEW YOU'D

HAVE TO GET YOUR
HANDS DIRTY IF YOU
CONTINUED WITH THIS
CAR-FI STUFF

MusiComP 200.72

CROSSOVER

The MusiComp 200.72 ($120/pair) is so brand-new that the company hasn't really prepared spec sheets for it yet. Dusty and Ieyeballed the old and
new crossovers and noticed afew obvious differences. There are three highquality capacitors in the 200.72, as opposed to two in the older circuit.
There's an additional resistor in the new model that allows you to adjust Q1
at the crossover point. We conjectured that the new unit had a12dB/octave
slope and the old one a6.
MB Quart's Leif Blackmon says the 200.72 is "more acoustically optimized" to the speakers. "I guess the easiest thing to call it is an asymmetrical
Linkwitz-Reilly design. It has, basically, a12dB/octave slope and a24dB/octave slope — based on how the drivers roll off when measured in-system.
Vance Dickason worked it up for us. Its features include low insertion loss
and tweeter overdrive protection. It sums flat at the crossover point: 42kHz.
"IASCA has forced the industry to get its act together when it comes to
sound quality — the components upstream are finally approaching the level
of performance that the speakers are capable of,"
—Wes Phillips
1Q refers to the ratio of afilter's center frequency to its bandwidth (‘;','—f/BW).
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It looked like Ihad reached
the point which everyone
truly interested in auto sound
eventually must reach — Iwas
going to have to do it myself. I
called Dusty Vawter at Audio
Alchemy to tell him about
Rob's stroke, since they'd
worked so closely together on
the original installation. His
first concern, naturally, was
Rob's well-being, but we got
around to discussing itly plans
to do my own work. "That's a
great idea. Iknew that you'd
or equiphave to get your hands dirty if
you continued with this car-fi
stuff. Icould fly over and help—if you
did it on aweekend."
"I'll buy the beer and all the Mexican
food you can eat."
"You're on."

THE EAGLE FLIES ON FRIDAY

That's why, on an unseasonably hot
Friday in June, the Rhino was burning
up the road between ABQ and Santa Fe.
Peek-A-Boo: The Best
NRBQ (19691989) (Rhino R2-70770, CD) was blasting over the road noise, the alternator
whine, and the open windows, and
Dusty was listing the priorities. "MB
Quart has developed anew crossover,
which should be aflatter match to your
speakers—so we'll switch 'em for the
old ones before we try to equalize the
system. You've got some nasties in the
low end —it's amess below 500 — and
the upper end has abump in it, too. But
first, we banish the noise."
"No, first we go to La Choza for a
green chile fix, then we work on the car."
An hour later we were parked in my
garage with the hood, tailgate, and all
four doors open. Our plan was to run an
eight-gauge cable from the ground
point of the head unit to the amplifier's
grounding point —a seat-belt stanchion. "You stick your head next to the
tweeter," Dusty suggested, "while I

ty-
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The Meridian
508.20
Taking CD replay

perfect balance
The Meridian

to the edge with
a new 20 bit
converter and
precision
re-clocking used
throughout. With

566

the lowest jitter

A DAC with the

and pure Class A

performance

analogue balanced

where it counts.

output the 508

Meridian's twin
Phase-Lock Loop

reaches a

yields the lowest

performance level

jitter while our

previously unheard.

new 20 bit DAC
gives you a new
benchmark of
clarity and deep
fulfilling bass.

The Meridian 502
A Dual mono preamplifier design. Separating the channels
onto individual boards gives Meridian a level of preamplifier
performance to match our new 20 bit CD sources. With the
highest quality components and Meridian's years of
experience in preamplifier design we are now able to offer
The Meridian 557

you a preamplifier that sonically disappears.

Balanced has never been so
right. With balanced inputs and
a dual mono design this 200W
amplifier is the perfect finish to
our balanced range. A unique
ground balancing system gives

Meridian System
Remote Control and
audiophile balanced

you the highest performance in
design from laser to

bridged mode without
compromising the superb stereo
that Meridian amplifiers excel
at. Bridged into 4 Ohms gives a
massive 1000W.

loudspeaker.
What more could
you ask for?

BOOTHROYD STUART

I.11,144

/MERIDIAN
Meridian America Inc., 3800 Camp Creek Parkway
Building 2400, Suite 112, Atlanta, GA 30331
Telephone (404) 344 7111

Fax (404) 346 7111

the Rhino's not a
normal car. Maybe
it's haunted."
"Well, if changing the ground
drastically doesn't
affect the noise
level, we need to
try adifferent diagnostic path. If
it's not ground-related, then what
could it be? Wait
a minute! Let's
look at the power
The MB Quart MusiComp 200.72 crossovers are installed in the glove box
supplies for the
(MEC457 in foreground).
UltraDACr
We pulled the glove box out of the
touch the other end of this cable to vardash and fished out the UltraDACs two
ious body panels, frame components,
power modules. Dusty opened one and I
and pieces of audio gear. Tell me when
could sec that Eureka! look spread across
it changes." A few minutes later we had
his face. "I'd forgotten all about this," he
to concede that no matter what Dusty
did with that wire, the noise level didn't exclaimed. "The factory shipped out a
few of these with the wrong resistor, so it
change. We turned off the components
didn't develop enough current on the
upstream and just listened to the power
plus side. We jumped the plus rail
amp at idle — no noise.
straight from the car battery and we used
"Maybe jiVs right," Imoaned. "Maybe

MCINTOSH

T

W

E REPLACED THE

CROSSOVERS —

A CHANGE

THAT MANIFESTED
ITSELF IMMEDIATELY
IN TIGHTER, LESS
FRUITY BASS.

1VLEQ451 PARAMETRIC EQUALIZER, M.EP450
AND MEC457 EQUALIZER CONTROL UNIT

problems are even more pronounced
he McIntosh MEQ451(2
in an automotive environment."
channels, 6 bands/channel,
The MEQ450/451/452 are digital$400) is part of a family of
ly controlled analog equalizers in a
parametric equalizers that Mac has
world where DSP seems to be the
developed for car use, afamily that also
includes the MEQ450 (4 channels, 3 cutting edge. How come? McIntosh
feels that this hybrid approach avoids
bands/channel) and the MEQ452 (4
the problems that digital circuits
channels, 6bands/channel). They were
exhibit using the current 16-bit standesigned to be used with Mac's own
dard. It's aheadroom thong. As Mac
(unmetered) power amps, where they
states in their product literature, "The
can replace the amplifiees rudimentary
fact is that we can make a betterfrequency controls, plugging directly
sounding equalizer with analog cirinto the amplifier via 14-pin DIN sockcuits than we can with digital."
ets for power and control connections.
Digital microprocessors, on the
The development of the MEP450
external power supply ($360) makes it other hand, make great controls since
they avoid the physical problems enpossible for the equalizers to mate with
demic to knobs and sliders — espeMac's metered amps —or even amplicially in the hostile automotive envifiers from other manufacturers. McIntosh has been designing environmental ronment.
Most folks are familiar with graphic
(as opposed to program) equalization for
eqi uli7ers —where the slider controls
25 years. "Actually," points out Automore or less trace the equalization
motive Product Director Steve Mulcurves. Parametric equali7ers, which are
nick, "it's even more important to have
commonly used in professional audio,
this level of control in acar —you can't
get their name from their ability to conreally physically move the speakers to
trol the parameters of the sound—you
tune them to the environment, for example. The boundaries cause most of can center the frequency, bandwidth, or
Q (and set the output level) of each
the problems, even in rooms—those
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the power supply for the negative rail." A
quick call to Audio Alchemy ensured
that UPS would get us a new PS by
10am the next day.
As preparation for the next day's
work, we replaced the Quart crossovers
with the new ones — a change that
manifested itself immediately in tighter,
less fruity bass. It was just the pick-meup that we needed. We still couldn't be
positive we'd solved the noise problem,
but we were changing the sound for the
better. We also planned where we

POWER SUPPLY,

band. You have pretty much an infinite
amount of control within aset range of
values. This allows you to directly address problem frequencies and apply
just enough control to smooth out the
response. Unlike graphic equalizers,
parametrics generally only have a
small number of band settings—the
MEQ451, for example, has six.
The only way to control the Mac
EQs is to use the MEC457 controller
($250), which attaches to the equali7ers
via amini-plug connection. It is designed to be a"set and forget" control
unit, so most consumers won't purchase
one —their installer will set the EQ as
part of the installation. The MEC has a
liquid-crystal display that shows the
amount of boost or cut, the frequency,
and the Q. The control panel itself is a
membrane keypad —a rather lumpy
one — that is simpler to use than it is
to describe. You can store four equalization settings into the EQ's memory
and switch among them with the
MEC. This is ahandy feature if you
decide your new response curve isn't
an improvement, or wish to experiment with several choices.- Wes Phillips

(i l
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Your command performance.
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would place the MEQ451. Ideally, we
would put it next to the power amp,
keeping the additional pair of signal-carrying interconnects as short as possible,
but this raised its own set of problems. It
would be atight fit (in car audio, what
isn't?) and the interconnects from the
preamp were about 3" short. This left us
with two choices, as Isaw it: We could
splice in extra cable and the sound quality would suffer accordingly, or we could
tear the whole system down and fabricate alonger run of Straight Wire Symphony. Dusty suggested athird alternative, however. "You got awire stretcher
in your toolbox?" he asked.
"Yeah," Iresponded. "Right next to
my coil of shoreline."
"Heh. Give me a hand with these
screws." The false deck we'd installed to
house the amp was fastened to the Jeep
with four screws. Detaching those al-

WE
FIRED UP
THE SYSTEM AND
GLUED OUR EARS TO
THE TWEETERS.
NO NOISE/
I
MEAN IT THIS TIME.

Audio Alchemy's Dusty Vawtec aka the cable guy.

The rest of the day was anticlimactic.
We cleaned up some installation details
and bolted everything down tightly. We
were saving the big project —changing
the Rhino's in-cabin response —for the
next day, when we were fresh.

SUNDAY, IGET DOWN ON
MY KNEES AND PRAY

Sunday morning, we both felt the need
for extra coffee as we jury-rigged amicrophone stand between the front seats
of the Great White Rhino. A piece of
multi-perf plastic propped on ascrap of
1x2 served the purpose. As asource of
pink noise, we employed track 15 of
Stereophile's Test CD 2 (STPH004) —
lowed us to move the deck off the interthe first 42 seconds of which are correconnects. We didn't stretch any wires
lated between channels (or dual-mono).
(well, not much), but we did find acruWe connected the MEC457 control
cial few extra inches by rerouting cables
unit (see sidebar) to the MEQ451 paraaround obstacles. The EQ was ready to
metric via its umbilical and placed it and
go in. At the same time, we cleaned up
an Audio Control Industrial SA-3050A
some parallel wiring between the power
1
/
3-Octave
Real Time Spectrum
amp and the power-supply capacitor.
Analyzer outside the truck's cabin. We
We decided to call it aday. My glove
fired up the pink noise and examined
box was partially disassembled and flapthe plot: awhomping hump at 40Hz,
ping open, and the amp, EQ, and capacitor were lying on the garage floor. Yet two others at 1.6kHz and 8kHz, and a
bunch of lumps between 125Hz and
we still felt we had accomplished alot.
500Hz — we'd seen worse. Ikept repeating the pink-noise track while
SATURDAY, IGO OUT
Dusty set up six bands of equalization
AND PLAY
We started the next day by fabricating a — at 40Hz, 125Hz, 200Hz, 500Hz,
1.6kHz, and 8kHz. All of the EQ adshort run of Symphony to connect the
EQ and the amp. We then laid all of the justments were fairly minor. The biggest change was a6dB cut at 1.6k. The
equipment into position and checked the
smallest cut was at 8k: 2dB. That band
connections. It all fit —barely. As we
was an octave wide. Most of the bands
were bolting everything into place, UPS
were narrower; after all, we used four
delivered anew power supply. Out came
bands just to control 500Hz and below.
the glove box and the jumped supply, in
You've got to be careful when using an
went the new one. We fired up the sysRTA. Rely too much on "flat" and it will
tem and glued our ears to the tweeters.
sound awful — our ears aren't microNo noise! No, really — Imean it this time.
phones and don't hear the same way.
Silent as atomb. We were ecstatic.
S
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Flat's agood starting place, but after that
you have to rely on art and experience.
And since road noise is going to rob you
of bass response, you also have to compromise between good sound at rest
and in motion.
We had the windows rolled up and
were evaluating our results —damn, but it
sounded good! We had definitely extended the bass response and gotten rid
of that "farty," overly warm resonance JA
had commented on. We had also tamed
the 8kHz glass-induced (I think) peak —
the overtones on guitar sounded much
more natural. It was another hot day and
we were suffering with the windows
rolled up, but we didn't want to stop.

NO
MATTER HOW
EXPERIENCED YOU ARE,
YOU MUST ALWAYS
PROCEED FROM
FIRST PRINCIPLES.
"You know," Dusty commented, "it
would be great if we could hear some
solo bass guitar. 'That would tell us alot."
"You're in luck, man," Iresponded.
"The channel identification track on
Test CD 2 features John Atkinson on
his trusty Fender. Check it out!"
"The bass guitar you are about to
hear," intoned Richard Lehnert, "should
come from the right channel. Right
channel."
"Born be bompty born bom," went
the speaker in my left door. Dusty and I
looked at each other. Oh no!
63
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Never forget the basics. Never. No
matter how experienced you are, you
must always proceed from first principles. In reassembling the car, we had
checked channel and phase several
times. We'd used abattery to identify
proper phase by attaching the speaker
leads to it and watching the cone's
excursion — ditto channel ID—before
hooking the amp up again. But we hadn't checked the system's orientation
because we'd never broken down the
wiring to the source components. It
turned out that the DAC's outputs were
reversed going into the preamp — had
been since the system was installed, apparently. (Since Ihadn't noticed any
channel reversal, Iassume this had been
"fixed" by reversing the speaker connections on the amp.)

tainly make it too prominent when just
driving around town. For the moment,
I'm simply going to adjust the amp's frequency gain controls before taking any
long trips — that's not apurist approach,
but it means Ican easily take the system
back to the normal setting for the bulk
of my driving.

TAKING IT TO THE STREETS

The midrange is wonderfully clear
and uncolored. I'd thought it sounded
pretty good before, but now Ihear how
warm it was — and how its "lumpy"
foundation robbed it of clarity and ease.
But it's the top end that has most obviously benefited from the new crossover
and equalization. When Idrove to
Vegas in January, Icommented on how
string and chime overtones just floated

Now that we'd done the most basic diagnostics on the completed system, it
was time for another road test. Idrove
Dusty back down to the Albuquerque
airport and we listened to the results of
our weekend's work. The bass was
much better — but still atad subdued at
highway speeds. Icould adjust it with
the MEC457, but that will almost cer-

I
T'S THE TOP END
THAT HAS MOST
BENEFITED FROM THE
NEW CROSSOVER AND
EQUALIZATION.

above the dashboard. They still float and
I'm still entranced by their slow decay
—but they aren't disembodied anymore; they connect organically to their
fundamentals, as they should.
And I? Ialso connect more organically to the music. Iknow that my fascination with car audio puzzles alot of
people, but that's okay. When Idrive out
in the perfumed New Mexican highlands, with the moon and the stars above
me, the open road before me, accompanied by Roomful of Blues, Iknow that
all the effort I've put into the system and
"Car Tunes" is worthwhile. No, it's not
the same as hearing the real thing, but
neither is my home stereo. And I'm not
saying that everyone should try it—it
violates at least one hard-core audiophile
precept: It's fun! People not used to it
should build up to it gradually.
Fm certainly not advocating that anyone should give up listening to high-end
stereo at home. Geeze, Ispend just about
every waking hour trying to find better,
more satisfying components for my
home rig. I'd sooner give up my left foot.
(It's okay — the Rhino's an automatic.)
Iknow it's only car audio, but Ilike it.
Ilike it.
Yes, Ido.
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Loudspeaker designer

John
Dunlavy
talks to John Atkinson

ne ofthe characteristic traits, Ihavefound, that
defines loudspeaker designers is that they are
loners— they seem to avoid one another's company as if on purpose But jf ever you sit down with a
designer, all you need to do to open him up is to ask him what hefeels
to be important in loudspeaker performance
Such was the case with John Dunlavy ofDunlavy Audio Labs. I
was driving up to Colorado Springs to measure his 530-lb Signature
SC-VI loudspeaker— reviewed elsewhere in this issue by Steven
Stone—so it seemed an ideal opportunity to sit down with John and
ask him what he felt to be fundamental in getting the best from a
loudspeaker The floodgates opened. One of the things I
found surprising was to learn that Kansas-born John does agood deal of the
basic design workfor aloudspeaker without ever listening to music on
it. This would seem to be high-end heresy!
John Dunlavy: Oh, no. Listening comes later. Because if you
stop to think about it, no loudspeaker can sound more accu66

rate than it measures. It may sound worse, or it may sound
sweeter, prettier, but if we're talking about absolute accuracy—
the ability of the speaker to reproduce as perfectly as possible
whatever's fed to it —such asystem can never sound more
accurate than it first measures. So we try to get the greatest
accuracy we can achieve from measurements. Then we begin
doing what some people might call "voicing," because the
best set of measurements are still open to interpretation.
You could have aspeaker that makes ±1dB, for example.
And you say, "Gosh, how can you better that?" But what if
it's +1dB over an octave and ahalf: say from 1-2.5k1z?
And then it suddenly jumps down to —1dB, for atotal
change of 2dB, for the next octave? You're going to hear a
spectral imbalance. The specs might look great — golly,
here's aspeaker that measures ±1dB — but it's not going to
sound nearly as good as aspeaker that is up and down ldB
every third of an octave. In the real world we're used to
hearing that — reflections from the walls of the room cause
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1996

similar variations — and we tune that out.
It may come as asurprise — this is giving away atrade
secret —but when Idesign aloudspeaker, Ifirst design it by
looking at the step response. Ifind that by playing around
with the crossover network while observing the step
response in real time, any change Imake is immediately
available. When Iget the step response right, everything else
goes along. It's implicit. It goes along for the ride.
So, to those who like to call us "technocrats" or whatever,
we would suggest that those who design by "voicing" loudspeakers are working with an enormous number of perturbations. Did they have their ears examined the morning
they designed the speaker? What kind of aroom did they
voice it in? What program material did they listen to to voice
it? You go on and on and on. The permutations and combinations are mind-boggling, to say the least.
When Iwas alittle brat and color photography
was just coming in —this was back in the late
'30s — grass tended to look greener than
green and all reds were fire-engine red,
and the sky was super-blue. And every- ....

A

can not literally hear any difference between the live and the
recorded sound, you have to have aspeaker that exhibits
almost perfect impulse and step responses. The only way to do
that is to time-align the drivers very, very accurately, usually
within amatter of afew microseconds, then use aminimumphase, first-order crossover network and get everything right.
And you have to have an on-axis response of better — rye!!
better—than ±2dB.
Atkinson: 71w perfect on-axis impulse response will also give you a
perfectly flat amplitude response on that axis. But with most loudspeakers in the world, even if they have perfect, flat amplitude
responses, that doesn't mean they have perfect impulse responses.
Dunlavy: That's right. You can go one way but not the
other. Flat on-axis response provides very poor correlation,
in general, with what you hear. On the other hand, if you
have near-perfect impulse and step responses, it follows that you must also then have from that a
near-perfect frequency response on-axis.
And using afirst-order crossover network
is the only way you can achieve accurate
impulse and step responses. As soon as

LOUDSPEAKER CAN NEVER SOUND MORE ACCURATE
THAN IT FIRST MEASURES.

one was saying, "Oh, aren't these photos
wonderful!" It was almost better than
real! It was surrealistic instead of realistic.
And people initially liked it.
But what we're finding more and more is that
you get tired of that. Nature is pretty clever, we've evolved
naturally under the influence of our environment, and nature
has tended to provide us with acolor spectrum that, over a
long period, is more satisfying than surrealistic colors. The
same is true with sound. We find that agood percentage —
not everyone, certainly —of young people today like "boomboom boxes" on the bottom end, they like maybe ahigh end
that rises abit, and that's fine. That's like the surrealistic color
on old postcards. But in the long run, you grow tired of it.
Recently Iread in one of the hi-fi magazines that accuracy
doesn't mean anything: "As all violins sound different, there
cannot be aconcept of what an accurate violin actually sounds
like." To me that's illogical. If Ibuy the latest violin recording
made with avery rare 17th-century violin or whatever, Iwant
to hear what that particular violin sounds like. Idon't want to
reproduce it so it sounds like ageneric violin.
John Atkinson: But that's what abad loudspeaker does. It imposes its own character on everything.
Dunlavy: Exactly.
Atkinson: To judge from the SC-VI, it seems that you regard getting the outputs of the drive-units in your speakers to arrive at the listener's ears at exaaly the same time as being very important. Other
than the VI's subtvoofers, all its drive-units are recessed into thefront
baffle. How important is that to the loudspeaker's sonic integrity?
Dunlavy: We participate regularly in the recording of our
symphony orchestra here in Colorado Springs. We've also
recorded instruments like violins and cellos and timpani in
our big anechoic chamber using instrumentation-quality
microphones and equipment. And we find that in order to
reproduce those sounds with alevel of accuracy such that you
STE REOPHILE, AUGUST 1996

you go to asecond-order crossover, the
impulse response is hideous.
Atkinson: Ican count the manufacturers of
loudspeakers that produce good, time-coherent
impulse responses on thefingers ofone hand— Dunlavy,
Spica,
Vandersteen, Quad. So why don't the designers of
99.9% of loudspeakers out there care about the impulse response?
Dunlavy: Ithink alot of people, especially those who don't
listen to live music agreat deal of the time, are not really concerned with whether the music they're reproducing matches
the live performance. They're after more of an eflea. And so
the accuracy of their systems doesn't need to meet the same
criteria that would have to be met if one wanted to make a
loudspeaker where you couldn't hear the difference between
it and the original performance. And that's what weir into.
Certainly there's plenty of room in the marketplace for what
might be called "good-sounding" speakers, "sweet-sounding"
speakers, "nice-sounding" speakers, "pretty-sounding" speakers — everybody hears differently. On the other hand, there
are alot of people who regularly attend live concerts who
want accurate reproduction.
Designing with higher-order crossover networks greatly
simplifies the blending task between drivers. But what most
people don't realize is that one of the really great difficulties
in designing with higher-order crossovers is that they store
energy. That's very visible when you look at the impulse
response of aspeaker that has asecond-, third-, or fourthorder network. And the step response also looks terrible.
Of all of the measurements that we take that come more
close to predicting, or most close to predicting how aspeaker is going to emulate aproperly recorded live performance,
it's step response. Everything is implicit if you know how to
interpret astep response ... if my life depended upon my
describing what Ithought aspeaker was going to sound like,
all other factors being equal, Iwould choose step response.
67
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And feel very confident that Iwould be spot-on.
Atkinson: You talk about accuracy, but so far you've just defined
that in terms ef the impulse or step response on the speaker's intended
listening axis. What about the speaker's power output into the room?
That surely has as much effect on the perceived balance as the on-axis
pedo-rmance?
Dunlavy: That's certainly true. We pay an awful lot of
attention to the power response of the speaker into the
room. Because that's one of the things that permits us to
determine whether we're listening to alive instrument, let's
say with our eyes closed, in atypical room. We hear two
things. We hear the direct sound of the instrument, but we
also hear all of the reflected sound, the reflections off of all
of the boundaries of the room. And the ratio between that
direct sound as a function of frequency and the
reflected sound determines to our ears whether
we perceive it as being realistic or not.
We spent alot of time and money, over
20 years ago, doing measurements in an
anechoic chamber of the three-

A

Dunlavy: That's avery good observation, and certainly very,
very true. Ithink that, putting it into perspective, one must
look at the range of the market and what portion of the market various designers arc trying to target. Fortunately or
unfortunately, the largest percentage of consumers are perhaps not as interested in objective accuracy as some of us
would like for them to be. A lot of that comes from the fact
that they simply don't have agreat deal of experience to draw
from, either in terms of listening to live music or knowing
how to listen — knowing how to listen is an acquired talent.
You're not born with it, Idon't think. At least Iwasn't. It took
me along time to figure out why speakers sounded the way
they do...
Atkinson: F4 'hat measurement tools do you use in your design work?
Dunlavy: We use anumber of instruments. We don't
trust any one in particular because different measurement systems permit you different latitudes and accuracies. We mostly use Doug
Rife's [DRA Labe] MLSSA system. The
latest edition is just the most incredible

GOOD DESIGNER CERTAINLY KNOWS THAT FIE HAS TO PAY

A LOT OF ATTENTION TO THE POLAR RESPONSE OF A LOUDSPEAKER.

dimensional response patterns of 17
different musical instruments, including
drums, string bass, cello — we measured a
bassoon, aclarinet, aviolin. If aloudspeaker's
directivity pattern is incapable of emulating the
aggregate, the average of the patterns of all of these musical instruments, it will never sound "accurate."
Most musical instruments are almost omnidirectional at
low frequencies, as are most loudspeakers, so it doesn't pose a
problem. But as you go higher in frequency, to between
100Hz and 300Hz, if you don't get the beam-width of the
speaker correct in this range —and by "correct" Imean that it
simulates most live instruments—it will add warmth, unnatural warmth, to the sound of voices and musical instruments.
It'll make the average male voice sound too chesty, very unnatural. As you go up higher in frequency, if you have atweeter
that radiates too broad apattern ...it's going to produce
shrieky sounds, it's going to sound too zippy. Ithink everyone's experienced that, especially from inexpensive speakers
that have arising high end.
So agood designer certainly knows that he has to pay a
lot of attention to the polar response of aloudspeaker.
Atkinson: Ido wonder that with designen who haven't thought
throngh the fundamentals of what they're trying to achieve in loudspeaker design, alot ofthe tweaking or "voicing" that they do with their
speakers is balancing problems in the on-axis response; say, with those in
the power response; or vice versa. Lees imagine that someone is using an
8" midrange unit that beams quite narrowly at the top ens passband,
crossing over to a1" twee that has very wide dispersion at the bottom
of its passband. That speaker will tend to sound bright. So what the
designer then does is to pull down the on-axis response in the presence
region— he ends up fledging both the on-axis response and die power
response to get something that will soundfiat in atypical room. But you
don't have aloudspeaker that is in any way accurate. And certainly you
don't have any accuracy in the time domain. Tire step response will be
all over the placc
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measurement tool currently ill the marketplace at any price. But we also use
time-domain spectrometry because of the
flexibility of what it permits us to do.
Atkinson: Doesn't your strict insistence on adesign philosophy based on "accuracy" hurt you in the marketplace? For
example, i
fyou look at the SC-VI, this is aspeaker that weighs over
500 lbs and stands almost 7tall—yet when Ilistened to it, it didn't
sound like alarge speaker. It sounds large when the music is large, it
sounds small when the music is small. But Whell people want abig
speaker, surely they want it to sound big, to grumble away to itself in
the bass?
Dunlavy: Oh sure. There will always be the boom-box
advocates. And if it doesn't boom, they think there's something wrong with the bottom end of [the speaker's] response
curve. But those who regularly attend concerts where there's
no amplification of the musical instruments, well.., the big
bass drum is typically tuned to 30-35Hz. But it doesn't
boom. It has abeautiful timpanic quality. It has ashimmering quality. Itjust kind of crawls across the stage and the audience to you. It doesn't just go boom boom boom boom boom. The
drum diaphragm has atexture to it, an acoustical texture, that
gets totally lost with alot of systems and loudspeakers.
Atkinson: I'vefound that most big loudspeakers that I've measured
for Stereophile do boom. Iassume that trying to achieve welldamped Iota-frequency behavior is why you use sealed-box alignments
for all your designs, without aport to befound.
Dunlavy: Pretty much so. As soon as you add aport, the Q
goes sky-high. For aport to efficiently add to the direct sound
being radiated by the drive4 it had to delay the energy afull
180° at that frequency where it's augmenting the frontal radiation. But that port can only radiate 50% of the energy per unit
cycle. Then, the next half-cycle, it radiates 50% of the remaining energy, so you have this long decay time. That's why, when
you look at the impulse or step responses of speakers designed
according to this approach, they look terrible. In fact, would
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you buy aCD player, would you buy an amplifier, would you
buy any other component in your system that exhibited that
kind of response? Yet people do. And they love their systems!
Iplayed string bass two to three nights aweek for nearly
22 years prior to moving to Australia in 1981. And Ican tell
you, the biggest problem for abass player playing along with
even afour- or five-piece combo is playing the bass loud
enough to where it stands out. It's just not aloud instrument.
But [to accurately reproduce the sound of the string bass]
you need aloudspeaker with a"solid" response, by which I
mean time-coherent, very-low-Q bass with aminimum of
boom. One has to avoid the use of ported enclosures. And
as soon as you abandon ports, you must have damped cavities behind the woofer of sufficient size that the speaker can
reproduce that low-end bass with anatural-sounding Q.
Atkinson: Returning to the topic of "accuracy," surely you can't have
the same sort of tatget response for your small SC-I that you would
have Jo.rthe monster SC-VI? If you're going to discard two or three
octaves of bass extension, doesn't that then mean you have to fiddle
around with the treble response to better balance the lack of bass?
Dunlavy: It depends on the music you're listening to. If the
music you're listening to has agreat deal of low frequencies, the answer is probably yes —although
the ear is an amazing device in terms of having a very effective built-in equalizer.
When we enter aroom, assuming that

na. Iactually have apicture on my wall of the first Log
Periodic, dated 1952. Unfortunately, it was classified
"Secret." So Ididn't get the credit! Later on, around 1955 or
'56, a major university in Illinois came up with a Log
Periodic antenna ... by that time the Air Force had declassified it down to "Restricted," but Istill wasn't able to say
much about the original design development. But Ido have
the patent on the Cavity-Backed Spiral, designed for
NASA's ground-base telemetry and communication antennas for the Gemini project.
Atkinson: Did your background in antenna design give you any
insights into the behavior of loudspeakers?
Dunlavy: It certainly did, John. Having afairly good academic background, plus experience in the field of electromagnetic theory, allowed me to see things that other designers probably to this day are not aware of. As an example,
some of your readers will be familiar with the term "ThieleSmall parameters." Let's say you have atall enclosure—tall
with respect to its width dimension —and you put, say, a
full-range 5" driver dead center along the vertical portion of
the column, and you measure the acoustic properties of this
system. If you move the location of the driver to
one end or the other of the enclosure, then
remeasure it, you're going to discover that it
will have an entirely different response.
Now to someone versed in wave-
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HEN WE ENTER A ROOM, SOMETHING BETWEEN OUR EARS

AND THIS COMPUTER WE'VE GOT IN OUR HEAD CALCULATES
WHAT THE ROOM OUGHT TO SOUND LIKE.
e
we're a sighted person, something
between our ears and this computer we've
got in our head calculates what the room
ought to sound like. It does it subconsciously.
Especially after we've been in the room and listened
briefly. And I'm sure alot of your readers have experienced
that — when you first enter and start listening in alousy room,
you think, "Oh, my heavenly days, Idon't think Ican listen in
this room." But within five minutes, you start compensating
for the deficiencies of the room.
Atkinson: An analogy would be the similar way your eyes and
brain compensate for color temperature lint see white as tvhite, even
though under incandescent lights, white is actually more like orange.
Dunlavy: Exactly.
Atkinson: For many years, your primary career was in antenna
design.
Dunlavy: Yeah. Ibecame interested in antennas because
they represented an unusual level of challenge, and I've
always enjoyed challenges. Back when Igot out of engineering school in the mid to late '40s, antennas didn't have much
bandwidth. In fact, an antenna with a30% bandwidth was
considered to be a"wideband" antenna. And that wasn't
good enough, particularly in the high-frequency range
where, as the ionosphere changes properties at different
times of the day, you might have to shift from 2MHz at
nighttime up to 20MHz in the daytime. No one antenna
could fulfill that requirement.
So the Air Force hired me to design antennas for them.
What came out of that was the original Log Periodic antenSTEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1996

guide theory and electromagnetic theory, it's very obvious that the behavior
will be different. The acoustical impedances that the driver sees behind it are very,
very different in these two locations. And yet if you
look at Thiele-Small expressions, they don't predict this
behavior, because all they say is, Here are the properties of
the driver and here is the mass and the volume of the air
behind it. But air mass and volume have nothing to do with
the impedance transformation that is very obvious to anyone
versed in electromagnetic theory. So what antenna design
permitted me to do is to gain areal head start, Ithink, compared to other speaker design approaches.
Also, acavity-backed spiral is an almost perfect analog of a
loudspeaker driver backed by an enclosure of some sort. The
theory applies to both, but electromagnetic theory is far, far
more advanced than acoustical theory... Not everything is
the same. Many, many years ago Ithought about working on
adistributed line, very similar to aline-array type of antenna
for speakers. But now Ilook back and say, "Gee, how could
Iever have pursued that? It was stupid." Because Iknow alot
more now than Idid back then. What alot of people don't
really understand about line-source type antennas, like tall
electrostatic sources or something, is the extremely narrow vertical beam-width. If you're seated at adistance equal to or
greater than the height, and assuming that the aperture is uniformly illuminated, the vertical beam-width is very narrow.
Atkinson: Many panel speakers also have very narrow lateral dispersion.
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Dunlavy: Yeah. Horizontal beam-width is [inversely]
dependent upon the width of the radiating area. Which in
some rooms might be an advantage, except that the power
response of such aspeaker changes so dramatically with frequency that unless you're seated very near it, at adistance
well less than the [longest dimension] of the radiating area,
you're not going to hear natural spectral balance in most
rooms. Maybe in an anechoic chamber or something, but
[laughs] not too many people have listening rooms that are
anechoic chambers.
Atkinson: All the Dunlavy Audio Labs Signature loudspeakers
feature avertically symmetrical array of drive-units. Does that come
about because of an analogy with antenna daign?
Dunlavy: Yes, it does. In an antenna, generally you
want the beam tailored so you get the energy
directed in a certain direction to achieve
maximum efficiency. Similarly, if you
want aspeaker to have afairly flat room

Dunlavy: That's tight. You can also, in the digital domain,
separate the amplitude components from the phase components. You can only do that digitally. With the Magnus, we
can individually EQ each of the peaks and valleys in the
response. We can achieve afrequency response approaching
-±025dB. We always start off with aspeaker that is at least better than ±2dB, so the digital part of the system doesn't have to
do alot of work. The more work it has to do, the more chance
of error creeping in. So we try to start off with aloudspeaker
that's probably already better than anything else out there,
then we let the digital just wipe up the remaining mess. We
wind up with aspeaker system that's near-perfect.
The Magnus incorporates atrue class-A, true push-pull
FET amplifier on each driver. We have a200W
amplifier feeding the tweeter, asecond 200W
amplifier feeding the midranges, and the
third 200W amplifier feeding the
woofers. Because the drive-units are di-

WE
TRY TO START OFF WITH A
LOUDSPEAKER THAT'S PROBABLY
ALREADY BETTER THAN ANYTHING ELSE OUT THERE, THEN WE LET
THE DIGITAL JUST WIPE UP THE REMAINING MESS.
ez"
response, you can only achieve that by
tailoring the design of the speaker such that
the separation of the various drivers, as
expressed in wavelengths across the audio spectrum, maintains amore or less constant vertical beamwidth as well as afairly constant horizontal beam-width.
That comes about by choosing drivers of different diameters.
Say you have a15" woofer, and you measured the beamwidth
at 1
kHz, then you compared that with, say, a4" midrange at
the same frequency. Good heavens —no comparison. A 4"
midrange will have avery broad beam; the 15" woofer will
have avery narrow beamwidth —you can find it by dividing
57 by the dimension expressed in wavelengths. That's the
beamwidth.
You want symmetrical coupling into the room, which
then implies symmetrical radiation patterns from the speaker in both horizontal and vertical planes. To achieve that,
you have to have asymmetrical driver array. You place the
tweeter at the average height of aseated listener's ears,
which we take to be between 37" and 40", depending on the
person in the chair. Then the rest of the drivers —a pair of
midranges and apair of woofers, or whatever —are symmetrically arranged above and below that tweeter.
Atkinson: In one sense the SC-VI is the end of the line. The next
Dunlavy Audio Labs flagship loudspeaker, the Magnus, is aDSPcorrected design. What are you trying to achieve with the Magnus that
you haven't already achieved with the more conventional speakers?
Dunlavy: You can use digital components to achieve
extremely accurate time-alignment of the drivers. In the Magnus, we are able to time-align the drivers to an accuracy better than 1.9ps, which is an exceedingly small distance, less
than asixteenth of an inch. And we can maintain that over a
very, very wide frequency range.
Atkinson: Whereas you achieve the time-alignment physically with
the SC-VI and the smaller conventional Dunlavy daigris by recessing
the shallower drive-units, the Magnus has albi bafflk
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rectly connected to the amplifiers, we
get the additional damping factor due to
the very low internal impedance of the FET
power amp.
But we think ultimately by being able to work on
optimizing the interaction of all components — the driveunits, the amplifiers, the D/A converters — we can assemble
asystem rather than just aspeaker that may be near-perfect.
Atkinson: What's the downside of going the digital route?
Presumably you have to have very good DSP and DAC chips to
avoid introduciv quantizing noise and other errors.
Dunlavy: And, in fact, that's the reason we don't yet have
the Magnus to market. The current version employs 16-bit
digital chips. While our feeling is that 16 bits is terribly close
to being acceptable, being devoted to perfection we want to
go to market with at least 20-, and preferably 24-bit chips. I
think 24 bits probably means we will have about as close to
distortionless performance as one would ever be able to
wish for. We also think that the system should be a24-bit
system at avery high sampling rate so that if someone buys
aMagnus two or three years from now, it's not going to be
outmoded by better D/A converters and whatever.
Atkinson: Iassume the Magnus will be expensive
Dunlavy: We have no idea at the moment what the selling
price for the Magnus will be. It obviously won't be affordable! The cabinet alone costs several thousand dollars — at
our cost! It's like an SC-VI except that, with its rounded side
edges, it's far more complex. It's an absolute nightmare to
build. Total nightmare. Enormous internal bracing. We
designed it largely by computers, calculating where to put
braces to null out internal modes. There are three —sorry,
four — I'm sorry, five separate internal enclosures housing
the drivers. So, it's just an incredibly complex nightmare of
athing to put together.
Atkinson: Any sort of(wive speaker— by "active," Imean aspeaker that includes an amplifier and/or, as in the Meridian models, adig73
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ital processor— has had an uphill commercial stne in the United
States. This is, Ibelieve, because it attempts to change the paradigm of
what the owner's system should comprise. Do you see the days of havig aseparate amplifier, aseparate DIA converter, and aseparate
loudspeaker, as being numbered?
Dunlavy: No. Ithink there will always be separate speaker/amplifier/cable components. Ido think, for those leaning
toward acquiring the most accurate system possible, full system integration like the Magnus is the future. It's the only
way to achieve the ultimate goal of ultimate accuracy—
which Ihope we never achieve. Ilike to think that in the
year 7000 people will be saying, "Well, Ithink this is alittle
bit more accurate than that." Otherwise it would take the
fun out of it. That's the tweak end of the thing. But to me,
there are all kinds of tweaks. There are people who
tweak for the sake of tweaking, and they don't
always achieve a better result by their
tweaking. We try to tweak, and each
time we make ameaningful tweak, that
advances us closer to our ultimate

that if you're in afairly reverberant room and you're talking
to someone: you're hardly aware of the reverberation, and
you close your eyes, and within aminute or so you're thinking, "Golly, I'm having trouble hearing this other person."
Atkinson: Iwas recently talking to somebody who'd been working
on room equalization up in Canada. He described the problem with
digital room correction as aconsumer product as this: Ifyou put speakers in the wrong places in bad rooms, digital equalization makes ahuge
improvement. However, the people who put speakers into wrong places
in bad rooms are not going to pay $5000 for adigital equalizer The
people who will spend $5000 are the ones who have good rooms and
carefully position the loudspeakers in them. The improvement that can
be introduced by digital EQ of the room is then very small.
Dunlavy: That's right. Digital equalization can make very
audible improvements in some rooms. But the
degree of the improvement that can be
achieved with such devices becomes more
and more limited the better the room is
by itself.
We've worked very closely with one

ACCURATE AUDIO REPRODUCTION IS PROBABLY THE
MOST DEMANDING CHALLENGE OF ANY THAT I
KNOW OF.
goal of accuracy.
Atkinson: When ivill the Magnus be commercially available?
Dunlavy: That's agood question! [laughs] I
hope we will have the first production units available by Christmas '96, or before. We certainly are putting
every effort into doing so. Our problem is that we're totally
dependent upon chip manufacturers, and the chips we need
are unique.
Atkinson: The Magnus uses DSP to correct the loudspeaker's anechoic behavior. Have you thought about using digital correction of
room acoustics?
Dunlavy: Yes. We're very familiar with what other companies have done and we don't want in any way to intrude
upon their domain. Ithink that if you have aterrible room
—basically acube, say, with really reflective surfaces, so that
you've got coherent reflections —digital room correction
can just make alinge improvement. On the other hand, if
you have afairly good listening room, Ithink that the
improvement is less audible.
In fact, Iquestion, if you have a really good room,
whether trying to digitally correct it is necessarily the way to
go, long-tenn. And I'll tell you why: We become acclimated to the different temperatures or colors of aroom, or
whatever, over arelatively short period, sometimes no more
than afew hours. Some people can correct very quickly
when they enter aroom, because our eyes tend, to avery
large degree, to influence what we hear.
Atkinson: Let me describe an example to see if Iunderstand what
you're saying:
sitting the other side of this large desk front me.
Obviously the sound ofyour voice is going to have avery strong reflection from that desk. But because Iam seeing the desk there and Ican
see you sitting there, I'm able to tune out the frequency-response
changes due to that reflection? Your vision is asecond channel of information that you use to mode what your ears perceive?
Dunlavy: Very much so. And you can certainly perceive
S
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very excellent company in this country.
Iwon't mention their name, but they are
solely devoted to the design and manufacture ofdi gi
talroom-equali7ation equipment,
and overall do avery good job. They brought their
equipment to our own listening room here and allowed us
to keep it for several days to play with. One of the things I
found out — the one thing that we're very used to tuning out,
whether we have eyesight or not —is the floor bounce [the
first reflection of the sound from the floor between the source
and the listener]. It's always there, and we recognize it. Ithink
when you try to include that within your digital-equalization
time window —in other words, if you try to EQ-out that
floor bounce —it doesn't sound right.
Atkinson:John, rem had an amazingly variegated career You've
designed antennae for the military, you've worked in pure science, you
were involved in the International Geophysical Year back in 1957
you've lectured at university, you hold patents for all kinds of things,
even for cancer treatment and CD playback. You even moved to
Australiafor awhile in the '80s. But despite all that, all you really seem
to want to talk about is speakers. What is thefascination of audio?
Dunlavy: It's alabor of love. Ilike music and Ilike to hear
reproduced music the way Ihear the live performances. And
it's agreat challenge. Accurate audio reproduction is probably the most demanding challenge of any that Iknow of. So
it's an interesting pursuit. And avery rewarding pursuit.
Atkinson: It's interesting that you say it's agreat challenge, because
surely it's amuch more simple field than some of the others you've
worked in.
Dunlavy: Yes and no. Speakers can be very daunting.
About the time you think you've got an idea that, "Boy, this
is really going to be the living end!," you put it together and
measure it and say, "Uninun, why did Ithink that?" [laughs]
We try alot of new ideas out. Probably less than one out of
20 ever really goes beyond the first or second stage of development. Because it's fun to try new ideas and new things. It
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RICK VISITS... M AX ROACH
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RICHARD J. ROSEN
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ax Roach is the Beat behind Bop. Afounding father of
trwdern jazz he defined its drum style in the '40s with
Charlie Parker, Dizzy Gillespie Bud Powell, and Miles
Davis. Not content with the popular definition of aquintet — .
Yuri.
musicians and adrummee— Max had elevated the role of the
drums to the status oflead instrument by the time his quintets with Clifford Brown and others blazed atrail
through the '50s.
Max has continued to extend his reach to the
forefront ofevery American musical style; through
six decades of making music, he hasn't missed a
beat. Max Roach is a pioneer, innovator,
activist, university professor, and always aconsummate listener.

"I'm just asound freak, you know. When it comes to sound,
I'm indiscriminate. Iget involved with it, see. I'll use the
sound of rain on atin roof.... On one of my records Iused
an atomic bomb explosion. Sampling fascinates me, and also
what's happening today with what we call sound
designers interests me because they deal with elements in humans."
"Does the way you listen as adrummer
differ from other musicians?"
"A drummer listens peripherally — you
have to hear everything at the same time
and hear yourself within that context. I
guess it's like peripheral vision. A conductor does the same thing."

M AX ELEVATED
THE ROLE OF THE
DRUMS TO THE
STATUS OF LEAD
INSTRUMENT.

VRE v1.0

Hew Reference in llideo Plauback
The first step to achieving usual Reality in gour home theater sgstern
The Visual Reality Engine y1.0 is ahighly-advanced, software-controlled 2D adaptive comb and notch filter
that provides virtually perfect separation of the chroma and lumina signals thereby
eliminating dot crawl and cross luminance for astunningly-real picture

VRE's high-performance, on-board computer samples data line-by-line over1400 times across the screen
The on-board Xilinx Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) thoroughly analyzes the content
of the incoming video signal using 10 different criteria at arate
of over one-half billion operations per second
Our custom software algorithm decides -on apixel-by-pixel basis -whether to implement
its high performance notch or comb filters for optimum separation
of the color signal from the black and white
Optional Oren Semiconductor Ghost Cancelation system (for image de-ghosting)
Optional Time-Base Corrector for optimum synchronization of color signals (video de-jittering)
Via Alchemy's proprietary Digital Video Bus, the VRE v1.0 will interface with future Alchemy VPG products
(such as our upcoming, incredibly-affordable line doubler the VRE•Pro)

Alchemy

Visual Reality Engine v1.0
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Power
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Mode

• TBC

Options
• Edge

Lock
AI

• Ghost

• Delay

VRE v1.0 Visual Reality Engine
Introducing the Visual Reality Engine v1.0 from Alchemy VPG

NEW! Audio Alchemy's Fax-on-Demand System •Call 619.682.1017 for literature, reviews and instruction manuals
for all Audio Alchemy and Alchemy VPG products. •Visit our Web site http://www.audio-alchemy.com/

Alchemy,,
se-;
31133 Via Colinas, Suite 111 •Westlake Village, CA 91362 • vox 818 735.0329 • FAX 818 707.2610
Call for alocal dealer near you.
1996 Audio Alchemy. Inc.

Alchemy VPG, VRE and Visual Reality Engine are trademarks of Audio Alchemy, Inc.

"Well, Idon't have as much
control like on earlier equipment.
You know, if Iwanted to hear
more bass or more this or less or
something. This is what you get."
"Do you remember systems
you've had in the past?"
"I've had several. One Iliked
very much —they had the kind of
almost diagonal box speakers ... ?
It's on the tip of my tongue..."
"Bose?"
"Thaes it. It was agood system."
"There's a lot of that going
around. It seems everyone's had
Bose speakers at one time. How
did you choose your current
equipment?"
"Well, Ipicked up the speakers,
the Perreaux stuff Igot when I
was at PolyGram. That was...
Jesus Christ, Idare say it must
have been 10 or 15 years ago."
Max's listening room overlooking Central Park. He keeps his audio àrd vIdeo systems neatly tucked away.
"By the way, Max, Stereophi/e's
having a big High-End Audio
Show at the Waldorf=Astoria in May. If you want I
"And how often do you listen to music?"
could show you around and you'll get to hear
"Well, as much as possible. In this house we
what's new."
listen to just about everything — it depends
"Great. I'd appreciate that, Rick. It's
on what I'm working on. Early baroque
I WAS BLOWN
about time that Iredid my whole sysmusic to the most avant-garde electronic
tern.
stuff to early American music to field
AWAY WHEN I HEARD
"Did you always have some kind of
music."
system to listen to?"
While talking, the ever-youthfid gentleman
NATALIE COLE SING
"Yeah. When Iwas young, we had a
Max cued up the disc I'd requested, Max
Victrola
that you wound up. We also
Roach with The New Orchestra of
WITH NAT COLE, 'CAUSE I
had apiano with the perforated paper
Boston and The So What Brass Quintet,
... you could hear Jelly Roll playing that
his latest. The audio equipment in the living WORKED WITH NAT COLE.
ragtime."
room ofhis elegant Upper West Side apartment,
I SAID, 'WELL, THAT
"That's real high-fidelity playback."
overlooking Central Park, lines up like this:
"Thinking about it now and seeing the
Denon DCM-520 5-CD changer, Perreaux
DOES IT.'
technology today, it's just unbelievable. I
TU3 FM tuner, Sharp RT-4040 dubbing cassette
mean, Iwas blown away when Iheard Natalie
deck, Technics SL-1300 tunitable Panasonic SVCole sing with Nat Cole, 'cause Iworked with Nat
DA10 DAT; Niles TSB-3 switcher, Perreaux SM3 preamCole. Isaid, 'Well, that does it.' It's just amazing what techplifier and PMF 310 power amplffier, and Celestion 700 loudnology has done with the world of sound."
speakers. Not bad, ,ht? The only problem was uglartunate speaker
"So you embrace technology?"
placement, resulting in tvhat, to me, was askewed and distorted musi"Oh, yes, definitely. As long as we don't forget that techcal presentation.
nology was created by human beings. All of it was technol"Doesn't it sound unnatural to you with the speakers on
ogy from the clavichord on up to what we have today. The
top of the shelf unit, right by the ceiling?"
only thing real is that human voice that Ican never stop lis"I never thought about it. The sound is adequate for me
tening to. It just becomes !now and more interesting.
at the moment. Most of my time is spent inner hearing
because Iwrite alot. Ilisten from another point of view.
Usually—unless Igo to alive concert and Ilisten to enjoy
it —1 have to almost make myself not be analytical. The
problem for the professional is that we begin to listen for
things, and not for the overall aesthetic. But if you can listen
like the layperson, that's the thrill."
"This is common to audiophiles, too, but from adifferent
direction. They'll listen for details and aspects of the sound
and separation of instruments..."
"Right... and not get involved in just the feeling ofjoy of
the music. Now, Ican do that in the theater, with poetry, and
Ican also get that feeling in museums. Ican sit down and really get involved, and that helps me when relating to music."
You'll find aDAT drive in just about every professional musicians system.
"Is there anything you don't like about your system?"
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1996
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Elevate your system to
heavenly levels with
Straight Wire
We offer over 40 models of cable to meet
the demands of the most discerning audiophile
as well as the casual enthusiast at aprice that
is down-to-earth. We've achieved worldwide
recognition

for

designs -Virtuoso,

our

symmetrical

Maestro Il

and

coaxial

Rhapsody II.

Straight Wire now offers our helical, bi/tri
wireable speaker cables with unique
foamed hybrid TPR insulation. While
most companies buy pre-mixed
insulations, we blend our own
recipe for this series of cables
Duet, Octave, Sextet

and

-

Quartet.

The difference between buying a box of
cake mix versus making acake from scratch
is acceptable to some...
...probably the same people who are satisfied
living on cloud nine.

Set
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showed up in droves ... "
"I'd love to hear that tape."
"You will. I've learned that there are other specialists who
e
restore tapes. I'd like to listen on ahigh-end system and
decide who makes the tapes sound the best."
"And follow your ears"
"Exactly. People are coming forth with these tapes. Most
of the time record companies would say, Well, the fidelity...
Idon't know if we can use it... it's too scratchy.' Years later,
they're beginning to re-listen to the stuff from amusical and
historical point of view."
"Recording must have been different in the early days,
particularly as far as the drum sound you could get on the
Amplification by Perreaux: the SM3 preamp and PMF 310 power amp.
records, right?"
"I remember my first record date. Dizzy Gillespie called
"Today technology offers alot to the improvisational
me in to record with Coleman Hawkins. They'd put the
musician. Iwill use percussion machines as an addendum
band in one corner of the room, huddled together, and the
that gives me more freedom. Ican go inside and outside and
drummer was way over on the other side. Ihad blankets and
around it. So it all works hand in hand, and it depends on the
everything on the drums, you know, wallets on the snare
human being that's dealing with it. Some will just take it to
heads, just...it was inhibiting. Isaid to Diz, 'What am I
the limit."
doing here? Nobody wants to hear the drums anyway.'
"Have you ever heard cutting-edge or highDizzy said, 'Shut up and go sit down and work.'
end playback systems?"
I'm glad he did."
"Recently, Iheard agentleman's system
"I guess so ... !I'm sure you've seen alot
here on the East Side. You probably know
of developments in recording."
him."
HAVE SOME WILD
"Oh yeah. Iused to have arecorder
"Was it Mark Levinson? The Cello
that you'd put it up to the radio or whatWIRE RECORDINGS OF
system?"
ever and it would spin the disc and
"That's exactly who it was. We were
BIRD ON THE TELEPHONE
make an actual record. And then the
listening to atape of Clifford Brown
wire recorders came. And it was like,
that was just found—the last job we
ARGUING WITH HIS
'Wow! You can record this stuff on a
played, in Norfolk, Virginia in 1956.
spool! Ibought it when Iwent to Haiti
We finished that job, he hit the highway
AGENT, BILLY SHORE,
and the Mediterranean, and Iwould
and that's when, of course, he had that
leave the microphone outside ¡ny room
fatal accident."
ABOUT COMMISSION,
and just record the music coming from the
"Wow ... "
hills and the bush, so to speak. And Ihave
"As Mark was dealing with his system, the
some wild stuff of Bird on the telephone arguclearer it got to me. On aregular system, the backing with his agent, Billy Shore, about commission."
ground, piano or the bass, you ,
couldn't distinguish as well, but
the Cello system really brought
it out. Iheard the transformadon, and to me it was probably
like what the public heard at
the club where we performed
40 years ago.
"Clifford was in rare form.
No one had any idea that the
club owner was recording. And
it was ...let's see ... as Ibelieve,
segregation hadn't been lifted,
and so blacks were sitting in
another area of the club. We all
kind of suffered it because my
home is just down the road
from Norfolk. The band was
picking up steam every day, so
all my relatives wanted to hear
us. Icould just about see them
and ... but Clifford just was so
clear .... It took me right to the
club that last week that we had
worked together, and what it
looked like, and how the club
This chair's been with my family for ages. All of the musicians Igrew up with, Charlie Parker and them, have sat in
owner was when my family
this chain"
I.
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UNLIKE MOST SPEAKER COMPANIES,
WE BUILD SPEAKERS.
WE DON'T BUY DIEM.
My, my. Things nowadays are not always what they're

Every single part of our beloved Contour 1.8 (the one

cracked up to be. We're almost positive

our works raccoon Knudsen is just checking

it all started with the egg-free egg. Yum.

for alien intruders) is still meticulously hand

Then came caffeine-free coffee, with the

built by our dedicated Danish master

taste gone, too. In amatter of days, the

I

craftsmen.

conscience-free politician followed, who
within moments was justly run over by his

\\

own badge-engineered car. And now, here

our incomparable first-order crossovers,

comes the ultimate horror: The Dynaudio-

the flat driver membrane geometry and the

free Dynaudio speaker.

h our legendary oversized voice-coils,

•ation of phase problems. From truly
-operior materials, in extremely limited

No way! Just kidding! In fact, it's just the

numbers. To create beautiful, true music.

other way around; 90% of all other high-

:%nil nothing else.

end manufacturers do not painstakingly
develop and build their own speakers at

If you want to experience the original (!)

all. Instead, their designers tend to use

Dynaudio effect, please call us at (847) 288

our justly famous Esotar and E,(iter

1767 or fax us at (847) 288 1853 for afree

tweeters, only to sell them to you, the

copy of our inimitable "Book of Truth".

truth-loving American public, as their

You'll love it. Because unlike most speaker

own most expensive creations. We, being

companies, not only do we build our own

true Danes, still believe in a100% in-house pro(huction.

speakers. We ‘s rite our own ads and brochures, too.

rkTimui_DA

MITEMECIEMEEI
DANES DON'T LIE.

"Do you still make your own recordings?"
"We keep our DAT going for everything that
we perform now, ever since everything has
become so dear, so to speak. See, we didn't
realize that Charlie Parker and Dizzy and
Bud ... we didn't have no idea that people want everything that was done during that period—anything you can get
on Charlie Parker or Bud Powell."
"Have you heard the Dean Benedetti
recordings?"
"You better believe it... Iwas one of
the only sidepersons who could get paid,
'cause what Dean did was cut out every-

T

body but Charlie Parker, see. But he couldn't cut the
rhythm section out, so we got paid. [laughs] They
couldn't get around us. I'd like to hear some
of that stuff on ahigh-end system today,
that series [Michael] Cuscuna put out."
"Mosaic does agreat job. Is the record
industry in general listening more historically and musically, as you said?"
"I think so. Technology has got them
like this. Demand as well. If they could
get Bach playing organ, it would be
priceless —if they could restore that,
grab that out of the atmosphere in some
way. This is the way it is now. Some record-

GIVE
THE MUSIC THE KIND
OF ATMOSPHERE YOU
DON'T GET ON ACD.
THE MOMENT
IS ALIVE.

M AX ROACH: A
(All recordings are CDs unless otherwise noted.)
with Charlie Parker
Charlie Parker.Menwrial Vol 1, Savoy CY78982
(1955)
The Immortal Charlie Parker, Savoy CY78983 (1955)
Charlie Parker Memorial, Vol. 2, Savoy CY78984
(1955)
The Genius Of Charlie Parker, Savoy CY78991 (1955)
The Bird Returns, Savoy CY78810
Newly Discovered Sides, Savoy CY78809
The Charlie Parker Story, Savoy CY78990 (1956)
Al! Star Sextet, Roost LP-2210 (LP, 1958)
Now's The Time, Verve 825 671-2 (1957)
Swedish Schnapps, Polydor 849 393-2 (1957)
The Complete Dean Benedetti Recordings of Charlie
Parker, Mosaic MR10-129 (10 LPs), MD7-129
(7 CDs)
The Complete Dial Sessions, Stash ST-CD-567-70 (4
CDs)
with Bud Powell
Jazz at Massey Hall, Vol 2, Fantasy/OJC OJCCD111-2 (1953)
The Complete Blue Note and Roost Recordings, Blue
Note Cl)? 830083 2 (4 CDs)
The Complete Bud Powell on Verve, Verve 314-521669-2 (5 CDs)
with Thelonious Monk
Thelonious Monk Bio, Fantasy/OJC OJCCD-010-2
(1956)
Brilliant Comers, Fantasy/OJC OJCC1)-026-2
(1958)
Genius of Modern Mush, Vo12, Blue Note CDP 8
81511 2
The Gimplete Blue Note Recordings, Blue Note CDP
830363 2(4 CDs)
The Complete Riverside Recordings, Riverside
15RCD-022-2 (15 CDs)
with Sonny Rollins
Worktirne, Fantasy/OJC OJC-007 (LP), OJCCD007-2(CD) (1956)
Plus 4, Fantasy/OJC OJC-243 (LP), OJCCD243-2(CD) (1956)
Saxophone Colossus, Fantasy/OJC OJC-291 (LP),
OJCCD-291-2 (CD)
DCC Compact Classics LPZ-2008 (LP), GZS1082 (Gold CD) (1957)
Rollins Plays For Bird Fantasy/OJC OJC-291 (LP),
OJCCD-291-2(CD) (1957)
Tour de Forre, Fantasy/OJC OJCCD-095-2 (1957)
Sonny Rollins, Blue Note CDP 881542 2 (1957)
Freedom Suite, Fantasy/OJC OJCCD-067-2 (1958)
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with Miles Davis
Birth of the Cool, Capitol CDP 892862 2(1956)
Blue Haze, Fantasy/OJC OJCCD-093-2 (1956)
with Abbey Lincoln
Thaes Him, Fantasy/OJC OJCCD-085-2 (1957)
Abbey Is Blue, Fantasy/OJC OJCCD-069-2 (1959)
Straight Ahead Candid 79015 (1960)
with Dinah Washington
Dinah Jams, EmArcy 814 639-2 (1955)
The Jam Sides of Miss D, Jazz World 164 312-2
Teach Mc Ton4t, Jazz Hour 166-73565-2
with Booker Little
Booker Little 4, United Artists UAL-4034 (LP) (1959)
Out Front, Candid CD-8027 (1961)
with Anthony Braxton
Birth And Rebirth, Black Saint 120024-1/2
(LP/CD) (1978)
One in Two— Two in Two, Hat Hut CD-6030
(1979)
with Clifford Brown
Brown & Roach Incorporated, EmArcy 814 644-2
(1955)
Clifford Brown & Max Road:, EmArcy 814 645-2
(1955)
Cgorrl Brown with Strings, EmArcy 814 642-2 (1955)
Study in Brown, EmArcy 814 646-2 (1955)
At Basin Street, EmArcy 814 648-2 (1956)
The Best of Max Roach & Clifford Brown In Concert,
GNP Crescendo GNPS-18 (LP), GNPD-18
(CD) (1955)
with Various Others
Sonny Clark: Sonny Clark Trio, Time 52101 (1962)
Kenny Dorham: Jazz Contrasts, Fantasy/OJC
OJCCD-028-2 (1959)
Duke Ellington & Charles Mingus: MoneyJungk
Blue Note CDP 846398 2 (1962)
Dizzy Gillespie: Max & Dizzy: Paris 1989, A&M
75021-6404-2 (1996)
Benny Golson: The Modern Touch, Fantasy/OJC
OJCCD-1797-2 (1957)
J.J. Johnson: JJ. Johnson's Jazz Quintets, Savoy
CY78813 (1946)
Thad Jones: The Fabulous ThadJones, Fantasy/OJC
0JCCD-625-2 (1956)
The Quintet (Dizzy Gillespie, Charlie Parker; Bud
Powell, Charles Mingus): Jam.. at Musty Hall,
Fantasy/OJC OJC-044 (LP), OJCCD-044-2
(CD) (1962)
Buddy Rich: Rich Versus Roach, Mercury 826 9872(1959)

Archie Shepp: The Long March, Parts 1& 2, Hat
Hut CD-6041 & CD-6042 (1990)
Cecil Taylor: Historic Concerts, Soul Note
121100/1-1/2 (2 LPs/CDs) (1984)
Stanley Turrentine: Stan The Man, Bainbridge 1038
(LP) (1960)
Tommy Turrentine: Tommy Turrentine, Bainbridge
1047 (LP) (1960)
Max Roach as leader
Max Roach Quartet Featuring Hank Mobley, Fantasy/
OJC OJC-202 (LP), OJCCD-202-2 (CD)
(1953)
Plus 4&Mow, EmArcy 822 673-2 (1957)
The Max Roach 4Plays Charlie Parker, Verve 314512 448-2 (1958)
Deeds, Not Words, Fantasy/OJC OJC-304 (LP),
OJCCD-304-2 (CD) (1958)
We Insist! Freedom Now Suite, Candid CCD-79002
(1960)
Perausion BitterSweet, GRP/Impuhc! GAD-122
(1961)
It's lime, Impulse! IMPD-185 (LP) (1962)
Speak, Brother, Speak, Fantasy/OJC OJC-646 (LP),
OJCCD-646-2 (CD) (1963)
Max Roach Trio featuring The Legendary Hasaan,
Atlantic 82273-2 (1965)
Drums Unlimited Atlantic 1467-4 (cassette) (1966)
M'Boorn, Columbia/Legacy CK 57886
Pictures In A Frame, Soul Note 121003-2 (1979)
Swish, New Artists NA-1001-CD (1982)
in the Light, Soul Note 121053-2 (CD) (1983)
It's Christrna,Again, Soul Note 121153-2 (1984)
Survivors, Soul Note 121093-2 (CD) (1984)
MBoorre Collage, Soul Note 121059-2 (CD) (1985)
Scott Free, Soul Note 121103-2 (CD) (1985)
Live At Vielhannonie, Soul Note 121073-1/2
(LP/CD) (1985)
Easy Winners, Soul Note 121109-1/2 (LP/CD)
(1985)
Brsght Moments, Soul Note 121159-2 (Cl)) (1986)
Long As You're Living, Enja ENJ-79651-2 (1990)
To The Max!, Mesa/Bluemoon 122-79164 (2 CDs)
(1991)
M'Boorn Live At S.O.B.'s — New York, Mesa/
Bluemoon 122-79182 (1992)
The New Orchestra of Boston and The So What Brass
Quintet, Blue Note 834813 2 (1996)
Recent Reissues
Clifford Brown &Max Roach: Alone Tether The Best
Of The Mercury Years, Mercury 314-526 373-2
(1995)
Clifford Brown & Max Roach, Verve Jazz 314-528
109-2
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Listen Past the Equipment
and Experience the Music
as Intended

Once in a while an idea

comes along which represents

a significant step forward in

advancing the current state-

of-the-art. We feel our new

ST Series amplifiers exemplify

this unique distinction.

A new approach to low-noise,

low distortion signal-path

has produced a line of

amplifiers which is actually

quieter and more transparent

than any source material

currently available.

Bryston ST amplifiers, from the top: 8B ST 4 channel 120 wpc, 5B ST 3 channel 120 wpc,

EA

Music
for a
Generation

4B ST 250 wpc stereo, 7B ST 500 watts mono. Not shown is the 3B ST 120 wpc stereo.

The Bryston ST innovation: our

Completely

ultra-linear "input buffer-with -

supplies for each channel elimi-

unbalanced and XLR-1 /4 inch

gain" substantially lowers the

nate any crosstalk to ensure firm

balanced inputs, with equal

distortion and inherent noise

focus and completely accurate

gain, allows flexibility for multi-

floor — hearing is believing.

imaging of musical instruments.

channel system configurations.

Bryston Ltd, RO, Box 2170, 677 Neal Drive, Peterborough, Ontario,

113Hoduyi_ron

Canada K9J 7Y4

Tel: (705) 742-5325

separate

Fax: (705) 742-0882

power

Switchable gold plated RCA

we listened to the M'Boom percussion ensemble or the
Uptown String Quartet, perhaps Icould have gotten abetter
idea. Iliked when we went to the Scotsman's place, 'cause he
played some of our stuff) And you explained to me that this
was, not the /ow end, but it sounded great to me."
"That's about as budget as it gets in the High End."
"Now when we went down to the high-end area and
they played some Coltrane..."
"Right. The Giant Steps CD."2
"I've heard that particular group live so many times, to
where Ididn't think that that was agood recording. So the
High End really lost me there. Nice people, of course. The
classical piece they played before that sounded better."
"You seemed taken with the Sarah Vaughan cut we
heard."3
"I sure was. And the Billie Holiday/Ben Webster one as
wel1.4 Ithink they played it on aturntable.., and with the
tubes. That was afantastic recording. Imean, the presence of
the sound. That was one of the best things Iheard that day.
And the Harry Belafonte.5 You could almost see where the
instruments were on that. Ihad no idea all that was going on
around him at that time."
;
"Did it surprise you, how great `old technology' can
'
sound?"
The Celestion 700. High-quality loudspeaker; questionable room placement.
"Yes, Iwas surprised. Itold people about that and they
couldn't believe it, 'cause everything today has become digiings of the great players... I've heard some things of Caruso,
tized. Iwas so impressed with the Billie Holiday record, havthose things are priceless. To hear the voice, no matter what
ing been to those places and seen those artists perform. It was
the quality is."
like Iwas sitting in the room in one of these small clubs and
"The 78s can have apurity, even through the noise...
she was right there."
How do you feel about CDs as opposed to records?"
"That's the best you hope for. Max, you mentioned
"Well, the 78s ... give the music the kind of
before missing the control of the sound..."
atmosphere you don't get on a CD. The
"At the Show, the same thing prevailed. I
moment is alive with this kind of stuff. CDs
clear that out so you listen to the instruNOTICED THAT
didn't see anywhere you could fiddle with
the bass and treble. It would be unnatural.
ments, Iguess, which were always there
ALL THE SPEAKERS
Iunderstood that."
anyway."
"Do you think you could live with that
"You still listen to LPs, then?"
ARE AT EAR LEVEL, LIKE in order to get great sound?"
"No. All my LPs I'm saving. With CDs
Of course Ican.... Inoticed the speakyou can have alot of music in your house
ANOTHER PERSON IN
cr stands, as well. That was really someand you don't have to keep building
ROOM.
thing. Ihadn't even thought of that. I'm anxshelves and stuff like that."
THE
ious to see how that works out when we
"I know. It's taken over my life."
move mine down. Iwasn't thinking acoustical"I can imagine. I've been to homes with LPs
ly when Iput them up. Ididn't realize how it
and rooms ofjust records. [Nelson] Rockefeller, the
affected the sound until we met and you began to
Governor, he had aheck of acollection. We'd go up to
explain some things to me about how they need room to
his estate up above New York, off the Hudson... he was realbreathe. At the Show, Inoticed that all the speakers are at ear
ly funny. He was areal listener of the music. No one had any
level, like another person in the room. Inever noticed that
idea. Lionel Hampton played the recessional at his funeral. If
before. Ilearned alot...a sound system is like another
you saw that on TV with all these dignitaries there, [laughs] and
human being."
when Kissinger finished and people were leaving, all of asud"I wonder why more people aren't interested in having a
den the cameras panned to Hamp playing `Sweet Georgia'...
good system."
da-da-da-da da-da-da-da 'Sweet Georgia Brown.' "
"I don't think the average John Q is aware of that differ"Yeah. He still holds up. It's amazing."
ence. There's no way Iwould have known about that had I
"Isn't it? He was down there with the band... the big
not been with you at that Show."
band. Phew-w-w-tv."
"So now you've got the audiophile bug?"
Max and Icontinued to talk about music and made plans for the
Show. We spent aday at HI-FI '96 touting the exhibits and listen"I sure have. I've got the bug. Damn right."
S
ing to as many systents as !VC could.
1Music Hall suite: Creek, Epos. Total system price: $2900. Me Scotsman is Roy
"What'd you think of the Show?"
Hall.)
"I was overwhelmed with the sound that was going on.
2Overture suite: Avalon Osiris, Spectral, MIT. Zoethecus.
I've never been to anything like that. Wow. Ienjoyed it.
3Sarah Vaughan, Crazy And Mixed Up, Pablo LP, played in the Stereo Exchange
suite: ProAc, Audio Research, VP1, van den Hul.
Especially when Iwas able to listen to some of the things
4Billie Holiday, Songs fOr Distingué Lovers, Classic Records LP, played in the Park
that Ihad recorded. That way Icould really check out the
Avenue Audio suite: Joseph Audio, Golden Tube, Cardas, SOTA.
differences in equipment. When we got to the high-end
5Bria/Onte At Gumgie Hall, Classic Records LP, played in the Sound by Singer suite:
Wilsoii X-1/Grand SLAM M. Conrad-Johnson, Transparent, Well Tempered.
exhibits, they selected the stuff to play, so Icouldn't tell. If
I.
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The
Leader In
24 Karat
Gold

DCC COMPACT CLASSICS

COMPACT

I

DISCS

The Ultimate Sound Quality

THE BRA
Of.

Jtyl

i(1,1

This special comp ation of the Beach
Boys Capitol years has been revised
and expanded especially for this 24
Karat Gold compact Disc release!
Featuring some of their greatest hits of
the 1960's: Little Honda, Dance.
Dance, Dance, 409, When IGrow Up,
Please Let Me Wonder Barbara Ann
plus 2 new bonus tracks: Darlin 'and I
Can Hear Music. Mastered from the
original session mixes 25 classic songs
on 24 Karat Gold! G13-1089

S' tint'
•

-100

CANNONBALL ADDERLEY With
Bill Evans
I,;(yrini"

One of the most beloved McCartney
albums is finally available on 24 Karat
Gold ,This number 1album features
the smash hit My Love.Also contains
When The Night, Big Barn Bed, One
More Kiss, Little Lamb Dragonfly
4 bonus tracks! 3of the bonus trackty
Lie Around, C-Moon and The Mess
were originally issued as B sides fro
1973.The other, Hi, Hi, Hi, was
before released on aWings alb
GZS-1091

In aremarkable display of their musical range and sensitivity, the buoyant
alto sax of Adderley and introspective
piano of Evans move effortlessly
toward a middle ground that shows
both to great advantage. ftccorded in
1961, the sound quality of these master tapes is breathtaking. Featuring
Percy Heath on bass and Connie Kay
on drums. Includes the title track plus
Waltz For Debby Goodbye, two unreleased bonus alt (-mate tracks and a
host of others. GZS-1090

" •

r•
,

QUARTET
ibe Sound Of Soto&
us for so many
years, was Sonny Rollins' only release
ptt the great Riverside Records label.
,
•
tight when Rollins was
•
the hottest thing in jazz, it
shows a wide range of styles and song
Featuring Paul Chambers,
Heath and Roy Haynes, songs
Include Toot loor Tootsie, Cutie, Just
Time and many others. Features a
bonus track recorded at the
•
Of Sonny" sessions left off the
IP release. GZS-109
,

MIII JACKSON &
WES MONTGOMERY

•

• .111essle Of The GohlFs, Age Of Motto.. •

This 1961 meeting of two jazz giants is
now on aDCC 24 Karat Gold compact
disc.To support this memorable meet-,
ing, Riverside Records assembled
most cohesive rhythm section of «
day:Wynton Kelly,Sarn Jones and
'Philly*Joe Jones. Featuring three
bonus tracks from the original st
sessions, selections
Stablernates, Deli
Stars and
•

f,'»ÉrAur

t

PAUL MCCARTNEY & WINGS
t?erl ,'?o
S/swillruy

Originally released in Dec
this Top 5album sold amillo
just two weeks A landmark creati
from one of the most popular group
Rock history Contains Have You Ever
•;.: Seen The Rain, Hey Tonight. Molina.
"Pagan Baby and mart,
:mastering direct from the o ••
›tratit mixes. GZS-109

r
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•

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS
1'.0.111/X 1905 • 5115 1. KS 1,1
I', I
191:11 525-8609 •FAX 191:11 W25-013te

1-800-716-3553
Suggested Retail Price: S29.98
Special Acoustic Sounds Price: S25.00
Shipping:
S4.95 UPS Ground
S1.95 Airborne (Any site order)
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Art Pepper
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So In Love

te,

stti Action,
t vjc
heise u tito e (wade
In
IheIonious
Johnny Grittin
3oo2 s

Revival Series
Art Pepper

New York Album
Songs include: A Night In Tunisia,
Lover Man, Straight, No Chaser
(alternate take), Duo Blues, and My
Friend John. An exceptional quartet
date from '79, with Pepper having
just established what became aregular working relationship with pianist
George Cables, who plays with passion and conviction. He hadn't yet
hired abassist and drummer, so for
the occasion Charlie Haden and Billy
Higgins were used. Pepper was certainly inspired by what they contributed; his alto sax solos are
intense and often jubilant—Ron
Wynn. Remixed by Rik Pekkonen and
John Koenig; remastering supervised
by John Koenig and Chad Kassem.
Galaxy 5154.
LP=AAPR 3012 $17.50
CD=CAPR 3012 $15.00

TO ORDER CALL:

1-800-716-3553
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Of the new releases issued
under Ad Pepper's name in
1980, So In Love was overall
the finest. The altoist
stretches out here on aprogram of standards and
blues, backed by alternating rhythm sections from
De Force
ea
see !
lour
7 50
the East and West coasts.
B
„3003 St •
Pianist Hank Jones is all
one could ask for in an accompanist, and his aching solo on Diane
sustains perfectly the restive mood
of Peppers' opening choruses.
Overall, the West Coast team (pianist
George Cables whose great rapport
with Pepper is unmatched, along
with jazz legends Charlie Haden and
Billy Higgins) powers the music along
with great care and economy. Pepper
had climbed to such a plateau of
individuality that he seems often
here to be drawing his
unconscious influences into
the light and remembering
4
1
what it was he loved about
m
them in the first place. On
o
a leisurely Stardust, he
daffodils his sentiments
with the grace and cunu
ning of aLester Young.
The title track, a Cole
Porter waltz that agitates into a collective
improvisation by its
1,
40 eGel Wo re
climax, offers the
es Getcpecurtis counce
best illustration of
cu
sounce --, 006 $17 50
the wondrous use
19 -Ate
Pepper makes of John
Coltrane. It isn't in this case amatter
of piling up chords or of playing more
notes, as it is with so many others,
but rather of drawing on extreme
registers of the horn to express more
conflicting emotions, to reach deeper
and higher recesses of the viscera
and the psyche. Remixed by Rik
Pekkonen and John Koenig; remastering supervised by John Koenig
and Chad Kassem.
Original Artie
House 9412.
LP=AAPR 3013
$17.50
CD=CAPR 3013
$15.00
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Art Pepper

The Intimate
Art Pepper
In 1979, Art Pepper was recorded at
two sessions that, up until now, have
yielded two fine albums, So In Love
and The New York Album. There was
more first-rate material recorded in
those two sessions than would fit on
two LPs, so difficult choices had to
be made as to what material not to
include in the albums released at the
time. Those choices were not necessarily made on the basis of the quality of the performances, but with
respect to such considerations as
length and congruence of repertoire
within an album. These rare recordings, which feature primarily material recorded in connection with the So
In Love session, but which also
include a beautiful rendition of
Jerome Kern's Yesterdays, with Hank
Jones, Ron Carter and Al Foster,
showcase Art in solo and trio (clarinet, bass and drums) treatments of
jazz standards. There are also quartet performances (with George
Cables, Charlie Haden and Billy
Higgins) of material from Pepper's
repertoire. The original recordings
were painstakingly mixed by Rik
Pekkonen
and
John
Koenig.
Analogue Productionu
is pleased to be able to
release this material
for the first time in
album form, and
much of it, for the
first time in any
form.
LP=AAPR 3014
$17.50
CD=CAPR 3014
$15.00
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Acoustic Sounds and RD have acquired the spectacular Wilson Audio Custom Tubc
Mastering facility. The equipment has been installed at RD in California with Bruce Leek
and Stan Ricker, mastering. Analogue Productions Revival Series were the first LPs mastered with this incredible system. The beauty of having the mastering facility in the same
location as the pressing plant is that the lacquers can be
processed immediately. This eliminates any degradation
in the lacquer. Kil has state of the art pre-plating equipment and produces the best pressings in the world.
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T
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Acoustic Sounds Stocks All Available
Stereophile Records to Die For

P.O. BOX 1905

MOM. tan à

SHIPPING:
Any size order in continental USA.
54.95 UPS Ground
S7 9"AiRBORNE

arer

--_

SALINA, KS 67402-1905 USA
INFO (913) 825-8609
FAX (913) 825-0156
VVWW: http://www.btown.com
E-MAIL: asounds@aol.com

r
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TO ORDER CALL:

1-800-716-3553
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For Vol. 5(300 page) Catalog containing all audiophile 4 4.
LPs and CDs. send $5 in the LISA, $10 elsewhere.
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Refundable coupon with catalog. FREE with order
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ollowing aChesky recording session at the nearby St.
Pder's Church for Carlos Heredia's Gypsy Flamenco CD (CItesky W0126), my wile! Kathleen
and Iinvited the partinpants to our loft for afreewheeling post-rtrording interview. The crowd included
David Chesky, Steve Guttenberg, Bob Katz and his
wfie Mary, and co-producer Arturo Martinez. Also lounging about the
place, turning an ear to our system, were ,quitanst Heredia and the other
musicians, including Rrntin Carmona, Immandada Ortega, Antonio
Granjero, Rafaela Reyes, and Alda Ruter
'lluse seminal events took place back in &binary of .this year, but due
to amultitude qf kgistical and scheduling nightmarts the interview only
notv see the light eday. Iasked the partinpants— How had duy all no?
David Chesky: Iwas in Europe last year playing aconcert,
and Arturo mentioned that he was going to Spain for aflamenco festival. Imet him in Seville and we heard Carlos
play — fantastic. It took along time to coordinate everything
and get these guys here, but after ayear of working on it, we
finally did it. The funny thing is, you can get great jazz musicians in New York, great classical, great everything. But for flamenco — you have to go to Spain.
Jonathan Scull: Would you describe the recording dtain for us?
Bob Katz: Well, first let me tell you that there are tubes in
almost every part of the chain.
Steve Guttenberg: From the mike itself, to the mike preamp, to the mixer, to the analog part of the A/D converter,
is all-tube.
Scull: You have myfull and ecclusity attention!
Katz: We use an all-tube line-level output preamp — as
opposed to microphone-level output—about 18" from the
microphones. It's aGeorge Kaye design: cathode-follower,
no transformers.
Scull: Bob, whose mikes do you use and in what arrangement?
Katz: The capsules are circa 1964... [smiles] Idon't know if
we have to mention the brand, because it ain't what it used
to be. David Hancock, arecording engineer Iknow, uses a
piano that's half Yamaha and half Steinway. Iguess he calls
it a"Yamaway"! Idon't think it's fair to name this mike...
Scull: All right then, how did you place your mystery mikes?
Katz: In aBlumlein configuration. Blumlein, by definition,
means crossed figure-8s at 900.
Scull: So you use only the one pair?
Katz: If there are any spot mikes used, they're completely
supplementary. The space, the sense of ambience and location, is gathered from the main pair. We place as many of the
musicians as possible to work within that. Then, if something
sounds alittle weak, maybe we use atouch of aspot on it.
Scull: Any trouble getting the artists to...?
Chesky: Yeah. But let me tell you something, not with this
group. You have to understand, most musicians are used to
multimiking, overdubbing, and all that stuff. It's tough,
because listening is an art, and playing an instrument is an
art. But just because you play in an orchestra doesn't mean
you know what good balance is, for example.
We always have this problem. The bass player comes over
and says, "Dave, you know, the bass should be up." The violinist says the violin should be up. Everybody listens to their
own instrument. They rarely listen to the whole thing.
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Chesky's philosophy is to capture real performers in areal
three-dimensional space, like in aconcert hall. Sometimes
musicians have ahard time with that, and you have to fight it.
Scull: And what about this group?
Guttenberg: [laughing] They worried about the music. We
worried about the sound.
Scull: Who did Artist Management? Was it you, David?
Chesky: Yes.
Katz: Not true! David doesn't speak Spanish! [laughter]
Chesky: Today was abreeze — everybody here is aprofessional. Everybody does their job. Idon't ask the bass player
to do the engineering, and Idon't ask Bob to play drums.
We like to cultivate a"don't cross the line, let us do the engineering" attitude. We're like photographers — we want to
capture what's there, and that's it.
Scull: Explain for us the benefits ofgoing line-level nght after the
mikes.
Katz: We get incredible headroom and low noise using
George's preamp. We run that signal down aline-level cable
to two custom all-tube line-level dual-mono eight-channel
mixers. Each side has its own separate power supply for
incredible stereo separation. No pan-pots, no nothing. Even
though there are eight channels per side, we usually use
only one or two of them.

4onathan Scull
invites David ejhesky,
Steve

uttenberg,

and Bob 3(atz
to his SoHo loft
to talk about
recording fecurteruco}
guitar, recording
and
recording for
Records.
S
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The Science of Cable Design

Part 1

The following is the fourth in aseries of technical articles by TARA Labs designer Matthew Bond.

The Audio Cable as Low-Pass Filter and its Role in the Pursuit of Neutrality
In the last three installments, we
examined the aspects of cable design
which have the greatest effect on
performance: conductor design and
arrangement, and dielectric design
and materials. We also showed how
the differences between cables can be
measured and correlated with the
listening experience.
In this installment we'll discuss the
cable as asecond-order low-pass filter
and examine the subject of neutrality
in an audio cable.
With its series inductance and
parallel capacitance, an audio cable is
asimple second-order low-pass filter.
By reducing the inductance and
capacitance, we can increase the
bandwidth of the cable and extend the
cable's frequency response.
Within its frequency response an
audio cables' capacitance remains
fairly constant with frequency, but the
inductance in the cable varies with
frequency. This is due to the
inductance being dependent on the
diameter (or shape) of the conductors
and the configuration of the conductors
within the cable. These changes in
inductance cause audible differences
which will be different with different
component output/input impedances.
When the electromagnetic field
(inductance), which varies with
frequency, interacts with the
electrostatic field (capacitance), this
causes different electrical resonances
and filtering effects within the cable
interface. Depending on the diameter
and configuration of the conductors
within the cable, the amount of
inductance will vary considerably and
the sound will be audibly affected.
In Part Two, we examined how to
reduce the series inductance by having

smaller conductors, and having them
in a more open arrangement. To
reduce the parallel capacitance it is
simply necessary to space the positive
and negative conductor runs further
apart.
Increasing the cable's
bandwidth in this way improves the
cable's linearity with frequency and
ensures less system interaction
because of the reduced electrical
characteristics of the cable.
The ideal audio cable then, has low
series inductance (smaller conductors
or rectangular ones with less inductive
reactance) and low parallel capacitance.
In this way it has very high bandwidth
and is then less system dependent.
The reduced system interaction of
the cable created by increased
bandwidth will yield an important
quality we call neutrality. Most would
agree that the ultimate system is one
which brings us as close to the
experience of the original musical
event -whether that was in astudio
or alive concert setting. We want to
hear the music as it was recorded:
nothing left out, nothing added.
Neutrality then, not alteration or
coloration is an important quality in
audio cable performance.
Cables are the only component
within an audio system that can be
designed to be completely neutral.
Every other component, by its very
nature, alters the signal in some way.
The theoretical ideal of an audio cable
is one with zero series inductance and
zero parallel capacitance. In this way
the cable has unlimited bandwidth and
is also not system dependent. TARA
Labs cables, designed against this
theoretical ideal, are designed to have
the lowest LCR specs and widest
bandwidth on the market.

If neutrality in your audio system is
important to you, begin to narrow down
your cable choices by starting with
those that have the lowest LCR specs.
(Any reputable manufacturer should be
able to supply these figures and to
explain the method by which they were
obtained.) Then use educated listening
techniques to determine which of the
cables sounds best in your system.
This philosophy, by the way, is not
universally endorsed by cable
manufacturers. There are other cables
on the market which are designed to
act as one controls" for the system.
They use networks, filters or additional
elements that are meant to somehow
improve the audio signal by altering it.
In fact, these do nothing more than
impose upon the system someone
else's idea about how the music should
sound. The result is contrived and
artificial, rather than transparent and
neutral. Above all, it will most likely
produce colorations that destroy the
natural, musical reproduction you've
tried so hard to create.
Achieving complete neutrality in an
audio system may be an impossible
dream. After all, we are reproducing a
musical event, not experiencing the
"real thing." But the pursuit of this ideal
is aworthy one, primarily because it
puts the emphasis where it belongs: on
the music.
Parts 1-3 of this series appear in Stereophile
Vol. 19, Numbers 1, 3&5. Reprints of the
series can be obtained from TARA Labs.

TARA Uil3S
Celebrating aDecade of Sound

541/488-6465

going, and what we have to schlepp there.
One output goes directly into acustom A/D by George
Scull: So, David, how do you feel about analog?
Kaye, with a tube front-end. At this point, with all of
Chesky: It sounds wonderful. We all love it. Analog is what
George's modifications, I'd say the A/D is 50% Ultrawe're striving to reproduce, okay? That's it. Imean, analog is
Analog, 10% Bob Katz, and 40% George Kaye — how's
an infinite system, you know, like real life.
that?
Scull: "What do you mean by that?' he quickly rtske4 smelling
Scull: Not bad! Is the ADC a20-bit machine?
blood...
Katz: Yes, 20 bits, into a20-bit Nagra.
Chesky: Well, look, basically we're locked into 44.1kHz
Guttenberg: At most sessions we record analog too. You
and 16 bits. Analog is just so much
know, we do make records now and
better.
then! In fact, we edit those first-genScull: What a guy... DVD and
eration master tapes, and that's what
24/96?
becomes the master. They're not
Chesky: It'll be interesting to see
copied down yet another generation
what happens. We're talking to peobefore mastering. In fact, when we
ple and trying to design converters
make DVDs, we'll probably use the
for it. But right now, the best thing
analog tapes.
we've heard is analog, and that's what
Scull: Why is that?
we use as abenchmark.
Guttenberg: Well, they'll have
You know, the problem is convertmore resolution than digital tapes do.
ing to digital at that high aspeed—
Scull: He man, no argumentfrom me!
we have storage and software probGuttenberg: You can be sure we'll
lems noto. Hey, how do you record it?
spend many hours in listening sesWe don't have an A/D yet. Second,
sions when DVD comes around to
how do you store it? On what medidecide what to do about it. A lot of
um? Third, how do you edit it, and
people will be trying to figure out
with what kind of software? It all has
the best way to take old digital
to be worked out.'
recordings and convert them to
Scull: Bob, earlier you mentioned record96kHz.
ing direct to hard disk...
Scull: Okay, so you're recording on the
Katz: Absolutely. Ithink that will
Noghi ‘rml on analog...
probably get us out of the initial
Guttenberg: Right. Then there's
storage problem, but right now it's
another output to an Audio Relike the old cart-and-horse problem.
search LS2 used as amonitor preWe don't have the A/D working
amp, and another output to Bob's
Bob Katz (with phones), David Chesky (with pen and
yet, and we don't have the interface.
old Stax SRS headphones. He's had
paper), and Norman Chesky mix Carlos Heredia% Gypsy
Scull: What can audiophiles do to help
Flamenco.
that pair for at least 15 years!

A

WHAT WE'RE STRIVING TO REPRODUCE.

T MOST SESSIONS WE RECORD ANALOG TOO ...

Katz: Yeah, but they've been rediaphrag,med twice!
Scull: That's with which 'rower supply Bob?
Katz: It's an SRA-12S preamp built back in '72, but I've
done alot of high-voltage mods to it.
Guttenberg: Then another output of the A/D goes to
Bob's VSP Switcher, the digital output of which we redither
to save to two DAT machines.
Scull: What box do you usefor reditheriv?
Katz: Uh, are-dithering processor.
Scull: Anything special?
Katz: A special one.
Scull: Isee Icouldn't pry that out ofyou with acan opener.
Chesky: Well, we use afew of them, depends on the session. And we have our own.
Scull: And since we're into the Freedom ofInfOrmation Act with you
guys, which analog recorder do you use?
Chesky: [pause] ... Reel-to-reel.
Scull: Whew, it's like pulling teeth!
Chesky: [larrghs] Well, sometimes we use an Ampex.
Sometimes Bob's machine. And we do have acustom-made
recorder back in our office. It really all depends where we're
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1996
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you drive that technologyfirward?
Chesky: Send their checks to P.O. Box...
Scull: Right! [laughter] With afidl 24-bit word length and
96kHz sampling, will digital be what analog can be today?
Katz: Ifeel it will happen. I've heard the 88kHz and 96kHz
Pioneer DAT recordings. They sound like cheap Japanese analog attached to awide-bandwidth medium. If we utilize audiophile expertise on the front-end, and apply that to astorage
medium that has the bandwidth and the word length, we'll
probably wind up throwing analog out the door. Because, WIWI
you hear it right, 20-bit, 44.1, right now, is an incredible medium. It
beats, in some respects, the best analog. I'll grant 30ips half-inch
tape just that millimeter more of quality. It's that close now.
Scull: Can you tell the dierence listening to the live analogfeed, the
analog playback, and the digital output?
Katz: Oh, you can always tell All three are immediately
distinguishable, and the best is the source from the console.
Guttenberg: But, the Analog Conscious — I'd like to
1At HI-FI '96, Nagra demonstrated how afour-channel 48kHz-sampling Nagra1) recorder could he used to store two channels of 96kHz data, using adcs 24-hit
A/I) converter miming at 96kHz. More details next month.
—JA
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throw in aword here. When we've done the comparisons of
then you've got to add some third harmonic, which is what
the mike feed, the digital source, and the analog playback,
analog tape decks do quite well.
the analog sounds more different from the mike feed than
Chesky: You know, it's funny, alot of people like that. They
the digital does. But the analog sounds better, nicer, more
take atape, record it analog, and then transfer it to digital.
musical, better than real.
Katz: Anyway, that's afirst. You haven't heard this theory of
Katz: It's an interesting point. If you interviewed someone
analog masking and third-order harmonics anywhere else
else who happened to be agreat fan of 20-bit digital, he'd
before. Icame up with it on my own. It's an exclusive! Hey,
say that analog is quite colored, but the coloration is much
I'd rather have my coloration euphonic than my lack of colmore musical.
oration noneuphonic, how's that?
Chesky: Ihave this theory. When you listen to arecord, you
Scull: Ilike it. It's aheadline!
are listening to analog, not so much because it's an analog
Katz: I'd like to say that Idon't think that the fact that our
medium, but because you're really listening to a musical
technology has continued to get better is what necessarily
instrument called astylus. And that
makes our recordings sound betstylus doesn't stop and start like digter. It's continual attention to
ital. It's always moving, always in
detail, and learning from our mismechanical contact with the movtakes, that makes for great
ing groove in the vinyl Ithink our
acoustics. I'm repeatedly astoundears are used to that. Our hearing is
ed by David's continued search for
very sensitive, you know—Homo
making it better with whatever
sapiens has been around for amiltechnology. He says, "Bob, is there
lion years, making it real easy to,
something that you haven't done
like, hear abear 300 yards away.
that you can make better?" He's
You go to amovie and see Star Wan
always been the impetus behind it.
at 24 frames a second, you're
And our next recording, the
fooled. But the ear, 44 thousand
Westminster Choir, is going to be
times asecond? It's not enough. I
released with 24 bits of resolution
think in our subconscious we actuaccuracy right up to the final really hear digital starting and stopdithering. There is no recording yet
ping. So, even though it may not be
released by ourselves —no4 Ithink,
as accurate, our ears prefer analog.
by many any other company —
Katz: And Ihave another theory
with more than 20 bits of accuracy
that hasn't been expressed before,
in the calculation stages, prior to
that Ithink is quite, quite true.
redithering. And, Ican tell you, it
Steve mentioned it amoment ago.
makes a real sonic difference —
The digital recording sounds
greater solidity and purity of sound.
much closer to the mike feed than
Scull: So what we're listening to out of
the analog tape. However, if you
Chesky right now is 16-bit CDs with
look at masking theory, analog
20-bit eix-tive resolution.
recordings are known to have conKatz: Yes, and probably down to
siderable amounts of third-order
about 19, 18 1 bits after it passes
From left: Bob Katz, Norman Chesky, and David Chesky in
harmonic
distortion.
Digital
New York's St. Peter's Church.
through certain processing stages.
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NE OF THE REASONS WHY ANALOG HAS AN EDGE

IS BECAUSE ITS COLORATION MASKS THE HIGHER-ORDER HARMONICS.

recordings have very /ow amounts of it. But the fact is that if
you remove all of those third harmonics, what do you have
left? All the grunge in the fifth, seventh, and ninth harmonics. If you add third harmonics, you mask that edge, that
sense of hardness you hear in digital.
Until we were able to produce, with our oversampling
A/D and George Kaye electronics, an analog system that had
really low levels of fifth, seventh, and ninth harmonics, we
weren't able to get adigital recording that sounded decent. So
one of the reasons why analog has an edge, so to speak, is
because its coloration masks the higher-order harmonics that
are there. You can definitely hear it in ahigh-rez high-end
system.
You know, you've got two choices. If you can't reduce
those higher-order harmonics, because they're as low as you
can make them with modern-day solid-state technology,
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But I've found away to get 24 bits of resolution out of these
sanie processors.
Scull: Right up to that final redither?
Katz: Right up to the final point of redithering. It makes a
difference in the soundstage, the resolution, the purity, and
the warmth of the recording. Stand by for more fireworks.
Chesky: Stand by —'96 is the year of Sergeant Pepper. We're
gonna kick butt!
Guttenberg: Did Imention to you that we're the Beatles
of audiophile recording?
Scull: No... let's hear about that!
Guttenberg: Well, we are the Beatles. David is John Lennon.
Chesky: But Steve, you look like John Lennon.
Guttenberg: No, David, you're John Lennon.
Katz: Right, the spaced-out leader who comes and goes...
Guttenberg: Bob is Paul McCartney.
STEREOPFULE, AUGUST 1996

Katz: Only Idon't play the bass with my left hand.
Guttenberg: And George Kaye is George Harrison. And
I'm Ringo. Now...
Katz: What!? Can you expand on that, Steve ... ?
Guttenberg: How much can Iexpand on it?
Katz: Well, we haven't broken up yet. [laughter]
Scull: So, have you amessagefor audiophilesfrom Planet Chesky?
Chesky: Oh, good one! My philosophy is, enjoy music. It's
the hippest. My brother Norman's not here, but I'll quote
him anyway. Norman's philosophy is... buy music! [laughter]
Katz: Ithink.., get agood 20-bit D/A. Get the best D/A
you can find. Ithink that will improve your system more
than anything. After that, agreat transport. And after that,
it's the front-end.
Guttenberg: Right, the front-end.
Kathleen Benveniste: Jon-a-ten, why don't you ask David
where Chesky is going in thefuture?
Chesky: Yeah! Iwant to do interesting classical, jazz, and
world music. Music is what gets me off. You know what it's
like: You go to aconcert, and it just does something to you.
Iwas amusician before Iwas an audiophile, you know. But
as long as I'm going to make records, let's make them great,
and enjoy them more. You know, unfortunately most people can't go to Spain to hear Carlos play. So if we're gonna
do it, let's really bring him right into your home.
Scull: For that "be there"feeling.
Chesky: Yeah, it's fun. To be abetter musician is challenging. You practice, you write better. And recording, it's ascience, but it's an art, otherwise we'd still be doing wax cylinders. But we keep on trying to make it better. For me, Ilike
the concept more than the execution. Ijust try to keep

things at Chesky moving forward. It' ,
the creative process Ienjoy so
much.
Scull: Lees ask
Carlos what hi'
thinks about all
qf these efforts to
record in the audiophile sense
Carlos Heredia:
[as translated
by Arturo and Bob]
The sound is really
excellent. I didn't expect it to be like that. I
think that it's awonderful
way of recording, because
there is no deception, no
trickery, or anything of that
sort. It really captures what is
there, no fooling. Ihope it will
happen like that more in the
future.
Scull: Would you ask Carlos if he thinks that recording like this
helps to bring the performance closer to the listener?
Martinez: [talks to Carlos in Spanish] He says yes, that you
capture more depth, and much more of what's actually
going on musically. When you have good sound, and good
presence with the guitar, then you feel much happier when
you're playing.
S
Scull: Well, on that note... LET'S EAT'

...if you value musical involvement over sonic fireworks. the
C/BD 2000 should be at the very top of your -must audition -list.
-Robers Harley os: the CIBD-2000 Belt Drive CD Transport.
Stereophile. May 1996.
Vol. 19 No. 5

...if you buy any $2,000 converter without first auditioning the Parasound.
you'll never know just how much musical performance is possible at this price.
-Robert Harley on the D/AC-2000 Ultra D-A Converter
Stereophile, April 1996
Vol. 19 No. 4.
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peratic tenor Ben Heppner seems on
the verge of avery important career:
If it's true that, as aaitic remarked
recently, 'We're down to one tenor in
the dramatic rtpettoire"—ie, Plácido Domingo; ie,
Tristan and Sitgfried — Heppnees timing couldn't be
better. But Heppner is already in constant demand
from the major opera houses and record labels to recreate the lighter Wagnerian roles —Stolzire, Erik,
and Lohengrin —along with Florestan (Fidelio),
the title role in Peter Grimes, and anumber of
Russian and Slavic operas. He's also made waves creating the title role in William Bolcolm's McTcague,
and his dramatic lyricism has been equally applauded
in symphonic works by Mahler, Bruckner, and
Mozart, in collaborations with such eminent conductors as James Levine Sir Georg Soln; Mstislav Rostropovich, andJames Conlon.

Zhe À/Can
Cello
fflubl be
Ziirtan
A native ofBritish Columbia, Mr Htppner began
his musical studies at the University of British
Columbia School ofMusie andfirst gained national
attention in 1979 as winner of the Canadian
Broadcasting Company Talent Festival He made his
American debut at Carnegie Hall in 1988, and, having won the Birgit Nilsson prize made his European
debut in 1989 in Lohengrin. We spoke at the
Metropolitan Opera in New York City.
Peter Catalano: Iappreciate your talking with
us— especially as tonight you're scheduled to sing
the taxing role of Gherrnann in Tchaikovsky's
Queen of Spades. But isn't it the tradition that
"silence is golden on the day ofperfirrmance"?
Ben Heppner: I'm not all that nervous on
the day of aperformance. If it had been one
Ben Heppner sings the title role in Benjamin Britten's
Peter Grimes.
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of the first two performances Iwould have been concerned
about it, but with three full days of rest, Ifeel more trlaxed
about things tonight. Anyway, simply speaking with someone doesn't put any pressure on the voice. Talking alot at
higher volume, however —particularly party levels —does
use up the voice.
Catalano: Why is it that the dramatic tenor voice—especially the
heldentawr — is such ascarce commodity? And when we do find
than, why do thq ,tend to burn out so quickly?
Heppner: [chortling] Idon't know, because Idon't consider
myself to be aheavy, dramatic voice! In fact, Idon't consider
myself to be aheldentenor. Although
doing sonic of the
dramatic rep in the young he/den vein, Ifind that it's much
healthier for me if Ithink of myself as alarge-voiced lyric
tenor and not try to sing in such away that is, for want of
another word, "dramatic" —to try and go for that effect of
drama instead of trying to sing well.
Ihave no idea why there's burnout. 'There are some fine
examples of people who did not burn out so easily: Jon
Vickers kept his career avery long time; [Lauritz] Melchior
seemed to go well. [Rene] Kollo is not young any more, and
he's not finished either. Siegfried Jerusalem. Isuppose we
can't name that many who made it [as heldentenors], but I
suppose we can name others in different voice categories
who didn't make it past their 45th or 50th year either.
Catalano: Mario del Monaco comes to mind. But some (Ow peo-

cumstances, was "Ecco ridente" from Tlw Barber of Seville.
Anyway, Fm not going to be doing Ferrando [any more].
Catalano: Or Don Ottavio?
Heppner: Well, you know, Icould do that; "Il mio tesoro" is
still foie in the voice. "Dalla sua pace" ... ?You just have to
make sure all the corners fit nicely; it's really technical. On
top of that, hopefully you sing beautifully and everything
else, but technically you have to know what you're doing —
it's very difficult. For me it's important to think as alyric
tenor because when you start adding the effect of drama,
and start to tell yourself; "Fm adramatic tenor, therefore I
must sound dramatic," you're going to push beyond the
facility you have to find the lyricism in the phrase. It's alot
more fun to sing in ahorizontal, phrase-to-phrase fashion
than to say, "Here comes the high note." Every high note
[then] becomes its own little scene; you don't want to make
it some kind of thing on its own.
I've heard singers sing note-to-note. I'll tell you, it's no fun
to sing that way and it sure is no fun to listen to. It's easier
and alot more rewarding to sing in ahorizontal phrase
rather than in vertical notes. You're not always thinking, "I
have to take the voice up there [to the high note]" —you're
probably up there already.
Catalano: After which singers do you model yoursefl?
Heppner: Two voices that got me into opera and got me
loving the repertoire are Jussi Bjórling and Fritz Wunderlich

I

T'S A LOT MORE FUN TO SING IN A HORIZONTAL, PHRASE-TO-PHRASE
FASHION THAN IT IS TO SING NOTE-TO-NOTE,
WHICH SURE IS NO FUN TO LISTEN TO.

ple you named —Vickers,fir instance—seemed to be very mannered
and one-dimensional.
Heppner: In terms of lasting along time, Vickers was certainly agood example of that. It's not ascience, this idea of
longevity in one's career. It's really an art form; you don't
know whether you've made amistake until after the fact.
Catalano: By which tinte the damage may be imparable.
Heppner: One hopes, of course, that you realize it quickly
and say, "This is not agood idea right now." In some cases I've
had to stop for some years before Icame back to apiece. Itry
to learn from others who have sung aparticular role, to find
out who has recorded it, who has been the main proponent
of that role, and what were the main difficulties. For example,
Iwas asked to do [Halévy's] La juive anumber of years ago —
aCaruso role. Itook alook at it and auditioned —and didn't
sing very well. Suddenly Irealized this was arole people do at
the very last part of their career, it's too difficult when you're
young; it has alot of demands. Iwas 33, 34 at the time —20
years away from being able to cope with that role.
Catalano: So the idea is to build arepertoire with alyric technique
at its core?illier all, unlike other dramatic voices —Melchioes,fyone
—you didn't start out as abantoue and sort qfpush your way up into
TotorLand
Heppner: Though Fin the last person in the world to say I'm
aMozart lyric tenor, Imade my debut at the Metropolitan
Opera as Idomeneo. In fact, there are only two Mozart roles
that Ido: Tito and Idomeneo. [But] in my early 20s Iwas a
Mozart lyric tenor who could sing Ferrando. The one aria
that Itried in an audition and could not sing, under any cirSTEREOPHILE. AUGUST 1996

—both lyric, not heldentenors. But the sweetness of both of
those voices really appealed to me. One of the examples that
Ialso would take, now that Ithink about it, is Wolfgang
Whidgassen, alyric who did Tristans with Birgit Nilsson. I
don't know his voice as clearly [as the others], but Itake him
as an example of avoice that can sing the big repertoire with
alyric approach. Fm not sure that the "barking" method we've
heard in the past is what Wagner had in mind for his roles.
And perhaps there were struggles when Strauss was writing as
well, because he just didn't seem to like tenors; he certainly
wrote very difficult parts for us. For sopranos too, but at least
they're rewarding in the end; [tenors] get the smaller roles.
Catalano: How about Plácido Domingo's ventures in this territory?
Heppner: Ithink he does Parsifal very well; it's good
singing and Ithink that's what's required. Vocally he's certainly anotch heavier than Iam. He also has an extended
lower range; he was abaritone. So Parsifal and Siegmund
would be home territory for him.
Catalano: For all Iknow Domingo could have acontract, but it's
hard to imagine him as aTristan or Siegfried.
Heppner: I've heard there may be aTristan for him in the
works, but Idon't know. He's awonderfully consistent perfonner and he knows his own voice quite well.
Catalano: Your ownfans seem to have you pegged as aTristan and
aSiegfried. Are those roles imminent?
Heppner: There are lots of offers on the table right now. I
actually have asigned contract for Tristan. At this point,
because it's not announced by the opera company, Ican't say
when and where, but probably if you check the Internet it's
99
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on there somewhere. (Everybody seems to know more than
Ido about these things!) Still, I
reserve the right to look at [the
whole issue] more extensively;
it's still three years down the
road. [It has since been announced
that Mr. Heppner will sing the role
of Tristan, with Jane Eaglen as
Isolde, for the Seattle Opera in July
1998. —Ed.]
Iwill be doing these roles,
there's no question. But Ireserve
the right to sing them in my way,
not in some other, preconceived
notion of what aheldentenor is.
If it's not sung well and if Ican't
make music and good singing
out of it, then Iought not to be
on stage with it.
Catalano: Will you be venturing
in the other direction— into Italian
repertoire?
Heppner: Ifeel like Ihave a
justifiable reason to sing Tristan
because I've done my Erik, my
Stolzing, and Lohengrin, and I
have agood grasp, afeeling for
the way Wagner wrote. But I

offlarair...
Ben Heppner as ldomeneo at the Metropolitan Opera.

flakes French." We don't necessarily study the patois as it's
spoken in Québec; but of
course, by influence it's there,
and all of us there have abit of
a [French-Canadian] accent.
One does hear by influence;
we think we speak French
from the side of the mouth
because of our Prime Minister.
Catalano: When you're singing
demanding roles, do you find that
conductors are clued-in to the
vocal/technical issues that come up?
Or do you have to resist beingforced
to compromise your lyric approach to
the dramatic repertoire?
Heppner: I always talk to
myself in lyric terms. Ialways
think of singing lyrically as the
returning point, as what you
always go back to. But let's face
it —many of the operas Ising
arc very dramatic. Of course
there are times you give what's
needed to try to make aphrase
work to fit the dramatic situation, but you must always return
to that lyric side and keep that
1111fflie

DON'T CONSIDER MYSELF TO BE A HELDENTENOR.
IWILL BE SINGING TRISTAN AND SIEGFRIED, BUT IRESERVE THE RIGHT
TO SING THEM IN MY WAY, NOT IN SOME PRECONCEIVED NOTION
OF WHAT A HELDENTENOR IS.

don't have the same catalog of repertoire in the Verdi operas;
that's why I'm waiting. I've been asked on several occasions
about Otello, [but] Idon't think Fm ready yet to even make
the decision —and to make the decision now would [still] be
three or four years in advance. rd like to get alittle more
experience singing other Italian roles —from, say, operas like
Aida or La forza del destino —to give me more of abasis of
singing Italian Verdi roles. Otello is something I'd like to
move to as Ibecome more familiar with the line Verdi was
working in. I've had the option of Otello, but Ihaven't been
sought after for Radames.
Catalano: What do your advisors tell you when you get these offers?
Heppner: For alot of things, we're judging it on my age;
I'm turning 40 soon, and we're holding back until after that,
until we see some of the steel solidify in the voice.
Actually, what's very interesting for me is French grand
opera — Les Troyens, Le Cid, and the Meyerbeer sort of
things; perhaps Massenet. The time is good for me to move
into that repertoire; Isee that as agood mix with what I'm
doing now.
Catalano: Are you as comfortable singing in French as you are in
German?
Heppner: I'm not fluent at all, I'm sorry to say. In Canada,
when we study French in school, we call the patois "cornSTEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1996

[kind of] singing going.
Catalano: But doesn't that require aconductor who's not incessantly "driving"?
Heppner: Ihaven't had that experience. There are moments, and sometimes the orchestras are very loud, but I've
not felt that I'm driven so hard. A good conductor will let
the voice come through.
Catalano: In ahouse as big as the Met, with its 3800 seats, do you
frel yourself subconsciously wanting to over-sing, compared to
Bayreuth or other traditionally sized European houses?
Heppner: Ihaven't done Bayreuth. At the Met, Ithink
there is asubconscious tendency [to over-sing]. But then you
relax — as you finish aphrase, you can hear some ambient
sound come back to you that makes you relax and say, "Oh,
they're hearing me." Eventually you learn to trust it.
Catalano: Do you think it should be mandatoryfor asinger to sit
in the last row of the balcony to hear how the voice carries in aparticular theater?
Heppner: Knowing that and doing it are probably separate
mechanisms. You go on stage, and it's as if you go on automatic pilot. However, as you learn to relax with what you're
hearing and what's coming back, at least on the subconscious level —and perhaps on aconscious level —it assures
you that things are being heard. So you don't have to push;
101

it starts to work itself out.
stro Valcry Gergiev worked with me anumber of times on
Inotice it myself in anew role, such as Ghermann in The
the concept of the piece and the role. It's very helpful.
Queen of Spades—the tessitura's so high Idig in alittle bit
Catalano: Do all conductors do that?
more in the middle voice. That takes its toll, but you learn.
Heppner: Not all of them. Of course, the more rehearsals
Catalano: Who are your eyes and ears when you're on stage? Assistant
you have, the clearer it becomes without having to talk
conductors, or avocal coach or teacher who comes to your perfonnances?
about it specifically. We singers arc all very well trained, and
Heppner: Ihave ateacher and acoach who come: My
many of us arc very instinctual about vocal performance. It's
teacher is William Neill and my coach is his wife, Dixie Ross
something that happens, you understand it ... and wind up
Neill. We work together as often as possible. Unfortunately
doing what they're looking for.
they moved to Montréal, where they're on the faculty of
Catalano: At which European houses do you sing?
McGill University. (I still live in Toronto.) My teacher was
Heppner: Munich, Cologne, Covent Garden, and La Scala
down here in New York for the final two rehearsals and the
— also Vienna, not as frequently. In the US, it's the Met, San
first performance of Queen of Spades, and we talked about
Francisco, and Seattle. Ihaven't sung in Toronto in eight
things after each event. He had some things to say about the
years. The last role Idid there was the husband in Lady
staging, he could see the lighting that Icouldn't.
Macbeth ofMtsensk; l'in coming back in Pagliacci as Canio.
Of course, we talked about singing., Iwas packing air too
Catalano: A big leap! [laughter] Among these houses, is there a
high in my chest. Ineed to take it down lower and use the
trend in Wagner production toward the old-fashioned realism we're
large muscles. Or maybe make my voice speak alittle more
seeing at the Met? Or is the tendency toward cleaner, edgier producin the lower range so it cuts through and doesn't take its toll
tions? And which do you prefer?
as much because I'm not pushing on it. Technical things like
Heppner: Iprefer aproduction that keeps in mind what
that. In certain situations, where you feel alittle nervous
the text is saying, and doesn't run against that; one that
about an aria or ascene, all the bad habits come back and
allows the music and the emotions that the music and text,
haunt you.
together, will bring forward. That said, Ithink you can do
Catalano: You know the Wagner repertoire very well and have
Wagner alot of different ways: in aspaceship, or underworked dosely with James Levin
ground, or very traditionally.
WoeangSawallisch, Colin Davis.
You can even produce it with
Do any ofthese conductors resonate'
abstract, clear lines, which
A
BEN
HEPPNER
DISCOGRAPHY
abit more with you than others?
actually Ikind of like.
Heppner: Listening to each
GREAT TENOR ARIAS
But on afew occasions I've
Verdi, Puccini, Bizet, Leoncavallo, Meyerbeer, Massenet, Giordano
other is the biggest thing
had the experience of what I
Roberto Abbado, Munich RSO
required to make an opera
sang on stage being exactly
RCA Red Seal 62504-2
work. The three conductors
the opposite of how Iwas
MAHLER: Das Lid von der Erie
that you named are fantastic.
supposed to act it, according
with Mariana Lipovsck, mezzo; Gary Bertini, West German Radio
Orchestra
At the same time, Ihope that
to the director. So when
EMI Classics CDC 54849 2
mi really good at listening to
Idomeneo says, "0 me felice"
MASSENET: Hérodiade
what they're doing. When that
["Oh, my joy"], the director is
Hcppncr, Jean; with Studet Denize, Van Dam, Hampton; Michel
happens, asynergy is created;
Plasson, Orchestre National du Capitole de Toulouse
meanwhile telling inc that
EMI Classics CDCC 55378 2(3 CDs)
soon you say to yourself, "I
I'm supposed to act so dejectPUCCINI: Turandot
like what's happening in the
ed,
and seem so unhappy.
Heppner, Calaf; with Marton, Price, Rootering; Roberto Abbado,
pit," and you go with it
Catalano: Perhaps that was his
Bavarian RSO
because you understand inRCA Red Seal 60898-2 (2 CDs)
idea of irony... ?
WAGNER: Lohengrin
stinctually what's happening.
Heppner: There are probHeppner, Lohengrin; with Sweet, Marton, Rootering, Leiferkus, Tbrfel;
On the other hand, the
lems when that sort of thing
Sir Colin Davis, Bavarian RSO
conductor can hear you and
happens throughout the
RCA Red Seal 62646-2 (3 CDs)
understand when perhaps
WAGNER: Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg
entire opera, so that whatever
Heppner, Walther von Stoking; with Weikl, Studen Lorenz, Moll;
you need aphrase to move
is acted is obviously not what
Wolfgang Sawallisch, Bavarian State Opera Orchestra & Chorus
faster — almost before you
the librettist meant. Not that
EMI Classics CDCD 55142 2(4 CDs)
understand it yourself Aconone has to be so literal, but
WEBER: Oberon
ductor is listening to the
Heppner, Hüan; with Voigt, Ziegleç Lakes; James Codon, Cologne
there has to be aline through
whole and makes the deciPhilharmonic 8c Cologne State Opera Chorus
it that makes sense with the
EMI Classics CDCB 54739 2(2 CDs)
sions, in a sense, sponlibretto and the music. For
taneously as you're moving
example, Ifind that rolling
FORTHCOMING
through. The key is that one
around in the dirt during the
BEETHOVEN: Fideho
is listening and understandbeautifully constructed, alHeppner, Florestan; Sir Colin Davis, Bavarian RSO
ing. Of course, he's the one
most fine-lace-quality music
RCA Red Seal
with aconcept of the work
MAHLER: Symphony 8
of/dome:co really is too much.
Sir Colin Davis, Bavarian RSO
that's coming out as you're
Catalano: À la Peter Sellars?
RCA Red Seal
rehearsing, as you're working
Heppner: Idon't throw out
WAGNER: Der Fliegende Hollander
through it.
Peter for that reason because
Heppner, Erik; with Morris, Voigt, Svendén, Groves, Rooterine James
Catalano: Is the conductor's
Levine, Metropolitan Opera Orchestra & Chorus
he's thinking clearly about
Sony Classics] S3K 66342 (3 CDs)
perspective discussed beforehand in
what he's dealing with.
WAGNER: Die Meistersinger ron Nürnberg
asort of artistic conference?
Sometimes
you don't agree
Hcppncr, Walther von Stoking; Sir Georg Solti, Chicago Symphony
Heppner: Of course. For
with it. But rolling in the
Orchestra & Chorus
example, in The Queen of
London/Decca (4 CDs)
dirt ... ?It's too much of an
Spades here at the Met, maeoxymoron between how
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you're acting and what you're hearing and singing; it can't
come across as having integrity as awhole.
Catalano: Paul Lawrowe Rose's recent book, Wagner: Race and
Revolution, identifies overt anti-Semitic imagery throrOsout
Wagner's operas. En- instance, in Meistersinger —your second
recordiorqqf that opera is about to be released—there are alot eissues
and characterizations that could be read as anti-Semitic. Do singers,
people qj die theater, discuss such issues?
Heppner: Not at the level of ascholar/researcher. Remem-

don't try to make it abig focus. For example, Ifind the Act
III discussion between Sachs and Stolzing to be awonderful
discourse on art and inspiration. It's awonderful human story
where he talks about how you sustain your inspiration after
youth is gone. Sachs talks about these horrible Meistersinger
rules as being created for areason: to help us critique our creativity after the original inspiration may be alittle bit behind
us. That's much more interesting to center on than antiSemitism and German nationalism.

Y

ES, THERE'S SOME ELEMENT OF ANTI—SEMITISM IN WAGNER'S

MEISTERSINGER. BUT DO WE REFUSE TO PERFORM SHAKESPEARE
BECAUSE HE WROTE THE MERCHANT OF VENICE?

ber, everything's interpreted through the light of history. For
example, we don't look upon Andrea Chénier [as proto-Vichy].
'Through the light of history we sec things we'd rather not see.
Catalano: But Rose claims that anti-Semitic Jewish stereotypes
were writtat into the music itself Do you, who knows every line of
fErmer, find such claims vebase?
Heppner: No. There may be some basis to it. But Ihave to
say that, when I'm doing Meistersinger, Idon't think that antiSemitism comes to the forefront.
Catalano: Wru don't see Beckmesser as soil of the quibbling, confewish caricature?
Heppner: Yes, there's some element of truth there. Ijust

But again, if you take Sachs's closing "Heilige deutsche
Kunst" ["Holy German art"] monologue, there are moments
that we wouldn't think about so much except in the light of
history.
Catalano: Given the subsequent history of German nationalism,
that monologue does seem to have amuch more acid edge.
Heppner: But the same is true of Bach. And think: Do we
refuse to perform Shakespeare because he wrote The
Merchant of Venice?
Catalano: The theater turns out to be as complex as the rest of le.
Ilrank you for speaking with us.
Heppner: It was my pleasure.

If your definition of real
music is:
Clearly a "BIT" faster then the rest!

•HIGHS that are precise and
smooth • MID RANGE that
is transparent and natural
•BASS that is controlled and
strong...

Then Ocm Technology
products are designed
for you!
The Ocm line of amplifiers are designed
with aslew rate of 400 Volts/u-sec.
(True balanced differentially) and
200 Volts/u-sec. (Single ended).
They will command the musical moment.

Ocm Technology Inc.

1237 East Main Street, Bldg,#2
Rochester NY 14609
1800 448 -8490 Fax: 716 482-8859

Illustrated; the Ocm
model 500 amplifier ,the
model 88 preamplifier and the
I
.
R.remote control
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In Canada
8Strathearn Ave. Unit #9
Brampton, Ontario L6T 4L9
Tel: 905 791-5888 Fax: 905 791-5583
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LP's
QTY
(D's V eQTY
AMOB 1199
CMOB 578
AMOB 1201
CMOB 593
AMOB 1202
CMOB 595
AMOB 1203
CMOB 598
AMOB 1204
CMOB 606
AMOB 1205
AMOB 1206
CMOB 596
AMOB 1207
CMOB 624
AMOB 1208
CMOB 607
AMOB 1209
CMOB 609
AMOB 1210
CMOB 603
AMOB 1211
CMOB 610
AMOB 1212
CMOB 613
AMOB 1213
CMOB 617
AMOB 1214
AMOB 1215
CMOB 612
AMOB 1216
CMOB 627
AMOB 1217
CMOB 620
AMOB 1218
CMOB 621
AMOB 1219
CMOB 630
AMOB 1220
CMOB 639
AMOB 1221
CMOB 628
AMOB 1222
CMOB 634
AMOB 1223
CMOB 631
AMOB 1224
AMOB 1226
CMOB 635
AMOB 1227
CMOB 647
AMOB 1228
CMOB 632
AMOB 1230
CMOB 633
AMOB 1231
CMOB 642
AMOB 1232
CMOB 643
AMOB 1233
CMOB 641
AMOB 1234
CMOB 644
AMOB 1235
CMOB 659
AMOB 1236
CMOB 654
AMOB 1237
CMOB 652
AMOB 1238
CMOB 646
AMOB 1240
CMOB 656
AMOB 1241
CMOB 648
AMOB 1243
CMOB 655
AMOB 1244
CMOB 649
AMOB 1245
AMOB 1246
CMOB 662
AMOB 1247
CMOB 658
AMOB 1249
AMOB 1250
AMOB 1252
CMOB 663
AMOB 1253
AMOB 1255
CMOB 672
AMOB 1256
CMOB 668
AMOB 1257
CMOB 665
AMOB 1258
CMOB 666
AMOB 2225
CMOB 591
AMOB 2229
CMOB 636
AMOB 2239
CMOB 660
AMOB 2242
CMOB 638
AMOB 2248
CMOB 651

ARTIST/RE/DESCRIPTION •
MANHATTAN TRANSFER/EXTENSIONS

LP's
$25

(D's
$25

MUDDY WATERS/FOLK SINGER •
PINK FLOYD/ATOM HEART MOTHER
EMERSON, LAKE &PALMER/TARKUS
ALAN PARSONS/TALES OF MYSTERY
THE MODERN JAll QUARTET

25
25
25
25
25

25
25
25
25

MJO/BLUES AT CARNEGIE HALL
U2/THE UNFORGETTABLE FIRE
STAN GETZ &JOAO GILBERTO *
TRAFFIC/LOW SPARK HIGH HEELED
JOHN HIATT/BRING THE FAMILY •

25
25
25
25
25

25
25
25
25
25

QUEEN/THE GAME
JEAN MICHEL JARRE/ OXYGENE
ALLMAN BROTHERS/BROS. &SISTERS *
DUKE EWNGTOWANATOMY OF MURDER
MOODY BLUES/THRESHOLD OF ADREAM *
BRUBECK, MUWGAN &DESMOND/FIRST
COLLINS, CRAY &COPELAND/SHOWDOWN*
EMERSON, LAKE &PALMER/TRILOGY
WOODY HERMAN/THE 4TH HERD
ERIC CLAPTOWERIC CLAPTON
BOB MARLEY &WAILERS/EXODUS
JOHN MELLENCAMP/LONESOME JUBILEE
JOE COCKER/SHEFFIELD STEEL
HANK CRAWFORD/SOUL OF THE BALLAD
ALBERT COWNS/COLD SNAP
JEAN MICHEL JARRE/EOUINOXE
THE MJO/MUSIC INNNOL 2
RICK WAKEMAN/JOURNEY TO THE CENTER
REM/MURMER
MOODY BLUES/EVERY GOOD BOY
SONNY TERRY &BROWNIE McGHEE
GERRY MUWGAN MEETS BEN VVEBSTER *

25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

25
25
25

B.B. KING/LUCILLE
BOB MARLEY/CATCH AFIRE
COUNT BASIE/APRIL IN PARIS
JOAN BAEZ/DIAMONDS AND RUST
BERNARD HERRMANWFANTASY FILMWORLD*
GERRY MUWGAN/PAUL DESMOND/BLUES
M. JACKSON, O. PETERSONNERY TALL"
CAT STEVENS/TEASER &THE FIRECAT '
AVERAGE WHITE BAND/AWE
JOHN MAYALUBLUES ALONE
BIWE HOLIDAY/BODY AND SOUL
BOSTON/BOSTON
TOTO/TOTO IV
NIEL YOUNG/ OLD WAYS
MOODY BLUES/OUR CHILDREN'S CHLDREN
BERNARD HERRMANN/4 FACES OF JAll
OUEEWA DAY AT THE RACES
SONIC YOUTH/G00
NIRVANA/NEVERMIND •
TODD RUNDGREN/SOMETHING/ANYTHING? 2LP
ELLIOT LAWRENCE/MUSIC OF ELLIOT
2LP

25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
35
2CD
35 (2 in 1)

DEREK &THE DOMINOS/IN CONCERT
SY OLIVER/OLIVER'S TWIST 8. EASY
FITZGERALD &ARMSTRONG/ AUIN

* HIGHLY RECOMMENDED
•

•

•

•

25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

25
25
25
25
25
45
25

2LP 35 2CD 45
2LP 35 (2 in 1) 25
2LP 35 2CD 45
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from Golden String Audiophile Repertory
"Best New Recordings at the Show; Winston
Ma's HDCD discs ...the most natural string
tone and percussion transients I'd ever heard
from digital."

Robert I. Reina
Stereophile Vol. 19 No. 4, April 1996

The Magnificent
Steinway GSCD031
lyperiiin Knight,
Piano.

Crossover Cello
GSCD025
Featuring Jazz/Classical
Cellist Terry Perez, John
Whitney Jazz Trio, and
The All Star Percussion
Ensemble.

John Whitney Trio
In aClassical
Groove GSCD028
Featuring Dave Samuels,
Vibraphone, John Beals,
Bass, and Ronnie Zito,
Drums. Arrangements
by John Whitney.

"Winston Ma HDCD Recordings was among the
most natural I've heard, digital or analog."
"On the two percussion All Stars recordings
(Mozart Piano Concerto GSCD027, and All Star
Percussion Vol. III, GSCD022) mallet
percussion transients were delicate without a
trace of hardness. Bells and deacon chimes
shimmered in an extended, airy, threedimension presentation. Small jazz groups
sounded particularly impressive. On the John
Whitney Trio's 'Classical Groove' (GSCD028),
the string bass was natural and articulate and
the low-level dynamic inflections in the
piano's middle and lower registers had me
dancing in my chair."
"Teresa Teng's Forever; Vol. 1(GSCD030) ...
was one of China's greatest pop-ballad
vocalists; The recording features instrumental
arrangement of some of her greatest hits."
". ..the recording is fascinating. The pieces
are arranged for asmall jazz group
accompanied by classical string sections,
Latin percussion, and asolo Erhu, aChinese
string instrument. This recording, with very
precise staging as outlined in detailed liner
notes, comes across on this CD Player as one
of the most natural sounding recordings I've
hears—I happen to own an erhu—and it
features the most realistic massed strings I've
experienced from digital."
Robert J. Reina
Stereophile Vol. 19 No. 6, June 1996

THEA
Sentimentally
Yours GSCD026
The melodies and words
of Broadway featuring
Thea Mann, vocal, and
The Golden String
Orchestra conducted by
Harold Farberman.

All Percussion
Piano Concerti
GSCD027
Todd Crow, Piano. Mozart
Piano Concerto K467/Liszt
Piano Concerto No. 1

Teresa Teng
Forever GSCD030
This is aspecial album
featuring David Packer,
Harmonica, and Hsin
Hsiao-Hung, Erhu.

24k Gold distributed by:

i1iT*IiIiJi I1
PO Box 1905, Salina KS 67402

(800) 716-3553

UF1E SHOW FOR

ELECTRONIC LIFESTYLES'

LAUNCHING TOMORROW... TODAY

SEPTEMBER4 -8,1996
DALLAS, TEXAS

FOR INFORMATION CALL 800-669-5329 OR
VISIT OUR WEB SITE AT http://www.cedia.orgicediai
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N THE AYRE RESOUNDING
Wes Phillips—finally!—auditions the Ayre V3power amplifier
MOSFET power amplifier. Power output 100Wpc into 8ohms (20dBVV), 200Wpc

by If D by 5.5" H. Weight 55 lbs. Serial number of unit reviewed: 30212. Price:

into 4ohms (20dBVV).Voltage gain: 32dB. Input impedance: 10k ohms. Power con-

$3450. Approximate number of dealers: 27. Manufacturer: Ayre Acoustics, Inc.,

sumption: 65W standby, 210W operating mode with no signal. Dimensions: 18" W

2300-B Central Avenue, Boulder, CO 8030I.Tel: (303) 442-7300. Fax: (303) 442-7301.

CC

hy no review of the Ayre
V-3?" queried Stephen
Slaughter in July's "Letters" column, echoing several urgent
posts to my e-mail address. Word of
mouth on this remarkable 100Wpc
amplifier was reaching fever pitch. Show
reports over the last several years had
sounded aconsistent note — rooms that
democd with V-3s kept getting mentioned in "Best of Show" overviews.
Naturally, this also meant that the pendulum had started its backward swing.
"It's not really as good as people are saying," one WCES attendee confided in
me. "That's why they won't give it to critics."
Iknew this last one to be untrue
because I'd had aV-3 hand-delivered to
me last year, but before Icould even get
it connected to my system, Ihad to send
it back. Ayre needed it to demo at HIFI '95 — they couldn't keep up with
demand.
As arule, Iapplaud any company that
takes the time to build its dealer network and shake the bugs out of its products before submitting them to the audio
press. Companies that build products
that excite dealers and satisfy consumers
usually have produced mature designs
that — not so coincidentally — excite
and satisfy reviewers as well. But Iwas
losing patience with Ayre —surely, by
anyone's definition, the V-3 was mature.
"Enough with satisfying customers
already," I whined. "Send me the
damned amplifier!"
STEREOPHILE. AUGUST 1996

"We'd just love to, Wes," purred
Marketing Director Bruce Van Allen,
"but we're sold out. How'd you like to
hear our new K-1 preamp instead?"
"I'd just love to, Bruce. But Iconsider
it unfair to audition abalanced preamp
through a single-ended amplifier —
which is all Ihave around the house. I
couldn't really work it in until someone
who makes atruly balanced amplifier
managed to get me one to use with it."
"[si'eh] We'll find you aV-3."
God, Ilove my job.

RESISTANCE IS FUTILE

As Sam Tellig details in this issue's
"Sam's Space," the V-3 uses some innovative technology —as well as some
really ancient knowledge. To understand how this affects the sound of the
amp, we need to examine how an
amplifier works in the first place.
Quick! How does an amplifier work?
Most people would answer that amps
boost or magnify the small signals coming into them — but that's not quite
right. In reality, they create anew signal
that's acopy of the original. The amplifier reacts to changes in the input signal
so that the voltage at the output changes
in proportion. As Charles Hansen says,
"The little input signal modulates the
greater output voltage of the amplification stage, which keeps it proportional
to the input. We've made acopy of it.
The output is in scale with the original
signal and resembles the original, but it's
anew version of it."

There are two other factors at work.
the speakers are connected in
series with the internal impedance of
the amplifier—this is where the issue
of feedback comes in.' At the same
time, current flows from the power supply directly into the speakers. We can
thus draw a few conclusions about
amplifier sound quality: 1) the quality of
the sound depends upon the accuracy of
the copy of the input signal; 2) the
speaker becomes part of the amplifier's
circuit; and 3) the power supply has a
direct influence on the sound coining
from the speaker.
So what does Ayre do differently? To
begin with, they've pared down the chain
of stages making copies of the original
signal. It's not unusual for amplifiers to
have five stages: input, voltage-gain, predriver, driver, and output.
"Each time the signal goes through a
transistor, you get acopy —so you can
imagine that you eventually are copying
acopy of acopy of acopy," explains
Hansen. "You lose resolution every time.
So we've tried to reduce the chain to the
minimum number of stages. We have an
input stage, which is acomplementary
differential quad, which drives afolded
cascode — which, I'll grant, is astage,
although it's adebatable point — that, in
First,

1Typically, loop negative feedback is used to lower
distortion and reduce output impedance. Because the
feedback voltage is proportional to the ratio between
the internal impedance of the amplifier and that of the
speaker. changes in the speaker's impedance can cause
changes in the feedback level — which affects the
sound.
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turn, drives the output stage.
"Reducing the number of stages
means we have to be clever about the
design, though. MOSFETs are easier to
drive than bipolar transistors —if we
used bipolars, we'd need to have an
emitter-follower triple (an emitter-follower driving an emitter-follower driving an emitter-follower) in order to
have a low enough input impedance.
We just have the MOSFETs, so we
don't need that extra driver stage. But
because we drive the MOSFET directly with the folded cascode, which has no
current gain, we have to have enough
current in the cascode to drive the input
capacitance of the MOSFET. This
means the input stage has to have the
same amount of idle current as the cascode. That's why, when you look inside
the V3, the input transistors are T0220packaged MOSFETs — they look like a
lot of amps' output devices!"
The use of MOSFETs, which offer
low distortion and high current, also
minimized the need for overall negative
feedback. But mention the power supply and Hansen really waxes rhapsodic.
"When you understand how an amplifier works — that you're making acopy
of the signal by modulating the power
supply — then you see that the power
supply directly drives the speaker.
Anything that's not right about the
power supply is going straight into the
speakers. That's why we use such ahuge
power supply—take off the lid and
you'll see that about 90% of the innards
are the power supply. We have agiant
transformer, stacks of chokes, and all
those filter capacitors to regulate the
front-end. Compared to the audio circuitry, whether you're looking at boardspace or cost, that stuff represents
80-90% of the design.
"No one uses choke input filters anymore because they're just too expensive.
But they have two big advantages — the
first is that you get better AC filtration.
The second is that an inductive choke
resists changes in current —just as a
capacitor resists changes in voltage —so
it slowly releases current as its magnetic
field collapses. This avoids that 120Hz
spike of current going into the cap.
Presumably, in a typical design the
capacitor filters this out. However, it's
generating HF harmonics all through
the audio band before it even gets to the
cap, so garbage is radiated through the
wiring and couples magnetically to circuits... you've got your own internal
source of line noise — that's not agood
thing.
"You need to learn how to size the
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choke correctly, but that's all been done
— 60 or 70 years ago, in fact. Engineering schools don't teach you about
chokes anymore. My dad's college texts
had all the formulae about how to apply
chokes to apower supply — that's where
Igot that information. When you do it
correctly, there's acontinuous charge of
current to the capacitor. It's not abattery
— that'd be the only way to get constant
current — but the charging current to
the capacitor never drops below acertain
point; you don't have that on-and-off
charging current."
Hansen also emphasizes the advantages of fully differential balancing. The
newly introduced Ayre preamp, the K-1,
joins amere handful of truly balanced
preamplifiers (we'll go further into those
advantages when we review the K-1).
But Hansen feels there's an unexamined
benefit from designing a power amp
with common-mode rejection.
"One of the main advantages, one that
never gets spoken about, is that powersupply perturbations — ripple, hum,
hash, sag, all of that—are treated in the
same way that common-mode rejection
works on the signal. Fully balanced circuitry draws from the power-supply differentially, so it rejects common-mode
noise. Now you're talking about something pretty darn special. If you've got
circuitry that has 60dB of commonmode rejection on the power supply,
then you're looking at athousand-to-one
reduction in sensitivity to what's going
on in the power supply. Sixty decibels in
terms of voltage is 1000:1! That's not an
esoteric fact —it's indisputable.
"Here's areal-world example of how
this affects sound: How many times have
you heard someone describe a lowwattage tube amp by saying, But those

are tube watts — that's like double the
power of a solid-state amp rated the
same'? There's something to that — the
output stage of anormal push-pull tube
amplifier is balanced; it rejects the sag and
all that stuff. Anything in common going
into the center tap of the output transformer gets rejected.
"Well, think about the bi-filar winding of atransformer. You can get them
wound to within 0.01% — that's your
1000:1 ratio again! That output stage
will reject a10% drop in voltage, or at
least attenuate its effects by athousand to
one. So when you look at the performance of the power supply, there's an
indisputable benefit from balanced technology. But—and this is aBIG but—
you must have afully balanced system
from input to output. Not many people
design that way."

HIGHEST-QUALITY PARTS

In the Krell KRC-HR and KPS-20i// I
had both apreamplifier and aCD player that were designed that way. Iused
them for this review, along with balanced runs of XL0 Type 3.1 Signature
and abi-wire set of Straight Wire Gold.
My analog front-end consisted of my
Linn LP12/Armageddon/Naim ARO/
Sumiko TransfigurationTemper/Naim
Prefix/SuperCap rig. Iused afull complement of Versalabs Red Rollers, Flat
Rollers, Ground Blocks, and Wood
Blocks, but not my usual supply of
Shakti Stones — they made no audible
difference on the V-3. I've heard the
V-3 drive the Aerial 10T speakers at
several shows, always to good effect, so
Iused them for the audition.

W ATTS MY LINE?

From the get-go, Iwas impressed by the

Ayre V-3 power amplifier
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silence, dynamic ability, and natural
sweetness of the Ayre, but initially I
found it atad soft on detail, especially
transient attacks. This puzzled me because Ihad heard the amp at shows —
under conditions far more onerous than
those in my new listening mom —and
had heard amarvelous variety of textures
and attacks. Irerouted wires, even thoug,h
differentially balanced cables should be
far less vulnerable to environmental
influences. As Icarefully ran an interconnect around an MIT Z-Stabilizer, a
lightbulb went off over my head. The
Ayre wasn't plugged into the Z-Stabilizer,
but it was plugged into the same outlet as
the MIT transformer. Iwondered, Was
the transformer loading down the circuit?
Iunplugged it and, sure enough, transient
snap increased and detail was more tightly focused. Ihad aZ-Iso Strip and aZIsolator HC upstream on the Krell frontend, so Itook them out of the circuit as
well. Once again, Ihad gains in clarity
and focus.
Don't read this as an indictment of
MIT's AC-conditioning products.
Though Ihaven't used them for long, or
in many systems yet, Ihave heard them
improve the sound of other gear, so I
can't really generalize. What Ithink I
was hearing with the Ayre/Krell combo
was the payoff for all of the attention
paid to the power supplies.
Just to show you what afun job this
can be sometimes, Ihad two other AC
conditioners around the house —
Transparent Audio's Powerlink HPAV
and API's Power Wedge 112 — and
neither of them afforded any improvement in the sound, either. Nor did
high-end IEC power cords make much
difference. In short, you're going to
have to really work to improve the
Ayre's power-supply performance with
audiophile Band-Aids. As far as isolation from line noise and the usual linecarried garbage is concerned, the V-3
works.

FILLED TO CAPACITANCE

The Ayre was an easy amp to like: It
swung like agood 'un. From the minute
Iput it in the system until Icame into my
office to write this paragraph (I just had
to go out and listen to it one more time),
its lithe, swaggering way with arhythm
never failed to impress me. Part of this
was no doubt due to the way the amp
reproduced the leading edges of transients. Iwas just listening to Medeski,
Martin and Wood's "The Lover," from
the friday afternoon in the universe CD
(Gramavision GCD-79503), and was
particularly struck by how the song was
S
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carried along by Billy Martin's loosely
swinging polyrydrmic drumming. The
cymbals cut through the Hammond
B-3 murk like sunlight piercing fog, and
the trapset pushed the performance forward like the funkiest tugboat in the
harbor.
Of equal note was the way Chris
Wood's acoustic bass was reproduced:
deep and woody, but not partaking of
that too-tightly-controlled signature so
common in solid-state amps. Iknow a
lot of people like that kind of sound, but
real bass — deep bass — has alot of slop
in it. The Ayre, like most tube amps,
probably got alittle more slop in there
than is realistic, but that's preferable to
sterile aridity. This doesn't mean the V3lost all differentiation on the bottom,
because it didn't. It had enough control
to sort out the Hammond and the
stand-up bass in the same frequencies; it
just warmed up the bottom end ever so
slightly.
Isurely couldn't quibble with the
Ayre's response through the rest of the
frequency range, either. The midrange
sounded natural and relaxed and about
as far from asolid-state signature as you
can get without becoming euphonically
colored. On top, it had gobs of detail
and an easy, unforced sound that Icould
listen to for hours.
It also turned out to be agrand amp
for the human voice, especially women's
voices. Icouldn't get enough of Enunylou Harris, Enya, or Janet Baker through
the V-3/10-T combo.
It didn't lose its cool under pressure,
either. One of my most consistent references for complex, full-tilt orchestral
boogie has been Corigliano's First
Symphony (Erato 45601-2). I've seldom
heard its equal for dense timbral textures
and dynamic gradations, so I
just had to
throw it at the Ayre. Even at its loudest
and most congested, the symphony didn't faze the V-3 abit. Offstage piano
"heard as from adistance" was as ethereal as amemory, while the brass tuttis and
crashing gongs remained distinctly articulated even at volumes approaching
100dB.

RESTRICTIONS?

There's been some talk concerning
Hansen's choice to limit bandwidth in
the V-3. Ayre doesn't print many specs
on the amp, so most people weren't
even aware of this aspect of the design
until Audio published its finding that the
3dB-down point was 251cHz. Now people are talking about how this results in
aclosed-down top end. Iremain dubious about this piece of common knowl-

edge — certainly one could as easily
attribute the sound of the Ayre to its use
of MOSFETs as to the deliberate limitation of bandwidth. Iasked Charlie
Hansen about it.
"We can't really run more current
into the input stage through the cascode
stage for practical reasons. That means
that when we're driving that output
stage — the input capacitance of the
output transistors — we run into the
bandwidth limiting.
"When we were building different
prototypes, we measured this design and
it didn't measure great —it measured
okay, but nothing spectacular. So we
tried putting a source-follower driver
stage on the cascode's output and it measured fantastic! The bandwidth went up
and HF distortion dropped, but it didn't
sound as good. So we scrapped it and
came back to this design. How different
did they sound? It was like the difference
between a mass-market receiver and
Jadis separates!
"I don't think it's because we limited
the bandwidth; Isuspect it has to do
with adding that extra stage."
To my ears, the top end was open
and clear — not that other amps won't
sound even more so. Am Iabdicating
my critical responsibilities? Idon't think
so. I'm simply stating that, listening to
music through the Ayre, Ididn't find
the natural response or range of the
music to be inhibited by the amplifier.

COMPAYRE &CONTRAST

That said, Idid compare the Ayre
directly to my long-time reference amp,
the similarly priced ($3495) ConradJohnson Premier Eleven A— long astaple in the Class A amplifier listing in
Stereophile's "Recommended Components." They did sound different, but
they also shared more traits than the traditional tube/solid-state dichotomy
would allow. They were both articulate,
warm, and remarkably transparent, but
the C-J had apalpability and —yes —
purity in the overtones that the Ayre
simply didn't match. Though I'm not
sure I'd attribute that harmonic purity
to the C-J's ultra-wide-bandwidth
design, Iguess Ican't totally dismiss that
hypothesis either.
There was another area where I
found the Premier Eleven A superior:
soundstaging. The V-3 threw awondrously wide stage across the room, but
it lacked depth when compared to a
soundstaging champ like the C-J. No
real surprise there — that's what tubes
do. Yet the Ayre didn't lack for palpability; it merely ceded the layer-after-layer
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onionlike orotundity of the glass amp.

8 ohms) measured 79dB over a
22Hz-22kHz bandwidth, unweighted,
and virtually the same over a wider
MEASUREMENTS FROM T
J
N
10Hz-500kHz bandwidth. The AA full set of measurements of the Ayre
weighted S/N was 88dB. (The correV-3 was made using its balanced inputs,
sponding unbalanced figures were 74dB
with selected measurements repeated
and 83dB.) The V-3 is noninverting
in the unbalanced mode, as noted
when driven from its positive, unbelow.
balanced input, at the balanced, XLR
Following its V
3-power, one-hour
input terminal, pin 2is positive. DC offpreconditioning test, the V-3's heatsinks
set measured alow 4.7mV in both chanwere very hot, though not beyond the
nels.
normal range for this test. The Ayre's
Fig.1 shows the frequency response
input impedance measured 20.8k ohms
of the V-3 (the balanced result is shown;
(10k ohms unbalanced). As expected
the unbalanced was avirtual overlay).
from a design with no loop negative
Note the fairly pronounced high-frefeedback, the output impedance was
quency rolloff, plus the additional midmoderately high at ameasured 0.33treble dip into our simulated real load,
038 ohms up to 1
kHz, increasing to
caused no doubt by the Ayre's in1.14 ohms at 20kHz. Voltage gain into 8 creasing output impedance at higher
ohms measured 32.5dB, balanced or frequencies. This HF rolloff should be
unbalanced. Signal/Noise (ref. 1W into
audible as asoftening of the upper-frequency range; just how much will
depend on the impedance characteristic
of the loudspeaker, but it will never be
less than the indicated response into a
fixed load. A ldB drop falling somewhere between 12kHz and 15kHz will
be subtle, but not inconsequential.
The 10kHz squarewave response
(fig2) also clearly reflects this rolloff,
with its noticeably rounded leading
edge and reduced risetime. (The 1kHz
squarewave response, not shown, is very
Fig. 1 Ayre V-3. balanced, frequency response
good, with only aslight rounding of the
(from top to bottom at IkHz): at I
W into
—Wes Phillips

W01101111my Atsmesi
JIM

100

8ohms; 2W into 4ohms: and into simulated speaker load (right channel dashed.
I
dB/vertical div.).

0110(00.1.0 ay.• v

leading edge.) Fig3 shows the V-3's
channel separation. The balanced result
is alittle better than the unbalanced, but
both are pretty much beyond criticism.
The THD+noise vs frequency
curves are plotted in fig.4. The results
show increasing levels of distortion
into lower load impedances, this again
due to the lack of overall negative feedback. The Alp-like distortion curve is
that measured into our simulated load
and is typical of an amplifier with a
moderately high output impedance.
The unbalanced input result, not
shown, is virtually identical except for
higher distortion from the right channel into an 8 ohm load (0.05% at
1
kHz, increasing to 0.1% at 50kHz).
The waveform of the distortion at 4W
into 2 ohms is shown in fig.5. It is
heavily third-harmonic, with noise.
The waveforms into 4and 8ohms are
identical, though with ahigher proportion of noise (due to the lower magnitude of the distortion components).
Fig.6 shows the output spectrum of
the V-3 reproducing 50Hz at 134W
into a4ohm load. The distortion products are predominantly odd-order and
moderately high in level, beginning at
—49.6dB (about 03%) for the third harmonic (150Hz) and —60.6dB (about
0.1%) for the fifth (250Hz). At an output of 91.5W into our simulated real
load (visible signs of clipping appeared
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Fig.2

Ayre V-3, balanced, small-signal I
OkHz
squarewave into 8ohms.

srenÉoam..

00.0 V

Ayre V-3, balanced,THD+noise vs frequency at (from top to bottom at IkHz): 4W
into 2ohms, 2W into 4ohms, I
W into 8
ohms, and 2.83V into simulated speaker
load (right channel dashed).

Crataum

Fig .6

Ayre V-3, balanced, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave. DC—I kHz. at 134W into 4ohms
(linear frequency scale). Note that the
third harmonic at 150Hz is the highest in
level, at —50dB (about 0.3%).
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Ayre V-3, crosstalk (from top to bottom at
I
OkHz): L—R, unbalanced; R—L, unbalanced:
R—L. balanced: L—R. balanced (10df3/vertical
div.).
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Fig.5 Ayre V-3, balanced, I
kHz waveform at 4W
into 2ohms (top); distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched out
(bottom, not to scale).
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Fig.7 Ayre V-3, balanced. spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at 9I.5W into simulated loudspeaker load (linear frequency
scale).
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above this level), Iobtained the result
shown in fig.7. This is similar to the
result of fig.6, though with higher-order
artifacts decreasing at aless rapid rate.
Fig.8 shows the output spectrum with
a combined 19+20kHz signal — the
intermodulation products resulting from
an input signal consisting of an equal
combination of these two frequencies —
at 88W into 4ohms. (Visible clipping is
present above this output with this input
signal.) The difference-frequency artifact
at lkHz is low —below -80dB, or 0.01%
—though there arc some higher-frequency artifacts evident, peaking at about
-38dB (or about 1.4% at 18kHz). At
44W into an 8 ohm load (not shown,
and again just below visible clipping) the
result was similar, though the artifacts
were slightly lower between 15kHz and
17kHz.
The manner in which the V-3's
THD+noise changes with output
power with a 1kHz input signal is
shown in fig.9. The curves here are
very unusual for asolid-state amplifier,
which most typically will display avery
low level up to the breakpoint or
"knee," with a rapid increase beyond
that point. The V-3's curves more
closely resemble the gradual increases
seen in tube amplifiers. Note that while
taking the 2ohm measurement, Iblew
apower-supply rail fuse; Ayre provided
replacement 10A fuses (higher than the
standard rating) and recommended that
these be used in checking the higher
impedance performance. After Isub511.[01111.8 .•• V 31,..104/ 5.41.. ea*

4
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Fig.8 Ayre V-3, balanced, HF intermodulation
spectrum. DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at 88W
into 4ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.9 Ayre V-3. balanced. distortion (%) vs output
power into (from bottom to top): 8ohms,
4ohms. and 2ohms.
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your own sonic priorities. Ifound the
V-3 to be adoughty performer with a
lot going for it. Ifound it consistently
engaging on amusical level, and Inever
tired of its silence, exemplary pacing,
and timbrai accuracy. Since Inow run a
79.8 (19)
85.4 (19.3)
8
79.9 (19)
fairly long set of interconnects between
II
3V
1I
5V
(line)
114V
my amp and preamp, Ifound the Ayre's
133.5 (18.3)
148.4 (18.7)
4
130.5 (19)
differentially balanced mode a real
II3V
II3V
(line)
II
3V
boon. Ialso admire Charles Hansen for
243.3 (17.9)
2
II
5V
(line)
reviving the inductive-choke power
supply, aconcept that may have lost its
vogue but not its practicality. Irate the
stituted these fuses, the remainder of Ayre V-3 asuccess. A rousing one.
There are definitely other amps out
the measurements proceeded without
there, like the C-J Premier Eleven A,
incident. (The very unusual rail fuses
that can give the V-3 a mil for its
used by Ayre resemble small resistors
money. But I'd bet most of them are
tight down to their pigtail leads, which
tubed and many cost more money. A lot
are inserted into small screw-clamp terof folks don't want to own tubes; for
minals. Combine this with the marginthem, the V-3 is amust-audition. Heck,
al accessibility of two of them, and the
Ithink the V-3 is amust-audition for
result is rail fuses that arc aroyal pain to
anybody spending up to five grand. You
change.)
The discrete clipping levels for the V- just might find yourself with some extra
discretionary income — not that, as an
3 are shown in Table 1. Note that the
audiophile, you'll keep it for long. It
clipping levels shown arc less than the
manufacturer's specified 100W into 8 might make agood start on your preamp fund.
ohms and 200W into 4ohms. But the
Hey, guys, you're not going to make
specification does not indicate a disme wait so long to hear the preamp that
tortion level, nor does it indicate whether
goes with this, are you? —Wes Phillips S
one or both channels arc driven. From
fig.9 it can be seen that the amplifier will
reach these higher power levels with one
channel driven, though with 2-3%
THD+noise.
The Ayre produced areasonable set
of measurements, though inferior to
those of many solid-state amplifiers
(including much less expensive ones).
The areas of sacrifice are those that
might have been expected, given its nofeedback design: signal/noise, frequency
response, distortion, and output impedance (with the inevitable resulting
load sensitivity). Ayre has sacrificed alittle in static bench-test measurements for
the presumed sonic benefits of zerofeedback design — benefits that do not
show up in such measurements. Ican't
ignore the fact that Ihave, in the past,
come down hard on other amplifiers —
usually single-ended tube designs —that
tested poorly on the bench. But the difference here is one of degree. The Ayre's
measurements arc not poor, just rather
unremarkable for amodern solid-state
We're speechless! You'll be
amplifier. But some of the anomalies
too, when you hear musical,
measured, particularly the frequency
transparent sound that is
response, will be marginally audible in
affordable!
many systems.
-Thomas). Norton
Table I Ayre V-3 Clipping
(1% THD+noise at kHz)
Both Channels
One Channel
Driven
Driven
W(dBW)
W (dBW)
Load
(L)
(R)
(L)
ohms

W ES SUMS UP

As with any piece of hi-fi equipment,
the truc value of the Ayre lies in how its
particular set of compromises matches

MUSICAL DESIGN
57-1'1Weslwotx11)r. SI. Charles. MO 1,1104
114-926-9211h
Shown: IM(-1, T-1, SP-213,1)-7%, DM-100,1/-1in
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GLIDER I
N
Lonnie Brownell takes the Benz Micro Glider phono cartridge for atest flight
Medium-output moving-coil phono cartridge. Body: none, with aluminum chassis.

ly down). Recommended tonearm mass: medium. Optimum working temperature:

Cantilever: solid boron rod, 0.28mm diameter. Stylus: nude elliptical polished dia-

74°F (23°C). Break-in period: 40 hours. Warranty: 1year manufacturing defects. Price:

mond. Stylus tip radii: 7.6pm/17.7pm. Frequency response: 20Hz-20kHz, t0.5dB.

$750. Re-bp cost $400. performed at Swiss factory. Approximate number of dealers:

Output voltage: I
.0mV at IkHz. Channel balance: <I dB. Channel separation: >40dB

75. Manufacturer: Benz Micro/Lukaschek HiFi-Elektronik, Rheingoldstrasse 50. CH

at I
kHz, >30dB at I
OkHz.Tracking ability at 315Hz at adownforce of 2gm: >80pm.

8212. Neuhausen am Rheinfall, Switzerland. Tel: (41) 52 672 45 45. Fax: (41) 52 672

Dynamic compliance: 15pm/mN. Weight 6.5gm. Recommended loading: 1
k-47k

46 50. US distributor: Musical Surroundings, 5856 College Avenue. Suite 146. Oakland,

ohms. Recommended tracking force: I.8-2.5gm. depending on tonearm. Optimum

CA 94618.Tel: (510) 420-0379. Fax: (510) 420-0392.

tracking force: I.85-2.2gm, depending on tonearm. VTA: 22° (rear of cartridge slight-

I

was leaving work (my day'n'night
job, or so it seems at times) the
other evening, walking toward the
parking lot with one of my co-workers.
This guy, whose name is Guy, stopped
and said, "You know, Iwas thinking the
other day about how you listen to tube
electronics with CD players. Aren't you
worried about creating some kind of
horrible, irreversible rift in the spacetime continuum?"
"Yes, Guy, it does trouble me. That's
why Itry to listen to LPs as much as
possible. Ithink it's safer that way. Oh,
and LPs sound better, too."
He offered no comment, but smiled
serenely, seemingly put at ease by my
response. Ithink he understood; after
all, I've played some LPs for him at my
place and, as so often happens, he was
duly impressed. Most folks have never
heard aproperly set-up LP playback system and pampered, machine-cleaned
records. 'When they do, they either feel
that they made ahorrible mistake when
they gave away all their LPs afew years
ago to some audio geek like me, or that
Imust've made some kind of deal with
01' Nick Scratch to get that kind of
sound out of what they know to be an
inferior playback medium.
As Mr. T used to say, "I pity da fools!"
It's not that hard to get good sound out
of those grooves, but it does take alittle
commitment in time, effort, and money
— but hey, we're all used to that, right?
RIGH77!!
I've been playing LPs for the past
umpty-ump years with afront-end consisting of aLinn Axis 'table and Basik
Plus tonearm, with various and sundry
cartridges pulling transcription duty.
More often than not I've returned to my
old standby, the Shure V15-5MR, avenerable moving-magnet design that has
many fans (and detractors) in the audio
world.
Why have Ialways come back to the
112

Shure? One, it's relatively cheap, and
I'm arelatively cheap guy. Two, you can
replace the stylus without having to
replace the whole cartridge or send it in
for retipping, which is amajor convenience —you can keep aspare stylus on
hand, and switch to the new one at a
moment's notice. Three, it comes with
an alignment tool that allows even The
Incredible Ten-Thumbed Man to
mount and align it perfectly in amatter
of minutes. Four, it sounds good. The
Shure has always struck me as neutral
and clean, if not offering the last word in
air or depth or liquidness. Returning to
the Shure after other, more "exciting"
cartridges has always been an occasion
for asigh of relief, like putting on an old
pair of sneakers after wearing fancy
dress shoes all day. However, the Shure's
days are numbered — I'm told that
Shure Bros. have quit manufacturing it,
so it's NOS (New Old Stock) from now
on, until there are no more to be found.
(This already appears to be the case, I'm
afraid.)

But look, what's that winging its way
into my listening room? Why, it's the
Benz Micro Glider, that's what! How
will it fare against the venerable ol'
Shure? Please fasten your seatbelts, make
sure your scatback is in the fully upright
(but not uptight) position, and we'll get
this review off the ground....

NEKKID FACTS

The Glider is one of those nekkid cartridges — there's no body to speak of,
the guts hanging out there in midair for
all to sec (and damage, if all are not careful). Get amagnetic tool near it and said
tool is likely to divebomb its way into
said guts, with the potential for causing
unspeakable carnage. Just as with the
human body (well, some bodies), the unclothed form here is athing of beauty, in
atechie kind of way. What body there is
— it's not much more than amounting
plate — is gold-anodized aluminum. If
you like the look of exposed tubes,
you'll dig the look of the exposed
Glider.

Benz Micro Glider phono cartridge
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The mounting plate features threaded holes for the screws, auser-friendly
feature Itruly appreciate. (I hate clinking
around with screws and nuts when
mounting acartridge.) The squared-off
nose makes it easy to use the line-upthe-body-with-parallel-lines class of
mounting jigs, like the one from DB
Systems or the Dennessen models. Me,
Iuse aDennessen to get the overhang
right, then aCart-Align for the alignment.' The spec sheet says that VTA
should be at 22°, or with the back slightly down. That's where Iset it—with
the back slightly down. Iconfess that I
don't know exactly how fussy the
Glider is about VTA tuning, but my
guess is that it's not wildly so. Why do I
say that? Well, I've had other cartridges
in the past that I've played with long and
hard to get VTA set just so, but with the
Glider, after having visually set the VTA
into the "I guess this is about what they
mean" range, Iwasn't compelled to play
with it further. But, whoops, I'm getting
ahead of myself.
A word about the Glider's output
level. With both the Audible Illusions
Modulus 2A and the Anthem (by Sonic
Frontiers) Pre 1preamps, Ihad no trouble getting agood, quiet signal via the
main outputs. Iexperimented with using the tape outputs from each, since the
JoLida SJ-502A amplifier has avolume
control; with the AI preamp the level
was alittle lowish, perhaps too low, but
the tape output level with the Anthem
provided plenty of signal. In any case, I
ended up using the main outputs with
both preamps, not only because the levels were higher, but also because, on
both preamps, the main outputs struck
me as sounding alittle more dynamic
than the tape outputs.
The Anthem also has ahigh/low gain
switch for the phono stage. Ididn't need
to use the high setting, and in fact preferred the low setting because it gave
me agreater usable range for the volume control. Finally, the phono gain
setting had no effect on the tape outpur,
it only affects the main output. Don't
worry, there won't be aquiz, so you
don't have to remember the operational
details of the Anthem Pre 1(which I
used for most of the auditioning here);
after all, this isn't areview of the Pre 1.
I'll save that for another day.

THE OTHER GUYS

As you've already found out, two pre1The Can-Align uses amirror with inscribed lines to
allow you to make sure the cantilever itself is lined up
just so. Unfortunately, like the Shure VIS-5MR, it's no
longer available.
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amps were used during the review period —an Audible Illusions Modulus 2A
and an Anthem Pre 1. I've also told you
that the power amp was the JoLida SJ502A integrated, and that the turntable
was aLinn Axis with aLinn Basik Plus
tonearm. What Ihaven't told you is that
the interconnects from 'table to preamp
were the stock Linn cables; from preamp to power amp you'd have found
Synergistic Research Looking Glass, had
you looked. Speaker cables were Cardas
Crosslink 1running into apair of Thiel
CS.5s. Everything except the amp was
plugged into an Audio Power Industries
Power Wedge 116; the amp was
plugged into an API Power Wedge 110,
and an API Power Enhancer 1was also
in constant use.
Records got cleaned but good with a
Nitty Gritty Model One cleaner using
NG's First and Pure-2 cleaners; records
were also treated with LAST No2 preservative. For aquick brush-up just before play, the Hurt EDA record-cleaning brush was eini. loyed. The stylus was
cleaned by aquick flick of the stiff little
brush supplied with the Shure cartridge,
or, for heavy-duty gunk removal, aSignet SK305 electronic cleaner with
matching fluid. A little dab o' StyLast
stylus preserver was also applied on occasion. Flux was busted afew times by a
Sumiko FB-1 FluxBuster. Hair and
makeup by Black and Decker.

IWING THE BODILESS
ELECTRIC

You've seen those reviews that talk about
listening sessions that went from one
album to the next until way-stupid hours
of the night, rediscovering old tunes and
finding new favorites? Ihate to be Mr.
Cliché, but that's what happened here.
Everything, but everything Ithrew on the
Linn sounded better than I'd ever heard
it sound in my system. The short version? This is akiller cartridge.
Listening to Coltrane's "Countdown"
from Giant Steps (Atlantic 1311, from The
Heavyweight Champion boxed set, Rhino/
Atlantic R1 71984), Iwas knocked out
first by the pinpoint imaging of the
drums —even though they were all in
the right channel, they were still microplaced within that space. Trane's tone
was clean, round, and there, which I'll
refrain from saying for each record Ireference here, although Icould — that's
just the best way to describe it. The demanding twists and turns of his runs
were followed dizzyingly well, like a
Swiss-movement rollercoaster. The
combination of detail, precision imaging, and yet awarm, full-bodied, non-

fatiguing sound was most captivating.
Never was it harsh or strident, yet in no
way would Ihave considered it rolledoff or "honey-glazed" or overly romantic. Ifelt like Goldilocks after tasting
that third bowl of porridge — it was
juuuuuust right.
If you're in the "it can't be decent test
material if it isn't naturally recorded
acoustic music" camp, then you'll probably want to skip ahead to the next section, because you won't believe this.
One of the best illustrations of the good
stuff that this cartridge does was provided by arockin' rock record, Cracker's
The Golden Age (Classic Records/Rock
The House/Virgin RTH-1 498-1). The
opening cut, "I Hate My Generation,"
consists of what could have easily come
off as pure, undiluted sonic sludge —
grinding guitars, crashing drums, howling vocals — but which instead came
out in 3-D layers of sound. Grungy rock
(but not grunge rock —after all, he
hates his generation, maaaaan) never
sounded cleaner. Trying this same track
with the good ol' Shure, the sound was
more homogenized, with less depth,
and with a thinness in the midrange
that was less involving, and perhaps a
tad wearying.
Imight say that the Shure was somewhat dry and the Glider somewhat...
what? wet? lush? rich? Take your pick,
any of them might apply. Idon't mean
to say that the Glider was euphonically,
let's say, wee, the effect was actually
more lifelike, more holographic, more
involving, more ... musical.
Okay, so you've skipped ahead to this
paragraph to read about Fine Music and
the reproduction thereof. Ha! Fooled ya!
It's The Minutemen performing "History Lesson Pt.lr from their epic Double
Nickels on the Dime (SST 028). This is
mostly acoustic, with vocals, guitars,
drums, and electric bass. Through the
Glider, it was sweet. Ilistened to the late
D. Boon slide and squeak his way up
and down the fretboard, and grooved to
George Hurley popping the skins on his
drum kit (you won't find amore inventive yet precise drummer in rock,
trust me), and suddenly Iwas back at
McCabe's Guitar Shop, watching them
do one of their unplugged sets long before it was fashionable.
Okay, you've been patient, how 'bout
some Schubert? What we've got here is
the Piano Trio in E-flat, Op.100, as read
by Rubinstein, Szeryng, and Fournier
(RCA ARL 2-0731). It was amarvel to
me how Iwas able to follow Szerynes
swings (and Ido mean swings —the
man was, apparently, reeling with the
113

feeling) holographically. The sense of
weight and tonal richness of Rubinstein's
piano was fulfdling, and the string tone
had asheen to it, but one that wasn't
even remotely glaring or bright or fatiguing or digital, but was instead wholly
natural —and right.
Then there was Tom Waits, singing
"Blue Valentine" from the album of the
same name (Asylum 6E-162). It's just
Tom, aguitar, and astandup bass. On
this track his voice had aquality like a
tenor sax played softly, with the same
sort of breathy, raspy, spitty overtones. It
was forward (spatially) and almost
embarrassingly intimate. The Glider
was on awhole 'nuther plane here, as I
could almost tell what Waits was thinking. Icould for sure feel what he was
feeling — it came across. This was powerful stuff, magic in fact — that voodoo
transport to another level of experience
that we're all looking for. At least, Iam.
Quibbles? Could it be that my
answer is "None"? That'd be correct,
but Iwill mention the one area in
which the difference between the two
cartridges may come down to amatter
of taste: the midbass. In this region the
Glider was just alittle softe4 alittle less
taut than the Shure, but not in away

4e .

. .

that you'd be likely to take notice of
with the Glider by itself, played one
after the other, however, it was detectable —but just. And, for some tastes,
it may be that the Shure was actually a
little lean in this region — leaner and
tighter—while the Glider was warmer,
alittle looser, alittle fuller. It's atradeoff.

clues that the experience isn't real, so I
don't have to work so hard to find my
way into the musical event.
So it is with the Glider. The aural pictures it paints, though undeniably pictures, are so good they really give you a
glimpse into the original event. And
that's what it's all about.
Now, the price of the Glider is subBRING 'ER IN FOR ALANDING stantially higher than that of the Shure,
To be able to enjoy some movies, you so one would hope it would perform at a
need to exercise the Willing Suspension higher level. Fortunately, one's hopes
of Disbelief. What these films present is are completely and dramatically conso implausible, so full of errors in logic firmed. Price-wise, it lives in an area
or holes in the plot, that unless you're between the bargain-level cartridges
willing to turn ablind eye, you just can't and the big-buck models. If you're
enjoy them.
ready to drop some nontrivial change
Sometimes music reproduction on aphono cartridge but aren't quite
strikes me that way, too. It ain't the Real ready to jump into the kilobuck-andThing, but Ican get agreat deal of musi- above category, look no further.2 I
cal value from the experience, depend- shouldn't have to say this, but the Glider
ing on how much filtering of my own I is way recommended.
can apply. Then again, if Ican't ignore
2Check with your Benz Micro dealer as to compatithe problems and the shortcomings,
bility with your toneann and preamp. The Glider
then my enjoyment level falls dramatiworks well with most associated equipment, but some
combos
will prove abetter match than others. There is
cally, in some cases crossing over from
also a new, higher-output (2.0mV) version of the
pleasurable experience to annoying
Glider available for the same price.
ordeal. Just as a well-crafted movie
requires less exercise of the Suspension
muscles, so it is with well-crafted audio
equipment. Such products offer fewer

Iheard details that I

never heard before ..."
— Lars Fredell, Fl Magazine
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Du NLAVY Au DIO LAB S
SIGNATURE SGVI LOUDSPEAKER
Steven Stone
Full-range. floorstanding loudspeaker. Drive-units: two

Ir

long-throw paper-cone

ations. Harmonic distortion: less than 0.3% for an spi of 90dB at I
m for all frequen-

woofers, two 8" long-throw paper-cone woofers, two 5.5" plastic-cone midrange

cies above 40Hz. Power handling: approximately 250W peak for 10ms. Serial num-

units, and one 1" silk-dome tweeter. Frequency response: 25Hz-20kHz, ±0.5cIB

bers of units reviewed: 113-NB (listening), 130-B (measurements). Dimensions:

Sensitivity: 91dB/VV/m (2.83V RMS). Nominal impedance: 5ohms. Minimum imped-

American Oak, Dalwood Rose, and Dalwood Teak (other finishes, including cherry,

(approx.-3dB at 20Hz). Acoustic phase response: less than +I °,
-r. 100Hz-10kHz.

78" H by I8

by 33" D. Weight 530 lbs each. Finishes available: light or black

ance: 3ohms. Maximum impedance: 7.5 ohms (including bass resonance). Radiation

available by special order; Santos Rosewood available at additional cost).Warranty: 5

pattern: symmetrical in both vertical and horizontal planes. Low-frequency damping.

years limited. Price: $24,995/pair Approximate number of dealers: 35. Manufacturer:

Q =0.6 (with initial rolloff of 6-8c1B/octave). Crossover design: minimum-phase type

Dun lavy Audio Labs Inc.. PO, Box 49399, Colorado Springs, CO 80949-9399.Tel: (719)

(6dB/octave) compensated for driver response anomalies and resonance/phase vari-

592-1159. Fax: (719) 592-0859.

I

n this age of $70,000-plus "flagship" designs, perhaps $25k is no
longer an obscene amount to pay
for apair of loudspeakers. Still, it's mucho
dinero. What makes aspeaker worth this
kind of bread? Does the product's
intrinsic value really warrant such alofty
cost, or is it merely amatter of pricing at
what the market will bear? The answers
to these questions require careful examination of not only the speaker, but also
of the buyer's own soul, priorities, and
pocketbook.

SIGNATURE SC-VI

The Signature SC-VI is probably the
most "anti-tweak" flagship high-end
speaker ever made. Its design methodology flies in the face of some of the
most cherished audiophile principles:
the more expensive the part, the better
the sound; voicing is critical to true
high-end results; and only human ears
can determine if aproduct is good. Its
designer, John Dunlavy, believes that if
you comprehensively test the proper
sonic parameters, you can scientifically
design aspeaker that is superior to any
speaker designed by only intuitive
methods.
Like almost all of John Dunlavy's
designs, the Signature SC-VI speaker
features asealed enclosure. Rather than
figuring out away around Hoffman's
iron lawl by using avent, duct, port,
transmission line, or some other kludge,
aDunlavy speaker's bass extension is
determined by the size of its enclosure
and its internal damping material. Dunlavy believes that if you want deep bass,
1Ikviscd by one of the founders of KLH, this mathematical fomiula spells out just how much bass can be
generated by aspeaker of aspecific cabinet size.
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the only phase-correct way to achieve
this is with alarge box.
The SC-VI's huge enclosure is made
of laminated layers of veneered MDF,
varying in thickness from Ya" to 3".
Weighing 530 lbs, it might be thought
to be abig box filled with sand, but it's
actually aseries of boxes connected by
internal braces. Each set of drivers is
housed in its own separate subenclosure. The weight of the Signature VI is
the result of copious amounts of MDF
used for both bracing and internal enclosures. There isn't asingle grain of
sand in the box!
Rather than ny to shape the Signature VI's cabinet to minimize the effects
of early reflections, John Dunlavy chose
to damp the cabinet's front surfaces with
soft material. Using various thicknesses
of felt cloth — aprocess for which, on
9/18/79, he was granted US patent
#4,167,985 — he aimed to achieve virtually inaudible cabinet diffraction
effects.
The Dunlavy SC-VI drive-units
aren't merely arranged in asymmetrical
array, but in a "time-/path-aligned"
array. Not only are the drivers vertically
mirror-arranged — tweeter in the center, woofers at top and bottom—but
the physically shallower drive-units are
set back so that the sound from all the
drivers will arrive at aparticular distance
at the same time. The setbacks are what
makes this symmetrical array into atrue
point-source. The drive-unit array is focused for aminimum listening and testing distance of 10'. While there are
many speakers on the market with symmetrical arrays and others with "timealigned" drive-unit setbacks, none are
quite like the Dunlavy designs.
A time-coherent presentation is not

merely amatter of putting all your drivers in the right place. Crossover design
is critical. Designing acrossover that not
only permits time-coherent speaker
blending —mandating the use of firstorder slopes — but also compensates for
the inherent nonlinearities in amplitude
and phase endemic to all drivers is no
easy task.
The first step in the Dunlavy crossover design process is to test raw drivers.
Not only the frequency response, but the
phase response, dispersion, impulse response, and step response are tested
under anechoic conditions. The resultant
data are fed into acomputer model to
determine what enclosure dimensions
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and crossover will be necessary for optimal performance. While it may sound
simple to implement 6dB/octave crossovers between drivers — most "how to
build your own loudspeaker" cookbooks
have charts listing the resistors and
capacitors needed for "textbook" results
—very few designers take into consideration each driver's phase, amplitude,
and impedance anomalies. Dunlavy's
crossovers not only correct phase problems in each driver, but also power
response, vertical and horizontal dispersion characteristics, and phase shifts
during rolloff. No "cookbook" crossover even begins to accomplish all this.
Don't n-y this at home unless you have
your own anechoic chamber and proprietary computer modeling software.
Many — no, most high-end speaker
manufacturers point with pride to the
final "voicing" phase of the design process, in which they enlist their "golden
cars" to make the final adjustments to
their products to make them "magic."
Dunlavy believes this process is hokum.
While ears can tell you if something is
wrong, they can never help you put
things right. Only comprehensive measurement, along with critical comparative listening,2 can determine if a
speaker is accurate. Certainly musically
2 By "comparative listening" Imean comparing a
speaker's output to live music.1)unlavy does extensive
"live vs recorded" tests, using his large anechoic chamber to record classical chamber music and soloists. He
plays back the recordings through his speakers and
compares the sound with the performers playing live
between the speakers. He also records the Colorado
Springs Symphony Orchestra, and uses his tapes to
check speaker accuracy.

pleasing speakers can be created by
carefully "voicing" a transducer, but
such products will never be accurate.
The most fascinating aspect of the
Dunlavy Signature SC-VI's design is not
what radical new materials and technologies John Dunlavy has brought to
speaker design, but how well he has
used existing technology to achieve outstanding results. While all parts are of
the highest quality, including fiberglass
printed circuit boards, air-core inductors, and high-Q polypropylene
capacitors, nowhere in the Signature VI
will you find anything exceedingly exotic. $400 tweeters and $200/foot wire
are absent from inside the Signature VI,
not due to their expense, but because
John Dunlavy found their use resulted
in no noticeable or measurable sonic
improvements. Dunlavy speakers also
use very little in the way of exotic drivers, since John Dunlavy feels that hitech materials such as ICevlar and titanium are no better at achieving perfect pistonic response than more conventional materials. As John Dunlavy is
fond of pointing out, "Why pay for floobie dust?"
To confirm that all Dunlavy speakers
are up to specifications, each and every
speaker, from the under-$1000/pair
SC-I to the SC-VI, is run through a
complete battery of tests in an anechoic
chamber prior to shipping. All test results are compared to amaster specification set (the speakers must perform
within aparticular performance "window" of maximum and minimum specs),
and the results are kept on file. I've seen

Despite their bulk, the pair of Dunlavy SC-Vls didn't visually dominate SS's listening room —at least not
too much.
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Dunlavy's test notebooks. Sample-tosample variations appear to be minuscule.
My review pair of Signature Vls were
the first ones ever made with acherry
finish. Ipersonally prefer it to the Dalwood rose, oak, teak, or dreaded black ash
veneers. The speaker somehow seems
less massive in cherry If you are aconnoisseur of piano-gloss wood finishes,
you may be disappointed by the quality
of the finish on the SC-VI. A few more
coats of shellac and quite abit mote
sanding are needed to bring their
veneer up to ahigh-gloss level. Audiophiles who buy with their eyes as well as
their ears may find the finish below par,
especially compared to the wood-art
produced by Avalon, Jadis, or Sonus
Faber.

SETUP

The Signature SC-Vls are big (over 6'
tall) and heavy (530 lbs each). Each
speaker requires at least four strong
folks, two of whom must be professional piano movers, to get it into
your home. The supplied unpacking instructions should be rigorously followed
for pain-free setup. If you live in an
apartment or have your listening room
on the second floor, Irecommend you
enlist astructural engineer to determine
if your domicile can actually support
these behemoths. Ideally, they should
be situated on aslab concrete floor—
something that can not only support
their weight, but also can deal with their
bass transients. If your room can be
overloaded by low-bass energy the
Signature VIs will do it.
To perform optimally, the Signature
Vls need alarge room. It's not only that
their physical size requires aroom bigger
than 20' by 24', but alistener must be at
least 10' away from the drivers to achieve
proper time/phase coherency.
Also, don't bother placing them in a
large room without agood deal of room
treatment. At the 1995 Winter CES,
Krell tried using apair of Signature Vls
in alarge, totally undamped room. They
sounded terrible. Putting Dunlavys in
an acoustically lively room is asure recipe for sonic disaster. This speaker was
designed for well-damped rooms. It
throws out alot of sound, evenly, in all
forward directions. If you do not damp
early room reflections, the sound will
turn to mush. If you can't spend the
time, money, and effort to completely
damp early reflections, don't even consider the Dunlavy Signature VI. Your
room must be carefully arranged
around these speakers.
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1996

Like the AudioPhysic Virgos reviewed by Michael Fremer in September '95 (Vol.18 No.9), the Dunlavys perform best with a wider spacing and
more radical toe-in than most stereo
speakers. Rather than the usual equilateral triangle setup, with the listener
and two speakers occupying each point,
final setup in my room had the speakers
11 1
/'apart, with 10' from each speaker
2
to the central listening position. For optimal toe-in, you should see neither side
of the speaker from your listening position. If my "large" room — see photo —
were 1' smaller in length or width, the
Dunlavys would not have fit.
The Signature VIs come with grainmatched platforms that bolt onto their
bases. These platforms raise the speaker
another 11
/"off the floor. Ichose not to
2
install them on my review pair. My listening couch is about 2" shorter than a
standard chair, so with the platforms
installed the tweeter was no longer on
the same horizontal axis as my ears. I
feel that the platforms also make the
speaker look far more massive than it
actually is. Without the platforms, the
Signature VI is less visually intrusive.
Since the speaker is only 18" wide, few
people who see it in my room can believe that it weighs as much or occupies
as much space as it does. The Signature
VI is far less visually imposing than a
Sound-Lab A-3 with its side-wings, or
my old Apogee Fullrange speakers.
When Robert Deutsch reviewed the
smaller Dunlavy SC-IV in April '94
(Vol.17 No.4), he found that using
Tiptoes improved their performance. I
did not attempt to install cones or spikes
under the SC-VIs, but Idid put large
Teflon "sliders" (for moving furniture)
under them. That way, one moderately
fit (I do work out three times aweek),
155-lb guy could push the Signature VIs
around solo. I've found that even minor
(1") changes in the Signatures' placement can alter their imaging and focus.
Imight try Tiptoes under the VIs when
I'm sure I've found their ultimate positions. Perhaps when Inext have half of
the CU football team up for tea, I'll ask
them to help by lifting the speakers up.
The Signature VIs come with removable speaker grilles. After extensive listening, I decided that the speakers
achieve slightly more precise imaging
with the grilles off. John Dunlavy
swears that in all his testing and listening
he could discern no deleterious effects
from the grilles, but in my listening tests
(even blind tests) it was clear that the
grilles' inner wooden frame edges do
affect imaging. Also, with the grilles
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removed, you can admire all that lovely
gray felt around the drivers.
During the six-month review period
Iused awide variety of amplifiers with
the Signature VIs — everything from a
pair of homemade single-ended triodes
with both 807 and 845 output tubes to
apair of OCM 500s. In only one case
did Ifind amismatch. When Icombined the Jeff Rowland Design Group
Model 6 monoblocks to the VIs via
Synergistic Research's Resolution cables, one of the amps went into oscillation and blew its rail fuses. This problem was caused by the combination of
the Synergistic Research cable's no-loss
characteristics and the Rowland's radically high slew rate. At extremely high
frequencies the amp was effectively
running into ashort. When Iswitched
on the Rowland Iheard two seconds of
ultra-high-frequency whine, then nothing. Its mate had no problems with this
particular cable/speaker combo. Weird,
huh? The problem persisted even after
Rowland installed aresistive RC network on the amp's outputs. The solution was simple: change cables or amps.
(This is the audiophile equivalent of
"Doctor, it hurts when I do this."
Doctor: "So don't do it.")
The Signature VI's impedance is benign, with a maximum value of 7.5
ohms and aminimum value of 3ohms.
Provided it can handle the low average
load, asingle-ended amplifier should be
able to drive this sensitive (91dB/W/m)
speaker without turning into a"tone
control." My experiences with asingleended amp demonstrated that, up to its

limits (an spi of around 85dB at the listening position), it performed very nicely. Iwas especially impressed by the
Dunlavy's ability to reveal the amp's liquid midrange and palpable three-dimensional characteristics. Yes, the bottom end was abit soft and flubby, but
that's the price you pay for midrange
glory.
The Signature SC-VI performed very
nicely with more conventional tube
amps like the Manley 240 monoblocks
(see my review in May, Vol.19 No.5).
Regardless of what amplifiers Itried,
the Dunlavy's own sonic characteristics
shone through. Harmonic differences
between amplifiers were not as huge as
with "difficult to drive" speakers like
my Apogee Fullranges, but each amplifier's personality was evident with the
Dunlavys.
Which amp worked best? Well, what
kind of sound do you like? When it
came to playing large-scale orchestral
pieces at realistic dynamic levels, Ikept
coming back to apair of Boulder 500
AE monoblocks. When Ilistened to intricate pop music, Iloved the Rowlands'
amazing low-level detail and finesse.
When listening to baroque chamber
and small-group jazz, I found the
Manley 240s in triode mode totally
bewitching. Your own choice of amp
will be determined by your tastes and
pocketbook. The good news is that you
needn't use megabuck amps to make
the Dunlavys perform properly; even
the $3500 Ayre V-3 mated delightfully
well with them.
It's worth noting that while the

From the fish bowl in the corner, the room appears — and sounds — harmonious.

Dunlavy is bi-wirable, Ifound no sonic
benefits from attaching extra speakercable runs. John Dunlavy admitted to
me that there was no sonic need for the
extra five-way binding-posts. His tests
showed that the Signature didn't have
any back-EMF or other anomalies
caused by the crossover that would be
lessened by asecond run of cable. Why
not then just have asingle set of binding
posts? Marketing, perhaps? The only
advantage of having two sets of binding
posts is that you can "bi-amp" with
amps that are not bridgeable. If you own
an Ayre V-3 and want to increase the
horsepower feeding the Dunlavys, you
could add asecond amp, make asplitter
connector to feed each side of an individual amp the same signal, feed each
side to one of the two sets of speaker
binding-posts, and voilà— one amp driving each channel without bridging.
Since the Dunlavy Signature Vls
don't have protection circuits, you must
be careful not to do anything rash that
might trash their drivers. They are certainly not as fragile as original Quad
ESLs, or even Spica TC-50s. I've done
some ghastly stuff to 'cm without trashing 'em. Still, care should be exercised.
Turn off amps when changing input
cables, avoid feedback howls, and don't
turn the volume on your preamp all the
way up to see if there is signal going
through. Ihave personally done all the
above without frying anything, but not
without causing heart palpitations. The
idea of shipping apair of Signature Vls
back to Colorado Springs to replace
blown drivers could only warm the
cockles of apiano-mover's heart.

ACCURACY

It's snowing outside. Since I
live in Colorado, this is not an unusual spring occurrence. A snow day. Perfect weather
for kicking back and listening to music.
But the Dunlavy Signature VI was not
designed for such slothful pursuits as
just kicking back and casually listening.
This baby is atool, not atoy. Accuracy
and fidelity are its principal attributes.
Pardon me if Iharp on this concept of
an "accurate" loudspeaker. Ibelieve the
ultimate goal of true high-end design
must be toward accuracy. Just sounding
good — even wondrous, magical, musical, impressive, entrancing, emotionally
involving — has little to do with accuracy or true high-end design. If atransducer is accurate, well-recorded music
will have all the previously noted properties; aspeaker's job is "merely" to pass
on this information, not to editorialize
upon it.
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The Dunlavy did not compel me to
listen by the force of its unique personality, but by its fidelity to the music. It
editorialized far less than any other
speaker I've ever heard. The Signature
SC-VI redefined neutrality. After living
with the Signature VI, all other transducers I've ever heard sound to me like
mere loudspeakers. All of them. Iknow
you've heard such rhetoric before, perhaps even in these pages. But Ibelieve
you'll not find afull-range speaker that
tests better, or sounds more transparent,
regardless of price or technology, than
the SC-VI.
Iknow that in this age of flagships
and speaker super-statements, those are
fightin' words. Fine. Idare anyone to
show me measured performance better
than that of the Dunlavy Signature SCVI. Yes, Iknow that there's far more to
speaker design than mere specmanship.
In the words of Daniel Van Recklinghausen, "If a product tests bad and
sounds bad, it is bad. If aproduct tests
well and sounds bad, you're testing for
the wrong things."
John Dunlavy has staked his reputation and career on his ability to test
for the right things. My ears tell me he's
trotting down the right path. In months
of intensive listening, Ihave yet to discover any serious shortcomings in the
Dunlavy Signature VI. Ihave uncovered
many situations in which the speakers
revealed limitations due to less than
ideal physical placement, or less than
perfect ancillary equipment. But never
in more than six months of constant
testing, probing, and examination have I
found any sonic flaws intrinsic to the
Signature VI. It's as close to perfect as
any speaker on earth. I've got the personal experience and the numbers to
prove it.
More fightin' words: Idon't think I'll
be reviewing many other manufacturers' flagship speakers for avery long
time. Frankly, my dears, Idon't give a
damn. Icould contentedly live with the
Dunlavy Signature Vls for the rest of
my life. Unless forced into adomicile
with nothing but itty-bitty rooms, I
probably will.

A VANISHING ACT

large speakers I've heard sound like
large speakers — they're incapable of
disappearing. Even the much-ballyhooed Wilson X-1/Grand SLAMM has
atough time doing any kind of vanishing act.3The Signature SC-VI may be a
large speaker, but it sounded like asmall
speaker with bottom-end extension,
dynamics, and "slam." With the right

source material, Ifound that apair of
SC-Vls could totally disappear.
Ilistened to Clifford Jordan's sax on
Live at Ethell's (Mapleshade M HS
512629A). The sound was immediate,
palpable, dynamically unconstricted,
and originated from aprecise point in
space — a vanishing act that would
make David Copperfield proud.
The first time Iever heard Dunlavy
speakers — apair of SC-IVs — was in the
Spectral suite at the Summer 1993 CES.
The speakers were spaced farther apart
than I'd ever imagined possible, and one
particular chair was sitting on top of abig
Xon the floor marking the "sweet spot."
Isoon discovered that the imaging
worked only from that particular spot. All
the other listening chairs had asimilar
harmonic balance, but none had the
three-dimensional soundstaging offered
by Chair X Iwas confounded by what
appeared to be the largest one-person
speakers I'd ever heard.
The Signature SC-Vls are similar. If I
didn't sit dead center, the imaging didn't
happen. But when Iwas in the sweet
spot, not only did they disappear, they
created a seamless three-dimensional
image limited only by the electronics
and the source material. While the
imaging window was larger than the
"head in avise" required by the Quad
ESLs, Icould still, with abit of sideways
body-English, easily fling myself out of
the SC-Vls' zone of imaging perfection.
However, when more than one listener
at atime wanted to appreciate their
soundstaging, it was "stereo choo-choo"
time.4J. Gordon Holt observed during
one listening session that "the Signature
Vls are the largest pair of headphones in
the history of audio."
Some listeners might be dismayed by
the seating specificity demanded by the
Dunlavys. A moment's deliberation and
it becomes obvious that if aspeaker is
critically time-/path-aligned, there will
be only a small center-line in space
along which all frequencies focus properly. If you want to experience the delights of frill-frequency phase coherence,
you must sit somewhere on this line.
That's just the way it is. Speakers that
have large, designed-in listening windows are by definition compromises.

Most

31auditioned the X-1 at Listen-Up, Wilson's Denver
dealer. This pair had been set up in Listen-Up's largest
listening room (still too small, in my opinion) by
David Wilson himself. Rather than imaging properly,
they merely generated lateral planes of sound — treble
on top, midrange in the middle, bass near the floor.
Not musically convincing.
4This arcane ritual is performed by placing chairs in a
row, one behind the next, to center each listener
between the speakers. Engineer's caps are optional.
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While many audiophile speakers are
purposely designed so the front edge of
their soundstage begins well behind the
speakers, the Signature Vis are not.
Even with tube amps, the front of the
Dtmlavy soundstage started at the
speakers' grilles and went back from
there. Since the Dunlavys needed to be
set up agood deal farther apart than
most speakers, very little musical material seemed to be coming from beyond
the outer boundaries of the speakers. A
shortcoming? Idon't think so. It just
demonstrates that Ihave afairly dead
room without spurious side reflections,
and the Signature Vis threw out little in
the way of out-of-phase effects. With
the right material and components,
depth rendition was startlingly real, with
excellent three-dimensional layering and
superb rendition of rear and side walls as
well as ceilings, floors, baffles, and stray
ushers. Now, at last, on my own recordings Ican tell exactly who in the cello
section has asthma.

Lows

The subjective bass response of the Signature VI was remarkable, rendering
with uncanny accuracy the truck noises,
mike-stand bumps, and floor thumps
captured on many commercial recordings. Slightly more musical sounds, like
the cannon blasts and bass-drum strokes
on recent recordings I've made of the
Boulder Philharmonic, were rendered
with uncommon dynamic, timbral, and
locational precision. Bass-drum "bloom,"
where the drum stroke begins in one
location, after which the sound blossoms
up and across the stage, was properly
portrayed by the Signature Vis.
While acoustic bass like that on Terrell's "Piece of Time" (Army &unbent
Gentleman, Pointblank 840099 2) sounded big, round, and bulbous, the tight
electric bass on Jennifer Trynin's Gickmimic (Squint/Warner Bros. 45931-2)
never sounded exaggerated or enlarged.
(Wean:a/We also has great Mesa Boogie
and Marshall electric guitar crunch
sounds.) While many big speaker systems have astrong tendency to sound
bigger than life, the Signature VI never
exhibited any traces of bass runaway, or
Bassits,eiukus.

HIGHS

The top-end presentation of many
moving-coil speakers, even those with
hyper-expensive tweeters, is often perceived by listeners as aproblem. Rizwan
A. Ralunani, for example, noted in his
March Letter to the Editor (Vol.19 No3,
p23) that he found the Thiel CS7's top
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end "biting and bleached." That is the
dilemma of adesigner producing an accurate speaker: It can reveal information
about treasured recordings that you'd
rather not know —and once the bad
news is revealed, your first reaction is to
try to massacre the messenger. Many
pop recordings played through the Signature Vis left me screaming obscenities
at the recording engineer and producer
for their absurd microphone choices
and heavy-handed use of digital reverb.
Too many times the sound of eggs frying on digitally damaged hi-hat cymbals
topped off otherwise palatable mixes —
like the one on Shania Twain's multiplatinum (6 million served so far) The
Woman in Me (Mercury Nashville 314522 886). Accuracy is adouble-edged
sword: An accurate loudspeaker reveals
the commercial recording world to be a
place where "good enough" is not even
barely passable.
The Signature VI was not asweetsounding speaker if the source material
wasn't sweet. Thankfully, while the
Dunlavy's tweeters were accurate, they

weren't nasty by nature. Yes, many releases left me muttering curses, but few
drove me completely out of the room,
or had me scrambling to find my
earplugs.
"Top-end air," one of those phrases
audiophiles use regularly, seems to have
multiple meanings depending on just
who's bandying it about. For me, topend air represents aspeaker's ability to
properly render upper harmonics. If the
upper harmonics are truncated, the result is a closed-in soundstage with a
dark-sounding spectral balance.
The Signature Vis certainly didn't
suffer from adearth of upper harmonics.
On well-recorded classical music like
violinist Ani ICavafian's LP of works by
Fritz Kreisler (Musical Heritage Society
MHS 3760), all the dimensional information and the violin's upper harmonics
were clearly apparent through the Signature Vis. Even the subtle top-end differences between Japanese, late American,
and early American (1S) pressings of the
first Led Zeppelin abum were easily discernible.

SYSTEM

T

he following equipment was
used for this review of the
Dunlavy speakers:
Analog sources were an upgraded
VPI TNT Jr turntable with outboard flywheel, sitting on aBright
Star base and aTownshend Seismic
Sink. Tonearms mounted on the
'table were the Graham 15TC and
Clearaudio/Souther TQ-1. Cartridges included the van den Hul
MC-1 Super, Dynavector XX-II, AudioQuest MC-200, Fidelity Research/van den Hul FR-1, Denon
DL103/vdH, and aDenon DL-SI.
Digital front-ends were PS Audio
Lambda CD Drive and C.E.C. TL 2
CD transports, and aSony D-7 portable DAT recorder connected via coaxial, AES/EBU, TosLinlc, and
AT&T optical connectors to an
EM) DSP-9000 III D/A processor.
Preamps in-house were the Pass
Aleph P, Threshold T-2, and Carver
Research Lightstar Reference linelevel units, with Vendetta SCP-2C,
Audio Research PH-2, and Gold Aero
dB-45 outboard phono units. Power
amps used were the Jeff Rowland
Design Group Model 6, Manley 240,
Boulder 500 M., and Pass Aleph 0.

Interconnects — all balanced —
included Audio Magic Sorcerer, Synergistic Research Kaleidoscope, and
WireWorld Eclipse. Speaker cables
used were Dunhvy Labs DAL-8Z
and Audio Magic Sorcerer. Digital
cables were Mod Squad Wonder
Link 1coaxial, Audio Magic Sorcerer
coaxial, TARA Labs RSC master
AES/EBU, AudioQuest, Sony, and
Parasound fiber-optic.
Other accessories induded RoomTune Corner-Ernes, EchoTunes, and
Ceiling Clouds, Acoustic Sciences
Thbe Traps, Arad Levitation stand,
Shakti Stones, FluxBuster, PAD
break-in disk, Music and Sound ferrite beads, AudioQuest ferrite damps,
NoiseTrapper Power Strip, Synergistic Research power cords, TARA
Labs RSC master power cords (with
Pass Aleph 0), Coherent Systems
EAU-1 Ekctrodear AC line conditioner, AudioQuest record brush,
Gryphon Exorcist conditioning tool,
Nitty Gritty record-cleaning machine, RadioShack Sound Pressure
Meter, Kleenmaster Brillianize CD
cleanerr, and a1960 cherry-red Gibson ES-355 through a1967 Fender
Deluxe Reverb.
-Steven Stone
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MAGICAL MIDRANGE

Until recently, midrange transparency
was the exclusive province of electrostatic and ribbon loudspeakers. Times
change. The Dunlavy SC-VI is among
the new breed of dynamic speakers that
can produce amidrange devoid of boxy
colorations, grain, and hoot. The
Dunlavy's ability to portray midrange
texture was sufficiently acute to make
differences in CD transports, wire,
speaker cables, VTA adjustments, and
other hi-fi minutiae dearly apparent.
The speaker's portrayal of low-level
midrange detail seemed to be limited
only by the source material and upstream
components. Regardless of how complex
or thick a recording was, with the
Signature VIs it was possible to hear into
the mix to identify the sonic character of
each individual instrumental part. There
were exceptions: The Shania Twain
release is so heavily gated (each instrumental track deliberately set up to drop
out below acertain level) that instruments disappeared only to reappear magically later in the song. Through the
Dunlavys, any recording could be aurally
dissected without busting agut.

PI

I

5Don't confuse this concept with signal/noise. Here
I'm talking about the difference between the minus
quietest and loudest passages, not the difference
between the music and the noisefloor.

LISTENS TO THE DUNLAVY SGVI

nmy own auditioning of the big
Dunlavy, performed with an
Adcom 5800 amplifier in Dunlavy's own listening room in
Colorado Springs, where Imeasured
the speaker, there was one aspect of
its sound that struck me as almost
unique. Iused the opportunity to
audition the test pressing of the
Robert Silverman Liszt Sonata CD
that we released in June (Sonata,
STPH008-2). While visually the
SC-VI is an enormous loudspeaker; I
agree with SS that if you shut your
eyes it doesn't sound "big." By this I
mean that its imaging was so precisely focused, so stable, that you
could be listening to the best minimonitors you've ever heard. The
relationship between the image of
Bob Silverman's 9' Steinway and the
acoustic of the Albuquerque church
in which he was playing the piano
was more clearly revealed over the
pair of SC-VIs than Ihad heard up to
that point—and since!
In addition, an apparently ubiquitous aspect of "big speaker sound"
that consistently turns me off and
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SOFT TO LOUD

Dynamics — true, natural, relaxed, but
lightning-fast — were one of the most
striking attributes of the Dunlavy
Signature SC-VI. During alistening session at Dunlavy's factory soundroom, I
found the SC-VI easily bested both the
IV and V in its ability to effortlessly
reproduce even the most drastic dynamic contrasts. Forget about pop recordings with their measly 10dB range of
quiet to loud — or even commercial
classical releases, which sometimes have
awhole 30dB of dynamic range. With
truly dynamic recordings, like live concert tapes of Wagner's Rienzi or
Timnhiiuser Overtures, or RimskyKorsakov's Scheherazade, there can be a
60dB contrast range. 5 Most systems
exhibit stress when asked to reproduce
realistic orchestral levels. The Signature
VIs seem to be largely immune to the
usual hardening during dynamic peaks
and reduction of inner detail during:
passages.

has led me to prefer minimonitors
overall for my own pleasure, is that
they sound bass-heavy, often even
boomy. They almost always lack
transparency throughout the lowfrequency region, often having clarity problems up into the lower midrange. As the late Spencer Hughes of
Spendor used to say, "Big speakers
tend to have big problems." The
only exceptions to this experience
that Icould point to prior to auditioning the Dunlavys were the
Wilson X-1/Grand SLANIM, the
B&W 800, and, to alesser degree,
the Thiel CS5i. The Signature SCVI now joins that select company.
With the Dunlavy Audio Labs
SC-VI, Wilson WITT, Aerial
Acoustics 10T, Avalon Acoustics
Radian HC, Snell Type A Reference, JMlab Grande Utopia, Jadis
Eurythmie II, and Thiel CS7 all eligible to be Stereophile's 1996 "Loudspeaker of the Year" — to be announced in the December '96 issue
— the voting is going to be ... how
shall Iphrase it? Interesting.
—John Atkinson

Unfortunately, few amplifiers have
the power needed to successfully carry
the Dunlavys through extreme dynamic
contrasts. The Crown Macro Reference
(at the Dunlavy soundroom) and the
OCM 500s (in my home system)
seemed to be among the few that were
up to the challenge. Single-ended triodes —unless refrigerator-sized, with
AM transmission-tubes for outputs —
need not apply.

ACCURACY

REDUX

In his March 1996 review of the jadis
Eurythmie II horn speakers (Vol.19
No3, p.109), Jonathan Scull devoted a
great deal of space to the speaker's emotional appeal. Since Ibelieve the music,
rather than the equipment, should supply alistener's emotional jollies, Iintentionally haven't gone on at length about
the sound of my favorite music through
the big Dunlavys. Also, the Dunlavy
aesthetic is arather left-brained affair,
and such purple prose would be rather
out of place.
The Signature VI is not intended to
make recorded music sound any better
or more musical than it really is. By using more "emotional" components like
the Manley 240 monoblocks, it will be
possible to create asystem that sounds
more visceral and less intellectual, if that
is your aim. The nice thing about the
Signature VIs was that they were very
much ablank canvas, waiting for the
rest of the system to color them. If you
lust for bacchanalian excess, put enough
tubes in front of them and you'll probably end up dancing yourself to death
stark naked. If you require crystalline,
intellectual perfection, couple the
Dunlavys to some thoroughbred, highhorsepower solid-state gear and you can
probably tell not only how many angels
are pounding on adrumhead, but what
brand of stick they're using. The Dunlavy is merely the last link in the audio
chain. Most likely, it won't be the weakest one.
Some audio pundits have come to the
boneheaded conclusion that because
many of their cherished recordings are
flawed, amusically accurate system is
one that makes the majority of these
"gems" enjoyable to listen to. Bzzzt —
wrong. "Accuracy," as defined by
Stereophile's founder and Chief Tester, J.
Gordon Holt, is "The degree to which
the output signal from acomponent or
system replicates the sonic qualities of
its input signal. An accurate system reproduces what is on the recording,
which may or may not be an accurate
representation of the original sound."
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1996

Please note that this does not mention
perceived level of realism. If the source
is realistic, the final result will be realistic, if— the big if— the rest of the system is accurate.
The tendency of many high-end products to attempt to "fix it in the mix," as
audio engineers would say (ie, attempt
to "improve" the realism of the original
source material), is not in the best interests of ultimate fidelity. For audiophiles
who value accuracy over euphony, products like the Dunlavy Signature SC-VI
loudspeaker are abreath of fresh air in a
landscape polluted by pretty-sounding
panderers.
-Steven Stone

M EASUREMENTS FROM J
A

As with some other monster speakers
— the JMlab Grande Utopia in May'96,
for example, and the Jadis Eurythmic II
in March — the SC-VI's size and weight
precluded measuring it in Stereophilès
listening room, where Iroutinely perform speaker measurements. (Generally
speaking, to perform an acoustic measurement in aroom requires the room
to be very much larger than the loudspeaker.) But in the case of the big Dunlavy, the fact that the company is based
in Colorado Springs —a mere six-hour
hop by car over the Raton Pass from
Stereophile World HQ in Santa Fe, New
Mexico —suggested astrategy. If Muhammad couldn't come to the mountain, the mountain could overnight with
Muhammad.
Accordingly, Idrove up to Dunlavy
Audio Labs and measured the speaker in
the larger of the company's two anechoic
chambers. The DRA Labs MLSSA system was the same as Iusually use, though
the microphone was acalibrated B&K
4133 rather than Stereophilès B&K 4006.
(On aprevious trip, Ihad measured a
Rogers LS3/5a in the same chamber
with both mikes to check how close
they were.) To forestall any criticisms of
favoritism, John Dunlavy (after showing
me where everything was) disappeared
and allowed me to make my measurements free from influence. However, I
would like to take this opportunity to
thank John's staff for physically setting
the test speaker up in the chamber.
The SC-VI's impedance magnitude
and electrical phase angle are shown in
fig.l. The value varies very little over the
audioband, with maxima of 53 ohms at
28Hz and 5.6 ohms at 300Hz, and minima of 4ohms at 60Hz and 2.76 ohms
at 11kHz. Note also the low phase
angle; the speaker quite closely approximates a4ohm resistor in its electrical
characteristic. Coupled with ahigh senSTEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1996

sitivity, around 91dB/2.83V/m, the SCVI is not ahard load for an amplifier to
drive, provided it is rated into 4ohms.
The SC-VI's on-axis frequency response, taken at the recommended minimum microphone distance of 10', is
shown in fig2. Astonishingly flat, it
meets ±1dB limits from 200Hz to
20kHz. In the bass, the limitations of
the Dunlavy Audio Labs anechoic
chamber make the data unreliable below 200Hz or so, so I've spliced the
nearfield response to the curve in this
region. It can be seen that the SC-VI is
basically flat to 30Hz, with asomewhat
overdamped nature, rolling off to -5dB
at 20Hz. This particular sample hadn't
had many hours on ir, it would be expected that the 15" woofer suspensions
would loosen up with continued play,
giving astill well-damped response but
with alittle more extension.
The bulk of the loudspeaker; coupled
with the lack of any turntable facilities
in the DAL anechoic chamber; made it
impossible to examine the SC-VI's offaxis behavior. However, during my auditioning I did the usual stand-up/
sit-down test and listened critically at
various off-axis angles. The speaker's
dispersion does appear to be wellbehaved.
In the time domain, the Dunlavy's
impulse response can be seen in fig3. It
has an excellent, time-coherent shape,
though with some slight HF ringing
evident. A reflection can also be seen
about 2.5ms after the main pulse, which

surprised me considering that this measurement was taken in an anechoic
chamber. However, Ibelieve it is due to
the speaker's sound reflecting off the
manual forklift that John Dunlavy uses
to lift this massive speaker off the
ground in the chamber.
The step response on the SC-VI's
tweeter axis (fig.4), calculated from the
impulse response, is about the best I
have ever seen. The initial rise is almost
vertical, confirming that the individual
sounds from the seven drive-units reach
the microphone at the same time, with
then avery smooth relaxation of the
curve back to the time axis, broken only
by some slight ripples and the reflection
seen in fig3. This is avery time-coherent
speaker. In fact, although I haven't
shown it here, the SC-VI on its tweeter
axis is one of the very few loudspeakers
to produce well-shaped acoustic squarewaves.
Finally, figs.5 and 6show the SC-VI's
cumulative spectral-decay plot. Fig.5,
calculated with a0.01ms risethne and a
time-correct Thomson anti-aliasing filter, reveals the quickness of the speaker's
decay (although the filter introduces a
degree of high-treble droop). Fig.6,
plotted using Stereophilès usual 0.15ms
risetime and a flat-passband Butterworth anti-aliasing filter, sacrifices time
resolution to more easily reveal energy
storage problems. (Because of the reflection from the supporting hardware
in the impulse response, Ihave win-
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Fig.1

Dunlavy SC-VI, electrical impedance (solid)
and phase (dashed) (2 ohms/vertical div.).
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Dunlavy SC-VI, impulse response on tweeter axis at 10 (5ms time window, 35kHz
bandwidth).
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Fig.2 Dunlavy SC-VI, anechoic response on
tweeter axis at 10, with nearfield woofer
response plotted below 100Hz.

Fig.4

Dunlavy SC-VI, step response on tweeter
axis at 10' (5ms time window, 35kHz bandwidth).
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"Best Sound
At ,Show"
At the Los Angeles
Hifi '95 show,
attendees cast their ballots
for the best sound at show.
Despite the usual mega-buck
contenders, arelatively
unknown company with a
small pair of $1299 speakers
emerged to place on the
best sound list.
Must be the M&M's.

dowed out any data more than 2.5ms
after the exciting impulse.) This is excellent performance by any standard, but a
slight ridge of decaying energy can be
seen at 4kHz. However, SS didn't remark on any subjective problems in the
mid-treble, so Imust assume that this is
benign.
—John Atkinson

sonal favorite? You shouldn't.
What is important is that the
Dunlavy SC-VI represents alandmark
in loudspeaker design. It sounds not
only harmonically neutral, but also
remarkably free of phase-shift, dynamically effortless, and surprisingly transparent. Yes, it's abig one-listener coffinbox that needs alarge room with dediSS SUMS UP
cated sound-treatment to perform optiThe minute areviewer declares any prod- mally. But if you have the space, it's the
uct to be "perfect," they're begging for least tweaky and troublesome supertrouble. Technology marches inexorably speaker you'll find.
onward, crushing those who foolishly
So does the Dunlavy Audio Labs Sigbelieve they stand on its pinnacle. JGH nature SC-VI get an A-rating? Are you
readily admits that the only reviews he kidding? It gets an A+ with at least five
regrets are those in which he declared a gold stars, abullet, and atrio of dollar
product was without flaw. Iwon't fall into signs to designate them astone-cold barthis particular boiling cauldron. Notice
gain. Anyone, no matter how tweaky,
that Ihave consciously avoided claiming who purchases any other more expenthroughout this review that the Signature sive large speaker system without at least
SC-VI is "the best" loudspeaker in the
hearing a pair of properly set-up
world. "Best" is asubjective term that Dunlavy Signature VIs is an utter fool.
should be relegated to the pages of old
I'm no fool —I bought my review pair.
Sears catalogs, since it actually means little
I'll bet the other Jimmy Crickets of the
beyond "my personal favorite." Do you world —you know who you are — will
really care if the Signature VI is my per- be sure to follow suit. -Steven stone S
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ROSINANTÉ EVOLUTION SILOUDSPEAKER
Robert Deutsch
Two-way, floorstanding, dynamic loudspeaker with rear-firing port_ Drive-units: I"

rwoofer/midrange

50-300W Dimensions: 48" H by 11.5"W by approx. r-9.5" D. Weight 60 lbs. Price:

units. Crossover frequency: not

$4000/pair. Serial numbers of units tested: 020163/164. Approximate number of

specified. Frequency range: 28Hz-22kHz (tolerance not specified). Nominal imped-

dealers: 10. Manufacturer: Rosinanté, 602 West Acorn Plaza. Eudora, KS 66025.

ance: 8ohms. Minimum impedance: 6.8 ohms. Sensitivity: 93d13/W/m. Power handling:

Tel: (9 I
3) 542-3922. Fax: (913) 542-3078.

inverted-dome tweeter, two

R

osinanté was the name of Don
Quixote's old, broken-down
horse in C,ervantes's novel. Why
would anyone name aspeaker company
after Rosinanté? Well, it's unique, memorable — a lot more so than Audio
Whatever—and speaker designer Ric
Cummins is adescendant of acertain
Dr. Quixano, Cervantes's best friend
and the inspiration for the character of
Don Quixote.
Ifirst heard Rosinanté's speaker—
then called the Evolution (sans Si) — at
the 1995 Las Vegas WCES. Ithought
that its $2780/pair price was more than
reasonable, given acabinet made of artificial marble. (Speakers with cabinets
made of this sort of material typically
cost as much as $2000 more than their
wooden-enclosure equivalents.) As it
turned out, like many new manufacturers, Rosinanté underestimated production costs, and had to revise the price.
The Evolution has ... well ... evolved into
the Evolution Si, priced at $4000/pair,
and there's now also aSignature model,
with a plinth and external crossover,
priced at $6000/pair.
A loudspeaker system has three components: driver(s), crossover, and enclosure. Speaker designers must pay attention to all three. Nevertheless, there
are speakers whose main claim to fame
is the use of exotic drivers (eg, ribbons or
electrostatics); some that emphasize the
importance of the crossover (cg, Joseph
Audio's "Infinite Slope" designs); and
others that distinguish themselves by
the construction/materials of the enclosure (tg, Hales, Michael Green Designs).
The Rosinanté Evolution Si falls into
the category of "enclosure-dominated"
designs.
First of all, the Evolution Si looks
more like apiece of sculpture than a
loudspeaker. This is not surprising,
given that Ric Cummins has abackground in fine arts, and has exhibited as
asculptor. The cabinet is asingle mold
of highly densified polymer (a type of
synthetic marble) with a composite
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1996

matrix. The proprietary casting process is
complex and labor-intensive, but it allows the formation of shapes that, in Rosinanté's view, are uniquely appropriate to
eliminating reflections and standing
waves. Rather than spend a thousand
words describing the Evolution Si's
shape, however, let me direct the reader's
attention to the picture accompanying
the review. I'll just say that in the time I
had the speakers in my listening room,
visitors' comments on their aesthetics
were invariably favorable.
Apart from the cabinet, the Rosinanté Evolution Si is arelatively conventional two-way design, with a 1"
inverted-dome tweeter and two 7"-diameter, cast-basket woofer/midrange
units. The drivers are sourced from Focal, the woofer/midrange unit being
modified by Rosinanté. The crossover
uses asecond-order low-pass filter with
silver-wired inductors; the high-pass filter to the tweeter is third-order. There
are no resistors in the signal path; all
capacitors are polypropylene. The crossover circuitry is potted to damp mechanical resonances. The hookup wire is
the same silver used in the inductors.
A unique design feature of the Evolution Si is something called a"wickerbill," which sounds like it may have to
do with birds, but is in fact along piece
of felt covering the back of the speaker,
said to contribute to improved imaging.'
The Evolution Si's grille is part of resonance and diffraction control, and just in
case you're tempted to remove it, there's
adiscreet "GRILLE Is NOT REMOVABLE"
decal right on the speaker. (The grille is
glued in, so don't even think about it.)
Speaker-cable connection is via asingle
pair of standard five-way binding posts.

SETUP

My experience with the Rosinanté Evolution Si extends to two pairs. Ihad the
1Cununins told me that awickerbill (made of aluminum rather than felt) is used in racing cars to reduce
resistance due to air flow. (Yes, he's worked in that
field, too.)

Rosinante Evolution Si loudspeaker
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first pair for some time — breaking
them in, but doing nothing overly exuberant —when Inoticed aslightly raspy
quality from one of the speakers. Idid a
bit of checking with asignal generato4
and found that at certain frequencies
within the passband of the woofer/midrange drivers, there was a secondary
buzzing following the fundamental
tone at alower frequency. Interestingly
enough, the first frequency sweep Iperformed after the system had been off for
some time revealed no problem; it
showed up on second and subsequent
trials. Ireturned the first pair of speakers
to Rosinanté, and they sent me asecond
pair, which worked just fine. Iwas told
that the problem turned out to be internal to the driver, which is normally
extremely reliable. Of course, all audio
manufacturers know that if something is
to go wrong, it will happen with asample sent for review.
When Ifirst set up the new pair of
speakers in my listening room —after
they had been broken in by playing
music and the Purist Audio System Enhancer CD in a second system — I
placed them more or less in the same
position that Ihad found effective for a
number of other speakers, including the
Dunlavy SC-IV, Acarian Alón IV, Unity
Audio Pyramid Signature, and Audio
Physic Tempo. They sounded okay, but
the bass was much weaker than Ihad
expected from previous auditioning.
Oh, what the heck, might as well have
alook at the manual.
Hrnm. 'The Evolution is back-ported, using the wall behind and adjacent
corners to reinforce and extend the

speakers' bass response," and "place the
Evolutions 8' to 12' apart with the front
speaker surface 30-36" from the wall
behind." This was the problem: With
my standard placement, the front of the
speaker was agood 45" from the wall.
Once the speakers had been moved
closer to the wall, the bass attained a
much more satisfactory level in relation
to the rest of the range. Isettled on 33"
as acompromise between bass response
and imaging —with the speakers much
closer to the back wall, the imaging suffered. Distance from the side walls was
27", which is within the manual's recommendation.
In the final listening position, the
speakers subtended an angle of about
70°, and were toed-in slightly. The
speakers are a mirror-imaged design;
they were set up with the narrow side
of the grille toward the center of the
room, as instructed by the manual (useful document, that).
The Evolution Si comes equipped
with four screw-in metal spikes that
were effective in penetrating the carpet
to the hardwood underneath. The
speaker's weight distribution is such that
it is physically rather unstable; placed on
the carpet without spikes, amoderate
bump could knock it over. Ialso tried a
set of Michael Green's AudioPoints (the
long, narrow type); these worked even
better, allowing the speaker to produce
tighter bass.

S
OUND

Iused awide range of amplifiers with
the Evolution Si (see the "System" sidebar), from the single-ended triode Cary

SYSTEM
Digital source: Sonic Frontiers SFT1 transport, Audio Alchemy DTIPro 32 anti-jitter/re-dithering device,
Sonic Frontiers SFD-2 Mk.II digital
processor. Analog source: AudioQuest
AQ 700Onsx phono cartridge, Linn
Ittok LVII tonearm, Linn LP12 turntable (fully updated). Preamplifiers:
Balanced Audio Technology VK-5,
Convergent Audio Technology SL-1
Signature. Amplifiers: YBA 1Alpha
HC, Balanced Audio Technology
VK-60 (6-8 ohm output ups), two
Bryston 7B-ST monoblocks (used
primarily in the parallel mode), Cary
Audio CAD-300SEI. Cables: TARA
Labs RSC Decade interconnects,
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AES/EBU digital links, speaker
cables, and AC cords. AC: two dedicated outlets, Chang Lightspeed CLS
9600 ISO power-line conditioner
(used for source components and amplifiers, not the preamplifiers). Accessories: Original Kable Jackets on AC
line cords, Shakti Stone on digital
processor above the transformer,
assorted spikes and/or compliant isolation devices under electronic components. My 14' by 16' by 7.5' listening room—supplied with Room
Tunes, ComerTunes, and RSC Tube
Traps —is fairly neutral acoustically:
not too live, nor overly damped.
—Robert Deutsch

CAD-300SEI to the high-powered,
solid-state Bryston 7B-STs. The speaker's performance changed with the
amplifier. The Cary evinced that muchdiscussed musical/euphonious presentation, particularly impressive with
voices, but sounding rolled-off at the
top and the bottom. Very seductive,
though, and Ican see — or hear — why
this amplifier has such afollowing. Except at high levels, when it was clearly
running out of steam, its 11Wpc
seemed adequate, confirming Rosinanté's claim that the Evolution Si is
compatible with single-ended triodes.
Rosinanté exhibited with YBA at HI-FI
'95 in Los Angeles, and, indeed, the Evolution Si worked well with the YBA 1
Alpha HC amplifier. Also, given Ric
Cummins's penchant for tube amplifiers, it's not surprising that the Evolution Si/Balanced Audio Technology
VK-60 was another good combination.
Finally, the Bryston 7B-ST impressed,
with its iron-fist-in-a-velvet-glove control (bass extension and tightness were
superior to any of the other amplifiers).
It also had the deepest, most clearly
defined soundstage.2
One characteristic of the Evolution Si
was obvious with all of the amplifiers:
good low-level resolution, particularly
in the upper-midrange/low-treble area.
This was not the sort of performance
commonly referred to as "ruthlessly revealing" (often aeuphemism for rising
treble response), but was more areflection of the speaker's ability to faithfully
reproduce extremely fine details of
vocal and instrumental texture as well as
gradations in the lower part of the
dynamic range. In this respect, the Evolution Si reminded me of the original
Quad, my reference for this aspect of
speaker performance. Like the Quad,
the Evolution Si seemed rolled-off at
the very top, but not to the extent that
there was anoticeable loss of "air" or
high-frequency definition. Through the
Evolution Si, instruments with alot of
high-frequency energy content —like
bells, cymbals, and trumpets — came
across as extremely clean and free of
spurious resonance. The Evolution Si
was kind to vocal sibilants, so that even
2Ihad avery brief trial with the Bryston 3B-ST, and,
despite the fact that the 7B-ST consists of four 3B-ST
gain modules, the 7B-ST tun in the parallel mode, was
amore synergistic match with the Evolution Si than
the 3B-ST. Since neither amp was being pushed to the
clipping point, and since the Evolution Si is supposed
to be an easy load, the 7B-STs greater current capability shouldn't have made adifference (in parallel, its
rated voltage output into 8ohms is the same as that of
a3B-ST). Nevertheless, the 7B-ST clearly sounded
better: tighter bass, smoother midrange, sweeter highs.
Go figure.
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Holly Cole's "I Can See Clearly Now"
became tolerable.
This characteristic of the speaker interacted with the amplifier used to drive
it The Balanced Audio Technology VK60, the YBA 1, and especially the Cary
CAD-300SEI, produced a relatively
softer sound; the Bryston 7B-STs
sounded subjectively more extended on
top, without being harsh or glary. One
indication of the speaker's low-level
resolution was that, at the beginning of
each track on just about any CD, Icould
hear very clearly the acoustical environment of the studio or hall before
the music started, as well as any tape hiss
or hum/noise from the recording electronics. Recording artifacts— eg, the
vocal echo on the words "... that lights,"
in Sylvia McNai?s rendition of "All the
Things You Are" (Sure Thing: The Jerome
Kern Songbook, Philips 442-129-2, Track
10, 1:32)—became quite obvious.
Performance near the top of the dynamic envelope was not as impressive.
Driven by the Bryston 7B-ST, the most
powerful of the amps Ihad around, the
speaker gamely tried pumping out
higher and higher sound-pressure levels, but it just didn't sound very comfortable doing it. Full orchestral material
(eg, Nelhybel's Trittico, Reference Recordings RR-52CD) played at arealistic
level resulted in some confusion of
imaging and homogenization of instrumental textures. Rhythm and pace were
otherwise fine, again except when the
speaker was being pushed abit hard. I'm
by no means aheadbanger, but if you're
inclined that way, the Evolution Si probably wouldn't be an ideal choice.
Tonal balance was pretty neutral, if a
bit laid-back. The speaker is certainly
not forward-sounding, which, for most
commercial recordings, is an advantage.
The show music releases from Varèse
Sarabande that I've been reviewing for
an article to be published in Schwann
Spectrum sounded quite in-your-face on
the Dunlavy SC-IV; on the Evolution Si
this characteristic was usefully tamed.
Bass extension was impressive for the
speaker's size — good to about the
40Hz region and rolling off below that,
with some semblance of afundamental
even in the 31.5Hz band (Stereophile Test
CD 1), at least at moderate levels. Midbass was quite tight, especially with the
Bryston 7B-ST If anything, it had a
touch of leanness, at least as set up in
my room. Itried aspeaker position closer to the back wall; this brought up the
bass but impaired imaging and the sense
of openness.
Soundstaging was good without
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1996

being quite in the "holographic" category. On the second Stereophile Test CD
(track 10), Larry Archibald's clapping at
the very back of the hall was distinct but
not as sharply focused as I've heard it
though Dunlavy SC-IVs. As noted
above, the Bryston 7B-STs provided for
the greatest depth, but the Balanced
Audio Technology VK-60 allowed for
the production of amore rounded quality of images within the soundstage.
One of Rosinanté's major claims for
the Evolution Si is freedom from enclosure-induced colorations. Paradoxically, Ifelt that this was an area where,
although much has been achieved, there
is work still to be done. No loudspeaker
that has an enclosure can be entirely free
from cabinet vibrations, and while the
Evolution Si doesn't have the "wooden
box" sonic signature typical of much of
its competition, with prolonged listening Ibecame increasingly aware of the
sound of its enclosure. Ileave it to JA to
examine this issue in atechnical way; to
me, it sounded like aseries of resonances
in the midrange. Ironically, Ithink it
may be the Evolution Si's exceptional
resolution and absence of masking resonances elsewhere in the frequency spectrum that allowed me to become aware
of the problem. The effect was more
noticeable when Iwas seated off-center
or standing, but was not entirely absent
even when Iwas in the sweet spot. Although the coloration was not always
apparent, once Inoticed it, Ifound it
difficult to ignore.
—Robert Deutsch

phase of sample 020164 (fig.1), measured
with an Audio Precision System One,
also revealed the speaker to be areasonable load for an amplifier to drive.
The impedance stays above 8ohms for
most of the audioband, dipping to 4
ohms briefly in the low treble. The
phase angle is large in acouple of regions, which will exacerbate the speaker's current demand, but overall the
Rosinanté should not overtax the partnering amplifier.
A very strange characteristic in fig.1 is
the appearance of a large impedance
spike at 165Hz, indicating the presence
of some kind of high-Q resonance at
this frequency. There are also wrinldes
in the traces at 330Hz, 440Hz, and
1500Hz, again signaling the presence of
some kind of resonant behavior at these
frequencies. Indeed, when Itapped the
Evolution's elegant enclosure with my
knuckles, far from producing a dullsounding, well-damped "thud," as Ihad
expected from the manufacturer's
claims, it rang with ahollow-sounding
"boom." Iinvestigated the enclosure's
behavior more thoroughly using asimple accelerometer made from aPVDF
strip. Sticking this to the cabinet surfaces at various places while the speaker
is being driven with a2kHz-bandwidth
*p.m 1.00.0.• 000•00.10.0000.
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lMEASURES
Despite
high 93dB specified sensitivity, my best estimate (B-weighted)
was astill good 88.5dB/2.83V/m. The
Evolution Si will play reasonably loud
with relatively low-powered amplifiers.
The plot of impedance magnitude and
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Rosinanté Evolution Si, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to side of
enclosure near the top (MLS driving voltage to speaker. 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz).
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signal from DRA Lab's MLSSA system
allows me to calculate the cabinet impulse response at those points. Fig2
shows the cumulative spectral-decay or
waterfall plot produced from an impulse
response taken with the accelerometer
near the top at the side. A very strong
resonant mode can be seen at 438Hz,
tying in with the wrinlde at the same
frequency in the impedance traces. An
even stronger mode at 328Hz could be
found about halfway up the curved
panel sidewall (not shown). Again, this
is the frequency of an anomaly in the
impedance plot.
Iwould expect this kind of cabinet
behavior to add congestion at high playback levels as well as to generally obscure musical pitches in the lower midrange. Note that RD was bothered by
audible problems he ascribed to the
Evolution's cabinet.
Missing from this examination of the
speaker's enclosure problems is any indication of something happening in the
165Hz region, the frequency of the
spike in the impedance plot. Fig.3
shows the individual responses of the
port and one of the woofers, taken in
the nearfield using the DRA Labs
MLSSA system and a B&K microphone. The impedance minimum at
38.5Hz in fig.1 reflects the tuning of the
I

1 1 111111

1

thrift

1.5-diameter port, indicating modest
low-frequency extension. The woofer's
output is the trace with the minimum
amplitude at the port-tuning frequency.
It rises with increasing frequency to a
local maximum in the 100Hz region,
but then plunges down to another minimum at 150Hz. Not coincidentally, the
port output — the broad bandpass
reaching a maximum between 35Hz
and 45Hz —features asecond peak in
the same region. It looks as though the
cabinet's internal structure is acting as a
tuned cavity of some sort in the
150-170Hz region.
Fig.3 reveals that the port's output
rolls off steeply above 180Hz or so, but
with aseries of resonant peaks apparent
throughout the midrange. As these arc
about 20dB down from the woofer
level and the port is mounted on the
speaker's rear, these shouldn't add noticeable coloration. Note, however, that
the mode at 305Hz does result in a
small suckout in the woofer's nearfield
output.
The overall response of the Evolution
on its tweeter axis, spliced to the complex sum of the nearfield woofer and
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Fig.5 Rosinanté Evolution Si, horizontal response family at SO", normalized to response on tweeter axis,
from back to front: differences in response 90*—.5* off-axis; reference response; differences in
response 5°-90° off-axis.
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port responses (taking the physical displacement of the acoustic sources into
account), is shown in fig.4. In the bass,
§ to
î
the response extends down to 40Hz,
5 00
g05
rolling off below that frequency to
reach -6dB at 26Hz or so, which is
quite good. The expected suckouts in
the speaker's output at 150Hz and
5
6
7
6
300Hz can be seen in this graph, howture ms
ever. The midrange is basically flat and
Fig.7 Rosinanté Evolution Si. step response on
Fig.6 Rosinanté Evolution Si. impulse response
even but then peaks up just above
tweeter axis at 50" (5ms time window,
on tweeter axis at SO" (5ms time window.
1
kHz. Though the treble is also flat and
30kHz bandwidth).
30kHz bandwidth).
even, it is shelved-down by 7-8dB compared with the midband level. Above
18kHz or so the tweeter's output is very
peaky, typical of Focal's inverted-dome
tweeters that use either ICevlar or fiberglass as the diaphragm material.
When Iauditioned the Rosinanté
Evolution for myself, this frequency bal0.00
ance could be perceived as resulting in a
-0.60
distinctly nasal, "cupped-hands" type of
1.26
coloration. To be honest, however, it
1.87
didn't sound quite as bad as this mea-2.53
surement would indicate, suggesting
3.13 msec
that the speaker's off-axis behavior
MLSSA
should also be examined. (A speaker's
400.0
1000.0
10000.0
Cumulat ve Spectral Decay
log Frequency - H6
perceived balance in-room depends on
18.10 dB, 1065 Hz (24), 0.000 ,,sec (1)
both the anechoic on-axis response,
which affects the first-arrival sound balance; and the power response, and how
Fig.8 Rosinanté Evolution Si, cumulative spectral-decay plot at SO" (0.1 5ms risetime).
that interacts with the room boundaries/acoustics)
In the vertical plane (not shown), the er's impedance trace that an amplifier Rosinanté Evolution may be, it definitely needs more work before it can be
Rosinanté's response acquires more pres- with ahigh output impedance, like the
ence-region energy just below the tubed Cary, will produce more mid- considered as acompetitive design.
—John Atkinson
tweeter axis, but more important, treble energy, though it will exacerbate
kHz-region prominence.
brings back some of the energy in the the 1
In the time domain, the Evolution's RD REACHES ACONCLUSION
top two octaves more than 5° above that
aids. Therefore, sitting high or tilting the impulse response on the tweeter axis With astriking appearance that would
(fig.6) is very untidy, the tail of the pulse not look out of place in an art gallery,
speaker forward alittle will to some
extent ameliorate the laid-back tonal being overlaid with acomplex pattern the Rosinanté Evolution Si offers suof ultrasonic ringing from the tweeter as perb low-level resolution, alaid-back
balance.
Fig.5 shows the Evolution's lateral well as with an underdamped oscil- tonal balance that's kind to less-thanms, pristine sources, and, at moderate levels,
dispersion. (Only the differences be- lation with aperiod of just under 1
tween the on-axis response and those to which is probably associated with the commendable bass extension/quality.
However, the Evolution Si is not at its
the speaker's sides are shown in this peak just above lkHz. (The wrinkle in
best with large-scale music played at
graph, which means that the former ap- this graph just after the 7ms mark is the
pears as astraight line; this does not first reflection of the speaker's sound loud levels, and Iwas bothered by residmean that the speaker has aflat re- from aboundary in the Stereophile listen- ual midrange colorations. At $4000/pair,
sponse.) It can be seen from fig.5 that ing room, where Iperform my mea- it encounters tough competition from
the speaker's output in the region surements. The data are windowed to speakers like the Acarian Alón IV, Audio
where their is the on-axis peak, just exclude this and subsequent reflections Physic Tempo, Dunlavy SC-III, and
ProAc Response 2.5. Ihad problems
above 1
kHz, falls away rapidly to the in my analysis.)
The step response (fig.7) also shows with aspects of the Evolution Si's perforsides. So the effect of this peak on the
Rosinanté's perceived balance will be this lower-frequency ringing as well as mance; yet, packing up the review pair, I
smaller than you'd expect from the axial revealing that the tweeter is connected felt asense of loss. Whatever its limitaresponse. The speaker's dispersion in in inverted acoustic polarity, the woof- tions, the Evolution Si — like certain
the mid-treble is also wide (if peaky), ers in positive polarity. The cumulative tube amplifiers — has an endearing
meaning that the in-room balance will spectral-decay plot (fig.8) indicates that character that to some may prove irre-Robert Deutsch
have more energy in this region than the speaker's sound decays relatively sistible.
predicted from the response in fig.4. cleanly in the treble, but is dominated
kHz.
Nevertheless, Iam surprised that RD by the resonance just above 1
Summing up, these measurements
wasn't more bothered by the Evolution's balance. Ido note from the speak- indicate that, as visually attractive as the
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1996
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M ORDAUNT-SHORT
PERFORMANCE 880 LOUDSPEAKER
Martin CoHoms
Three-way, floorstanding loudspeaker system featuring six-sided cabinet cast in

power handling: 375W. Dimensions: 36.6" (929mm) H by 11.6" (293mm) W by

"Resinrock." Drive-units: two 8" (200mm) polymer-cone bass drivers in areflex

15.6" (395mm) D. Internal volume: 45 liters (I.59ftI).Weight: 66.1 lbs (301(g) each.

enclosure with Low Frequency Boundary Loading and MCS (Molded Cone and

Serial numbers of units reviewed: 403160/61. Price: $3795/pair. Approximate num-

Surround) technology; 5" (110mm) MCS polymer-cone midrange unit in Acoustic

ber of dealers: 35. Manufacturer: Mordaunt-Short Ltd.. 3Ridgway, Havant. Hants

Isolation System enclosure: and I" (25mm) aluminum-dome tweeter. Crossover

P09 I
JS, England. Tel: (44) 1705-407722. Fax: (44) 1705-400099. US distributor:

frequencies: 300Hz, 3.5kHz. Frequency range: 28Hz-25kHz. Sensitivity: 90dBNV/m.

Audio Plus Services, P.O. Box 3047, Plattsburgh. NY I
290 I
.Tel: (800) 663-9352. Fax:

Nominal impedance: 6 ohms. Amplifier requirements: 30-250W RMS. Maximum

(514) 493-4547.

T

he UK has an enviable reputation for producing good small
loudspeakers, but not many
larger British systems have made US
headlines. Nevertheless, afew designs
have enjoyed high US profiles over the
years, most recently the KEF R104/2
and Reference Four, B&W's 801, the
Monitor Audio Studio 20, and some of
the larger ProAcs.
A UK brand best known for classy
speakers in the lower price range has recently introduced agroup of upmarket
floorstanders. The distinguishing feature of Mordaunt-Short's new Performance Series is the use of agloss-black,
cast mineral-loaded resin called "Resinrock" for the six-sided enclosures rather
than the ubiquitous medium-density
fiberboard (MDF). The speaker enclosure is cast in two sections, front and
rear. After these have been bonded together the structure is filled and finished, while the exterior is sprayed with
six coats of polyester lacquer, five of
these hand-rubbed, the final coat handpolished.
From the look of the top-of-the-line
Performance 880, priced at $3795/pair,
there's no question that MordauntShort means business. (The $2800/pair
Performance 860 and the $2095/pair
Performance 820 are scaled-down versions of the 880, with progressively
smaller bass drivers but similar mid and
treble systems. Ifavorably reviewed the
860 in the July 1995 issue of the English
magazine Hi-Fi News &Record Review.)

quite ameter high —36.6", give or take
afloor spike —its prismatic sides making it look narrower than its specified
width of 11.6" would suggest. High frequencies are handled by a1" aluminumdome tweeter, the mids by a5" polymer-cone unit, and low frequencies by a
pair of 8" polymer-cone drivers. These
cones are made using advanced injection-molding techniques. A ducted reflex port on the rear panel loads the 1.7cubic-foot enclosure. Gold-plated fiveway binding posts allow for single-, bi-,
and tri-wiring.
Judging from the manufacturer's specifications, this design is bang up-todate. A high 90dB claimed sensitivity is
combined with asensible 6 ohm load
impedance plus a substantial 375W
power handling—though Ithink this is
maybe just abit optimistic. High maximum sound levels of around 110dBA
peak program should be possible, making the speaker suitable for use in large
rooms.

CROSSING OVER

While you can measure the practical effects of resistance and other defects that
might be present in passive crossover
components, it's impossible to adequately describe their overall effect on
sound quality. The issue is complicated
by the components' inevitable interaction with asystem's overall frequency
response and the blending between
drive-units.
The 880 continues the MordauntShort tradition of very simple crossover
TECHNOLOGY
networks. Mordaunt-Short's designers
The Performance 880 is a tapered,
critically audition crossover compofloorstanding, three-way speaker with a nents, and are acutely aware of the losssloping front panel. The clip-in fabric es these can introduce. Their objective is
grilles and the perforated tweeter proa direct-coupled, transparent, imtectors may be removed, the latter with
mediate sound. Since all of the 880's
caution since the light-alloy tweeter
drive-units are designed and made by
domes are fragile. The 880 stands not M-S, the use of low-order, very "short"
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electrical crossovers is made possible.
Aided by adegree of time alignment
afforded by the baffle's backward tilt,
the tweeter crossover consists of asingle
high-voltage polypropylene capacitor.
The first-order electrical slope that this
provides is matched by the design of the
tweeter's bandwidth and electroacoustic
damping. Similarly, the treble low-pass
section of the midrange crossover is a
single small inductor, this used to trim
the final acoustic rolloff to optimize

Mordaunt-Short Performance 880 loudspeaker
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the Conrad-Johnson PF-R remote-control preamp and M2300 power amplifier (to be reviewed in the near future). Ialso used a Musical Fidelity
A1000, abi-amped Naim NAP250, a
Krell KAS-2, and the highly compatible
Krell ICAV-300i integrated amplifier.
CD sources included aNaim CD-2 and
Krell ICPS-200.
Cables included van den Hul and Siltech models, while for bi- and tri-wiring experiments I also used Naim
NAC-5 stranded and Cyrus singlestrand cables. Comparison speakers included the KEF Reference Four, Quad
ESL-63, Wilson WITT, and Audio
Physic Spark.
My review pair of 880s had been bro-

power integration through the 3.5kHz
crossover frequency.
At the lower crossover frequency of
300Hz, the high-pass feed to the midrange unit is also first-order, in this case
aselected low-loss electrolytic capacitor
bypassed by alarge polypropylene component. Life is alittle harder for the
low-pass woofer filter; it has to deal
with the complex mechanical impedance of the bass alignments and with
the loudspeaker's naturally rising power
response in this region. Adamped thirdorder network using low-loss components delivers the right result here.

TEST SYSTEM

During much of the evaluation Iused

ken-in before delivery; another 12-20
hours allowed them to settle in well.
Placement was relatively uncritical: the
bass alignment meant that Icould vary
the spacing to the rear wall between
12.5" and 40" without inducing unacceptable lumpiness in the bass.

SOUND QUALITY

Yes, the Performance 880 did have certain idiosyncrasies, these inevitable
when amanufacturer is constrained by
having to realistically price a loudspeaker. However, like the Wilson
WITT, the 880 was also able to show
true quality when partnered with far
more expensive ancillaries. While it didn't have the WTTT's cast-iron integrity

PERFORMANCE TECHNOLOGY

M

ike Jewitt, designer of
Mordaunt-Short's Performance 800 speakers, explained some of the series' technology
features. Basically, he wanted to combine the classical ideals of well-balanced acoustic engineering with several more recent concepts. The latter
weren't chosen for trendiness or for
marketing reasons, but had to make
genuine contributions to absolute
sound quality.
Cabinet: A never-ending problem
for designers is that, no matter how
well an enclosure is designed on
paper, the day drive-units are actually
installed in it, anything can happen.
Unexpected colorations appear, panel
sections thought to be harmless develop strange honks, and wolf tones can
be heard. Enclosure drawings are
reworked time and time again; braeings and damping locations may shift;
thicknesses and grades of panel are
experimented with. Tuning acabinet
can be as laborious as tuning anew
speaker cone.
Mike attacked the problems endemic in conventional wood-panel
enclosures on two fronts. The first involved adramatic approach to tackling the main cause of audible panel
coloration, namely vibrations from
the driver or drivers responsible for
the midrange. The solution was to
take aconvenient structural molded
polymer enclosure, sufficient to carry
a complete midrange system, and
float it on anti-vibration couplings
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within the main enclosure. Thus its tion signature than wood or wood
entire vibration influence is removed, mixes, these panels do not sound
while any residual coloration from the "woody," and the enclosure feels as if
mid enclosure itself is locked away constructed of 'h" marble or granite.
inside the main box. This technology A mild acoustic return can be excited
goes astep further than the Naim SBL, by aknuckle-rap to the larger section
in which mechanical separation be- toward the back of the enclosure, but
tween main enclosure and mid section the sound is quickly damped away.
is achieved, but the entire mid section
remains externally placed. In addition, Boundary Matching: Mike looked
the Performance 880's midrange to his computer workstation for help
enclosure section is constructed of in the specific design of floormount
low-resonance material, its build inte- speakers, and referred to Roy Allison's seminal paper, "The Influence of
grated with the mid-driver itself.
The second line of attack con- Room Boundaries in Loudspeaker
cerned optimizing the main enclo- Power Output" (JAES, Vol22 No.5,
sure. Here the six sides, the lateral June 1974).
The Performance 880 is literally
asymmetry, and the tapered internal
and external geometry are facilitated designed from the ground up, the
by the casting technique. This delivers lowest of the two paralleled 8" bass
an enclosure volume that tends to drivers barely inches off the floor.
suppress standing-wave modes thanks Classical speaker theory, based on
to an absolute minimum of parallel anechoic measurements, fails the
surfaces. Furthermore, the nonparal- designer here: that close floor boundlel enclosure facets disperse and dis- ary, its reflected acoustic power and
tribute standing waves in the panel varying relationship with frequency,
sections, minimizing radiated col- must be included in the design equations from the start. Mike feels that
oration.
The composite material, "Resin- only in this way can auniform and
rock," chosen for the cast structure is extended bass response be obtained
aremarkable mix of catalyzed poly- from this type of speaker.
Not only are the spacings of the
ester resin with ahigh-percentage of
reinforcing fill of larger stone particles two bass drivers accounted for, they
to provide mass loading. An inclusion also have distinctly different properof chopped, fine-stranded rubber ties: the upper unit is mass-loaded to
controls the resonant Q factor of this generate adifferent alignment. This
composite material, while the use of attention to detail fine-tunes the bass
crossbracing and similar reinforce- of the Performance 880 to optimally
match to the main boundary.
ment is common sense.
—Martin Collotns
With asubstantially lower vibra-
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and dynamic power, the 880 rivaled the
bigger speaker in microdynamics, rhythm, bass extension, and transparency.
In my book, there's not much higher
praise than that!
While the sound was full-bodied,
with no false emphasis in the mid or treble to enhance speed or clarity, this
speaker sounded fast and clear. To my
mind, this must come from the integrity of the design, in which drive-units
and the system containing them were
designed for each other.
Disposing of its mild idiosyncrasies
first: The Mordaunt-Short had acharacteristic trace of coloration. The bass
and midrange were full-sounding, creating the impression that the upper midrange and treble were mildly laid-back.
While this tonal balance was similar to
that of the WITT, it was more pronounced with the 880, leaving the midrange sounding ashade prominent. Judicious placement with respect to the
back wall could warm the low mids in
useful compensation.
With some amplifiers—the class-A,
bipolar-transistor Musical Fidelity
A1000, for example — a mild plasticcone coloration in the mid register
sounded more obvious. However, this

B EYOND

was rather less noticeable with the
Meridian 605. While this mild color
was apparent on first hearing, Isoon
forgot it as it seemed to have no detrimental effect on transparency or on
low-level detail, both of which were
excellent.
There was a"keen" quality in the bass,
the low frequencies sounding slightly
hard-edged but not quite nasal. This
could be due to residual enclosure problems (although there was no "wooden"
character), or might be aresult of the
midrange balance.
Howeve4 the musical quality of the
880's overall performance transcended its
quickly forgotten inherent sonic signature, reaching back beyond the signal
sources to the original recording locations.
While the loudspeaker worked beautifully in acarefully optimized system —such
as aMaranta CD16 or Nairn CD-2 in
concert with aNaim NAP250/NAC82
combination or a Krell KAV-3001— it
coaxed asurprising and even more satisfying audiophile dimension from a$25,000
system based on the much more expensive Krell KPS-2014.
With normal single-wiring, the definition and detail throughout the frequency range was so great that you might
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consider fancy wiring awaste of time. If
so, you'd be wrong. Bi- and tri-wiring
wrung significantly better sound quality
from the 880, particularly in the context
of the better systems. The speaker
appears able to read acable like abook,
proving transparent even to cable effects
in the bass. With appropriate cable choices, bi- and tri-wiring could be heard to
boost the focus, clarity, and dynamics of
this fine loudspeaker. Against that must
be put the possibility of mild impairment
of timing and rhythm unless great care is
taken over cable choice.
Idid try tubes with the Performance
880. Iadvise against it unless you have a
powerful amplifier — an Audio Research VT150 or aConrad-Johnson Premier Eight, for example. Wimpy tube
amps sounded just that with the 880:
somehow an octave of bass evaporated,
while the upper bass went limp. The
sound was still nice enough... if you
hadn't already heard better.
Iwas stunned by the effect of the
Krell KAS-2. Though the 880's nominal
impedance is straightforward, this big
Krell amplifier really took hold of the
speaker and told it exactly what to do in
the bass. Obediently, the 880 output
low frequencies that were deep and
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"You might, as Idid, find the
McCormack Power Drive DNA-0.5
nothing less than an Aladdin
among amplifiers adiamond in the rough."
Thomas J. Norton
Mereophile, February 1995

Vol. 18. No. 2

Mr. Norton's other comments:
"... my first reaction was 'Marvelous!'"
"... portrayal of aconvincing soundstage
was first-rate"
"...superb throughout the midrange"
"...bass was powerful, deep and well-defined"
"... litj did virtually everything right"
Musical magic from an "Aladdin" amplifier.
For $1295. If you think big sound costs big
bucks, better think again.
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firm, never overblown, but sounding
fast, articulate, and punchy.
The Performance 880 was also strong
in matters of rhythm and timing. The bass
went deep — audibly just below 30Hz, if
in adry, controlled manner —and was
sufficiently well-damped to set agood
pace. The speaker remained rhythmically
expressive and timed well. Jazz program
came through convincingly, acoustic double bass sounding most realistic. Rob
Wassi-nnan's Duets, for example, featured
a perfect balance between weight and
grunt, but with Wassernian's aggressive
plucked-string attacks nicely voiced.
The 880 remained communicative
and involving over extended listening
sessions. Dynamics were very good, portrayed articulately and with fine expression, while the tonal balance showed
restraint. At high powers the speaker
remained smooth and well-balanced.
There was no "blasting," no loss of
dynamic range, and no audible distortion. Then Idiscovered that the Mordaunt-Short stayed in control even
when played loud. Only when driven
toward the 300W limit did ahint of
protest emerge from the midrange driver, whose considerable cone excursion
(due to the shallow crossover slope)
resulted in alittle audible blowing noise
around the open pole-face.
Stereo images had agreat sense of
scale: very well-focused, wide, deep,
and exceptionally spacious. At times, the
880s' ability to re-create the acoustic of
the recording venue was uncanny. Solo
performers floated clear in this remarkable feeling of acoustic space.
Though Iknew that the 880's treble
was ashade laid-back, the more Ilistened the more Ifelt that Iwouldn't
want it changed. The high frequencies
were singularly smooth, and free from
spit, sibilance, and grain. They sounded
sufficiently crisp yet delightfully self-effacing, just like a good electrostatic.
There was something gracious and easy
about this speaker: it didn't fight the
music but breathed easily and confidently, producing a large-scale, fullweighted performance. Treble focus
was particularly good, and there were
no image-localization instabilities, while
Ifound the blend into the upper midrange remarkably seamless.
These comments relate to the perfonnance of the tweeter with both the
main grille and the subsidiary tweeter
grille detached (take great care when
removing the latter). The MordauntShort sounds so good run "naked" that I
think alittle stud should be fitted centrally on the tweeter mesh to aid its safe
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and easy removal. Nonetheless, with
the main grille in place the losses were
less than anticipated. There was amild
change in the lower treble, some loss of
image focus, and a diminution of
dynamics — the last very likely due to
the additional seismic mass of the grille
fixed to the baffle. The 1.5" tweeter covers made the sound atad more rough
and grainy, losing some of that velvettextured sweetness.

M EASUREMENTS

As has often been the case recently, the
manufacturer's sensitivity rating for the
Performance 880 was found to be optimistic. Measured close to the speaker's
natural "ear" level, my estimate for sensitivity, based on anormalization of the
frequency response from 200Hz to
5kHz, is 88dB/2.83V/m compared
with Mordaunt-Short's claim of 90dB.
In addition, since the speaker is more
nearly a6than an 8ohm load, it will
draw more than 1W for 2.83V drive.
Examining the electrical loading in
more detail (fig.1), the lowest impedance was 4ohms at 80Hz, with other
minima of 4.5 ohms at 20Hz and
15kHz, and 6.2 ohms around 800Hz.
The overall rating is afair 6ohms, comparing favorably with other speakers
recently reviewed in Stereophile, some of
which had impedances that dipped to
2.5 or even 2 ohms. Also in the 880's
favor was the very low electrical phase
angle, which will improve the ease of
drive. Many amplifiers will have no difficulty with this load, though the listening tests did suggest apreference for
bigger, more load-capable amplifiers.
Fig.1 also su 141ests that the in-cabinet
resonance of the bass drivers is ausefully low 45Hz, but note that this is acomposite result involving two dissimilar,
paralleled low-frequency drivers. The
reflex port has asubsidiary function in
this system, being tuned very low in frequency, to 15Hz, with alow Q (Quality
factor). The port has more to do with

improving the power handling at very
low frequencies than with extending the
bass response. Sealing the port (dotted
trace) produced only asmall change in
impedance, thus confirming the bass
alignment.
The Performance 880 produced arespectable response on the median listening axis (fig2), with no smoothing or
multi-aids averaging necessary to produce adefined ±3dB range from 55Hz
to 231cHz. Nevertheless, the response
was characterized by a"quieter" range
above 1
kHz, typically down in level by
2dB. The midrange can also be seen in
this graph to be prominent by 1-1.5dB
from 400Hz to lIcHz. The overall result
is exceptional for adesign with aloworder crossover.
To the left of fig2 is an integration of
the 880's low-frequency response (low
frequencies are measured on a 2pi
boundary). This extends to arespectable
-6dB point at 30Hz, free from any
boom. The port tuning (not shown) was
confirmed to be alow 15Hz, and of low
Q. Spurious signals from the port were
better than 20dB below the midrange,
nor did the port introduce any significant coloration.
This graph also shows the individual
responses of the drive-units (dashed
lines). Ignoring relative phase, the lower
crossover point appears to be pitched at
400Hz, the higher-order low-pass
alignment for the woofers contrasting
with the simpler first-order high-pass
crossover to the midrange. The latter
effectively works over awide 300Hz5kHz range, and is primarily responsible
for the Performance 880's sound. The
upper crossover point appears to be
placed at 4.51(Hz, though smooth bending of the midrange output can be clearly seen right down to 2IcHz, the gentle
treble rolloff merging imperceptibly in
this range. Note the good integration
between the two drive-units, achieved by
precise matching of the minimal electrical crossover with the tweeter's mechan-

Fig.2

Fig. I Mordaunt-Short Performance 880. electrical impedance (top) and phase (bottom)
(2 ohms/vertical div.).

Mordaunt-Short Performance 880, anechoic response and acoustic crossover on
listening axis at I
m, with nearfield woofer
response plotted below 300Hz.
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CARVER
So what did
you expect
for under
agrand?
"A speaker system that
is accurate, coherent,
musical.., and so much
clarity
that
it is
difficult
to walk
away
from the
musical
experience
at the
end of a
listening
session.
These
speakers
are highly
recommended."
High
Performance
Review,
Winter
1992/93

The Carver AL-Ill Plus dipole
ribbon loudspeaker Just $995
each suggested retail. Audition
them at aCarver dealer near
you. Call for more information.

Carver Corporation
P.O. Box 1237, Lynnwood, WA 98046
(206) 775-1202
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ico-acoustic characteristics.
Two sets of data are present in fig3:
the bold line shows the excellent pair
match achieved, spot-on at low and high
frequencies. There is the expected mild
variation in the overlap region of the
midrange at typically ±0.5dB, with a
±1dB worst-case variation in anarrow
hand around 800Hz (the location of the
midrange response "step"). The dashed
une shows the consequence of adding
the grille: surprisingly little. There was
no detectable loss at 20kHz, but there
was asingle -2dB "glitch" at 13kFlz, this
axis-dependent and almost inaudible.
This is superior grille performance.
Speaker systems using low-rate crossovers can have problems with off-axis
response, the broad overlaps in driveunit passband and the unavoidable path
length/phase differences producing significant response dips as well as occasional peaks. The latter are indicative of
compromise, of too much overlap, while
the former are inevitable but should be
minimized. If there is a problem, it
should only appear on the least likely listening axis.
In the case of the Performance 880,
that axis is when you are standing 7'
directly in front of the speaker. As fig.4
shows, there was barely ashimmer in
the response, even at 15° below the median horizontal axis (je, just above the
midrange unit). Above axis, however,
can be seen atelltale notch nearly 15dB
deep and half an octave wide. You can
hear this when you stand up, but that's
okay; sit down, or lie down if you must
— then the response hardly varies.
In the horizontal plane (not shown)
there was little change from 0° to 30°
off-axis, only amild ripple appearing in
the upper crossover range. There was
still good output up to 12kHz at 45° to
the speaker's side; beyond that the natural directivity of a 1" dome tweeter
takes over, restricting the top-octave
output. At 60° that low crossover frequency is something of an advantage,
the axial response shape holding to
within -±2dB up to 91(Hz (but at a3dB
reduced level) — afine result. The generally tight grouping of these traces indicates that the sound is unusually consistent both on- and off-axis, and in the
reverberant field as well.
Spatially averaging the speaker's output in the listening room (fig.5) resulted in aresponse of 30Hz-5kHz, ±3dB,
with a beautifully smooth, natural
energy rolloff at higher frequencies.
These amplitude limits do manage to
encompass that pesky upper-midrange
response step, revealed in all its glory in

this power-weighted measurement.
When this graph's mean trends are
eyeballed, the step amounts to 3dB.
Since the speaker still managed to
sound great, Iwondered how much
better it might have sounded with a
more uniform transition to the treble
register.
Though bass didn't extend significantly below 30Hz in-room, there was
more than enough to give the right scale
and weight to the overall tonal balance.
My best listening results were obtained
in my second and brighter, more sparsely furnished listening room.
The Performance 880's distortion
was quite normal when tested with
continuous tones at sound levels of up
to 96dB (very loud for tones!): 02 to
0.4% of essentially second and third
harmonic. The twin bass units performed well at low frequencies, with
only minor port chuffing from the back
at levels of 100dB, and some air blowing over the midrange unit's phase
plug, the latter present to amild degree
in the upper bass only. This is good performance for power handling and distortion.
Fig.6 shows the 880's step response.
It's clear that the drivers are not connected in the same absolute polarity, but
instead are correctly wired to give the target axial frequency and power responses
in conjunction with the chosen crossover

Fig.3

Mordaunt-Short Performance 880. difference between samples (solid) and effect of
grille installed (dashed) (2dB/vertical div.).

Fig.4

Mordaunt-Short Performance 880, vertical
response family, normalized to response on
listening axis, from top to bottom: differences in response 15° below axis; reference response; differences in response 15°
above axis.
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rapid decay of stored energy in this
speaker —it's all over by lms. The treble
was dear, the 800Hz step "feature" being
visible on the "t =0" response, but wasn't very frequency-specific in the decay.
A small feature, visually significant at
least, occurs at 4IcHz, though Ican't say I
heard any evidence of it.
There was more information offered
with a10dB/division vertical scaling and

filters. The lack of ultrasonic ringing in
this metal-dome tweeter is of particular
interest (yes, my B&K microphone does
work quite well up to 40kHz!). The
tweeter measured as smoothly as it
sounded, right through its range.
In the first waterfall display of energy
vs time and frequency (fig.7), the transient-explicit 5dB/division presentation
and fast 0.1ms filter rise-time reveal the

the more frequency-selective 02ms filter
setting on the MLSSA software (fig.8),
suggesting good control of acoustic phase
and early decay. Some of the decay clutter in the treble is due to the rollout of
the mid driver and is not considered significant Surveying the decay field, the
rate of fall remained good, while the
energy surface was desirably uniform,
with no dominant features.

CONCLUSION

Fig.5

Fig.6 Mordaunt-Short Performance 880, step

Mordaunt-Short Performance 880. spatially
averaged, 'A octave smoothed response in
MC's listening room.

response on listening axis at I
m (Sms time
window. 40kHz bandwidth).
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Mordaunt-Short's Performance 880 allows the natural presence in the music
to make itself felt. The speaker does not
significantly impose itself on the balance
or character of the music reproduced.
Its ability to re-create the natural atmosphere and acoustic in arecording
was remarkable — avaluable and satisfying quality Iliked its generous tonal
balance, its relaxed, spacious stereo perspectives, and its smooth, sweet treble
— in these respects it enabled some
CDs to remind me of the best analog
replay.
Yes, there is some moderate midrange coloration detectable when playing piano recordings as well as with certain amplifiers, but Ididn't think this
particularly serious or harmful. This
speaker's musical heart was in the right
place, and it carried the day with very
good transparency and detail.
While it has an extended bass, the
880's low frequencies are controlled in
the British manner. It was both agile
and surefooted and could drive afine
rhythm, the latter allied to an overall
level of timing accuracy that did full
justice to all types of music. Consideration needs to be given the optimum
matching of this speaker with different
room types; it may sound too dry in the
bass in open-plan frame houses.
Compared both with speakers in its
own price class — notable competition
includes the Audio Artistry Dvorak, the
Acarian Alón IV, the The1 CS3.6, and
the Dunlavy SC-III —and in substantially higher price categories— the
Wilson WITT, for example — the
Mordaunt-Short Performance 880 is
clearly agreat success. At 66 lbs per
enclosure, the 880 isn't quite the heaviest in its class, but its poundage gives an
idea of the speaker's solid build — the
weight's all structural, with no extraneous loading or cladding. Build
quality is fine, and the gloss-black finish
puts it in the luxury bracket.
Good engineering simplicity and a
love of music combine in this highly
recommendable speaker. My vote will
be for solid Class Bstatus.
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AUDIOVECTOR VI LOUDSPEAKER
Jack English
Dynamic, tri -wired, bass-reflex loudspeaker with 10" and 8" woofers. 4" midrange-

050495/6 (first pair); 1109951/61 (second pair). Price: $6495/pair. Approximate num-

unit, and I" inverted-dome tweeter. Crossover frequencies: I
25Hz, 600Hz, 3500Hz.

ber of dealers: IS. Manufacturer: F3/LYD.Meinungsgade 802, DK-2200 Copenhagen.

Frequency response: 30Hz-20kHz, ±2d13. Nominal impedance: 6 ohms. Sensitivity:

Denmark. Tel: (45) 31 39 6060. Fax: (45) 31 35 5969. US distributor: PBN Audio.

92.5d8fVV/m. Minimum recommended power: 40Wpc. Dimensions (with spikes):

10653 Holborn Court. Santee, CA 92071.Tel: (619) 449-7982. Fax: (619) 449-9238.

I W by 16" D by 48" H. Weight: 125 lbs (57kg). Serial number of review samples:

H

ighly praised in their native
Denmark, Ole Klifoth's Audiovector speakers remain relatively unknown here in the US. Things
might be about to change. Distributor
Peter Noerbaek of PBN Audio has traversed the land with single-minded persistence, lauding the virtues of his beloved Audiovectors and their "very advanced, steep-sloped," 60dB/octave
crossover slopes. Ole and Peter caught
my attention at the 1994 WCES with a
very impressive demonstration coupled
with apassionate plea for their product.
Though Iwas fascinated, areview was
not likely since PBN had yet to establish
Stereophiltes required minimum of five
US dealers.
My review of the Joseph Audio RM20'Ti in June '95, with its radical 120dB/
octave crossover slopes, piqued my
curiosity about the Audiovectors. Once
PBN had arranged for the speakers to be
available from more than five retailers,
therefore, Iarranged to receive areview
sample of the top-of-the-line model VI.
Iwas impressed even before opening
the boxes. In addition to the oft-neglected but frequently essential information
telling me which end was up and which
should be opened first, each carton described the speaker's finish and gave its
serial number and the initials of the person responsible for assembling, testing,
and packing the speaker. The folks at
Audiovector evidently take pride in their
work.
Out of their boxes, the speakers continued to impress. Looking carefully
' crafted and well-made, the 4'-tall by
15"-wide, eight-sided cabinets were finished in agorgeous piano-black lacquer.
(This and piano white are the standard
finishes. African Rosewood is available
as an option.) When the black grillecovers are in place,' asmall strip of rosewood trim on the front of each cabinet
IFor my listening Iremoved the grillecovcrs, as suggested in the manual.
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breaks up the monolithic appearance.
high. Even without much gain, they
An integral base is securely fastened to
quickly came alive, providing verificathe bottom of each speaker cabinet.
tion of the speaker's rated high sensitivOddly, each speaker uses six (rather than
ity. Even at very low volume settings,
three or four) mounting spikes. While
the VI had impressive bass output. I
correctly balancing six spikes seemed
fully expected great dynamic perforpotentially problematic, it wasn't.
mance as well as the ability to play loudInternals included solid-wood frames
ly and effortlessly. But as Ilistened to
and walls of fiberboard with extensive
the opening track from Oasis's Definitely
perimeter bracing and triple-layered
Maybe (Epic EK 66431), Iwas puzzled
front baffles —all contributing to each
by the boxy character of the sound —
speaker's 125-lb weight. The cabinets
included diffraction damping material
on the front baffles under the removable full-height grillecovers. From top
to bottom, the all-Focal PolyKevlarconed driver complement comprised a
4" midrange unit, a 1" inverted-dome
tweeter, an 8" bass driver, and an additional 10" bass unit.2 The drivers' somewhat unusual locations — midrange
unit on top —placed the tweeter at ear
level for most seated listening positions,
approximately 38" off the floor with the
spikes in place.
Reflex ports are located on the rear of
the box, above and below three sets of
gold-plated binding posts suitable for
spade lugs or 4mm bananas. The speakers could be single-, bi-, or tri-wired,
although no jumpers were included
with the review pair. Iauditioned all
three hookup alternatives, and decided
bi-wiring offered the best overall performance with price taken into account.
For most of my listening, Iused biwiring with the superlative NBS Master
cables.

SONIC IMPRESSIONS

Impressed with my prior audition of
the VI, Iwas even more eager to hear
it after informal listening during setup,
and by the time I finally powered
them up, my expectations were sky2The Audiovector VI bore an uncanny resemblance
to JMIab's discontinued 715 Orianc LE. The Oriane
used this same complement of four Focal drivers in a
similarly sized, octagonal cabinet. Ole Klifoth was
JMIab's Danish distributor.

Audiovector VI loudspeaker
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this while still standing by my equipment racks, behind the cabinets!
While Oasis continued to play, Igot
up and moved about the listening room.
The boxy coloration persisted. As Iput
my hands on the cabinets, Iwas surprised to feel alarge amount of vibration, especially on the top plate. It
became obvious that the sound coming
out of the ports was considerably more
colored than the music coming from
the drivers on the front baffles. Fortunately, the ports fire out the back. I
switched over to the tuner, pumped the
volume, and left the speakers to cook
for acouple of hours.
When Ireturned, things had improved considerably. Iwas surprised — I
had assumed that the review speakers
had been broken-in before shipment.
They were obviously not brand-new,
having arrived in retaped boxes and
lacking plastic bags as well as the top
pieces of the packaging material. Besides, the cabinets and terminals showed
obvious signs of wear. Perhaps they'd
only been opened and tested. In any
event, the sound clearly improved after
about adozen hours of moderate to
loud play.
In the interim, Ilistened to the Oasis
CD on acouple of other systems. Hype
notwithstanding, Definitely Maybe is no
sonic blockbuster, Ishould have given
this more thought when forming my
critical first impressions. With aclean
slate and tempered expectations, Iagain
set about getting the VI's measure.
A diverse array of musical selections
convinced me that the VI was indeed a
full-range design. Great examples were
"Connection" and "Vaseline," from
Elastica's eponymous debut release
(DGC DGCD-24728), which Iput on
continuous repeat through my Mark
Levinson No30.5 and 31 digital frontend. At sufficiently loud volumes, the
VI's bass performance rivaled that of
many subwoofers. Bass response was
consistently strong and very extended,
but somewhat underdamped, occasionally sounding boomy, boxy, and abit
loose — again, like that of many subwoofers.
Dual ports, some boxy resonances,
and the overlapping bass drivers all may
have contributed to the Audiovector's
frequent bass boominess and consistent
overemphasis. "Way Down Deep,"
from Jennifer Warnes's The Hunter (Private Music 82089-2), provided awonderful illustration of all that was good
and bad about the VI's bass performance. Deep-bass performance was
powerful and big, the VI giving organs,
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1996

timpani, and basses realistic weight; and performers were generally placed right
the speakers re-created whatever sense in my listening room, often at or even in
of spaciousness various recordings actu- front of the speaker cabinets. The
ally contained. The latter was very im- soundstage was wide but not particularpressive on live recordings of all types of ly deep. Localization of performers on
the stage was good if not pinpoint;
music.
Given the powerful bottom end of images were somewhat flat in perspecthe VIs, the overall tonal balance tend- tive rather than fully developed.
The Midori recording was agood iled to be warm but not dark. The upper
lustration of this: On many other speakfrequencies, especially at higher volume
levels, were relatively soft-balanced. On ers, the soundstage is farther away, the
large-scale orchestral works such as placement of performers is exact, and
Deutsche Grammophon's 4D record- the sound is spacious and airy. The VIs
ing of Bela Barteek's Concertofor Orchestra moved Carnegie Hall into my listening
(Pierre Boulez/CSO, DG 437 826-2), room, placing me very close to the perthe presentation was mellow, with good formers. When the audience applaudweight and body but subdued string ed, they were on top of me.
Overall, the Audiovector VI had a
overtones. A more precise illustration
was the final note from the Chopin warm, darkish presentation with amidNoaurne performed by Midori on her bass emphasis. This downward-tilted
Live at Carnegie Ha// (Sony Classical SK tonal balance reduced the natural
46742). This is wonderfully recorded sparkle, shimmer, and airiness of better
and stratospherically sweet — accompa- recordings, but was somewhat forgiving
nying Chopin on his flight up into of hotter releases. Its high sensitivity
heaven! With the VIs, it was less har- and power-handling capacity made the
monically complex and compelling. VI very dynamic-sounding and able to
Though in no way offensive, it was sim- play loudly with even moderate power.
ply not appropriately enthralling, thereI
NITIAL CONCLUSION
by diminishing the musical effect. The
treble softening was also apparent on The Audiovector VI's fit, finish, conLPs such as the wonderful Mobile Fi- struction, and overall appearance are
delity reissue of Muddy Waters's Folk first-rate, albeit mildly unusual. Given
Singer (MFSL 1-201). In this case, the its cost here in the US, however, Ifind
guitars lost some of their edge, sound- it hard to recommend the VI. There's
plenty of excellent competition in this
ing less metallic than they should.
An aspect of the VI that will help de- price range from ProAc, Snell, Thiel,
fine its place in the market was its high Sonus Faber, and other companies.
sensitivity. The Audiovector was as While these other speakers lack the Aucomfortable with low-powered ampli- diovector's high sensitivity, they sound
fiers like the Lectron JH-30 and AMC more musically realistic when matched
CVT 3030 as it was with such massive with proper amplification. —Jack English
ones as the Conrad-Johnson Premier
8B or Classé One Thousand. Even with ALARMING EVENTS:
minimal levels of power, the VI was JA REPORTS
able to play loudly. More important, it When Audiovector had been sent the
sounded very dynamic, adding ex- preprint of this review to prepare their
citement and immediacy to the presen- "Manufacturer's Comment" letter, they
tation. The combination of bass perfor- were alarmed both by JE's auditioning
mance and dynamic capability was cap- and by the measurements.
"After reading the review and examtivating on large-scale warhorses such as
Camille Saint-Saens's "Organ Sym- ining the measurements," Peter B.
Noerbaek of PBN Audio wrote, "it has
phony" (Mercury Living Presence 432
become very clear to both Ole Klifoth,
719-2).
Idid experience some difficulties us- the manufacturer, and me that the reing the 30W AMC, however. During view sample must suffer from some unloud and complex passages, the sound til-now unidentified fault.
"The fault is in the crossover between
became muddled as if the amp were
losing control. The similarly powered the 5" and the 8" drivers, which are not
Lectron maintained better detail resolu- supposed to work in the same frequency range under normal working condition at the same overall spls.
The combination of these character- tions. They are separated by a steep
istics made the VIs sound powerful, crossover at 700Hz. This crossover path
lively, and spacious (thanks to the bass consists of aseries of 1.1mH coil, aparextension), but not airy (due to the allel 751.IF capacitor (paralleled with a
downward-tilted tonal balance). The 750 ohm resistor), and then a1.1mH
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LITTLE Boxes,

BIG Improvements

Aesthetix Benz ABCD-I Cartridge Demagnetizer
Improve your phono cartridge's
performance with the Aesthetix Benz
Cartridge Demagnetizer. The first
American designed and manufactured
cartridge demagnetizer the ABCD- Iis
the affordable way to enhance the
quality of your analog front-end.
"Everyone who's into analog is sure to
want one of the cute battery-powered
cartridge demagnetizers from Aesthetix."
Las Vegas '96 WCES show report
Richard J. Rosen and Lonnie Brownell
Stereophile, April 1996,Vol. I
9 No. 4.
Suggested retail $200.

Benz Lukaschek PP-I Phono Stage
The Lukaschek PP- Iis ahigh quality
miniature phono preamplifier
designed by Swiss engineer Albert
Lukaschek.The PP-1's high gain/low
noise circuitry and very accurate
RIAA equalization allows it to be
used with Benz-Micro or other high
quality moving coil cartridges and
connected directly into your line
stage preamplifier
"Neutral, dynamic, open, and
detailed, the PP-1 provides alevel
of phono play limited only by the
quality of cartridge and turntable...
If you have alow-output MC
cartridge that you'd like to hear at
its best..."
Andrew Marshall, Audio Ideas,
August 1995, No. 6, Canada

MUSICAL SURROUNDINGS
5856 College Avenue, Suite 146, Oakland, California 94618 510 420-0379 Fax 510 420-0392
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series coil. We suspect that the 751iF
capacitor/75 ohm resistor parallel network either has abad capacitor, resistor,
or connection. This caused the review
sample to have aless steep crossover
slope, which caused (as JA's measurements confirm) the 8" driver to reach
more than lIcHz before it starts falling
off, at this point it should be down more
than 15dB. Because of this, the 8" driver
is canceling some of the signal from the
5" driver, thereby reducing the
midrange level by some 1.5-2.0dB. This
caused the review sample to sound
more laid-back and 'fat,' as JE correctly
pointed out.
"I have enclosed Ole Klifoth's measurements from a correctly working
sample, as well as measurements from
the following magazine reviews: Hi-fi &
Elektronik (Denmark), Stereoplay (Germany), and Hi-Fi World (UK). All these
measurements show that a correctly
working (unlike your review sample)
Audiovector VI has aslightly forward
and engaging midrange, not alaid-back
one. I'm sure that everyone who has had
the opportunity to audition the
Audiovector VI will agree with this
statement ... JE would have recommended a correctly working Audiovector VI, as he did in your April 1994
WCES report (Vol.17 No.4, p.89). Barry
Willis also wholeheartedly recommended a correctly working Audiovector VI when he gave Audiovector VI
the prestigious award, 'Highest AirGuitar Factor & Best Affordable Sound'
in your May 1994 WCES report (Vol.17
No.5, p.73)."
Peter's explanation of the problem
appeared to be correct, so Iagreed to
postpone publication of this review
until we had received apair that was
working to specification. New samples
of the Audiovector VI duly arrived and
Isubjected them to afull set of measurements before forwarding them to
Jack English. Please note, however, that
Stereophilds policy is to assume that,
unless obviously broken, samples sent
for review sound the way the manufacturer intended them to sound. In cases
like this one, where the original samples
turn out to be faulty, we report on our
experience with all the samples auditioned.
—John Atkinson

AUDIOVECTOR VI: PART II

Asignificant period of time had elapsed
between my initial review and the
arrival of a second pair of the big
Audiovec-tors. In between, both pairs
had been to New Mexico and Denmark with numerous shippers, hanSTEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1996

dlers, testers, and repackagers along the
way. Unfortunately, the second set of
shipping cartons showed agreat deal of
wear and tear. Somewhere along the
line this pair picked up some dings, lost
its spikes, and misplaced apiece of terminal hardware. Mechanically, all
seemed fine, however, and the second
VIs did have the same high level of fit
and finish as the first.
Sonically, this pair did indeed sound
better. Once again, the bass performance
was very extended and very dominant,
but gone was the excessive mid/upperbass emphasis. The tonal balance still favored the bottom end, but in amore
gradual way. Instead of a big hump,
there now seemed to be amildly downward-tilted tonal balance. As before, the
bass dominated the tonal palette, producing awarm sound overall. The quality of the bass was good but not great,
primarily in terms of control and articulation — as evidenced in the simple
combination of bass and voice from
King & Moore's Impending Bloom (Justice JR 0801-2). While the vocals were
very clean, the bass was less so, and this
was made more obvious by the simple
contrast of the two. On the other hand,
the Audiovector's treble did stand out
more (on triangle, for example) than it

had with the first pair.
As before, the second pair was easy to
drive to high volume levels and sounded wonderfully dynamic. Suitable material, such as Dire Straits' Love Over Gold
(Warner Bros. 23728), was attentiongrabbing. But, as before, the combination of great bass and loud levels led to
the same general problems. At high
sound-pressure levels the sound lost
some control, especially in the bottom.
Aperfect illustration was the timpani in
the last movement of Rimsky-Korsakov's Scheherazade (RCA 68168-2).
During crescendos, things got alittle
murky and the timpani sounded particularly muddled.
Otherwise, everything else was very
similar to the first pair: awide, shallow
stage with adequate localization of
somewhat flat images and slightly
thinned harmonic structures.
—Jack English

MEASUREMENTS BY J
A

My measurements of the second pair
indicated that the first samples of the
Audiovector VI were indeed faulty.
Other than where noted, therefore, the
following measurements and comments refer to the second samples.
With acalculated B-weighted sensi-
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tivity of 88.5dB/2.83V/m, the big
Audiovector will indeed play loudly with
only afew amplifier watts. Note that
though this is lower than the specification, Ifind that, with afew exceptions,
like Snell, NHT, Thiel, and B&W,
loudspeaker manufacturers' sensitivity
specifications are almost always inflated.
Some might think that this high sensitivity would make the Audiovector VI
suitable for use with a low-powered,
single-ended tube amplifier. Look at its
impedance (fig.1), however. The drop
to just over 2ohms in the power-hungry lower midrange will rule the speaker out of court. Note also the extreme
electrical phase angle in the midbass,
coupled with a magnitude ranging
between 4and 6ohms: It's no surprise
JE found the little AMC amp to sound
congested at high levels. The reflex tuning frequency is indicated by the magnitude "saddle" at 32Hz - this implies
good bass extension. But look at the
wrinkle in the fig.1 traces at 150Hz.
These imply some sort of major cabinet
resonance in this region.
Fig2 shows the nearfield responses
of the two woofers and twin ports, with
the levels plotted in the ratio of their radiating diameters. Both ports cover
pretty much the same region, though
the output of the gauze-covered upper
port (bottom trace) is significantly lower in level than the lower port's. The 8"
woofer can be seen to gently roll off
below 200Hz and above 600Hz, while
the 10" woofer's output - upper trace
at 80Hz - covers the mid-to-upper-bass region. Note the huge spike in
the lower port's output at 240Hz, this
coincident with a classic, resonancecaused discontinuity in the larger
woofer's output at the same frequency.
(Though it can't be clearly seen on this
graph, the upper port features asuckout
at exactly the same frequency.) No
wonder both samples of the Audiovector VI sounded boxy. In fact, when I
measured the speaker, I found this
lower-midrange resonance clearly audible. The substitution of the correct upper-woofer/midrange crossover didn't
substantially affect this coloration, Ifelt.
When more than one drive-unit covers the same range, there is always the
chance that afrequency band will get
more than its fair share of energy. This
was true of the VI. The left-hand portion of fig3 (which plots the acoustic
crossover between the drive-units)
shows the complex sum - ie. amplitude and phase, and taking into consideration the physical distance between
the drivers -of the woofers and ports.
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It peaks between 40Hz and 120Hz, as
expected from JE's auditioning notes.
The resonance notch at 240Hz can be
seen in the combined woofer and port
output. You can also see apeak at 2kHz
in the 8" unit's output, though this is
pushed down alittle by the crossover.
Fig3 also shows the crossover between the midrange unit and the tweeter to lie at ahighish 5kHz. Note the
steepish slopes to the individual driveunit rollouts. You can just see, however, a
vicious energy spike at the very top of
the midrange unit's passband. In my own
auditioning of both samples of the
Audiovector- before Iperformed any
measurements-I noted an intense midtreble "whistle": This appears to be due
to the 4" unit singing away to itself. I'm
11.00. 0* 04 0000.1. 0.0 • Ph. 11.1

surprised JE didn't notice anything amiss
in this region, other than to note that
instruments like the triangle stood out.
Fig.4 shows the VI's overall response
on the tweeter axis, averaged across a
30° horizontal window at adistance of
50". Apart from the bass excess and the
spike at the top of the midrange passband, it's reasonably flat. As is typical of
the Focal inverted-Kevlar-dome tweeter, the response looks alittle ragged in
the top octave. Certainly this graph
doesn't appear to predict the rolled-off
balance noted in JE's listening sessions.
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However, the lateral-dispersion curve
(fig.5, taken with the first sample)
shows alimited radiation pattern in the
top two octaves that does correlate with

G

0

I

Fig.6

JE's impressions. (Ignore the big off-axis
peak at 20kHz in the graph, which is
due to an on-axis cancellation notch filling-in to the speaker's sides.) Vertically
(not shown), suckouts appear once you
move too far away from the VI's tweeter axis.
In the time domain, the VI's impulse
response (fig.6) is overlaid with ultrasonic ringing from the tweeter, while
the step response (fig.7) reveals that all
the drive-units are connected with the
same positive polarity. The associated
cumulative spectral-decay, or waterfall,

plot (fig.8) is marred by the severe
midrange resonance just below 5kHz,
and atweeter mode at 20kHz.
All in all, this is not avery impressive
set of measurements for aloudspeaker
costing over $6000/pair. —John Atkinson

FINAL CONCLUSION FROM J
E

While the new samples definitely
sounded better than the first samples,
the Audiovector VI still doesn't strike
me as being aviable competitor in the
US market: better, but still not good
enough.
—Jack English

Audiovector VI. impulse response on
tweeter axis at 50" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).
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THETA CHROMA 396 D/A CONVERTER
Robert Harley
Digital/analog converter with HDCD decoding: Inputs: one coaxial, one optical

Microsonics PMD100 HDCD filter reduces price by $80.Warranty: 5years parts and

(TosLink). Frequency response: 20Hz-20kHz ±0.2c1B. S/N ratio: >102dB. THD:

labor (upon returning warranty card). Approximate number of dealers: 84.

<0.004% (at full scale). Output level: 2V RMS nominal. Output impedance: 20 ohms.
Dimensions: I
rW by 1.75" H by 8.5" D. Serial number of unit tested: 14575. Price:

Manufacturer: Theta Digital Inc., 5330 Derry Ave.. Suite R. Agoura Hills, CA 91301.
Tel: (818) 597-9195. Fax: (8 I
8) 597- I
079.

$830, ST-Type optical input adds $300: Sony CDX I
244 filter in place of Pacific

.1

es atestament to the technical skill
and listening abilities of high-end
designers that diverse products from
the same manufacturer share a sonic
family resemblance. A company's least
expensive product may use very different parts from the flagship unit, but
you can still hear the designer's musical
priorities in both products. The designer
was somehow able to tweak agiven set
of component parts into aproduct he or
she finds musically satisfying.
Similarly, aproduct from acompeting manufacturer that uses the same
parts may produce a completely different sound — asound that reflects that
designer's sonic hierarchy.
This phenomenon struck me as Iauditioned the Chroma 396, the newest
and least expensive processor from
Theta Digital. Although the Chroma
396 uses very different parts from other
Theta products, such as the excellent
DS Pro Generation V, the $830
HDCD*-equipped Chroma 396 is
unmistakably aTheta Digital product.

Theta Chroma 396 DIA processor

tion that doesn't make sense on an $830
product. Analog output is via apair of
RCA jacks, and the Chroma 396 also
provides adigital output for driving a
digital recorder. The analog output jacks
are so close together that fitting large interconnects such as the 'Wire World
Gold Eclipse can be aproblem.
Although the rear panel has cut-outs
for balanced XLR connectors, balanced
ouputs are offered only on the more exTECHNOLOGY
pensive professional version (the conThe Chroma 396 replaces the $599
sumer and professional units are otherCobalt 307, apopular and good-soundwise identical). Professional users need
ing converter that enjoyed along life.'
balanced outputs from apractical standThe Chroma 396 features similar parts point, even though there's no sonic
to the Cobalt, but with anext-generaadvantage if the balancing is performed
tion implementation and the option of in the analog domain after asingle DAC
HDCD decoding.
per channel.
The full-sized chassis and 1/4"-thick
The $830 Chroma 396 reviewed
machined front panel give the Chroma
here includes the Pacific Microsonics
396 asolid rather than a"budget" apPMD100 HDCD decoder/filter chip.
pearance. Polarity inversion and input seThe unit is also available with the Sony
lector switches are centered on the front
CDX 8x-oversampling filter for $750.
panel. One LED illuminates when the
With some manufacturers charging sevunit is powered, the other indicates when
eral hundred &tars for the HDCD upit is locked to adigital source (green) or grade, ies refreshing to see Theta adding
is decoding an HDCD disc (red).
only $80 for HDCD. Ihad both verOnly two inputs are provided: coaxisions on hand for comparison. (I
al on an RCA jack, and TosLink optical.
reviewed the non-HDCD Chroma 396
ST-Type optical is offered, but adds a as part of asurvey for the Fall 1996 issue
whopping $300 to the price — an opof the Stereophile Guide to Home Theater.)
Although the PMD100 HDCD decoder/filter can make standard CDs
1See my review of the Cobalt 307 in the April 1993
issue (Vol.16 No.4).
sound much better than previous filters,
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that isn't always the case. The HDCD license forces processor and CD-player
manufacturers to attenuate the playback
level of standard CDs by 6dB with acircuit in the CD player or processor. This
requirement supposedly compensates for
HDCD's wider dynamic range so that
the average levels are matched between
HDCD and non-HDCD sources. Cynics may say that this attenuation makes
HDCD sound louder —and thus "better" — in comparison with conventional
CDs to less sophisticated listeners.
There are two ways to accomplish this
attenuation: in the digital domain, by setting apin on the PMD100; or in the analog domain, by reducing the output
stage's gain by half (6dB). If the designer
takes the easy route by setting apin on the
PMD100, the digital-domain attenuation
reduces resolution by one full bit. There is
little —if any—sonic penalty for analogdomain attenuation. My listening experiences sul4Iest that the 6dB of digitaldomain attenuation kills the advantages
of the PMD100 on standard CDs.
Theta has provided the perfect solution to this dilemma in the Chroma 396.
As shipped, the attenuation is performed
in the digital domain by the PMD100
chip, and thus meets the HDCD license
requirements. But auser can defeat the
digital-domain attenuation by moving
one jumper inside the Chroma 396.
Once the top is removed, the procedure
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1996

takes only afew seconds with arazor
knife and asoldering iron. (Detailed instructions are available from Theta or
your dealer.)
The improvement in sound quality
rendered by the modification is not subde. Given the board layout, it would be
easy for Theta to install asmall switch to
defeat the attenuation. Iencourage anyone with an HDCD-equipped Chroma
396 to have this simple modification performed. My description of the Chroma
396's sound in this review is based on
auditioning aunit that Imodified.
The Chroma 396's power supply features two transformers, one to supply
the digital electronics and one for the
analog components. These supply five
regulation stages (all three-pin types) filtered with agenerous amount of filter
capacitance (more than 23,0001e). The
transformers and power-supply design
are upgraded over the Cobalt 307.
The input receiver is a Crystal
CS8412, which benefits from alowerjitter implementation in the Chroma
396 compared to the Cobalt 307. As
mentioned, the digital filter is the
PMD100 HDCD decoder/filter chip.
Like its predecessor, the Cobalt 307,
the Chroma 396 uses the Burr-Brown
PCM67 18-bit hybrid DAC. This device is acombination of multibit and 1bit converters in asingle dual-channel
chip. The PCM67 converts the "upper"
10 MSBs with aladder (multibit) converter, and the "lower" eight ISBs with
a1-bit converter. The Chroma 396 features the highest "K" grade of PCM67.
Current/voltage (I/V) conversion is
performed by apair of Analog Devices
AD841s, an excellent op-amp. The feedback loop around the IN stage uses
expensive Vishay resistors. A pair of
LM3621 op-amps form the analog output
stage. The direct-coupled output stage
uses aservo circuit to prevent DC from
appearing at the output. The output lowpass filter now features Wima capacitors.
Although the Chroma 396 and Cobalt 307 share many of the same parts
(input receiver, DAC, I/V converter,
output op-amp), their layouts are very
different. In addition, the Chroma 396
incorporates many of Theta's so-called
"A" improvements found in their upperend processors. At $830, the Chroma
396 is more than Iexpected in terms of
build and parts quality

SYSTEM

The non-HDCD Chroma 396 saw
action in both my music and Home
Theater systems. It was driven by transports ranging from the Mark Levinson
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1996

standing next to abass-guitar amplifier,
you not only hear the bass, but feel a
physical presence of the instrument. The
$750 Adcom GDA-600 had a similar
quantity of bass weight, but the Theta's
bass was alittle tighter, better defined,
and more dynamic. The Chroma 396 also had asuperb sense of rhythm and
pace, with a powerful upbeat quality
that Igreatly enjoyed.
No, the Chroma 396 didn't have the
bass tautness, impact, or extension of
the five-times-the-price Classé DAC-1,
but the comparison was much closer
than you'd expect considering the huge
price difference.
Ialso like the Chroma 396's clarity and
transparency My main criticism of the
Cobalt 307 was athickening of the midrange and aslight opacity to the soundstage. Both flaws seem to have been corrected in the Chroma 396, which had a
wonderful open quality. The Chroma
396 also had immediacy and presence
without being forward or pushy. Of all
the under-$1000 converters on hand, the
'Meta produced the greatest impression
of real instruments between and behind
the loudspeakers. This quality was aided
by the Chroma 396's tight image focus
and just-right spatial perspective.
The Chroma 396's rendering of inLISTENING
strumental timbre was outstanding for
Ioriginally auditioned the Chroma 396
for the Stereophile Guide to Home Theater its modest price. The rnids were relatively free from grain and had anice,
as part of asurvey of affordable digital
easygoing quality — an unusual deprocessors suitable for use with alaserscription for aTheta processor. Comdisc player. The Chroma 396 was so impressive for its price that Iwanted to tell pared to the Adcom GDA-600, GDA700, DDE v3, and Assemblage DAC-1,
Stereophile readers about this affordable,
the Chroma 396's mids were smoother,
well-built, good-sounding converter.
more natural, and had greater clarity.
The "unmistakably Theta" sound
The Theta's treble, however, was
mentioned earlier referred to the
brighter than these other processors. This
Chroma 396's excellent bass performade cymbals sound slightly more formance. A powerful, tight, extended, and
dynamic bottom end has always been a ward in the presentation. The lower treble also had aslight metallic edge comTheta characteristic, and one that is
shared by the Chroma 396. The unit's pared to the GDA-600. Although the
Chroma 396's midrange had less grain
superb bottom-end punch and good
than the GDA-600, the Theta's treble
definition were readily apparent on John
was alittle harder and less liquid than the
McLaughlin's Que Alegría (Verve 837
280-2). The low-tuned toms and bass Adcom processor. Iheard this on piano as
a slight synthetic glare overlaying the
drum, which carry the bottom end
rather than the bass guitar, had excellent instrument, particularly when played in
the upper register. This wasn't aserious
solidity and impact. This recording also
impediment to enjoying the Theta, probhighlighted the Chroma 396's quick
ably because the rest of the treble was
and clean bass, heard as the good pitch
smooth and well-balanced. The hardness
definition on Dominique Di Piazza's faseemed confined to a narrow band.
bulous bass-guitar playing.
In comparison with the best similarly Moreover, the Theta's enjoyable open
and transparent quality was perhaps parpriced processors — the Audio Alchemy
tially aresult of the extended and slightly
DDE v3 and Adcom GDA-600 — the
lively treble. Ialso partly attribute the
Chroma 396's bass was anotch higher in
Chroma 396's excellent resolution of
performance. The Theta not only had
detail to the somewhat emphasized treweight and solidity, but apowerful expressive quality. It reminded me of ble. The Chroma 396 wasn't overly

No31 via an Illuminati DataFlex Studio
coaxial cable (my reference), to aSony
MDP-600 laserdisc player through a
plastic TosLink connection. The Home
Theater system included aSony STRGX800ES receiver driving Infinity
Compositions loudspeakers.
All the auditioning for this review was
within my usual reference system. In addition to the Mark Levinson No31, the
Chroma 396 was fed by a Parasound
C/BD-2000 belt-drive transport ($1595)
and Sonic Frontiers SFT-1 ($2295). The
Chroma 396 drove a Sonic Frontiers
SFL-2 line stage preamp via a run of
WireWorld Gold Eclipse. A long run of
AudioTruth Lapis connected the SFL-2
to apair of Audio Research VT150 power amplifiers. Loudspeakers were Genesis
II.5s. All the equipment (except the
VT150s) sat on aMerrill Stable Table or
Billy Bags 5500 rack. Power to the system
was conditioned by the MIT Z-Stabilizer,
Z-Center, Z-Iso-Duo, and Z-Cord II
power cords. The Chroma 396 was
plugged straight into the wall outlet with
its stock AC cord. Theta's Neil Sinclair
and Jim White thought that the Chroma
396 sounded its best in this configuration
during avisit to my listening room.
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bright by any means; the treble was just a
touch livelier than the similarly priced
reference units Ihad on hand.
This observation was made with the
Chroma plugged straight into the wall
with its stock power cord. Using an
MIT Z-Cord II and the MIT Z-Center
smoothed the treble, but also made the
sound less open and lively. One could
make acase for either presentation. As I
noted, Theta's Neil Sinclair and Jim
White preferred the stock cord and no
powerline conditioning.
The Chroma 396 threw alarge and
well-defined soundstage, with good air
and transparency Icould hear excellent
depth, along with fine resolution of instrumental images along acontinuum
from the front of the soundstage to the
rear. The sense of bloom around instrumental images was also excellent for
aprocessor of this price. Overall, the
Chroma 396's soundstage was the best
of the similarly priced processors Ihad
for audition.
I enjoyed the Chroma 396 most
when listening to rock, blues, and other
music where rhythmic expression, dynamics, and bass performance are more
important than treble refinement.

Chroma 396's noisefloor is below that of
the measured crosstalk, the unit actually
has reduced channel separation at low
frequencies, perhaps due to a power
supply problem.
A spectral analysis of the Chroma
396's output when decoding a 1
kHz,
-90dB dithered sinewave (fig3) shows a
low noisefloor, with good isolation of
the audio circuitry from power-supply
noise. We can see atrace of 60Hz noise
in the right channel (dotted trace), but
this is negligible. The right channel
exhibits an odd rise in the noise at very
low frequencies; below 50Hz, the noisefloor increases by nearly 10dB. Irepeated the measurement several times to
verify that this wasn't a measurement
artifact. Also in fig3, we can see some
positive linearity error in the DAC, particularly the right channel, along with a
trace of second-harmonic distortion.
A wideband spectral analysis made
when the Chroma 396 was decoding an
input signal of all zeros (fig.4) shows the
111••••••••••
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M EASUREMENTS

After defeating the 6dB of attenuation
provided by the PMD100 HDCD decoder/filter, the Chroma 396's maximum output level was 1.87V. With the
6dB of attenuation in place, the Chroma
396's output level was only 0.93V.
Output impedance was an extremely
low 13 ohms at any audio frequency, suggesting that the unit would be agood
choice for use with apassive level attenuator. With the 6dB of attenuation
defeated, the Chroma 396's 1.87V output level should be enough to drive nearly any power amplifier to clipping. The
Chroma 396 doesn't invert absolute
polarity, and DC levels measured alow
1.9mV (left channel) and 2.9mV (right).
Fig.1 is the Chroma 396's frequency
response and de-emphasis error. The
response lacks the typical 0.3-0.5dI3
rolloff at 20kHz seen in many processors. The de-emphasis tracking is
perfect because it is performed in the
digital domain by the PMD100 HDCI)
decoder/filter.
The Chroma 396's channel separation was unusual in that crosstalk rose
at low frequencies, rather than following the typical 6dB/octave increase
in crosstalk with frequency. Fig2 shows
this odd crosstalk performance, something Ialso observed in the non-HDCD
version of the Chroma 396. Because the

C .o.. IN

low noisefloor and the action of the output low-pass filter. We can also see the
unusual rise in the left channel's noisefloor below 50Hz.
Looking next at the Chroma 396's
departure from linearity (fig.5), the
DAC had 2dB of positive linearity error
in the right channel at -90dB (the left
channel had 0.75dB error). This is only
fair performance — not particularly
poor, but not great either.
Fig.6 is the Chroma 396's reproduction of a1kHz, -90dB undithered sinewave with a20-bit input word length
(the Chroma 396's DAC is 18-bits). The
waveshape is good, but the signal is
overlaid with afair amount of audioband noise — typical of 1-bit DACs.
(The PCM67 in the Chroma is amultibit/1-bit hybrid DAC.) Note that the
Chroma 396 will pass 18-bit input data
to the DACs, unlike some processors
that truncate incoming data to 16 bits.
The Chroma 396's noise-modulation
performance (fig.7) was fair, with tight
groupings between traces in the upper
end of the frequency spectrum, but
.1•11.11.1.•
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Theta Chroma 396, spectrum of dithered
IkHz tone at —90.3IdBFS, with noise and
spuriae (16-bit data, 1/3-octave analysis,
right channel dashed).
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Theta Chroma 396, waveform of undithered
IkHz sinewave at —90.31dBFS (20-bit data).
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some divergence below about 3kHz.
This measurement is made by driving
the digital processor under test with a
41Hz sinewave at -60dI3, high-pass filtering the output to remove the test signal, and plotting the processor's output
spectrally. The measurement is repeated
with input signal amplitudes of -70dB,
-80dB, -90dB, and -100dB, the five
plots combined on asingle graph. If the
processor under test's noisefloor didn't
change in level or in spectral content as
afunction of signal amplitude, the five
traces would perfectly overlap — which
hasn't yet happened with any real-world
processors I've measured. With the
Chroma 396, we can see changes in the
noisefloor's spectrum as the input level
is varied, indicated by the gap between
traces at low frequencies.
Intermodulation performance (fig.8)
was excellent. The spectrum is free from
intermodulation products created by the
combination of the 19IcHz and 20kHz
full-scale test signal.
1001.•••• Cule Mawr MUM. calublà.

MUM.,

.03

Inext measured the Chroma 396's
word-clock jitter on the 8x-clock driving
the DAC. The Chroma 396 was driven
by aPS Audio Lambda transport playing
the CBS Test Disc. With alkHz frillscale sinewave input, the Chroma's clock
had the jitter spectrum shown in fig.9.
The spectrum is clean and free from
periodic components, although the
RMS level was amoderate 185 picoseconds. With an input signal of all zeros, a
test that indicates the unies intrinsic jitter, the RMS jitter level dropped to
155ps. The spectrum is shown in fig.10.
Note the spike of periodic jitter at
735kHz, which is introduced by the
subcode in the S/PDIF datastream.
With the torture-test input signal oía
1
kHz, -90dB undithered sinewave, the
Chroma 396 had some strong periodic
jitter components correlated with the test
signal (the spikes at 1
kHz and 21cHz).
This is typical, although the rest of the jitter spectrum remained fairly clean. The
RMS jitter level rose to 230ps.
Overall, the Chroma 396 measured
reasonably well for aconverter in its
price range.

711 CC

CONCLUSION
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Theta's Chroma 396 is one of the bestsounding of the under-$1000 processors
I've auditioned. Its most engaging qualities
are a terrific bass solidity, tight image
focus, freedom from midrange grain, and
a sense of palpability without sounding

Fig 7 Theta Chroma 396. noise modulation,
—60dBFS to —100dBFS (10dB/vertical div.).
Swoop>. lhot Choonc.

cCe, mml0c0, ulace

forward. In the ability to create the illusion
of instruments cadging in the listening
room, the Theta sounded like amuch
more expensive processon
In absolute ternis, the Chroma 396
didn't have the bass extension and power
of Theta's more expensive converters.
The Chroma 396's soundstage, while
impressive, was smaller than what you
hear from Theta processors that use their
custom filtering algorithm. Although the
mids were smooth and liquid, the
Chroma 396's lower treble had abit of an
edge and forwardness. And instrumental
textures weren't as clean as Iheard from
the $1995 Parasound D/AC-2000.
But these comparisons are inconsequential when you consider what a
great bargain the Chroma 396 is at $830
with HDCD decoding. Iauditioned
both non-HDCD and HDCD versions,
and recommend you spend the $80 for
HDCD. Even if you don't have any
HDCD-encoded discs, the PMD100 is
abetter-sounding filter than the Sony
CDX1244, particularly when you defeat the 6dB of attenuation. This modification is a must for realizing the
Chroma 396's full potential.
Ithink you'll have ahard time finding a
better-sounding converter for under a
thousand dollars than the Chroma 396. IS

SELL YOUR
PRODUCTS
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Theta Chroma 396, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz at OdBFS
(linear frequency scale, 20dB/vertical div.).
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Theta Chroma 396, word-clock jitter spectrum, DC-20kHz when processing IkHz
sinewave at OdBFS: (linear frequency scale,
10dB/vertical div., OdB= I
ns).
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ticularly battled by alonesome L-brack-

or the Audio Magic Presto.
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CLASSIC RECORD!
Just look at our current selection of titles—reissues of the finest
RCA Living Stereo Classical and Popular recordings; memorable titles from the Columbia and Verve jazz catalogs; aselection
of the finest recordings from EMI's Golden Age; and current
Jazz, Pop and Rock titles all pressed on audiophile weight
vinyl and including original cover art and liner notes.

Art Davis: ATime Remembered

ta.
LSP 2438 Desmond Blue
Pool Desmond

:WING

CS 8171 Mingus Ah Ifni
Charlie ?Amps

STEREO

,AT .rKINS
.IN.
..4
1 -HOLLYWOOD

THE FIRST ORIGINAL RECORDING FROM CLASSIC

,

RECORDS FEATURING ART DAVIS ON BASS
SMITTY SMITH ON DRUMS. HERBIE HANCOCK
ON PIANO, AND RAVI COLTFtANE ON SAX.
RECORDED LIVE TO 2-TRACK ANALOG AT

LSP 1993 Chet Atkins in Hollywood
(het Atkins

CS 8241 Blues in Orbit
Duke Ellington

LSP 2527 The 8ndge--Sonny Rolhns

8TH 2816 The Honesty Room
Dar Williams

OCEAN WAY STUDIOS JANUARY I
3TH &
11H 1995 BY RIK PEKKONEN. MASTERED
i'r" BERNIE GRUNDMAN. PRODUCED BY
JOHN KOENIG.

AVAILABLE ON 180 GRAM AUDIOPHILE LP
AND PREMIUM CD.
JP 4001 ATime Remembered—kt

louis

VOTED STEREOPH1LE'S RECORD
OF THE MONTH FOR MARCH 1996!

CLASSIC

RECORDS

(remember the ,oun)...)

Cale:41
MEd

P111.1,

Val Illy. b.

LSP 2612 Our Mon at Tall
Sonny Rollins

ASD 521 Barbirollo: English String
Musk—Not Williams, SOI.

ASD 608 Falla. The Three Cornered
Hat--0eBurgos, PEO

For more information on ALL current and
upcoming titles, or to receive acopy of our
quarterly AudioFile newsletter OR to order
any of the titles shown, r
irr Classic Music
DIRECT at I-800-457-2577
8TH 41498 The Golden Age
Cracker

ASD 3284 Rachmaninov .The Bells
ESO

umumac
DIRECT

1-800-451- 2517

Be sure to catch Classic Records on the Internet at http://www.classicrecs.com.

ASD 2448 Bizet/Shchednn The
Carmen Balleb—Rorhdestvensky, Bolzhai
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Thankfully, it achieves this balance
without muffling too much detail. The
DDS III accommodated all sorts of
music, all of different recording qualities, without highlighting the flaws of
the bad ones or fully revealing the
strengths of the good ones. This quality
was particularly welcome on rock
recordings, which in general tend
toward brightness and artificiality.
These were smoothed out abit, yielding more realistic timbres and abetter
balance between different portions of
the frequency spectrum. The AE-2 preamp, the Argent speaker cables, and the
Aleph 3 (and, to alesser degree, the
SET-II) all sound a tad bright—in
another system, the DDS III might be
too mellow and rounded. In this system
its balance was welcome.
While all of the D/A converters
used with the DDS III had different
balances and qualities in the midrange
and bass, the transport's own character
emerged after extended listening. Its
upper bass was particularly strong,
though the sound became weaker at
lower frequencies. The strong synthesizer bass on Pieter Nooten's and
Michael Brooks's Sleeps with the Fishes
(4AD CAD 710 CD) was plenty
DETECTING WHALE SONG
noticeable, however. Some of the bass
This large creature arrived from Audio
sounds on this disc were intended to be
Alchemy in abig box along with the
on the verge of overbearing, adding to
other AA goodies listed above. Idid the
the otherworldly musical environobvious thing and hooked them all up to
ment. Iwas not disappointed with the
each other. It was acomplete AA digital
quantity of bass coming from this
system, DDS III to DTI•Plus via
transport, though the lowest notes
Clearlink, then to the DITB via Clearwere alittle weak.
stream, total retail price around $1400.
The midrange sounded smooth,
Without being broken-in or even
with no portion being thrust forward at
warmed up, the setup sounded great.
Being a greedy little audiophile, I the expense of other portions. Dynamics and detail retrieval were not
hooked up the DTI•Plus to reduce jitter
quite what they could have been in the
because Iassumed that would be the
mids, though they were good enough
best-sounding configuration.
to convey most of the important musiLater, getting that nagging feeling
cal subtleties. Yevgeny Kissin's fiery,
that areviewer really ought to know
the sounds of all the components in his passionate rendering of the Schumann
Piano Concerto (with Giulini/VPO,
system, Iremoved the jitter-reduction
Sony Classical SK 52567) is awonderbox from the digital path. It was time to
listen to the DDS III on its own. For a ful test for dynamics. The playing of
the whole ensemble, and ICissin in parmoment, Igot that "Aww, shucks" feelticular, ebbs and flows with as much
ing — the system no longer had quite
variation in both micro- and macrodythe same liquidity, freedom from grain,
namics as anyone could ask for. The
and expansive soundstage. As time
DDS III did it justice, though this perwent on, however, my feeling of loss
formance sounded just alittle less drawas replaced by ageneral satisfaction
matic than it sometimes has in the past.
with the DDS III as atransport. Ihad
Emotional impact was moderated
been correct in my assumption that the
somewhat, just as other, more scientifjitter-reduction device would improve
things, but the transport alone gave a ic-sounding parameters were. Now, if I
could just keep my mind on the reprogood sound that was close to that of the
duction of the recording's sound qualiextended system.
ty instead of being completely swept
One of this transport's best qualities
away by the beauty of the music,
is its slightly mellow, laid-back sound.

sional use of a jitter-reduction box
proved educational, either the Theta
Timebase Linque Conditioner, Audio
Alchemy DTI•Plus, or the Monarchy
Audio Digital Interface Processor.
The research vessel from which the
studies proceeded was the minimalist
Audio Electronics AE-2 preamplifier.
Amplifying the songs of the species of
interest were the Audio Electronics
SET-II and the Pass Aleph 3, both single-ended solid-state designs. Onemeter lengths of XLO Pro Type 150
connected all the signal sources to the
preamp, and 1m lengths of Kimber
PBJ connected preamp to power
amps.
Imust thank my colleagues, all eloquent speakers, for their help in this
study: Misters Linn AV 5140 (numbers
1525 and 1526), and the B&W Matrix
804 sisters. Cables used with these speakers were bi-wire sets of either Audio
Magic Apprentice or AudioTruth Argent
Hyperlitz. Other transports whose
behavior was studied during this period
included the Rotel RDD-980, AMC
CD6, Nakamichi MB-2s, Rotel RCD950, and the Musical Design CD 2.
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maybe Icould finish writing reviews in
amore timely manner!
RELATED SPECIES
Icompared the Audio Alchemy's digital output to those of other players on
hand. The DDS III machine managed
to beat out the three players Ireviewed
in the June '96 Stereophile — the Rote!
RCD-950, Nakamichi MB-2s, and
AMC CD6 — when Imade close listening comparisons with their digital
outputs. (These players cost between
$450 and $600.) The Alchemy transport presented the same amount of
detail or more, while at the same time
sounding more natural, with less grain
and high-frequency hash than any of
the other three.
Nevertheless, the DDS III's balance
was mellow. The identically priced
($699) Rote! RDD-980 CD transport
revealed more of the treble information present on recordings than the
DDS III did. Because of this and other
strengths, the Rotel was preferable
with classical music and other naturally balanced recordings. On more artificial-sounding (but still lots of fun!)
rock recordings, however, the DDS III
was more likeable, due to its ability to

•ARCHITECTURAL AUDIO
•DAT
•MINIDISC
•WORLD BAND RADIO
•PRO WALKMAN

partially tame the hyped-up nature of
these studio creations. Listening to k.d.
lang and the Reclines' Absolute Torch and
Twang (Sire 25877-2), Iappreciated the
DDS III's slight smoothing effect on
the sharp, bright edges that had been
engineered into this recording. It's
important to note that the DDS III did
not go too far in this direction, retaining
enough treble to make adecent, but
not exceptional, account of classical
recordings.
I tried the three jitter-reduction
boxes that Ihad on hand: the Theta
TLC, the Monarchy DIP, and the
Alchemy DTI•Plus, all priced close to
$250. All three made noticeable
improvements in the sound, primarily
in agreater transparency, less grain, and
a more natural soundstage. Ifind it
intriguing, not to mention handy, that
one can insert atheoretically "unnecessary" component into a digital signal
path and improve the sound. That's certainly not the case with analog signal
paths. Any one of these jitter boxes
would make a good upgrade for an
affordable transport. Tune in acouple of
months from now, when Idivulge the
identity of the best-sounding one.
Now, what about that built-in D/A

the

Happy ïedium
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•FIELD RECORDERS
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converter? Using its analog outputs, I
listened to the Audio Alchemy unit as a
standalone CD player. The sound wasn't half bad. It would be acceptable for
listening to for alimited period of time,
though Iwouldn't recommend using
the DDS III as the main source of a
high-end system. In careful comparisons it did not sound as satisfying as the
Rote!, AMC, or Nakamichi players listed above. In fact, considered only as a
CD player, the Audio Alchemy did not
sound quite as good as the $229 NAD
510, though it came very close.
C ONCLUSIONS
As to the efficacy of this particular evolutionary vector of CD transport creating CD-player offspring„ the author is at
this time uncertain. The success of the
DDS III as aspecies is highly dependent
upon the behavioral requirements of
the indigenous Audiophilus affordableum.
It is worth noting that a particularly
mobile Audiophilus might not be able to
resist atransport that also possesses CDplayer ability.
The characteristic sound of the Audio
Alchemy Digital Drive System III auditioned from its analog outputs was
found to suffer in comparison to othe4
less expensive CD players. The DDS HI
organism seems to be unfit for survival
purely as aone-box CD player.
Despite its CD-player ability, the
DDS III is more at home when used as
a transport. The differences between
transports are smaller than the differences between one-box players, Ihave
found, but they're still musically important. The digital output of this player
provides a good-quality signal that,
when fed to ahealthy DIA converter,
produces sound competitive with that of
other transports in its price range. The
DDS III's somewhat forgiving tendencies are desirable for playing poor
recordings (the majority of many people's collections), but its sound is not so
soft or rolled-off that it loses too much
fine detail? Recommended.
2For those looking for perhaps an even greater value

in atransport, the Audio Alchemy ACD Il has virtually the same circuitry as the DDS III, mounted in a
smaller, all-steel chassis. Ihaven't heard this transport,
but if it sounds like the DDS III, it will be asteal at
$499

Just 4Blocks From the Capitol. 430 State St. Madison, WI 53703
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Check out the power
of your system
with Stereophile CDs and LPs.
Sonata

Intermezzo

Pianist Robert Silverman plays Lizt,
including the Sonata in Bminor. Recorded with 20 bit resolution.

Robert Silverman in abrilliant all Brahms program: Piano Sonata in f.
op. 5, and Three Intermezzi, Op.
117. One of the finest piano
recordings ever made.

Festival

Test CD 1

Works by Copland.
Milhaud, and
Kohjiba
performed by
the worldrenowned Santa Fe
Chamber Music Festival.
Recorded live with time-aligned
microphones and 20-bit
resolution.

Phase your system, test
your speakers and listening room, and hear the
difference amike can
make. Take this disc with
you when evaluating
equipment.

Test CD 2
Place your speakers and test them for
distortion. Check your
amp for distortion
too, and hear what CD
jitter sounds like.

Concert
This tube miked,
two-CD set
features Robert
Silverman in a
recital of works
by Schubert. Chopin, Bach,
and Schumann. Includes the
bonus track, "Mapping the
Soundstage."

Test CD 3
Use the signals
to test your
speakers and
your room. Burn-in
components with the
unique noise track.
Home in on your home
theater's balance. Check
out your system with the
soundstage map. Also

Poem
An audiophile classic
since 1989. Tube-miked
performances of works
for flute and piano by
Prokofiev. Reinecke.
and Schumann, plus
Charles Griffes' Poem.

d
ug

Mail to: Stereophile
P.O. Box 5960
Santa Fe, NM 87502-5960
or call: I
-800-358-6274

includes audiophile
music tracks.
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Robert Harley compares the WireWorld Gold Eclipse & Atlantis II interconnects
using WireWorld's own Interconnect Comparator
WireWorld Interconnect Comparator: Passive device for comparing sound of inter-

WireWorld Atlantis 11 Interconnect Price: $90/meter pair (unbalanced), $18 each

connects. Input/output configuration: One input, one output, two switchable inter-

additional half meter. (The balanced version of Atlantis 11 is called the Equinox,

connect loops plus bypass switching. Dimensions: 3" W by 175" Hby 2" D (plus RCA

$130/meter pair.)

jacks and switching knob). Serial number of unit tested: 00108. Price: $360.
Common to all three: Manufacturer: WireWorld Inc., 3320 Griffin Road, Fort
WireWorld Gold Eclipse Interconnect Price: $1000/meter pair (balanced or unbal-

Lauderdale, FL 33312.Tel: (305) 962-2650. Fax: (305) 962-2603.

anced), $375 each additional half meter.

_

E

valuating the sound quality of
interconnects and loudspeaker
cables for aparticular system is
easy: Just listen to various types and
choose the one that gives you the most
musical enjoyment.
But drawing universal conclusions
about cables from experience with asingle playback system is fraught with
peril. The cable that sounds "best" in a
particular system may have colorations
that ameliorate flaws in the rest of the
playback system. For example, asoftsounding cable in abright system may
result in amore musical presentation,
although that cable may not be agood
choice in adifferent system.
But the goal of assembling ahigh-end
audio system is not so much to balance
colorations as to achieve neutrality.
Every component in the chain departs
from neutrality by adding colorations
and degrading the signal. The manner
in which the component changes the
sound, and the magnitude of that
WireWorld Interconnect Comparator
change, are what make us detennine if
aproduct sounds good or bad. The less
damage acomponent does to the signal, connect changes the sound. Finally, we end are the outputs. The two pairs of
have apractical means of determining jacks on each side form aloop when an
the better it is.
However, it has been impossible to which interconnects most closely interconnect is plugged into the jacks. A
large knob on the top selects which
separate an interconnect cable's intrinsic approach neutrality.
WireWorld, the cable manufacturer interconnect the signal travels through
colorations from how those colorations
interact with the rest of the playback started by Straight Wire co-founder on its way from input to output. By
system. You're not just listening to the David Salz, sent me aComparator to play turning the knob, you can switch from
interconnects, but the interconnects in with, along with two examples of their interconnect "A" to interconnect "B." A
current interconnects: the top-of-the-line small disc attached to the knob's shaft
the context of aparticular system.
That's why Wire World's Inter- $1000/meter pair Gold Eclipse and the can turn independently of the knob, or
connect Comparator is such auseful real-world $90/meter pair Atlantis H. move as the knob moves. Black-andtool in judging interconnects. This mar- Salz claims his designs come very close to white markings on the knob tell you
velously simple device not only lets you the goal of inaudibility in the bypass test, which position the switch is in, but not
compare two interconnects to each he invited me to put the Gold Eclipse and which interconnect is selected. This feature makes the Comparator a truly
other with the flick of aswitch, but, Atlantis II to the acid test.
blind test. At the end of alistening trial,
more important, lets you hear those
NTERCONNECT COMPARATOR you determine which interconnect is
interconnects compared to astraight- I
wire bypass. By allowing instant com- The Interconnect Comparator is a3" by which by removing one and seeing if
parisons between agiven interconnect 2" box fitted with six pairs of RCA the sound is interrupted or not.
So far, I've described how the
and no interconnect, the Comparator jacks. The jacks on one end of the box
ruthlessly reveals exactly how the inter- are the inputs; the jacks on the other Comparator makes it easy to compare
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1996
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interconnects to each other. But the
Comparatoes real value lies in its ability
to compare any interconnect to no interconnect. A "bypass" switch makes a
straight-wire connection from input to
output, or sends the signal through an
interconnect plugged into the Comparator. This unique feature is what
makes the Comparator such apowerful
tool in assessing interconnects. By hearing what the interconnect does in relation to astraight wire, we can hear more
easily the interconnect's effect on the
sound. Although the interconnect under
evaluation may have certain euphonic
colorations that complement the playback system used, we can immediately
identify those departures from neutrality
when juxtaposed with the ultimate neutrality of astraight-wire bypass.
You may be wondering how it's possible to have no interconnect between a
source component such as a digital
processor, the Comparator, and apreamplifier. This is where setting up the
Comparator gets tricky. You must
remove the source component (I'll call it
adigital processor, although any source
will work) and preamplifier from your
rack, then put them on atable or floor
with their backs facing each other. The
Comparator is supplied with short Sshaped RCA-to-RCA adaptors that plug
directly between the Comparator and
digital processor, and between the
Comparator and the preamplifier. The
adaptors rotate to accommodate different RCA jack spacings on your preamp
or processor. With the Comparator acting as abridge between your back-toback processor and preamplifier, you can
now plug in one pair of interconnects to
the Comparatoes loop for comparison
to the straight-wire bypass, or two pairs
to compare to each other.
Although this approach makes
straight-wire bypass testing possible (if a
little awkward), it isn't perfect. The
"bypass" signal still goes through four
RCA plug/jack interfaces, a1" conductor
in each S-adaptor (two per channel), and
the solder joints and switches inside the
Comparator. The interconnect under
comparison is also burdened by these
additional components in the signal path.
The Comparator nonetheless is the best
practical device for auditioning interconnects I'm aware of.

world at large; the $1000 Gold Eclipse
interconnects are part of that world.
Besides, they provide an interesting perspective on the audibility of cost-noobject interconnects when tested with
the Comparator. Iknow that 97% of
you are more interested in sanely priced
interconnects, which is why I'm also
reviewing 'Wire World's $90 Atlantis H.
The Gold Eclipse is beautifully made,
with aunique faceted machined-brass
outer plug. The inner part of the plug,
along with the center pin, is machined
from solid high-purity silver. A rubber
ring around the plug's ground connection provides spring tension on the
plug's flanges for better contact with the
jack. This spring action also provides
good wiping action as the plug is inserted into ajack. (WireWorld owns the
patent on this technique.)
All WireWorld's interconnects are
designed for low inductance. Salz coined
the term "Inductive Transition Frequency" (ITF) to describe the frequency
at which a conductor's inductive reactance becomes higher than its resistance.
He claims that most interconnect colorations are related to inductance, specifically when the ITF falls in the
audioband rather than above it.
The stranded conductors are arranged
in a"Symmetrical Coaxial" configuration, which reportedly reduces magnetic
interaction between conductors. The
Gold Eclipse's 15-gauge conductors are
made from "Grain-Optimized" highpurity copper and silver, which controls
the size and shape of the individual
grains. The outer jacket uses constrained-layer damping techniques to
minimize mechanical vibrations. The
Gold Eclipse is built around apolyethyl-

ene core, with Teflon dielectric.

ATLANTIS II INTERCONNECT

The $90/meter pair Atlantis II is the
flagship of Wire World's affordable
interconnect line. The Atlantis ll's plugs
are similar in shape to those on the Gold
Eclipse, but are less beefy, and lack the
0-ring found in the Gold Eclipse.
Nonetheless, the Atlantis H's large plug
and faceted shape provide agood gripping surface when unplugging and
pluming in equipment (a feature especially useful to areviewer).
As with the Gold Eclipse, the more
affordable Atlantis II features the
Symmetrical Coaxial design and GrainOptimized conductors. The RCA plug
is made from gold-plated brass rather
than solid silver. The conductors are 22
gauge wrapped around aKevlar core,
with Teflon dielectric.
Both the Gold Eclipse and Atlantis H
are of sensible size, weight, and stiffness.
The RCA plugs are also the correct size,
making it easy to plug and unplug them
while maintaining good contact pressure. Ihave little tolerance for interconnects that are like frozen garden hoses,
and whose plugs are undersized or
oversized.

LISTENING

When Ireceived the Comparator and
Gold Eclipse several months ago, Iset
them up for bypass testing. I was
impressed by the C,omparator's usefulness, and by the sound quality of the
Gold Eclipse. The Gold Eclipse not only
sounded neutral in the bypass test, it
worked well in my system. I've been
using a 1m pair (both balanced and
unbalanced) between digital processors

GOLD ECLIPSE
INTERCONNECT

Just because I'm writing about $1000
interconnects doesn't mean you should
whip out aletter of complaint to JA.
Stereophile reflects the high-end audio
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The WireWorld Gold Eclipse interconnect (foreground) uses adistinctive RCA plug.
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2C3D

t. Hi-Fi '96's Most
Remarkable System.
Overture's 2C3D audio system by Avalon,
Spectral, MIT, and ASC was the showstopper at
the Stereophile Hi-Fi '96 High-End Show.
We would like to thank Stereophile for making
Hi-Fi '96 the best show in history, and to thank the
thousands of people who visited us to hear the Best
Sound at the Show. We would also like to thank
everyone for all their enthusiastic comments.
Some of the many comments from our visitors:
44 Absolutely

the best sound at the show, and

by abig margin.
44

The three dimensional effect was remarkable

and the imaging and clarity of the Osiris was the
best I've ever heard. 9,
44

We've listened to the other big systems.

No contest. You're in adifferent league. 9,
44

This room was an event, all right. But these

guys at Overture are who I'd buy from. Very
professional, very thorough.”

OVERTURE'
LJ

1_

-1
-

1 1\A A

-1r

The East Coast's Premier
Audio/Video & Home Theater Store
Wilmington, Delaware
800 838-1812

19MIIIIM9•1111.9M

HOLOGRAM

certified dealer

(302) 478-6050

TRUE SUBWOOFER

Irfiflyreti tee

With phenomenal
true deep bass
extending below
20Hz with low
distortion at avery
affordable price.

nown‘4died

The new HRSW12V
will extend the bass
of your stereo or
video system for
that 'air shaking all
around you' effect.

HSU 11«eaten HRSW I
2V

Here's what experts are saying about the HRSW12V:
'...the Hsu has to be considered an outstanckng
bargain.'
Robert Deutsch, Stereophote Guide to Home Theater
Vol. 1No. 2, 1995

'Prodigious bass that shakes the walls'..."one heck
of athunder buster.'
John E Johnson, Jr, Secrets ot Home Theater
and hhgh Fidelity. May 1995
'...this woofer achieves acombination of extremely
quick speed and gut massaging bass impact that I
have seldom experienced from any subwoofer.'
Peter Mitchel. Stereophde Vd 18 No 1. January 1995

has developed an enviable reputation in its few
short years of existence'
Thomas J. Norton, Stereophile Guide S Honte
Theater Vol 1No 1, 1995

'Hsu's HRSW12V is awonderful subwoofer. Its good
looking and simple to use, and its performance invites
nothing less than superlatives, especially given its price'

Tom Nousaine, Sound & Image, February/March 1995

Send for full details on the 12V and the 10V

Lone,' rfor thr ,ornoue ttector

I
or in& Innabon:1-800-726-2016
=
,
,e.1 •
w.lkamsport. PAI,701
'IC', •t. -

HSU]

Wrote or cal

HSU RESEARCH

14946 Shoemaker Ave Unit L
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
1-800-554-0150 (Voice)
1-310-404-3848 (Voice/Fax)

Sold factory direct with a30 day tnal -money back
5year manufacturer's defect warranty.4

,guarantee

A Boulder Future
"Simply Stunning -Tom Miller.
The Audio Adventure. July. 1995

"That the Petite can reach
the summit of small loudspeakers
is due to its bass, which is more
like that of amedium sized speaker
than that of amini."

101111
1

111
bib

— Y.K. Chan.
Audiophile Magazine, June. 1995

"Let's just dub them
'first among equals'."
—Wes Phillips.
Stereophile, Vol. 19 No. I. Jan.. 1996

i-tcarian5vstems

In the Boulder 500 series tradition, the 102M power amp
delivers sonic clarity and trueness to the recording.
Call us to get the boldest Boulder story yet.

Ltutfe:o

15 Woodview Drive
Nesconset, NY 11767
516-737-9369
Fax 516-981-3476

Boulder Amplifiers, Inc.
7737 W. Coal Creek Drive • Superior, CO 80027
Tel: 303-449-8220 • Fax: 303494-9607
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(primarily the Classé DAC-1) and the
Sonic Frontiers SFL-2 preamplifier for
some time.
The rest of my system includes apair
of Audio Research VT150 tubed
monoblock power amplifiers driving
Genesis 11.5 loudspeakers via short runs
of AudioTruth (AudioQuest) Dragon II.
The LP front-end was aWell Tempered
Turntable and Lary Pederson-modified
Well Tempered Arm fitted with an
AudioQuest AQ7000fe5 cartridge. The
phono stage is the incomparable John
Curl-designed Vendetta Research SCP2B. AC to the system was conditioned
by the MIT Z-Center, Z-Stabilizer, and
Z-Cord II power cords.
For this review, I tried an entire
WireWorld cable system, including a
long run of Gold Eclipse in place of my
usual AudioTruth Lapis, and Gold Eclipse
loudspeaker cable where the Dragon II
usually resides. Sala claims the system
must be wired entirely with WireWorld
interconnects and loudspeaker cables to
fully reali7e each product's sonic potential. Ilistened to each interconnect under
review in extended "single-presentation"
listening without the Comparator, and in
head-to-head A/B/A evaluations with
the Comparator.
The digital processors driving the system in the Comparator evaluations were
an Adcom GDA-600 and Theta
Chroma 396, chosen because the location of their output jacks made it easier
to connect to the SFL-2 through the
Comparator. Listening to these processors for this interconnect review also
helped in evaluating the Chroma 396
for its review elsewhere in this issue.

AUDIOTRUTH COMPARISONS

After setting up the GDA-600 and SFL-2
back to back with the Comparator
between them, Iplugged in 1m runs of
Gold Eclipse and my reference, AudioTruth Diamond. The equipment was on
the floor just in front of the listening seat
Ileaned over to throw the Comparatoes
switch to make sure everything was working, not to perform listening evaluations
yet. When Ithrew the switch, the difference between Gold Eclipse and Diamond
was immediately identifiable without
even trying to hear differences. Ihad no
idea which interconnect was which
because of the Comparator's blind
nature. Keeping the listening blind, I
went back and forth between interconnects over several pieces of music. After
about a half hour, Ilet myself in on
which interconnect was which.
The Gold Eclipse had a weightier
midbass and fuller lower midrange. The
S
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Diamond was alittle leaner, with less
heft and body. The Diamond highlighted
the upper mids and treble in away that
emphasized detail. By contrast, the Gold
Eclipse was slightly less open and transparent, with less separation of instrumental images and avery slight thickening of
the sound. Conversely, the Diamond
tended to thin out the oboe on Oregon's
Biyond Words (CheskyJD130), making its
timbre sound "whiter."
So which interconnect sounded closer
to the bypass reference? To find out, I
connected each interconnect for bypass
testing, which was no longer blind
because the bypass switch has identifiable left and right positions. When comparing the Gold Eclipse to the bypass,
the sound was much closer than Ihad
expected given the easily audible differences between it and Diamond. In fact,
the Gold Eclipse sounded nearly identical to the bypass. The Gold Eclipse tended to add just a bit of weight and
warmth to the midbass and upper bass,
which Ifound euphonic in the context
of my system. Ialso heard the slightest
trace of grain overlaying the treble with
the Gold Eclipse.
In the Diamond bypass test Iexpected to hear the upper-midrange prominence and emphasis on detail discovered
in the earlier comparisons between interconnects. But when compared to the
bypass, the Diamond sounded extremely
neutral. The Diamond's bass was very
slightly thinned in contrast with the Gold
Eclipse, which added atouch of warmth.
The midrange and treble were smooth
and clean, lacking the emphasis on that
region heard in the comparison with
Gold Eclipse. The Diamond's departures
from neutrality were minimal — and
about the same magnitude as those of the
Gold Eclipse —but in adifferent sonic
direction. This is probably why the two
interconnects were easily identifiable
blind when directly juxtaposed, hut harder to pick out in the bypass test.

ATLANTIS

next put Atlantis II to the test in comparisons with Gold Eclipse and
Diamond, and in the bypass test.
Atlantis II sounded brighter than the
Eclipse, with atrace of treble hardness
not heard in the more-than-ten-timesthe-price Gold Eclipse. The spectacular
impression of top-octave air in the
HDCD' recording Front the Age ofSluing
(Reference Recordings RR-59CD) was
slightly diminished by the Atlantis II.
The interconnect took away just abit of
the ambient bloom, sounding a little
more opaque than the bypass. The

AUDIO CABLE
&
MORE
DON'T PAY
EXORBITANT PRICES
!FOR TOP QUALITY!
We have years of experience in
wire manufacturing and have
equaled the high priced brands.
Sonic equivalents of the high
priced brands at efraction of
their price. We demystify wire
technology. Ask for explanation
literature.
& MORE

COMPONENTS
DACs
Anti-jitter Units
CD Players & Transports
Line Conditioners
Speakers
& MORE

HOME THEATER
Decoders Dolby Prologic
Speakers
Subwoofers
& MORE

ACCESSORIES
& MORE
Send for afree, complete catalog
of all our AudioNideo products
that also includes wire and cable
demystifying literature, or phone
800 321 2108 24 hours per day.
Fax 609 428 1832

LA T INTERNATIONAL
317 Provincetown Road
Cherry Hill NJ 08034

Atlantis II also had less bass weight than
the Gold Eclipse, and just atouch less
bass than the bypass reference.
Nonetheless, the Atlantis II sounded
much closer to the Gold Eclipse and to
the bypass than Iexpected for a$90 pair
of interconnects. The Atlantis didn't
fundamentally color the sound the way
many moderately priced interconnects
do. The description of its sound shouldn't be interpreted as criticism, but as a
catalog of its sonic characteristics in relation to a$1000 interconnect and to no
interconnect.

The MI-330 sounded at least as close to
the bypass as the Gold Eclipse and
Diamond, but its treble was slightly
smoother and more refined. The overall
tonal balance of MI-330 was virtually
identical to the bypass, with no obvious
colorations.

CONCLUSION

WireWorld's Interconnect Comparator is
an invaluable tool for characterizing sonic
differences between interconnects. It lets
you instantly hear how one interconnect
sounds against anothe4 and its bypass
mode provides areference against which
M IT COMPARISONS
to judge interconnect colorations. AlWhile Ihad the Comparator set up, I though the Comparator is available for
tried a short run of the throwaway
sale to consumers, you probably wouldn't
"patch cords" that come with mass-mar- need to own one for the long term. The
ket gear. The cheap interconnect
Comparator is an ideal item for adealer or
robbed the bass of its rhythmic drive,
audiophile dub to buy for passing around
softened the entire bottom end, closed- among customers and dub members.
in the soundstage, and added astridency
As good as the Comparator is, the
and coarseness to instrumental textures.
device has some drawbacks. Setting it up
Ialso auditioned a1
m pair of extrarequires pulling equipment out of arack
ordinarily expensive ($2000/meter pair)
and putting it on afloor or table. And the
MIT MI-350 Reference CVTerrninator "bypass" mode still puts four RCA
that I'd used in the review of the jack/plug interfaces in the signal path, as
Spectral/Avalon/MIT system in last well as two S-adaptors and aswitch.
January's Stereophile. While MIT interAs for the Gold Eclipse, I've enjoyed
connects have areputation for sounding having it in my system. The Gold
"dark," Ididn't find this to be the case. Eclipse had very little editorial effect on

the signal passing through it, and its very
slight departure from neutrality was in a
direction that complemented my system and tastes. The Gold Eclipse is also
very well made, particularly the RCA
plugs. Still, $1000 is ahuge amount of
money for an interconnect; listen for
yourself in your own system before laying out that kind of dough.
WireWorld's Atlantis II is a much
more sensibly priced product, which I
can more enthusiastically recommend.
At $90/pai4 Atlantis II sounded better
(more neutral) than Iexpected. It tended to thin the presentation slightly, both
with areduction in bass warmth and a
slightly emphasized treble. Other than
that, Atlantis II sounded fine in my system, and was aparticularly good match
with the Adcom GDA-600 processor.
Ishould point out that the sonic differences I've described between the various
interconnects and the bypass were not
nearly as great as, say, the differences between digital processors or CD transports.
For example, the difference in sound between the Theta Chroma 396 and Adcom
GDA-600 was larger than the difference
between Atlantis II and Gold Eclipse.
That observation is, perhaps, atestament to the quality of the WireWorld
products.

•

Meadtown Shopping Center •Rt. 23 •Kinnelon, NJ 07
201-263-6060
•Acoustic Research •Advent •Aiwa it AKG •Altec
Atlantic Technology •Audio Control •Audio Al
Audio Quest •Audio Source •B&K •
Bazooka
•BBE Bell'oggetti •Beyerdynam
/11
Bose* Brother •Canon •Canton
Hughes
Celestino •C
lenity •lamo
Clif Desig
011. eWC •K40 •Koss
CodeAla
Lexicon •Monitor Audio
Coustic •
Monster Cable •Nakamichi Car rNiks
Denon •D,
OmniMount rOrion •Panne rPanasonic
Grado •H
Philips •Pinnacle •Pioneer Home/Car
Ha
PPI •Proscan •PS Audio rPSB •Rane
Roddord Fosgate •Ronco •Serviheiser •Sharp
Sherwood •Sonance •Sony •Soundstream
Spatializer •SSI •Stewart e Tannoy •Target
Technics •Terk •Thorens •Triad 8( More!

MUSEATEX
Museatex Melior
DIA Bitstream
Converter
•Anti-jitter input circuit
•18-Bit, 8X oversampling
digital anti-image filter
•DC Coupled FET Class Aoutput line driver
•Automatic sampling rate selection
•Floating charge power supply

DTI •Pro32
Digital
Transmission
Interface
•Breakthrough advancement in digital audio reproduction
•State-of-the-art jitter reduction system with bandwidth down to 3H/
•Supports new jitter free 12S bus format on input and output
•On-board DSP running software designed to take 16-bit data in
and output up to 24 bit.

Full Line In Stock

Shopping for Quality Audio, Video or Car Stereo Products at Affordable Pricing?
Please Call Us Toll-Free 1-800-542-7283
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LL!
Recommended high-end gear can be hard to find—unless you call Audio Advisor!
Over the past fifteen years, more than 100,000 audiophiles have taken advantage of Audio
Advisor's huge selection and low mail-order prices on highly recommended hi-end audio &
video gear. Everything is backed by our exclusive 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee. (all us
Toll-Free at 1-800-942-0220 for low prices or friendly, expert audio advice.

"Dial-In" Your Home Theater System
With The Reference Video Standard Disc

New Half-Price System Burn-In 8 Enhancer
CD by Purist Audio Design!

New XLO/Reference Test F. Burn-In HDCDCompatible CD, Only S29.95!

Broadoster, and video technicians
from Hollywood lo Hong Kong use
Reference Recording, Video
Standard loser disc to optimize
front and duet view video promoon systems boy to use, wth
clear instruction, Reference
Recordings Video Standard
•
laser disc only 569 95

New enhancer CD greotly speed, up the natural
pro., of burning in audio systems
This ma 30 minute diu ravailable
exclu vely through Audio Advisor
-90% of the improvement of my ong
mal CD at less than half the pro'
ray, Jim Aud PAD 30-minute
System Enhancer ED 569 95

(reared mintly by DLO &Reference
Recordings this gold (I) kthe only
test dru avorlabk that's both 113(0
Surround Sound Compatible'
Includes tests, demognefizing
sweeps system burn in and
morel OSO/Re! menu Test
8. Burn-1n CD 529.95

Tune Your Ears With Chesky's Ultimate
Demo Disc, Only S14.95!
Dramatically improve your listening
skills with Chesky sUltimate Demo
Dar Cued by the announcer you'll
discover what reviewers mean by
transparency depth resolution
midrange purity, and more
Ultimate Demo CD $14.95

AudioCluest Energy Absorbing CD Feet.

Demagnetize CDs With CD
Clarifier—And Save S40!
CD Clarifier removes the electrostatic chorge
that builds up between the (Ds metal foil
plastic layers -Does it work ,'In aword
yes "reports Mike Moll in Pm,. Feed
bad. ffind Me results quite appealing '
Medial CD Clarifier was S75, now
34 95. Optional AC poser supply $24 95

L.

Tighten loose speaker cable
connection, with Monster
Cables Xterminator expanding/
looking speaker [able banana
ronneetor Monster Cable
X-Terminators: One pair 529 95
Two pairs 555 00 Four pars S99 90

Solid milled boss with geometry to moxlmize
enrgy transfer rhoroctenstics Points come with
special divo to protect wood or tile surfaces
AudioPoints for Electronics:
S49 95 raer of 3Two sets 595 00

Pant
la I,
Prowl Thu

AudioPoints for Loudspeakers:
$89 95/set of 4Two sets 5179 90

Famous LAST Record Care Products.
Stop Cable Distortion With
Digital Noise Mockers
Reduce digital none and RF Interference
oath Blockers noise obsabers For
audio interconnects, digital cables,
power cords Reg*, Mockers:
514 95/pr 3. 11 95/R, 1
1
9
Mockers fit I
4 Sig 95/pa

/2- ,„,b

Our "Big Problem" Electronic
Connection Cleaner/Enhancer.
ProGold deans &enhance, metal condor
of RCA, &speaker cables and aused in
speed computers, oero space gear, even b
NASA. Out problem , It snot expensive
enough for audiophiles to take Yeriouyly
'though it's probably the best clean enho
in the worldl ProGold GS spray 5149915

41
rj.s

The hest name in vinyl record core is LAST.
veils osuperb reputation for 'word &style
done, and preservatives

Our best selling video cable,' The hands down winner are
the MSeries Silver Video cables from Monster Cable These
ultra-high resolution, maximum ugnol strength video robie,
feature polished ulver conductors, 1layer 100% foil .95%
braided shielding &24R Monster Turbine Connectors' Perfect
for VCR. laser disc A/V receiver TV connections Coll for
prices on MSerres S-Video cables

Monster M-1000V Cables: 1GM S39.95; 1.5IA 49 95:
2OM 64.95, 4OM 99 95, 6.00 139.95; 8.018 16995

Component
lso-Platforms
Isolate your components
from harmful vibrations
with these system tweaks!

Ever since it sintroduction SPI raW 19a turntable has been
on Stereophile's -orb everyone else y•Recommended•
An ingenious design combined with superb parts and built.in
upatodeabilmy make it the best turntable value neat the
price We odd the Moth Mk Iorm: made by Rego Beclentkol
to Rego 's awn RB 150 This deal con tbe beat- by anyone
-for Me price' VPI KW-191R turntable with Math Mk I
!mecum regular $950 now only $699 95'

Easy to apply rost efferlive way to Improve (D sound by
reducing laser light leakage Apply Stoplight to ha edge of
all your CO, Recommended by leading audiophile mag,
CD Stoplight Pen $I S95 eoch Two pens 519 90
L
S
62% OFF Audio-Technica ATP-12T
"Way Recommended" Grado Headphones!

"Professional" Tone Arm, Only $99.95!

'The dorm/ and power of theme budget Groc,
rocolly
unheard of in this pure ronge 'reports Stereophrle sCorey
Greenberg "Way recommendedl
Grado SR-60 stereo
headphones with 6ft cord
mimplug adapter S69 00

Don't miss this ((Weir closeout from Audio lechroo Model
APP-111 professional stereo tone arm feature, infinitely
adietable tonearrn height, sealed horizontol &vertical ball
bearing pivots, deoupled counterweight shoh for arm reso
nano control, arm libO arm rest supplied. detochoble
universal heodshell easy to °Must stylus force, 6morel
Audio-T.6.bn ATP-I 2T arm was 5265, now 99 95''

More Grado Headphones:

LAST el record power cleaner, 05oz solution vinh appluotor brushes
524 95
LAST 02 2oz word preservative, 524 95
LAST 04
cleaner w/brushes, 51495
LAST 05 stylus preservative.
$19.95

Orado SR-80: features olarger, more romfortohle ear
peeve than SR 60 for better boss and smoother sound Great
for portable, 6. home stereo (volutions Only 595 00

,?yitrs

Save With Premium "No-Name"
Rice-Paper Record Sleeves
•1111.111b,
hese high quality 3-ply antistatic trie
paper LR/laser dar record sleeves
look like copes of the Ion,.
huviosher VR?sleeves Knock offs ,
We're not sure No-name rice
paper sleeves. 50 pcs SI 995

New Grado SR-125: with new diaphragm new voice
coils and more comfortable headband--plin aFREE 540
Grade Lobs 6ft extension noble all for only $149 95 ,

New, Improved
OR /DNNI Ringmat

New Grade RS-I: New Reference headphones oath hand
crafted hand cured mahogany chr chamber 'nth UHPLC cop
per wiring 6. more Weighs only 9ozsl intro price $695 00 ,

Imported from England, the
new Rinqmot 330 Mistily top rated
for rrhoro.mg transient, orui bas—
sos, Robert Deutsch in Stereoplale
OR /DNAL Ringmat AM 11
turntable mat, S7.I 95

"Class B" Rated Sennheiser HD580s

New Cordes Sweep/Degaussing Record.
Monstrous M-Series "Silver" Video Cable
Values From Monster Cable.

Save $250 On VPI HW-191R 8 Moth
Arm Combo.

CD Stoplight Green Paint Pen
RoomTune AudloPoint Isolators

Monster X-Terminator Locking Bananas

The perfect upgrade for CD player, and D/A ronverters
AudioDuesi sorbothane, 2-by 5
/13' CO Feet improve loser
for., and promote beer imaging and bass by keeping
harmful vibrations out of the
component chassis
Audioguest CD Feet
539 Cruet of four

Unbeatable
Turntable/Tonearm
Deals 8, Analog
Accessories

New tool fa improving your mho sys
(em Carder Sweep Record degausses
the phono cortndge-ond entire audio
system-and ultrasonically cleans the
phonic cartridge
and tontikver
Pressed on high quality I
BOg virgin
vinyl Cordes Sweep/Degaussing
Record, S16.95

eyi.

Postman Binding Post
Wrench.
An indispensible tool for connecting audw speaker cobles
"A reviewer's friend soys Stereophde Dynadear Postman
speaker binding post tightening wrench, 59 95

'Ultra smooth ultra detailed open
back dynomic headphones vnth full
extended low frequencies reports
Stereophile, they re John Atkinson s
reference Sennheiser HD580
heodphones reg S349
now only S799 95''
Audio Duster Makes Cleaning Audio 8 Video
Gearingie

The Hunt For A Great Record Brush Is Over
Hunt EDA MK6 brush from lrpi,nl ho-, roo types of cleaning
bristles -long and short to cleon record, twice with lust one
pass fire finest record
brush we con frndi Hunt (
FDA MIL6. reg 515
nowt 995

,--- •

ha 100% sheepskin duster head with 24 long black wood
handle, Bnatural Lanolin in the wool head moo, dust like a
magnet Great for dusting in dose area, like mude racks or
between gear Reg 519 95 now 16 95 2or more 514 95 each

Bright Star Big Rock 3 Isolation Platform

New Low Price Seismic "CD" Sink, Only $149.95

;..' Star Big Rack 3compact nolotion platform is designed to lit
oir.most Inget Standeugn and other metal oudio rocks —only
18 5,by 15 by 2" toll The most
recommended component roula
hon shelf on the market'
Bright Star Big Rock 3
dark granite 5125 00'

Revrewers report aSemen, Sink rs equivalent to the "lull upgrade of orompo
nent fino low priced CO Sink features the silicone fluid 6. air filled relation
bladders isolation os the more expensive Sinks- for CO players. transport,
M etc New Seismic
'CD' Sink $149 95 -

DB Systems Prom let, any amateur
do professional phono ((nudge alignments Highly OtIlIttne with any ston
dard cortridge, and radral tonearms
DM Probe< now 34 95
Be Sure Of Stylus Force With The Shure
Stylus Force Gauge
Shure 590•2 stylus force gauge occurotely measures the
stylus force la optimum sound and inrreased style life
The lost style forte gouge on the
market' Hurry! Shure
gene, 514 95

No Other Source Stocks So Many Highly Recommended High End Audio &Video Accessories!

AUDIO
ADVkS03k

In the US—or Canada—Call 1-800-942-0220. Overseas Call 616-975-6100.
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Align Cartridges Like A Pro
with the DB Pram(

More gear on next
two pages
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For A
Colorful
High-End Audio
Catalog, Call
'1-800-451-5445.

UDIO ADVISOR

Now ... Get more than you bargained for from Audio Advisor—
America's best high end audio retailer! Audio Advisor offers great deals
the most popular high-end audio components & stocks hundreds of
hard—or impossible—to-find gear &accessories. Call us toll free at
1-800-942-0220 for low prices or friendly &knowledgeable service.

Great Audio Books.
EVERYTHING you need to know about buying 8 enjoying high
end audio gear—for beginners & experienced listeners alike!
Robert Honey, Editor of Stereophde. tells you what you need la know to become
obetter listener and better buyer of Nigh End gear Druover how to get the best
round for your money identify weak links in your system. and upgrade where it
will do you the mast good and how to get maximum performance from equipment
you already own The Complete Guide To High-End Audio paperback. 480
pages. 529 95 hardcover 539 95
The Master Handbook of Acoustics.
Everything you wanted to know about Grooms—but didn tknow who to ask. This
classic source book covers everything from the basins of sound la the latest in room
treatments Paperback. 366 pages, $21 95
New "Build Your Own Home Theater" Book.
The do it yourself et sguide to the ultimate audio/video experience with everything
you need to know about building your own home theater system including designing
the system fitting your room Dolby ses THX--covenng systems nom 51.500 to
515.000 find out where to put ahome beaten system w/o buying anew house
learn lips, technrques, and buying strategies for turning °downy systems into
something extraordinary Paperback, 200 pages. 519 95

Great Audio Interconnect Deals
SAVE 50% On Monster Cable M850 Interconnects. Monster (oso MBSO
interconnects feature patented technology and the worlds finest gold R(As to deb..
great sound at alow low price For a kneed time M850 n50', off ,Pan 1OM reg
5.100, now 49.95, 2.0M reg S150 now 75.00, 3.0AI reg $200. now 99.95
SAVE On Straight Wire Flexconnect II Interconnects. With along history as
a best buy cable. flexconnect has aquiet background with outstanding realism
extended depth Gold R(As Ports 05/4 reg 533, now 29.95, 1OM reg $39, now
33 95. 1SM reg 545 now 38 95 1M now 543 95
Sane 349 Oa TARA Oveatum 66 (ablest Ns outstanding new unshielded solid
core audio interconnect ndeal for (0 players, Da processors, amp preomp sonnet.
liont. tube gear—and more! Delivers precise detail and natural harmonns Highly
flexible and has gold R(As TARA Quantum 66 Poles: 06M reg 589 now
45 00. 1OM reg $98, now 49 95, 5.50 reg 5119, now 59 95
SAVE On Best-Sefling Cordes High Speed Digitol Data Cable! Our best
sellong coaxial digital dato cable —which we ve found ndeal for optimum perfor
manse with Audio Alchemy Theta, and many other digital components- IS (ardas
Auchoi High Speed Data (able Try it yourself and hear why ,1OM reg 578 now
69 95, 1SIA reg 98, now 89 95
TARA Lobs Quantum IV Audio Interconnect— the song replacement for the
legendary 8highly recommended TARA Pandora "S --with solid (ore Spore &Time
conductors, now at low, low closeout prices' Pairs 06M reg 5155 now 89 95 1OM
reg SI7S no. 99 95 1SM reg 5137 no.. 119 95

New Deals In High End Speaker Cables
TAR APhase II/TFA Speaker Coble Closeout The only cable that sbeen con
I, on Stereophole's "Recommended Components" list unce 1988 "(lass A
surie Is, obudget pnce, says Stereophile sArak Olsher Thn has to be the great
est borgam msable Iknow of Pairs Aft pair was $130, now 65 00, 8f1 was
5160 now 79 95 11ft win 5225 now 99 95 1511 rat S210, now I
29.95; 201E reos $350,
now 149 95, 25Ft $430/119 95
Top-Of-The Owe Monster M1.5
Speaker Cable 50 1/0 Off! Designed for serious audiophiles Monster (able M
Series MI 5offers exceptional depth of image spaciousness. dimensIonality and
full bodied tube like (homier All cables are hand terminated with highest quality
Monster MSeries spode, this is afinal closeout- Hurry ,61, pan regular 5315
now 149 95. 8ft pair reg 5400, now 199 95. 12ft reg $480 now 239 95 15ft reg
5600 now 299 95 10ft reg S800, now 399 95, 2Sft reg 51.000. now 499 95
New TARA RS( Prime1000 Speaker Coble. New transparent &superb bass
RS( cable engineered for, single cable bi wired terminations (Reg price/Our price 1
length Single Ward Single Br Wired length Single Wired Single Br Wired
Aft
10ft
15fl

$141. 127 SO $167,149 95
S119/199 9S $139/219 95
S309/279 95 S319/199 95

Alt
11h
17ft

$184/16/50 S204,185 00
5145/219.95 5265/249 95
5345/315.00 5365/325 00

'Prises for stereo pairs wish spade or pin terminanons For bananas odd 520 per wr of
four All cables 'overt(' by our eelusiye 30 doy satisfaction guarantee

World's Best Selling Phono Cartridges
Blue Point Cartridges

the sound of Sumrkos Blue Point BLUE
high output (2 091 moving cods POINT
he worlds best selling phono
antridges lry one yourself 8
discover why
5orrwle Me Pow,
New Sunnite flue Point
nigh output moving coil phono
cartridge. fits almost way tone
arm reg 5195 now 5149 95
—
Blue Point Speciol high output
moving coil phone roan*. w/37
iefinernents over the Blue Point

World Famous Grado Cartridges
Outdo moving iii ,
feature an Inno.uti.e Ipue
Iransmissron line -cantilever
that reduces record surface noise
R. reveals more debt
Grado 118.1
.. 19 95
0931• reg $69 now 39 95

11
Grade Z130.

Mi. Imount version 39 95
193E i78 RPM model 39 95
11. reg S180 now
95 00

Slue Poins Sperel

regular 5/95 now 5249 95

Top-Rated Sig
Series:
il
Signature 8m2 reg 5100,169 95
%nature Mull reg 5300,155 00
Stgruture Ill reg S500/399 95
Signature XII reg S750,599 95

Grad° Signature Ill

Save On RoomTunes, Target,
Standesign Racks 8, Speaker Stands
New Justarack "Junior Rock As Low As $1351

Standesign Audio &Video Racks Sale

New Junior racks have infinitely adjustable 24'
arde, 16' deep 3/4' thick block shelves rigidly held
by 1/1' diameter steel rods/nuts Useable spare
between rods n19.5' (one pant feet are included
Some assembly required

SAVE $69-$79 On Standesign big screen
TY rocks with TO` toll one pece welded steel
homes composite wood shelves, and caster
feet Distance between shelves is 75"

JUSTARACK Junior 30-4, 30 -tall with 4shelves
reg 5160, now 135 OM

Standesign DIVOS, for 25' 28 .1%,
0'17 37"n"
with three 18'We 20'E/shelves, regular S299 now 149 951

lUSTARACK Junior 36-S 5shelves 36' toll reg
5200, now only 169 951
RoomTunes' Rocks by Michael Green Designs
Sturdy rocks with 3/4 support rods odiustoble 23 75 «le by 15 75
deep by 3/4 thak composite wood shelves Standard finish is charcoal black
(one point feel are supplied
JUSTARACK 30-30 tall with 4shelves
reg 5349, now
299 951
.11.1STARACX 36 5shelves 3r tall
reg $399, now
349 951
JUSTARACK 02, 6shelves 42' all
leg 5449 now
399 951
JUSTARACK 40 7shelves 48" tall,
req 5499, now
449 001
Uttro-Rigid Target Racks As Low As $199.95

Standesign DTV32, For 38' 32' TYs with three 3211 x20'D shelves
regular 5299, now 249.951
Standesign DTV3S, For 35 lYs with three 35'W by 22'0 shelves.
regular 5349 now 199 951
Ultra-modern Standesign Audio Rocks feature a
one pece mired back welded steel frame with 14' by
18 shelves, and sp.ked cone point feet Asuper strong
3' beam support, all shelves
Design 5Rock. 5shelves 34' tall with 65 between
shelves Regular 5439, now 369 951
Design 4Rock. 4shelves 3.4" tall with 95" between
the shelves Reg 5379, now 319 951
Dew ,I5,e5 0,5
New Low Price Standesign Speaker Stands
New Standeugn BE speaker stands feature rigid, one
piece welded steel construction with urethane
pods on top and yokes on bonorn

Strong one piece welded steel frame for maximum
noddy From England
Target 113: 37 tall with 12.8 between the 3shelves
was 5260, now 199.95'
Target 115: 32 call with 61 between the 5shelves,
uns $350, now 269 951
Target TTST 39 tat wrth 8. 1between the 5shelves
rorge ,
TT 17 was 5395, now 299 951
Target"SA "Racks As Low As $179.95
Specol low pored assemNe yourself melio rocks improve
audio performonce
Target TIM: 3? tall *12 8 between the 3shelves,
was S230. now 179 951
Torget TTSTSA 39 toll 5'helves wen 5335. now 255 001
$25 Off Target Amp Stand. Strong steel frame,
14 by 18 compooe wood shelf 8spiked feet
l
arge ,
17 xis , holds amps ngel/y Was 5105 now 79 95"
MI Amp Floor Steed

Call 1-800-942-0220
158

BMW
HAPHOVID MONTI

5tandesign
8875

Standesign 1850: 65by 65 -too plate. choose
1? 16 or 20 heights 559 95/pr'
Stondesign 8875: 75by 75 -top plate choose
frorn 12 16 10 .24 or 30 heights, 569 95 ,pc
Stondesnr 8850

Target "T" Stands As Low As $99.95
New Target ISeries stands feature 3support legs welded to on —der*
extra wide 8stable 14 35 wide by t? deep 1' shaped base
vnth allan steel top plate. Both top spikes 8 donan cone point
feet included
Target T-50: 10 tall with 75 by 7Stop plate, steel top
spikes 8bottom cone pants. RCA 5130 now 99 95"
Target T-60: 24 tall with 75 by 75 top plate, steel top
spikes 8bottom cone points iten S140 now 101 95'
Target T-70: 28 toll. 63 by 63 top plate steel tap
spriest bans- is,. ..... i.. , A,' i C 1, 7 9g•
'

;

elileiei

4

International FAX Line:
616-975-6111
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Audio Advisor's
Experienced Sales
Staff Is Ready To
Answer Your Audio
&Home Theater
Questions. (all
Us Toll-Free At

Check out our Web site at http://www.audioadvisor.com!
S,nior Sales Rep.
(or ,sHop,. sr

Great Audio Close-Out Deals!
Save S155 On Music Hall CD32 CD
Player Rated Among "Top Ten Finds"
of 1995 by Audio Adventure Magazine! II

Save Now On The Bookshelf
Speaker That Harry Loves!
The story behind this speaker has become
apiece of audiophile lore API the
Canadian maker of the Sound Dynamos
30051 bookshelf speakers, was rust about
to druontinue the model when Edda in.
Chief of the Absolute Sound Magazine,
Harry Peorson, raved about the speaker
ris the -Recommended Components section
of soue 93

Iir,i:ii,
You on spend omoue 632S coo go ,c(D
player Ihn spedocularo says the Audio Adventure Or
is coherent and cosy to listen to Now gel the surerrangi,
good sounding Music Hall C032 at alow low closeout pre.

Calk come from all over the country
demanding API contInue to make the
30011 They did— until now the mold
that forms the rings holding the drivers is about
to wear out API estimates they con only make few hundred
more pairs before the speaker will be drscontinued forever ,
The Sound Dynamos 300ti is athree woy 8' deign lea
taring black ash fiord', FR 34 22 kHz, 6:1 Impedance. 90
dB sen Recommended porter 35.200W Warranty 5yrs
Sowed Droners 300Ii speakers in block ash reg 5600
now 499 95pr ---include apow of matching metol speaker
Hurry'

Lands valued at 5175 1Add 539 95 shipprng in US

g

Now-More Than Ever-It's Vital

(Ps are gettrng harder lo find- -or.: oo'-: • ,uso
increoungly important la keep records sale 8. clean lourd
washing —even with the fanciest solutions &methods-doesn tremove all of the gunk Vocuum powered cleaning
machines with
the right fluid, lift
envoy din dust
grime You II be
shocked at how
smooth and
none free sacs
um cleaned I.Ps
sound Record
surface noise is
reduced by up ro
90% 1(lean lPs are RIO , ol ,.r.s •
SIEVe $50 0m VP! 16.5 Cleaning Machine!

lit

Record Doctor II cleans like the expensive machines with
fluid opplicohon Ovacuum suction--but cosh lets becouse
you turn records by hand
And the new.
improved
t.
Record Date I
\
II is rem,
I'
mended by
I
leading auk
reo. moga
aines —including \
Siereophole,
Record Doctor II
Deluxe Cleaning Package: Record Doctor 11 vacuum
powered IP rloonroo tno(hrne 4oz clearing fluol. fluid
•: SOH .oluo, now 5169 9S'
$100 Off VPI's "Professional" Cleaner.
SPI HW 17 fully °wormer cleaning momme nthe world s
most thorough LP cleaner eh automate fluid apploonon, and
6dnechonal LP dealing-- to insure every bit of dust Mdirt n
removed ,6W lb rs fully enclosed--no splehng and no
mess Mounts ore extra heavy duty professional grade tire
model 14W17'F' —ordy 5100 more- -includes ocooling fan
for continuous cleaning of hundreds dhundred of I.Fh The
HW 17 rs the LP collector sdream mathinel
VPIIIW-17f cleonmg memo reg 51,000, now 899.95'

Next generation otter correction with DTI•Pro 32's rood
ible two stage digital filter 832 bol DSP data enhancer
Coaxial, AES,IBU lotlink 8. gloss inputs (ma, ASS. (RU
ATAT outputs Audio Alchemy DiksPro 32 digital
antr-ener filler, reg 51,595, now 51,495.00"

Get professional performance with Audio Alchemy's new
dual rhesus DOS Pro CD transport vath the ochani,;
Pioneer 'stable planer CD transport system, b
orl
SPOIF did& output &outboard parer supply Audio
Alchemy DOS Pro regulan 51,595, now 1,395 00'

Save 5195 On Advanced DDEvI.1

The DDEvl Ihas built-in DTI type anti seer stage
world's first Possive DAUIntegrotor stage hybrid op.
ampsiCloss Adiscrete output stage, 2divot inputs
outboard power supply Alchemy DDEv1.1 0/8
was 5495 now 5299 95"

Call Toll Free To Order :
1-800-942-0220
Charge Cards Accepted-No Extra Charge!
re

NEW HDCD D/A Converter Only $699!

$249 Off New DDSIII CD Transport

New DDEv3 Orakes digital technology one step
with the Pardo Microsorms HDCD digital filter lot HU(Ii
discs ,Anew dual mono output offers unmatched dour.,
locus Coax &corral Inputs. digital 16 (motel outputs
Omare ,DDEv3.0 D- Aregular 5199 now 5699"
5295 Off DEC Remote Preomp!

This out
ctndrg
sle.
np

transport
from
che Audro
,d. y
features a
highly Intelligent Sony loser drawer as,
ter output stone shock mounted In osteer
Audro
Alchemy DDSIII CD transport reg 5699 now 449 95"
Upgrade DTI•Pro, DDEv1.1, DDEv3.0 &
DEC With Power
Station 3
Improve che (lardy
focus, mown of
your D11, Ehool Engine
DE OF DE( preomp with the new Power Station 3high
current power supply wIlh many toes the current of the
regular power ¡um* &extra lifters to remove RF 0digs
tal in,Audio Alchemy Power Motion 3
5159 now 169

uso righteous tattle line stoge- inexpenuve, expon
doble, and incredibly transparent' raves Stereophile s
Wes Philips The DI( remote controlled hne stage pre
omp offers 4inputs and is easily upgraded Alchemy
DEC preomp was 5495 now only 299 95"
50% Off DTI•Pro Anti-Jitter Filter

UM.

Sore now on the Alchemy DII•Pro Suer. .,
Harley tolled 'a break through in dada c,dm
factory updated &upgroded units hove advanced hew
slope •' ial fdlenng, 90(0 compatible DSP &coaxial
' t. Toshnk inpuh Was 51.300, now 649.95"

Clean 8, Protect With Power Wedge Conditioners
Power Wedge Power Conditioners

New Low Price Power Filters

Power Wedges lemur° doer ‘ornplopenror y1.11,1°109es ro
condition power for enhanced performonce in high end audio
home theater systems

Hew low price Power Pack filters hove rugged high grade
industnal-strength filters 8. fast going MOV spike suppres
muro for superb protection and improved sound

Power
Power
Power
Power
Power
Power
Power
Power

Audio Power Power Pock II, 6outlet power filter winch
4analog 2digital outlets.
lost octing MOO spike
protection, reg $229,
now 199 95'

I

VPI MW-86,5 regular SOSO. now 5399.95t

ali
w
r

S200 OFF New DDS Pro CD Transport

I

Save $30 On The "Recommended" Record
Doctor It, Only SI69.95!

buse now on the world's best selling mold cleaning
=clime the VPI HW- 16 5. (idos prose HM 16 5, rugged
build and superb cleaning power Apowerful motor guns LPs
while the self leveling suction tube deep cleans the record
grooves—your records never sounded sweeter ,And the CI
NW 165 comes complete mil,dri're? shown (Move/
fluid opphœtor bottle and cone, o. :•6,0,

SAVE On 01f .Pro 32 Anti-Jitter filter

I

Save Now On The World's Best
Record Cleaning Machines
To Vacuum Clean Valuable I.Ps!

B
EST S
ELLING AUDIO ALCHEMY DIGITAL1
C
ONVERTERS, T
RANSPORTS &F
ILTERS

1

for improved stability the (032's 3beam light pen loser
transport system is
mounted in the
middle ot the
4222
rhos, -and
double shock
mounted to
improve disc reading Extensive front panel are offered
I
hut you can control everything with the 26 button infrared I
femme CM ploys both 3S' 6575' duro FR 20 20kHz
SS 90 dB DR -90 dB (5 I30 dB THD•lione 008°,
I
Dimensions 14 25' wide, 12 25 deep 36 tall Warranty
Iyear Mode in China
Music Hall CD32 (D player regular 5325 while they last
only 169 95' Hurry, supplies ore landed

1-800-942-0220.

Wedge
Wedge
Wedge
Wedge
Wedge
Wedge
Wedge
Wedge

116 with 10 outlets for audio
'639 00
114 with 8outlets fou undo
'499 00
113 w 7outlets for big DA zsdeo '639 00
112 with 6outlets for oudro
'389 DO
110 with min rurrent cmp ourlets '279 00
122 6outlets for 20 amp devices '479 00
PE 1power enhancer tir, AC meter '279 00
1118 new 18 outlet model offering power
.
utems' 1,279 00

Audio Advisor: "Not aStore...More"
Shipping Charges Ground UPS: ..
extra items add SI 40 each -Turntables/Stands range from 512 95 514 95
"Electronos,omp rocks, etc are $11 95 ,512 95 fRocks/Large
stands/Turntables, elc range from 516 95 529.95
Hours Monday Thursday 80M-8 PM, Friday 8MA 6PM
Saturday 10 AM 5PM Sunday I2-4PM All heces ore Eastern
Standord time Prices 8. speuf nouns are subiect to change with out notice '1996 Audio Adynor Inc

New Audio Power Power Pack V. offers 12 outlets
for aucho O',oleo systems, heavy duly steel case, UKapproved desIgn, 19" rock mount face, AC power meter,
more. Regular 5529, intro price '499 95

New Hours: Monday-Thursday 8:30 AM-8 PM
Friday 8:30 AM—i5 PM. Saturday 10 AM-5 PM
Sunday 12-4 PM. All Times Are EST.

B&W •BRYSTON •CARVER
CONRAD-JOHNSON •KRELL
GENESIS • MAGNEPAN
MARK LEVINSON •ONKYO

CWE r
ME

McINTOSH •PANASONIC
PARADIGM

•PROCEED

CA! pi F4r

ROCK SOLID • ROTEL
SELECO • SENNHEISER
SONOGRAPHE •STEWART
TECHNICS

• THORENS

V

fez

e_

TRANSPARENT
WELL TEMPERED •ZENITH

Your local dealer is the right choice.
We are not omail order firm.
Our prices and services ore for
Atlanta and the Southeast. Music
sounds better done professionally.

MEMBERS OF:

Audio Engineering Society

1.

Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers
Custom Electronic Design R.
Installers Association
Academy for the Advancement of
High End Audio
Professional Audio Retailers
Association
Mathematical Association of
America
Licensed by the State of Georgia

Audio
Forest
...1 ,vee I/kbf
_

3 0360

Cfr
ell/d.te"
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LISZT
PIANO
SONATA
IN B
-MINOR

F

ranz Liszt composed his Piano Sonata in Bminor in Weimar in 1853, dedicating it to
Robert Schumann in return for the lattees
C-minor Fantasy. But the Sonata's highly
emotive language and radical departure from classical
constraints of form and key alienated it not only from
Schumann, but also from his wife Clara, their friend Brahms,
and alarge part of Liszes own audience of admirers more
familiar with the dazzling virtuosic sweetmeats he himself
had given during extensive concert tours. Here was awork
of 30 minutes' duration that contracted the first movement,
the customary slow middle movement, and the faster final
movement of atraditional sonata into asingle movement
constructed from the constant reshaping, transformation,
and cyclical reappearance of three short motifs. Ironically,
the work was originally considered improvisatory, indulgently virtuosic, and intricate to the point of obscurity;
now it is recognized as a"miracle of concentration."
The Sonata opens with aLento, sotto voce introduction
of three octave Gs, followed by adescending scale that,
having been repeated and slightly altered, gives way to
aforte outburst heralding the Allegro energico and the
start of the exposition proper. Here the third element, atriplet figure heard twice, is instantly trans-
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formed into arising "snare-drum" announcement of arepeated note motif.
All other material is developed from
these tiny rhythmic and melodic cells.
The second subject section opens with
aGrandioso statement followed only bars
later by acontrastingly poetic Cantando
espressivo. Some fiercely virtuosic passagework and ahighly original recitativo, prefaced by fierce pesante chords, lead to "the
slow movement," Andante sostenuto, and a
Quasi adagio with the most hushed dolcissimo con intimo sentiment() section. This
then builds in dynamic, with allusions to
the Grandioso theme, to aspine-tingling
ff cadence into F#, which instantly dissolves into astring of ethereal, bell-toned
pianissimo scales. Eventually the Allegro
energico returns in the form of a
fitgato and,
after appearances of both the Grandioso
and Cantando themes, some white-hot
descending double octaves race to aff
climax. A tranquil coda brings the work
full circle to adying close.
Nine years ago Iwrote a"Building a
Library" article on the Liszt B-minor
Sonata for the November 1987 Stereophile (Vol.10 No.8). At that time the
comparatively few recordings of it in the
catalog appeared to take many artists to
the limits of their technical proficiency.
This time around Ihad the mammoth
task of comparing 49 versions, many of
them by young performers Ihad never
heard before, but all of whom revel in
techniques that can not only cope with
this work but also seem to have more in
reserve. Ifound this amazing leap forward in virtuosity and musicianship the
most astounding revelation to come out
of my survey.
Many of the legendary great pianists
of this century who made the Sonata a
staple of the repertoire can still be heard
on disc. One such is Vladimir Horowitz,
whose influential 1932 recording is available in an extraordinarily well-cleanedup remastering of the mono original on
Iron Needle IN 1303 (The Early
Recordirigs, 1932-36, with aChopin selection). Horowitz may well have established here certain slowings of tempo
and pulse that have now become tradition, but, at 26% minutes, this is still one
of the fastest accounts on disc. It certainly sounds it: here is atense performance
that, with its volatile surges of tempo,
sounds choppy and sectionalized. But it
nonetheless has agreat sense of momentum and acertain impassioned poetry in
the slower, lyrical sections that is quite
enthralling. Although Horowitz's recently deleted 1977 recording for RCA was
more rhapsodic, it was ultimately less satisfactory, his nervy forcing of dynamics
162

making notes leap out of the score like
gunshot fire, his risky headlong dive into
the perilous waves of prestissimo octaves
sounding like wild and blatantly inaccurate indulgence.
Claudio Arrau also had, until recently, two recordings listed in Schwann
Opus. His performances have always
commanded respect, his solid and noble
philosophical arguments seeking repose
in ardent lyricism. But his tendency to
burden the tempo in order to underline
salient points in the score, and his hectoring way with the coda — in which he

unqualified recommendation.
It's interesting to compare these performances with two concerts given by
Richter that were also recorded around
the same time: the first in 1966 at the
Aldeburgh Festival (Music & Arts CD600, with Mozart's Sonata in G, K.283,
and Schubert's Sonata in B, D.575), the
second in 1971 (Memories HR 4218,
Public Performances '66-71, with Mozart's
Piano Concerto 24 under Muti/Orchestra del Maggio Musicale Fiorentino).
Here we are asked to admire Richter
the charismatic performer, the Sonata
apparently appealing more as avehicle
to display his transcendental technique
than as awork of unique and monuTITHE MOST
mental structure. Thus he muses and
blazes, his swings of introspection and
ASTOUNDING
abandon peaking and troughing with
the sickening speed of afairground ride,
REVELATION WAS
allowing only ablurred glimpse of the
magnificent architectural vista in which
THE AMAZING LEAP
it is set. Although the 1966 recording
FORWARD IN
has great clarity and thankfully aquiet
audience, the hectoring and heavyVIRTUOSITY AND
handed 1971 reading is plagued by a
seemingly bored band of "admirers"
MUSICIANSHIP IN
who lack the good manners to keep
their
coughs and shuffles to a miniTHE LAST
mum. Another recording of indeterminate age but in adreadful, reverberant
NINE YEARS.
recording with slight hiss and pre-echo,
and afocus that seems to come from
cannot let the music go without having inside the piano, is also available (Philips
the final word — were unattractive traits.
446 200-2, with the two Liszt Piano
Happily, two performances by Emil
Concertos from 1961 under KondraGilds are still readily available, the first shin/LSO). This is a garbled runfrom 1964 in a remastered analog
through of hammering intensity and
recording made in New York City Hall,
frequent pedal thump, with passages so
the second amono recording of aconfast in the fiery recapitulation that notes
cert given in Aix-en-Provence in 1966
become indistinguishable — altogether
(RCA 61614-2, with Schubert's Sonata in
ahateful issue that left me feeling tired
D, Op.53; and Music & Arts CD-759,
and battered.
with Beethoven's Sonatas 21 and 26,
Vlado Perlemutees Nimbus ADD
respectively). The live production must
recording from 1974 (NI 5299, with
be immediately discounted; it sounds as
Schurnann's Phantasie in C) is blighted
though it were recorded in abox, with
by afairly consistent ebb and flow of
much of the fast passagework ajumbled
tempo that chops the work into sections,
mess, and far too many wrong notes for and an unhealthy scattering of wrong
comfort. Although the '64 performance
notes. Shura Cherlcassky also appears on
also has its fair share of inaccuracies, this
Nimbus in arecording made some 11
is areading of persuasive strength and
years later, when he was 74 (NI 7701,
beguiling delicacy — the veiled quality of with Chopin's Andante Spianato & Grand
the Quasi adagio dolcissimo section is
Polonaise, B-minor Sonata, and Liszes
haunting, the pianissimo scales are
Hungarian Rhapsody 2). This is an affecexquisitely intoned. The fugato, by contionate but predictably subdued account
trast, is astudy in precision that builds
that is similarly littered with anumber of
quite naturally to a sensitively graded
agogic hiatuses of tempo. However, if
restatement of the Grandioso theme. But you are aCherkassky &n there will be
Gilds is playing an instrument with afull
much here for you to enjoy.
bass that tends to blur detail in the loudAnother great pianist who makes this
er and faster passages, and the recording Sonata sound uncharacteristically vulhas afew nasty edits—for this reason I nerable is Artur Rubinstein (RCA
could not give this superb account an
62590-2, with the Franck Prelude,
S
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ADCOM
ADUIBAT 8.5
AERIAL
ANGSTROM
ARTEMIS
ASC TUBE TRAPS
AUDIOQUEST

Listen to the sounds
audiophiles are making
about Overture ...

AVALON
BAG END
BENZ MICRO
BRIGHT STAR AUDIO
CAL AUDIO LABS

44 At Overture they know music and what
it should sound like.")

C.
A.T.
CLASSÉ
CITATION
CLEARAUDIO
CONFIAD JOHNSON
DENON
DISCOVERY

44 When

Overture puts asound system

together, it's like aconductor assembling a
magnificent orchestra. It's got perfect balance,
musicality, and most importantly — feeling.",

DWIN
ENERGY
FORSELL
GENESIS

44

Overture has renewed my interest in

high-end audio. 95

GOLDEN TUBE AUDIO
GRADO
GRAHAM 1.5T/
C
KJNERGETICS
LEXICON
MARANTZ
MARK LEVINSON
M.
I
.
T.
MAGNUM DYN.
IU.
AB

44 Overture is the only dealer I've worked with
that's not just trying to sell me equipment.
They know what works well together. They sell
performance, not boxes. Iwouldn't think of
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Chorale & Fugue, and the Bach/Busoni
Chaconne, recorded in 1965). This is
simply not Liszt; Rubinstein seems
intractably tuned into Chopin's wavelength, his alteration of spacing in some
of Liszes quasi-orchestral chords creating an undesirable soporific effect that
heightens the lack of drama and fire
throughout the entire work.
But listen if you can to the ineffable
Alfred Cortot playing Weber's Sonata 2
and aLiszt selection including the Bminor Sonata from 1930, in recordings
taken from 78s for Music & Arts' historical series on CD-662-1 (from
el.HMV DB 1307/9). It is still just possible to appreciate Cortoes wonderful
natural rubato and timing through the
huge amounts of crackle and a long
repeated click in the climactic build of
the development section. Here is one of
the finest examples of "the old school,"
with lyrical playing of an old-fashioned
poetry that seems to permeate even the
thunder-and-lightning pyrotechnic passagework to further enhance the visionary retrospection of the coda. This is an
entrancing performance if you can
ignore some uncomfortable tuning
idiosyncrasies at the extremes of the
piano's range, and aphysical sectionalizing imposed by the timing limitations of
recording onto 78s.
A truly appalling "modern" recording of the Sonata is that of Van Cliburn
in A Romantic Collection, including works
by Brahms, Granados, Rachmaninoff,
Ravel, Schumann, and Tchaikovsky
(RCA 60414-2), set down between
1971 and '75. There really is no excuse
for this patchwork of nasty edits and
horrendously clangorous and claustrophobic sonics — I could tolerate the
sound only through the wall in another
room. Furthermore, Van Cliburn, like
Richter, appears to be using the Sonata
merely as ashowcase for his undisputed
virtuosity, beating it into submission
with megalomaniac authority. Ifound
this dutiful listening totally unfulfilling.
By comparison, Jorge Bolees performance, though admittedly as charismatic
from the opening notes as Cliburn's, has
apower to let the music speak with a
ravishing beauty and expressive warmth
of phrasing and dynamics that enhance
his technical wizardry. Bolet can also
coax the strong masculine and delicate
feminine voices of the recitativo into natural conversation before settling sotto vow
into the Quasi adagio; thefugato represents
that other persona who speaks with a
pleasing deftness and precision. Thus,
Bolet takes care of both the inner emotions and the outer technical garb of
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1996

tranquility, via acrescendo of anticipation, into the most noble modulation
into the key of F#, before an astonishingly deft fugato and some fast and furious fingerwork finally dissolve into a
sublime coda. But some may find his
tempos in the slower sections just alittle
too emotionally draining despite the
most exquisite tone color and afinely
honed view of the entire work.
Also on Hyperion is Leslie Howard
in Vol.9 of his ongoing cycle of the
complete Liszt solo piano music
(CDA66429, with two Elegies, six
Consolations, "Gretchen" from A Faust
Symphony, and Totentanz). Ifound this
OLET, THOUGH
performance far too hasty and breathADMITTEDLY AS
less. Howard has no time to relax in a
reading that cuts agood six minutes off
CHARISMATIC FROM
most others, and sounds as if it does.
The recording is also disappointing in
THE OPENING NOTES
comparison with Demidenko's, so only
go for this if you are building the comAS CLIBURN, HAS A
plete Howard/ Liszt cycle — at aprojected 80-odd CDs, soon to be alibrary
POWER TO LET THE
in itself. Also guilty of rushing his fences
MUSIC SPEAK WITH A
is Igor Ardasev (on Supraphon 111519,
in a Liszt recital including Rhapsodie
RAVISHING BEAUTY AND
espagnole), but he still manages to be
more expressive than Howard despite a
EXPRESSIVE WARMTH
phenomenally relentless technique.
If these two can be accused of using
OF PHRASING AND
breakneck speeds to whip up excitement, Emanuel Ax has been criticized
DYNAMICS THAT
by some for underplaying his hand and
ENHANCE HIS
being totally undemonstrative in his
contemplative 1992 recording from
TECH NI CAL WIZARDRY.
Jordan Hall, Boston, Massachusetts
(Sony SK 48484, coupled with Verdi
Paraphrases on Aida and Rigoletto, and
Vallée d'Obermann). I find Ax's quiet,
made by our own Stereophile magazine
(STPH008-2, coupled with La lugubre unaffected manner quite refreshing. A
lack of impetuosity by no means
gondola Iand I/, Vallée d'Oberrnann, Orage,
implies alack of direction; his gentle,
and Liebestraum), is equally persuasive.
reflective musings generate their own
He has the demonically frenetic declamation perfectly counterpoised against inner tension and drama, and his beautiful bell-tones and hushed sonorities
the ethereal delicacy of the second-subare easily as breathtaking as Howard's or
ject and second-movement themes; he
is able to present the entire work as a Ardasev's, and for better reason.
If you want excitement, however,
well-argued and ardent conversation,
look elsewhere. Thirty-seven-year-old
never permitting the strength of the
Claudius Tanski, who has worked
rhetorical to suppress the beauty of the
poetic ... and the 20-bit sound resolu- closely with Alfred Brendel, has made
tion is superb. (See the June Stereophile two recordings of the work, both coufor John Atkinson's thorough account pled with the little-known Felix
Draeseke's C-minor Sonata. The first,
of the recording process.)
from 1992 (Altarus AIR CD 90300), is
Young Russian pianist Nikolai
given on aBiisendorfer that jangles tirDemidenko (Hyperion CDA66616,
with two Légendes S.175, and the Scherzo & ingly on the ear in afar too reverberant
acoustic, and shows up some nasty editMarch) also gives as thoughtful and proing gaffes when the tuning turns sour.
found aperformance, his ability to build
The performance, too, portends none
in both dynamic and emotional intensity
of the spontaneity and enthusiasm of
an outstanding example of concentration
the second, made ayear later, on a1901
and singlemindedness. Thus he manipulates us easily out of pasçages of hypnotic Steinway (Dabringhaus und Grimm

these themes; in the recapitulation, for
example, one can marvel at atechnique
that can so easily bring out the inner
voice bearing the Cantando theme while
being intoxicated by its beauty. Only the
14-year-old sound quality is adisappointment, the Bechstcin abrittle exponent in
an extremely reverberant acoustic.
If Bolet makes attractive play of the
Sonata's yin and yang aspects, Iam
delighted (and relieved!) to say that
Robert Silverman, in his new recording
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and articulation at his fingertips
(Reference Recordings RR-25, LP or
CD, with Mtphisto Waltz 1, La campanella,
Harmonies du soir, and Fete fide). He
opens the Sonata with commanding
weightiness, expanding ardently into the
Grandioso section with exciting flair and
momentum. Although his legato touch
is sensually fluid, the recitativo section is a
little disappointing expressively; his performance soon catches fire again, however, his flamboyant abandon that of one
who is confident of the calculated risk.
IF YOU
The recording is impressive, too, with
just alittle more clarity of focus on CD.
WANT EXCITEMENT,
Less attractive is 29-year-old Kyoko
37-YEAR-OLD
Tabe (Denon CD-78960, with the three
Sonetti del Petrarca and the Rigoletto
CLAUDIUS TANSKI'S
Paraphrase). Although she has an
immensely powerful technique, her
PERFORMANCE EXPLODES
playing lacks light and shade and aconcomitant subtlety and sweetness; conseINTO DELIGHTFUL
quently, she never manages to lift the
notes from the page. Midori Nohara's
FRESHNESS AND
performance is of her prizewinning conVIBRANCY.
cert at the Concours International
Marguerite Long/Jacques Thibaud
Competition in 1992 (REM 311187
XCD, with Damase's Introduction &
By comparison, Alfred Brenders 1981
Allegro, and Second Prize-winner Wojrecording is astudy in analytical dissection (Philips 432 048-2, with the Après ciech Switala playing Chopin's Andante
Spianato & Grande Polonaise). Again, the
un lecture de Dante, fiuttasia quasi un sonata,
technique cannot be faulted, and for a
Invocation, and La hebre gondola land II).
live performance Nohara is impressively
Nothing is left to chance, no note is
accurate. But what's lacking here is the
played in the heat of the moment, but is
imagination to draw the piece into a
placed within the structure of the work
meaningful whole, aquality that should
with the utmost precision and forecome with maturity and experience.
thought. Although Ifound this stark
Other women have taken this imexactitude rewarding in my first survey
mense work into the recording studio
of the Sonata, Inow find its academic
with great success. Martha Argerich's
manner fussy and uninspiring, even
legendary performance has unfortumoments of beauty appearing to be
nately left the catalog, but Ethclla
studies in fingerweight and tone control.
Chuprik gives avery good account of
With the jangly piano and poor sonics
herself, although it is not aperformance
further contriving against the perforIcould live with (Donau DCD-8121,
mance, I'm afraid it's not for me this
with Rhapsodie espagnole, Nuages gris,
time around.
Mazgpa, and Mtrhisto Waltz 1). ImpetBut I'm bowled over by an equally
uosity and flair can suddenly be counwell-considered performance presented
tered by aquite ponderous play for safeby an equally well-harnessed technical
ty, creating some jarring stops and starts
prowess but with alarge dash of humanthat become predictable and tiresome.
ity and coloristic flair, and a hypnotic
Not so Elisabeth Leonskaja (Teldec
charm to counterbalance its immense
44948-2, coupled with the Dante Sonata
strength and architectural stature. With
and two Some del Petrarca). This lovely,
very presentable sonics to match, Krysdelicately shaded performance is tightly
tian Zimennan reveals, as Robert Silverbut sensitively argued via aneat techman does, how the fiercely opposed
nique. Liszt's orchestrally colored
emotional and physical elements of this
Sonata can be blended into aperfect chords are superbly shaped and textured, the rapid arpeggios and chromatharmony (DG 431 780-2, with Funérailles, Nuages gris, La Noue, and La lugubre ics flowing with prodigious fluency. I
love the feeling of inevitability
‘
eattdola II).
Leonskaja brings to the work, asense of
Three Japanese pianists arc also curinner momentum within afully comrently available in this work. Minoru
prehended framework driving her
Nojima has awonderful range of touch

MD+GL 3514). If the piano sound still
leaves alittle to be desired, Tanski's performance explodes like a spring bud
into delightful freshness and vibrancy.
Tanski never oversentimentalizes — in
fact, he could be considered rather too
purposeful and self-assured in places
like the recitativo —but his natural exuberance is, in itself, most attractive.
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vision to its ultimate goal, with every
detail held in crystal-clear focus.
Imissed this easy flow from one section to another in the clutch of accounts
that have been recorded recently by
male artists. Many of them seem to be
trying too hard to highlight the contrasting elements in the work at the
expense of its overall coherence; what
so often emerges is asectionalized reading that is not the sum of its very many
beautiful parts. Barry Douglas is one
such (RCA 61221-2, coupled with
Nuages gris, Richard Weer-Venezia,
Schlqflos, Frage und Ammon, Elegy 2,
Webern's Piano Variations, and Berg's
Sonata Op.1). The surging variations in
pulse that are afingerprint of his performance from the very opening are
ungainly, his repeated chords arc ultimately boring in their lack of dynamic
shading, and while his polyphonic voicing can be quite exquisite at times, his
passagework often becomes labored
with aresultant loss of momentum.
Enrique Graf has more variety of
touch, brittleness giving way to alovely
legato, but his playing is too solid, lacking lift and vitality, alimited dynamic
range doing nothing to improve this
(Intersound 3539, with Grieg's Piano
Concerto under Kyung-Soo Won/
Moscow Philharmonic).

L

EONSKAJA'S

LOVELY, DELICATELY
SHADED PERFORMANCE
IS TIGHTLY BUT
SENSITIVELY ARGUED
VIA A NEAT TECHNIQUE,
WITH A FEELING OF
INEVITABILITY.

Artur Pizarro, winner of the 1990
Leeds International Piano Competition,
recorded the Sonata two years after his
triumph (Collins 13572, with the three
Sonetti del Petrarca and two Ligendes). He
shows agreat deal of promise here and,
as always it seems, aprodigious talent.
But he suggests that the natural draina
and intensity of the opening and the
tranquility of the slower sections of the
work are, in themselves, not enough to
display his talent. Rather he elaborates
upon the score (as Earl Wild did with
167
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more charisma in his now-deleted Liszt
the Virtuoso, Etcetera ETC 2010) with
double trills where only single ones are
written, an interminable pedal-held
chord where there should be silence
prior to the coda, and aD-natural on the
upper part of two chords that are written
and otherwise invariably played as D#.
But what is more disturbing is his endless elasticity of pulse and tempo, which
endangers the Sonata's structural coherence. Iwholeheartedly agree with acolleague who succinctly suggested that
Pizarro's performance needs "greater
propulsion and less elaborate toying
with the heart of the matter."
Stefan Arnold is guilty of exactly the
same kind of excesses as Pizarro,
although his style is rather more clipped
and brittle (Ambitus AME 97 878, coupled with Funérailles and Harmonies du
soir). The wunderkind Ivo Pogorelich
combines asimilar clipped touch with
myriad others, giving an account of the
most exquisite variety of tone color and
articulation that one could expect; his
voicing in the fugato and the inner-voice
cantando of the recapitulation is a
delight, but ultimately his performance
is mannered and does not hang together (DG 429 391-2, coupled with Scriabin's Piano Sonata 2).
Undoubtedly one could live with
these performances, but I'm not so sure
about that given by Miguel Angel
Estrella (Gallo CD-719, with Mozart's
Fantasy in cand Sonata in c). This is an
outrageously indulgent and idiosyncratic performance; its rhetorical punctuation is so exaggerated that an indisputable emotional commitment can do
nothing to make it more acceptable to
the unsuspecting record-buying public
— beware!
By contrast, Jenii Jandó gives avery
presentable account in perfectly acceptable sonics on the budget-price Naxos
label (8.550510, coupled with Les jeux
d'eau àla Villa d'Este, Vallée d'Obermann,
and La campanella). His deliberate way
with rhythms can be alittle ponderous,
and he is prone to sudden surges of
speed, but altogether this is agood, dramatically tense performance by which
to get to know the work. In Carl Heinz
Marz's performance the greater swings
between too-careful consideration of
rhythm and articulation and awayward
rushing of fences would give anyone
new to the work afar less accurate representation it (FSM FCD 97 727, with
Schumann's Sonata Op.11).
Also recorded in 1990, Deszo Ranki's
beautifully controlled account reminds
me very much of Alfred Brendel's
S
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it, demonic propulsion giving way to
warm lyricism in amuch more natural
blend. But Imiss that feeling of inexorability in what is basically an uncharismatic performance (Chandos CHAN 8540
1986, with three Concert Studies, S.144).
Compatriot André Laplante taps all
those veins that Lonie is unable to find in
afine recording made only three years
ago (Analekta Fleur de Lys FL 23030,
with Petrarca Sonetto 104, Mephisto Waltz 1,
Grey Clouds, and En réve: Nocturne). He
displays great panache, taking risks with
his rubato to the point where you think
he's about to lose momentum, from
whence he begins to build like agathering storm, creating great dramatic tension with afull-bodied fortissimo that is
really quite thrilling.
John Browning recorded the Sonata
in 1985 (Delos D/CD 3022, coupled
with the three Sonetti del Petrarca and the
Dante Sonata). His spiky touch is not
unattractive in itself, but when extra
weight is added to it in the Grandioso it
becomes unpleasantly percussive. Other
quirks, including hiatuses in tempo and
pulse, are also in evidence, but there is
an intangible "something" about this
performance; it grows on you if you're
prepared to give it the time.
A crystal-clear 1979 recording made
by BIS of Dag Achatz performing the
Sonata is still extant in the catalog (CD144, AAD, with Schumanri's Fantasy in
C and Kindaszenen). Sadly, the superior
sonics reproduce the rather tinny timbre of his Btisendorfer so well that they
render this disc too uncomfortable for
repeated listening. But Achatz gives a
big performance with an immense feeling for the structure of the piece, details
"St. Francis of Assisi Preaching to the
and sections unfolding inevitably. Ifind
Birds" Légende). If you can concentrate
this performance far more acceptable
on Lazar Berman's reading through the
than Maurizio Pollini's from 1989,
rather muffled and slightly crackly
AAD remastering, you will hear a which has been deemed one of the
most attentive to the Sonata's overall
forceful performance that often lapses
shape (DG 427 322-2, with Nuages gris,
into aspasmodic rubato and thus robs
Ututern!-Sinistre, La lugubre gondola I, and
the account of its structural clarity (Saga
R.W-Venezia). For me, Pollini is too
Classics EC 3381-2, with Beethoven's
impersonal and colorless, his finest
"Appassionata" Sonata Op.57).
qualities having been equaled or surAndré Watts's long-standing EMI
recording has always struck me as rather passed by some of the more recent additions to the catalog.
lacking in imagination, piano sections
So to achoice. There are many perautomatically linked with lackluster,
formances — Demidenko, Ax,
earthbound playing and forte sections
Nojima, Bolet, Laplante, and Tanski —
crashing around with unwelcome indisfor which Ihave great affection; given
cipline. Furthermore, his prestissimo douthe aforementioned caveats, Iwould
ble octaves thunder unpleasantly and
encourage you to give them atry. But
give way to acoda that offers no relaxElisabeth Leonskaja has an unqualified
ation as recompense (EMI CDM 64601,
recommendation for her sense and senwith aLiszt recital including the Transsibility, while Zimerman and Silverman
cendental Étude 10 and Un sospiro).
will excite you with their vibrant colors,
Canadian Louis Lortie's 10-year-old
vivid contrasts, and undoubted flair. S
account certainly has more to commend

approach. He makes his way purposefully through the work, but never
allows himself those moments of reverie that lend the spatial element also necessary to this Sonata. His performance
thus sadly comes across as astudy in
exquisite technical precision that fails to
satisfy emotionally (Harmonia Mundi
HMA 1903024, with La lugubre gondola
II, two Csárdás, the Mephisto Polka, and
Mephisto Waltz 4).
And so, finally, to some older recordings: Vladimir Feltsman's 1988 account
is uncharacteristically loose, with some
quirky articulation particularly in the
fugato, a rather matter-of-fact manner
with the lyrical sections, and aclangorous tone in those moments of more
menacing rhetoric (CBS MK 44925,
with the three Sonetti del Petrarca and the

POGORELICH
COMBINES A
CLIPPED
TOUCH WITH MYRIAD
OTHERS, GIVING AN
ACCOUNT OF THE
MOST EXQUISITE
VARIETY OF
TONE COLOR AND
ARTICULATION.
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eat it (and shush up), it's good for you ,.

XLR same price!

Priced per pair.

Alpha-Core GOERTZ MI AG 2Silver
Speaker Cable
Rited per pair.

.5m...$59 lm...$88 1.5m...$77 2m...$86
4ft.. $254e 53130 eft $506 1Oft. $633
3m...$1044m...M22 Son .
$140 8m.. $158
7m...$178 8m...$194 9m...521210m...1230 Alpha-Core GOERTZ MI 2 Copper
KC -1 .5m...$78 1m.. 596 1.5m...5114 Speaker Cable ,St,eo¡wleRec Cony, SSA
2m...$1323m...$168 4m .$204 5n.. $240 Priced per pair.
OPT .
5m...240 1m...$50 1.5m ..$130 811...57210ft _590 12ft.. $108 15ft $134
iLr

The ARTUS' and PniMuS' cables showcase engineering. materials. and construction of unsurpassed quality. featuring
vacuum-drawn 101-ORE" Copper conductors ARTUS" conductors are further plated
with high purity saver, increasing conducttvrly 1C6%. XLR same price. Priced per pair.
ARIUS - .5m..1400 1m 1550 1Sm
PRIMUS" .5rn...$325 1m .8395
5m

$700
$470

.Lif
1
Li u 1
.
.
... ... 0
;

II

1
W

JJ

KO

LL

D.
E

,c;

NN

1.::.•

00

FEE

9,4Gcl[114nSpade

FF.

M-SenesAnAed God Pn

PP

00

GC AO Deed Gold or Sher%

754 ice
$5/4 pc
SI tee

AudoTrultdDernred/L4es RCA

5193/4 cc

AudeTrue Frnerakl /Opal RCA

$10)/4 ec

IOC. Wormy Laden Was
LL

TT

UU

VV

TY

Carers CIA Same Plug

$45/ 2pc

P

AO Dbl Drect-Gold Samna
Varneee OblBanala Rug

530/2x
SIO/ 2pc

a

ZZ

AAA

%slug Deluxe Gold 19ana. Plug
SW Crerpcn Save Bahr°

V/ 2cc
$10/ 417c

Phew.> Crenp-cn Srgle Bala.

513/ 4cc

Fticenis Gold Cual Rama Plug
Apatee DIA %gam Reg

Slat
•
$13/ 2pc

R

CardasCCMSIghorkan Spade
Cadres CPAS Coppx Spade

Satincc
$16/2pc

WEITSnçae Banana Plug
WBTSngle Banana Plug

$110/ 4pc
$55/4 pc

S
•

KilberKable Post Master
A0014 Gold
1.F

SW/ 2gx
$15/ 41:c

Cadas Sngle Same Rug

523/ 2gx

U

Mender TwelCrenp Awn Spade

Monster X-Tomnaloreapaidng Gad Boma

✓

Carts CRS Gold /Rhodim Spade

W
X

M-Senes Gold Spaic
SWJtenbro Spode

SS/ 4pc
510/4 pc

Y.
Z

9N Large Spade
McnsterSpork/ Mr.

UP/41x
$22/ pe/$1.50 /gair

530/ ,
1ix,

MS -1 pr.

L
J

SW Deduce Lockng Banana PUgs
karma Deere Seigle Banana

IC

SW Deere

L
M.

SW Sngle Baia.
• .
AO Smile God or Seer Baum

Siggle Ronan Pugs

Id
O.

Apahre Deluxe Seigle Sanwa
M-Senes Mender Tp Boners

SW/ ape
SS/dpi
125.14pc
575/4 cc
52171/4cc
Se/ 4pc
$15/ 41x
!Mgr

RR

51.50/ 2cc
le2/ 2ix

1*0 Fboencr ReeCcrrect
L 9N Gold Pn

)

a

Zaa

MM

JS

SS

Y

X

(3)

.5490

PEECedP&Pair•

interconnects

Oft $1990
an $1230
lOir $409
tan $235

N

i
t

$241
5381
$279
$419
5452
$762

connectors are in tact
on Our most expensive

$1755
5970
5359
$205

SO

$259 et
$145 tor

A
of

Alpha-CoreGOERUligli-RirttyCopper
Interconnect (Srereophe Rec. Comp I

per conductors. The

twinfink u

Mt
,
,tt

Il

Priced per pair.
$1521m..12701.5m...$335

$12858e

Hon/ink ('.5m .5C

QuadEnk SC

InterCannect Stere ,ople,le f?, ,c Comp

Sorcerer kieconnect
OPPophieRec Coop)
Massrue arnaunts or
pestrekr poished
slyer kvirm the
Z-Core hemt of
this supernaturally
rriusical cabbe Uses14637 RCA ccenectors
5m $5991m...56491.5m...57492rn...5799

Alpha-Core GOERTZSolid-FineSilver
Interconnect (Stereophie Rec. Comp
Sari

Gc4den Cross 5I1

!F_EaM;11àgr--.

interconnect that offers

uses the same braid

Siorecevio
Cenr,...

ESOTERIC AUDIO USA Audeophie

hotrod performanceat
Mo-ped prices. PBJ

..../

DISCOVERY CABLE

Alpha -Core. GOERTZ interconnect
cables are based on the patented Goertz
technology. They consist of two flat solid conductors sandwiched on both sides
of amicroscopically thin dielectric.

elegant construction.

...

5m...5350 1m.. $400 1.5m...$450
.5m...$55

4TC Obi Bériore 6' pr...$288 8' pr $334
10' pr...$382 12' pr...$430 15' rx $502
4VS /4PR .. tent. /$1 /ft.

KIM3ER KABLE
Kmber'sentrylevelinter-

•• ,onnecn 6
,.•alrei Cocas

ver center conductor to the carefully selected dielectric composition and
twin helical shields, the ILLUMINATI D-60 clearly advances digital performance to ahigher plane (RCA or BNC).

,AUD101
IMAGICI_

KIM3ER KABLE

EjKIM1F-11KA.13LE

KIM3ER KABLE

11

ES KINSER KABLE KCTG interconnect uses fatukart kraLL TGI3LdigitalinkRCASiver
6 Silver VariStrand conductors. XLR Cablebetweentransport& D/AConverter.
same price. Prices per pair:
)(LP same price.
.5m...$390 tm...5720 1.5m...51050
.5m...5195
1m.. $360
1.5m...5425
2m...$1380 3m...$2040 4m...$2700 2m...$690 3m...$1020
4m...$1350

Kimber's legendary
4TC and 8TC loudspeaker cables continually receive rave
reviews and recommendation, rankingas
one of the best "high
end audio" values of
\
all time. IC cables
deliver correct harmonic and spectral
content of recordings
withbreathtaking. pinpoint accuracy. The
basic building block
of each TX and LPC
ri
is the Teflon''
jacketedVariStrand""
conductor. The conductor strands are
formed from our
advanced alloy, primarily consisting
ultra-high purity copper. Svronaaeivc

Snooker cothe

by:

AA AO Died Gold cr Sher Scode
BR AO Deed Odd or Shier Spade

1614'

CC. AO Deed God or Sher Spade 3/16"
DD. Wonder Universal Gold Spade

75t/ea
$1 . /2pc

96/2 or
131/2pc

00. AO °eat, RCA 9inn
550/ 4pc
PP. AO Ruth /Tops! RCA . 335/ 4icc/ 130/ 4pc
=taps

OC Amt.. LocImpfICA

RR 9N Gold Talon FCA Rug term
SS Beidersek Locking FICA
TT. AC) Tuguseie RCA 7rdn
A0Jade RCA 7,Eyn

518/2 cc

sui2,

525/4 pc
520/4 pc

Bendlnah Pierrun RCA
Reshal Se« Saari RCA

$5
6/
4pc

75$ /ea

8E0/2 pL

5411A Mare. Lackey RCA
Mt SW Gold Lockng FCA

16/ 2Fc

754 ice

520./2pc

IcartArKableRC.APkig

38/2pc

13/es

VAV SW Gold RCA Rug /Back Bate!

55/20c

9/4Gda RCA Pile/Seer ainel
IlAtinsterRsinotr*ZORCA

55/ 2pc
$10/2gc

•

McnslerPhanornk2SardrIRCA
Mender Runk* 2Vdeo RCA

ST/2pc
546/2pC

21 Monsh0 Dua Feet Sex One RCA
SAAMoralerCitSpeler

$12 /2P0

2-Way

$15 3-Way

5204-Way

$25

!%•.411

441113ERIES

audioquest

`e

MOO I

frfalt7..

The PA 1000 Iinterconnect features three precision wound time correct bandwidth balanced wire networks for audiophile music
reproduction. Choice of RCA or XLR plugs at
same pnce. Priced per pair.
.5m...$150

1m...5200

1.5m...$250

2m.. $300

3m...5000

4m...$000

lYpe 1unshielded
unbalanced line-level
interconnect for most source•
to-prearnp or pre-amp-to-am/Wier applications Superb rendering of space and ambience, with almost total neutrally. Unshreided
design enhances sonic transparency. but
may result in hum or RF1 problems rf used in
very long lengths or in very high noose ermronments. RCA connectors are standard.
Priced per pair.
Sin .4175 lm. .$275 15m

.5m...S90

lm...5125

1.5m...$160

2m...$200

3m...$200

4m...5200

$1ws

2m

5475

NW/REFERENCE Speaker Cable

„
The M 950 Iinterconnect uses three time
correct bandwidth balanced multi-gauge wire
networks for outstanding performance )(LP
same price Priced per pair.

An astonishing performer.
Michael Gind and Torn
Miller raved about it in the
absolute sound (issue 78
April 1992). So did Jack
English, in Stereophde
Ciecerter 1992 %hi 15 N3
121, calling it "one of the
very best I have ever
heard...." and saying it was
" fully capable of contending for the We King of
the
"10 awg Latcratcry
Grade copper over large
diameter Telion/alr cae.
Available as standard wrth
XLOS OM direct gold plated or bare OFHC copper
spade lugs. or XL0 nonmagnetic direct gold-plated banana pikes dhat
DO hold their spnng tension)
...$55 /ft
Priced per pair.
5tt

5650 611

5760 8ft

$980 10h. $1200

••/I

The M 850 Iuses two bandwidth balanced conductors plus improved shielding for excellent music and film reproduction. XLR same price Priced per pair.
.5m...$70

1m...$80

1.5m...$90

2m...5100

3m...$200

4m...5200

M550 I.5m...$45 1m.. $50

1.5m...555

2m...$65

4m...5200

3m...$200

51350 I .5m...535

inn.

TYpe 4 dedicated digital
^••••
interconnect. In Stereophile (Feb. 1992
Vol. 15 No. 2) Jack English said The
XL0-'The Soundstage .-was simply the
best digital cable Ihave ever heard...".
It's the reviewer's reference, and when
you hear it you'll understand why.
Outstanding performance, ultra wide
bandwidth, and the lowest cableinduced "jitter" of any cable tested.
Available as standard with RCA or BNC
connectors. Also available as Type 413
for AES/ EBU.
5.v. 8600 lm..515o 15m..1203 2m...5250

4140,

VIrtu0S0

$40 1.5m...$45

3m...5200

o

C

22 awg FPC Copper
18awg FPC CoPPer
Printery PE Insulation
PP Feller
Mylar Binder
PVC Jacket (UL CL2)

Priced per pair
5rn...5132
Sled 15rn $198 2m $231
3m $297 4rn $363 5m 5429 6m $495
7m .9681 8m.. 8827 9rn $893 lOrn $759
wr nips 51n...$167 Ire $200 15m $233
AO VIDEO /DIGITAL PRO'. Had
loarn insulated
Functonally
, -Perfect
sold FPS silver.
Siver
dcuble balanced
5m.. $175 lm...5225 1.5m .7275 2m.. $325
AO VIDEO /DIGITAL 1VP3' . Hard cel loan mutated sold eve plated copper. double balanced
5m $67
le $75
1.5w. $83 2m $91
AO RUBY X3'., In* balanced. sokl FPC copper, loarned polyethylene

Functional
Perfect
Copper
¿wand ii:,
22 awg LOG Dreinwire
22 awg FPC Copper
Foamed Polyethylene
Foil Shield
PVC Jacket (UL CL21

o

Priced per pair
Midnight 3. Dark Blue
Factory prep. 8...$351 10.8415
Custom prep. W...$316 10...3380
Single Biwire W..$330 10...$395
Double Sucre 8'...$592 13...$720

Best Selling
Video Cables

1m
rIni
See
Sin..

OSO Reference
Interconnects use individually insulated pure 15% silver /85% copper
conductors 8. microporous foam
teflon insulation. XLR same price.
Priced per pair.

M 1000V" Silver Video Cable
.5m..$301m...$40 15m...850 2m
4m...$80 6m...$103 8m .$120

22 awe LOG Drainwire
22 awg LOG COPP.,
Polypropylene Insulation
Foil Shield
PVC Jacket (UL CL2)
Priced per pair

o
5m $57
In(
3m $97 ain
7m.. $161 Elm
11m 5225 12n1
w nth en

$65 l5m $73
2m $81
$113 5m 5129 en $145
$177 9m.. $193 ICIon. .5209
$241 13en $257 14m $273
Sill
im $125
5rn $133

CL-3

"

•

AO CRYSTAL'.. use5 twelve sold conductors. spiraled together in aHybrid Hyperlitz
array Six conductors are 18 awg LGC copper arid 50 are 20 awg FPC copper lime FPC
copper acts like abypass. allowing most of
the high frequency benefits of this superior
meter.) The less expensrve LGC copper per
vides bulk so Crystal provides apowerful full
range sound Together the LGC and FPC
allow Crystal to have extraordinary pert°,
mance al areasonable price.

ii

•

Premium
Interconnects (Stereophile Rec. Comp.)
Certified coated copper conductors.
XLR same price. Priced per pain
5rn $195 lm
3m $595 4m

$275 I5m $355 2m $435
$755 5rn »15 6m 51075

LGC

Priced per pair
AO Crystal. Slate Blue
Factory prep. 8'...$219 10.1255
Custom prep. 8'...12» 10'..3240
Single &wire 8...$219 10'...$266
Double &woe 8'...$368 10'...8440

ilbsijak. IrmI beta Optical interopee.1
$18
1Ftt

$11/ loot
12'...$2»
12...1276
12'...$290
12'...1612

Priced per pair
1),Te 2. Burgundy Satin
$1 .6 /loot
Factory prep
8%..9113 10...$89 12...575
Custom prep.
r...sso 10'...556 12.162
Double &wore er...sica 10.8112 12...8124
Pa F-16 ...4coreckx Hypefilz/ LOG cower.

fin/
at laid

e

in( S39 1.5m...543
2m...547
ar , $63 5m...571
6rn...$79
Fr,
595 9m. $103 10m...5111
5127 13m 5135 14m $143

AO VIDEO /D1GRAL ONE'. Teflon
Sil ver
insulated soled
Pte.,'
Silver Plated Copper
Copper
Bke Sato Jacket

.5rn

$27

1m. .$30

AO JADE*..

1.5m. .$33

2m

Grain

4
,02

411
7;1(:1_,

111111111.1116
'
.It

price. Priced per pair.

Priced per pair
5rn...$22. lm..g25 1.5m .$274 2m. $30

.5rn. .$120 lmn
3....5270 um

7m. .809 8m...$50
mm ...875 12m...$90

$150 1ber $180 2m...$210
$330 5ro 5390 8m...5450

9rn
13m

165
$85

20 awg FPC Copper
18 awg tOC Copper
Pnmary PE Insulation
PP Filler
Mylar Binder
PVC Jacket NI. CL2)

Jacket

C'
ePer
Priced per pair

AO F-14'.. 2cœductor I-Wentz U3C coppy.

Priced per pair
Indigo 2. Dark Blue
56 /loot
Factory prep 8...8171 10'...8196 12...8219
Custom prep. 8'. else cr..euxe 12...$204
Seigle &wire 8' $170 10'...$195 12...6219
Double Own 8'. $272 10'...$320 12...5388
11111P.er_e-____=1:1=

PVC
Jacket

20 awg
Long
Gram
Comer

ariund size

F-14, While. 17 AWG
956 /foot
Custom prep. 8'...$38 10...84012'...$44
Double &wee 0' .512 10'...$8012'...566

MO /VDO

AL

evarr-rir-r-"-

ER-1/ER-Is Veleo /S-Video Interconnect
These tatte0 oterconnects have aka-wide bardinegth tor hmh quarry uSine component intercom
motion ER-1 comes with RCA F. or BNC connedors ER-1s is available wah Sconnector cnry.
ER-1 /ER-ls same once
.5m $40
3m ...$790

22 awg LOG Copper Nee
22 awg WC Copper Pos
Pnmary PVC Insulation
PP Filler
Foil Shield
PVC Jacket tUL CL?)

RIC-% PSOON It Premium
Interconnects use OFHC. XLR same

Pe-

F-18. White. 14 awg
el
Custom prep 8'...$52 10...560 l;' /
...f$88
oe
Double &wee
10'...$120 12'...$136

$38

Symictnual Coax, sold LW.

UC CL-3.

fli.71 .

Long
'awg

Ma/ J/7r.

o

iiiiiial sia .

17 awg
-20 awg MC Copper
Pnmary PE Insuiaten
PVC Jacket AIL C1.2)

AO INDIGO'.. 8conductor Hybrid Hyperlei with FPC /LOG coppers.

Long
Grain
Copper

$75

STRAIGHT WIRE

cane Slei $2. /loot
10...$95 17..5105
10.666
2...595
13...5147 12...5167

AO TYPE 2' ..4conOctor Hype»: /LGC copper.

FPC

Lon9
ma/
Grain
copp.,

feZz>

Priced per pair.
Type 4. ,s1.4.,,
e0,40 nec
Factory prep 8'. .$35
Custom prep. 8'...$70
Double &wire 8'. $127

Long
Grain
Copper

LGC

22 awg LGC Drenwire
22 awe LOG Copper
Primary PVC Insulation
Foi Smelt
pvc Jacket (UL CL2)

$35
555
7to
$87
Ir,,, Sit9

STRAIGHT WIRE m.tEsTRo ti

naiad size

15 awg
18 awg LOG Copper
Primary PE Insulebon
PP Filler
Mylar Bawler
PVC Jacket (UL CL2I

FPC

rr

$60

DST Powered Cable 11rni Jitter-free,
Powered Digital Interconnect System .$159

SMALLER

actual 4i:r .

3in

M 1COOSV'S-Video

Cable
.5m...$451m...$55 15m...$65 2m
4m...51106m...5130 Brrr .S150

11.1110010
LARGER

20 awg FPC Copper
18 awg WC Copper
Pnmary PE Insulation
PP Filler
Mylar Binder
PVC Jacket (UL CL2)

5o ,

Maestro II

mance.

AO TYPE 4.". 4conductor Hymen., LGC copper.
518 /foot
12'...$479
12.8445
12...$4130
12*.e346

s.9,.....
....._nmemomme •

AO TOPAZ X 210 , double balanced.
polypropylene sold LGC

per pair

center conductor improves low frequency response. Maximum signal
strength ensures superior perfor-

Custom prep.0...1100 10*...5116 12'. _5132
Double »wee 8.8175 13...$207 12 ...$230

Double &wire

II» 15m 5112 2m $125
$182 5m $210
Ern $238
$294 grn $322 10m two
$141 lm $155 1501 S169

STRAIGHT WIRE SIRTI

.5m $300 1m $450 15rn $600 2nr $750
3rn $1000 4m $1»0 5nr 51650 Ern $1950

M Silver Video' 0 cables use polished silver-coated copper conductors for unequalled transfer of high
frequency signals, while the solid

Priced per pair.
Type
Fatter/
6. prep
Slate 8'...5114
Blue
13...5130 12"...5
/
f
rat

Priced per pair

LGC

Audiophile grade

. néal
ra awg
Copper
Pnrnary
1:::.g.LOG
P
sulation
PP
Binder
PVC Jacket (UL CL21

-P

//Jr uric ltarraniv
V.

yypE 4C ,acaap.,crui Hypeu L0G pomp

AO TURQUOISE X2", double balanced. sold

4m...5200

WCAld S

01.1610qUeSt Speaker Cables
AG

Mal Sire

.5m $ea
gn $154
7w...$$98
(xi Sills
4 11#

Speaker Cables

Long
-Grain
Coppe

22 awg LGC Drainwire
22 awg FPC COPP.
Polypropylene insulator,
Foi Snie(d
PVC Jacket IUL CL21

et

%/•..

audiorpost

AO MIDNIGHT'.. uses sixteen solid FPC
conductors Each conduct Or uses polyethylene insulation over FPC copper. The extremely long grain structure of FPC copper greatly
improves naturakiess and dynamos.

Functionally
Perfect
•Copper
99.9999%

Reference Series

2m...550

Interconnects

AO QUARTZ X3 triple balanced. Sold FPC-6.
-ne resista-me welded FICA.

lOor .$70
14m 590

lm...$50 1.5m.. $60
2m .$70
im ...$110 5e ...8137 6m ..$150

e

pF
Skews

RF stoppers are cuslom
designed and of the hiet“.1
glahly Up to 40% stronger than Other clam,
RF Stoppers Sc.
569 -: c<
RF Stoppers Jr.
$39 8pc

JERRY RASKINS
N_EEDLEIXOCTOR
800 • 229

e

0644

612-378-0543 • FAX 378-9024 •419 14th Ave. S.E. • Mpls, MN 55414
E-Mail infosififNeedleDoctoncom • http://www.NeedleDoctoncom

AunCherrly DIM
DAC.in-the.Bor D-to-A Converter

AuDe
...Alchemy
DLC & RW• 1

AUDIO powEr

,?ee'
JoLida, Inc.

INDUSTRIES

AudioControl

Digital Line Controller
& Remote Wand

,y

The DAC-in-the-Box,..the perfect sonic
upgrade to your Audio/Video System, and
it's only $199. This product can be used
with ANY CD Player or Laser Disc Machine
that has "digital out."Simply connect the
DAC-in-the-Box (ORB) and enjoy unproved
resciution, clarity and dynamic range. Perfect
for high-resolution source matenal. DITB
supports coaxial as well as TosLink optical formats. It can be teed with al of today's
digital sources, as well as what's being
planned for the future such as Deal Cable
Radio). DRB e simple to rnstal and requires
no 'trim or tweaking to get cdynum results
DITB is the perfect companion to today's
home theater systems. You will be truly
amazed with the results. Includes Power
Station One power supply
$199

C-101 10 bands of octave equalization; built ir, pink noise generator; calibrated lab grade
microphone: reattime spectrum analyzer. t
15 dB sliders
$459

Audio Alchemy's first preamplifier, the JoLida engineers built a reliable stereo tube
Digital Line Controller (DLC). DLC is a amplifier with a sound quality that equals or
remote controlled, four-input, line level
exceeds the best in high-end audio equipmart
analog preamp design. No knobs or butat amid -fi pece. Revolutionary affordable once
tons clutter the face plate of DLC: just
Si 5028 Integrated Stereo Tube Amplifier 60/60
two banks of LEDs which indicate which Watts, 6550 Power Output Tubes
$995
input has been selected. All functions
SJ 302A Integrated Stereo Tube Arnold. 50/50
are controlled by remote control,
Watts, EL34/6CA7 Output Tubes
$850
RW•1. Includes PS 1
$299

POIMPIWIDGEHIS large-scale power
conditioning and protection that audibly and
visibly improves the performance of high-

DTI•Plus

definition audio and video systems; 18 out-

Digital Transmission Interface

lets; 6switched. 6unswitched. 5switched
power-amp, 1unswitched isolation monitor. 19W x12 -0 05.51.1: 4131bs ... $1279

The Richter Scale (Stereophole Rae Comp.)
6 bands 1/2 octave equalization Man 22.5 to
125 Hz, sweep warble tone test gene-eta,
MITIloe reducton circuit
$349

RudioPrism FM Antennas
are all Stereophile Rec. Comp.
AP-7500 7" tall. FM only,

$295

black finish

AP -8500 5" tall. Omni
directional wiremote.

HPA v1.0

$495

FM only, black finish

Headphone Amplifier v1.0

The ma)ority of headphone amplrfers built
into receivers, CD players and pre-amplifiers are mediocre sounding -at best.
If you desire the same sound quality produced by ahigh-performance. pure Class
"A" separate power amplifier -then the
HPA v1.0 e for you. Because that's exactly what it is! The HPA v1.0 was designed
to drive any pair of headphones to realistic levels with incredible musicality And
with the incomparable HeadRoom'
Audio Image Processor, the sonic presentation becomes even more incredibly natural and lifelike. Rather than three
disparate, rather disconnected sound
sources, music will appear as a natural and expansive continuum front one side
of your head to the other! The musical
excellence of the HPA v1.0 must really
be heard to be appreciated. Includes PS1
power supply
$219

VITI3

The Need For De-Jittering
The sound of virtually all CO players can
be easily upgraded with the addition of
an outboard Digital-to-Analog Converter.
However, adding the D-to-A Converter
introduces an insidious form of digital distortion known as litter. Jitter is atiming
vanation in the clock signals that instruct
aDigital-to-Analog Converter chip when
to convert the digital data back to an analog signal
$245

DTI Pro32
32 -bit Digital Transmission Interface

•
•
Antique Sound Labs crystal clear high
quality sound, attractive design, chrome
plated chassis, adjustable bias. 12
month warranty all parts and tubes.
A01005 (43009Lx 12W.Trede Stereo)
...$2795Assenbed

Krt end parts

The DTI Pro32 Digital Transmission
Interface product.
Combines
an
improved ultra-low jitter clock recovery
system with an advanced resolution
enhancement algorithm
$1395

DDE v3.0Prernium, HDCD-compatible Dto-A converter
$699

ULTRA•DAC

DDS Pro

passive no gain,
AP-8503

999 /$125

black /real wood

rent outlets for high-power amplifiers up to
1800 watts total capacity. 2 isolated outlets (120 watts per pair) for source components or power supplies required by electrostatic speakers. 8 3/8"W 05 3/8"D
05"kl. 13Ibs
$479

B. Power Wedge 118 10 outlets, 6isolated outlets (120 watts per pad for source
components, including one reverse-polarity outlet. 4 high-current outlets for power
amplifiers, 1200 watts total: I4 7/8"W x5
3/8"D x5"H; 25Ibs
$639

Honeyplate Isolation Platform

.$399

C. Power Wedge Power Enhancer 1
designed for systems with high-carrent power
amplifiers and/or very noisy AC power. the
Power Enhancer adds parallel filtering and
increased power line damping. It can plug
into an outlet next to the Power Wedge or
into an unused amplifier outlet. It also incorporates an accurate AC voltage meter so
line voltage can be monitored; 6 3/8"W 05
1/8"D 04"H: bibs
$279

D. Power Wedge 112 6outlets, 2 isolated
outlets (120 watts per pair). 4outlets for power
amplifies. 1200 watts total 83/8'W 65 3/8"D
x51-1; 13Ibs
$389

Bright Star
Isolation Platforms
Big Rock
Big Rock 2/3/4

$175
5149/5125/599

Little Rock 1/2/3

5129/5179/579

3/8"W 05 3/8"D 45"H; 18Iba

—

..$499
-

DDE v3.0
DAG-in-the-Sex D-to-A Converter

clean line'

483 8 outlets 6 analog.
2digital/video; on/off switch controls all outlets; lightning protection: 1-240 watt switched
div duplex. 15A circuit breaker: custom powered cord
$549

A01007 (30013 20W, Triode Stereo)
$1895 Assembkd

5895 Ka encl, pats 6tubeSt
Antique Sound Labe
801006 (645 22,
Mono) Chrome

POWER PACK Vaffordable AC power con-

$1495 Assembled
5869 Kit
A01006 000E1 IOW
Trod Monol

Digital Drive System Pro

Coning for high-definition audio and video
systems; 12 outlets, 4tins died source component outlets. 4 switched source component outlets, 4 switched amp
..$499

Chrome.

ub..sEer,

.$1195
Assembled

clean line junior 011 Analog
$229
1.1800 wan unswitched outlet: 158 circuit
breaker. custom lived power cord.

$749 Kit

Ultra•Clec Sr
... corn
bnaton C0B0.4.1uslhatcm11
DDS Pro Reference quality. twin-chasplete BAG solutcr," with special
sis CD Transport with Pioneer "Stable
sial MU. Pc.« Stator, rieevUltra
See
Platter" mechanism
$1395
D-to-A Converter

AP-6500 Omni directionai.

A. Power Wedge 122 6outlets, 4 high cur-

E. Power Wedge 114 8 outlets, 4 Isolated outlets (120 watts per pair), 4outlets for power amplifiers. 1200 total; 11

lie

DAC•MAN

Ilkes)

A01005 (300B IOW Triode Stereo)
51765 Assembled _$13195 NI (rod parts &rttiesi

Audio technology by Audio Alchemy (and
Others), many believe the fate of analog
audio reproduction from vinyl records has
been sealed Nothing could be further horn
the truth. Digital has yet to match the inherent smoothness of analog recordings, plus
the significant bulk of recorded music in
the world today exists only on record! With
all of this in mind, Audio Alchemy has
applied rtsexpenence in highly transparent.
cost-effective analog circuitry to that of
the phono preamplifier. the VAC-in-the
Box. Stereophrle Rec. Comp. ..$200

maw

dique &foul oece‘

DTI v2.0

The DTI v2.0 Digital Transmission
Interface product. Utilizes adual phaselocked-loop ultra low jitter clock recovery system. Includes PS4
.. $539

AP-850D

SJ 2028 Integrated Stereo Tube Amplifier 40/40
Watts, EL34/6CA7 Output Tubes
.$695

Digital Transmission Interface v2.0

VAC-in-the-Box
Vinyl /Analog Converter

With the continuing improvements in Digital

' -Modern styling and tube sound in an ntegrated
amp/Ser that .11satisfy the discnininating ear.
Value priced with a sound that has no equal
in its price range. the SH 202A entes a new
chapter on affordable high-end amplifiers.

THE POWER PACK II affordable AC Power
Conditioning for High-Definition Audio and
Video Systems. 6outlets. 4analog and
Nanow. stand-*me design that frts between

DDS III

Digital Drive System

clean line junior 611 Digital

$299

1-240 watt unswitched dogitaVyrdeo outlet;
2A crcurt breaker. custom fixed power cord.

a cabinet and the wall, or between racks 3

3/4* high, t3/4" deep,

,z44

13 1/4" long. Weight

$199

7 1/2 lbs.

Pana max

dt -rr vrr

The world's lowest-priced external digital-to-analog converter improves the
ado performance of low to medium priced
Compact Disc and LaserDec players. Dual
input selector circuitry automatically
switches between coaxial or Toslink optical. whichever is active. Includes acaptive set of analog output cables custom
designed for Audio Alchemy by Tara Labs.
The DAC•MAN is the first outboard converter to incorporate the crystal semiconductor digital to analog chip. High-current, class A line dnver assures compatibility with all preamplifiers or audio/video
receivers. Custom-designed chassis provides total shielding. External DC power
supply.
$119

Features all new, SONY-based CD engine.
Unique concentric-chassis design isolates
mechanism and controller both mechanically and electrically. Digitally controlled
tracking servo system continuously
adjusts all critical parameters of the laser
system
$449

Audiutiource' AMP ONE Amplifier 60
watVchannel amp with toroidal power supply,
bnegeable to 170 watts mono, enters plus separate volume controls, direct CD inputs, nonremote
$299

A01002 (6550 or KT 88, 50W Stereo)
$889 Assembled

5599M led parts &tubes)

Panarnax MAX 1000. Complete surge protection/Line conditioning for high end audio

ACOII

and home theater systems. Features include

Audiotiource Pre ORE PreMoiler 6audeo
input, dual stereo outputs. non•remote. independent record selector
$249

8AC receptacles (always-on. 2 with 15-sec. ond delay). sequential startup; auto-shutoff:
under/over voltage protection; auto-reset:
801004 (EL 34 30W. Stereo)

Sony-based CD Player/Transport with coaxial output and full function remote control, including volume adjust ....$389

$570 Assembled

$439 Kit lincl parts& tutteS)

A01003 (EL 34 30W, Stereo)
5495 Assembled

$399 Kit led. parts 6tubes)

"Ground OK" aid "bne Fault" diagnostic lights:
under/over voltage diagnostic lights: 10-foot
power cord, 1in 2out coax connectors. Coax
Jumper cable included. Rack ear mounting
kit available
$299

Audiutiource TNR ONE Tuner 20 station
preset tuner. auto-scan, AM/FM, digital read.
out. non-remote
$229

•

mobiles 114144183,
...L.. a bah

Purifier
16 or
•/., gal
1gal
Purifier
160e
'// gal
1gal

1

2
$14
$34
$59
1
$14
$34
559

CDs.. $23
Double CD...538

MODEL 1.5

Automatic scrub-

bing. automatic rotation, slide-out
waste fluid tray
$335

Ocoee
reemereave

MODEL 1.5 Fl Auto Mud applocation,
auto scrub, auto rotation. wwl wood
grain cabinet
$399

,LIPO

Mode ellS A

Dustcovers
DC2
$34'
DC1
ate

oci

LPs.. $23
Double LP.. S33

1VTILTDDY
WATERS
fbllç miler

LAX
stylus
cl•••# ,

sir

Vac-Sweeps
4pc
S12"
Spindle Kit
2pc
512"
45 Adapter
529"
78 Adapter
S12.
Record Brush
512.

Hl Power Cleaner

LAST COMBO KITS

...$25 ti 2oz)

e1 & 12
#2 & 43

...5145 14021

Record Preservative
$25 (2 oz) $145 i16oz
#3 Record Cleaner
..$16 (2oz) ... $50 (1 gal.)

02

discwasher

RECORD MASTER deans 45s. 78,
LPs manually with btalt-in adapt i,
$219

Record or Stylus Brush

•

$63

41, #2, #3. #4 & 45

$22

a5 Stylast Treatment

CAT STEVENS
Ewer und the Fluids

$39
$34

Styltzs Cleaner... $14 (14 0.8

MODEL 1.0 Manual application of
fluid, manual brushing 8. rotating
during vacuuming
$189

S48

$2

$99

Cleaner . $1616 (1 oz)
DIGI-LASTy» CO Protective
Shields
$12 /20 pc

CD

Romaine

I

The Shake Stone, aRecommended
Comporert nthe Apri 1996 Sterecphie
neutralizes EM. RFland oter iltrascnc
$49

Deluxe CD HydroBath

data/bons that are generated by component power suppltes. digital clocks.
and edema scures Ihes eltecteie sysSocket Savers

....s16- 2 pc

Gold Aero Tubes
Tubesox

Call!

apoured stone enclosure design to fit

Call!

easily and attractively on most com-

It

Sovtek Tubes
MIDAS •.lod dampers

0.4

Call!
SE49 /pr.

elei

AO Big Feetlupivaoa,sl

$80

Feet so is 20 !be
AO Self Stick Sheet or .61

$39

AO CD

PA-TS
$128 30tine man

4.S•

$15

CD STOP 4LIGHT

media GREEN'S •
AUDIO POINTS
Standard 1.0 1"a1"
$59/
Large 1.5 1-1/4 -01-1/5"
$99 /
Large 2.01-114••r

Restore your precious LP records to
like new condition with the SOTA
Record Cleaning Machine, you will
expenence the full sonic potential of
your precious records

Audio
Prism

sav
COMO,
Ss bon
Purl
41- ur
bilicturee

war
.4_ ir 4.

$29.so
MCI)

Beocom 1400
High Fidelity

/3for$13
Hubbell
•-r ,•
$14 88 /.e
2/S25

•ll

41 r

Bang & Olufsen

CO STOP -CLIHT

-; • •

Carew
tunes

.. $11

Sonic Circles Stabilizer Rings
56/5pc $11' 100G 525/25pc

515., /2for $14

law
hew

ponents

OgeN

11.1110

CO-ion Rentwer& Polish

pending ultra-servo filter technology in

..$09/ 2 pc

Svetlana Tubes
$17

CD Laser Lens Cleaner

tem enhancing demo contanS patent

Telephone

$100

'so Bearingsyen Comp
Large Iso Bearings
Small 'so Bearings

$840 /3pc
$54"/ 3pc

The
Postman
Boding
Post
Wrench

$711
19noc'
or

ABC

D

EFG

H

I

A. S-711 Head Cleaner

$9m

L Galaktos CD clean lam,

B. ProGold Mini Spray rrro

$8.

G. AO Laser Guide

J

$89/ 5e,

Blu-tack

H. AO Ultra Connect
I. Yamarnura 0-151

$39
S50

C.C. Cassette Demagnetizer

$60
$14

D. ProGold GIDO S;

515.
$3405

Turntable Beanng Oil

$14

E. 02 Blocker Spray

S69.

J. A.R.T. TR-30

$SO

AO Tonearm Damping Fluid

$10

C. ProGold 05 Si'

.

SOUND CHE)(

SIC -trill BIND

UltraClarifier Tabletop Model reduces
finger fatigue "Arlene can ease hoardstinct chtlerences or sound guallty HIGH
FIDELITY MAGAZINE (Swedenj April

20 1

IT'S BACK!The farnous XL°
COI Je.iiiiiiiii,..
.
le
..... '
_ -...
rim di ,I. nIll IMMIre the wii.:. l
”e %OW" ...1 ,or home Marc •,,
rem'
$30 Soundcheck

Test aBuM

Picos surect to change Not responsmte tor noograpnca; enon

$40

Paperback...530
Hanicover
S.onad by author nonce,
1,11,
$AO

565

.,

..

$119

W07,
edien

nmoss
Koss OZ /2000 revOlutenary micropole nose recnckcn techrelogy renown
outside none ft reduces kstener !endue.
Great lor as travel
$179

electrostatic

idetalle

wa „a„

Koss ESP 950

$599

Ras oncreckble electrostate st nudMc
is PORTABLE. It cornes complete wrth
its own carryIng case and separate battery pack -My favorite ,

CO CLarraer -..voredo cco,
o
-i•
-c'e
$35
Battery Eliminator AC
Perm Awn ceen nto
matt
$19
io Ont itWuriTs
cor sound balk "
SENSIBLE
93UMMMGAZIE. Sawn»
1933. Sternon Etem

Recoton W 500

JERRYRASKINS
Reai'terq 'bMe."'nsP'enc-Y
, ,.,
'..
ru,_
loc.sonlY take you so .ar
al.i.owsle %.e.o.....tial.:e... cz...
is an "aural dictionary"
$15

$349
$269
$189
$129
$55
1160
5375
$299
$30
$8.5
$240
Sim

NPÇOSS

1993 'My laponte "

$9»

A.R.T. Demagnetizer Wand

Sanus Ultirnate Founclabon 16
$329 20 1 $3311 24 .1338 28'
Sanus Reference Foundaten II 16. $248 20 I 24... 8259 zr
Sanos Steel Foundaten ii
16 1 $1611 20" $179 24 .$17$ 211"..
RoornTune Basic •Rac k .•Ise Stand 1690/24 - Top Plate 6.5" •75' 19 Ita
B-Tec f3T.9 ••
i‘er Stands" 36- H. tides up to 20 to.
RoomTune Base.Rack BR 2a/4 24'H x15314
23 3/4" W. Mkt solo 32 Ms
R.T. VPI Tune•Table
24-32CH x2r Da 31 -W; 8294
RoomTune Clamprack C1136-11 38" Ho 15.75" D023.7thW 120 tin .
B.Tech Gallipoli-type Bracket supports speakers up to 13 t« black/41de
J. 13-Tech Ultra•Gnp Speaker Bolded Speakers up lo 15E.: sivreWtit Mack
K. RoornTune EIR341/6 38 -rt/ 15 75- De 23.75' le 48 es
I. RoornTune Vrdeo Bask Rack 20" SI 19" x28* W. 41 lbs
M. RoomTune 13R35/5 35' Ht 15.75! D 23.75" W. 4210S
New &
Amazing

DANISH Df

in*U TAC K

A
B
C
D
E
F.
G.
H.

EMS
o NeedleDoclor corn
http.. www NeerlIeDoctor corn

-,.

800•229•0644
612 -378 -0543 •FAX 378 -9024 •419 14th Ave. S.E. •Mrns, MN 55414

KUZMA

MILLENI.
Made

Cartridge Alignment Tool
e

MILLENNIA Turntable

COSMOS

NOVA Turntable

;

1

$8400

Made e U.SA

COSMOS Turntable

r a

I

Aesthetur Benz Demagnetizer $199
1'11;x:sang your phono cartridge's perlormance Is as simple as ABCD I. the
Aesthetix Benz Cartridge Demagnetizer.
The first American designed and manofachred (allege demagnetizer, ew AEC°
I. is the affordable way to assure top
entornar-ce from your analog front-end
Doce aweek. simply folug ri yore tuntable
--ads to the ABCD -Iand activate the
;untie ramp up and down cycle of the
ultra-pure
demagnetizing
signal.
"Everyone who's into analog is sure to
want one of the cute battery-powered
cartndgedemagnetuers from Aesthelss "

.$4500

$2895c Star Turntable

Tre.t.

83385

SAPPHIRE

Stabl

$2200
TD-520 veSME-312...$3799113-520

Made In
Czoch
%pubic

$1799

Record Clamps

m000 in U.S.A.
Handcrafted
SAPPHIRE Turntable .. $1595

SATTELITE

Pro-led t w/ADC ill cartndge
Pro-ledt6 wet. Pont Special cartridge

$699
5749
TD-320 MK iii suspension w/auto-lift

5 I—I 1.J 1=t

$775
THE PIG RECORD GRIP .... $12
SOUTHER CLEVER CLAMP
$30
SOTA ICLAMP "My favorite" .$50
JA. Michell Silver
$50
JA. Michell Gold
$60
SOTA REFLEX CLAMP .. .$179
SME 20-C Try don.. Cieno .. 5250
Harmonix Tuned Stabilizer

Made in U.S.A.
SATTEL1TE Turntable Satin Black

$875

Pro-ject 1.2 w/ADC XT cartndge (diamond)
Pro-ject 1.2 w/Ellue Pant cartridge

MO FI CEO DISC '"
$30
The GEO-DISC'° features an easy
to use. 3-dimensional visual
alignment system for rapid,
uncomplicated cartridge alignment.
In just minutes it provides critical
alignment to within .003 of an etch.
The proper and precise alignment
with the GEO-DISC'. can literally result in asonic improvement
as significant as the addition of
anew stew carpcnent...at afraction of the price. "My favorite."

Stylus Tracking Force Gauge

$14

ortofon

$495

Record Mats

$349
$435

11111=111772
1a

Ortofon Stylus Force Gauge .$8

CA RDAS
SWEEP RECORD

Made ri USA
7D-318 MK MI suspension /w/auto-kft

180 g vinyl record

Cartridge Demagnetizer
Reissued by popular demand, the
*Amazing' Cordes Sweep Record.
disevesMr D-Stag lIMaI ....512
oudloguest Sabana. Record Mat
1/13 - thcki darnos record and planer 'My

Gloss Block Acrylic
COMET Gloss Black Acrylic with cartridge

$829

COMET Gray Matrix /Satin Black w/ cartridge
COMET Gray w/ Surniko Blue Point Special

$579
$749

TD-280 MK in features new suspension

.$425

DENON

discwasher

Harmonix Tuned Platter

$595

System

Esoteric Sound

57'

Fluid

5.2"

1.2m /$95
/$150
12rn /5275

Cardas Ouad.Link
Cardas Hex-Link

sTRAiGHT WiRE

SC-2 Stylus Care

SC -2Refill

Tonearm
Cables

125rn /5123
/5299

Kimberkable KCAG

$425

$17

$60
$90
$100

oudioquest Z

ID-18048K in 3-speed (33. 45, 78)_

components

tamale.'
Ringmat MK II OUR
Sota Supermat

oudialuest Emerald
oudloquest Pro

MOONBEAM

Ultrasonicatydeans stylus and cantlever
Degausses cartridge and other system

...1m /5350

Maestro

/$180

59910 ,119K Virtuoso

...im /$275

RecordSleeves

MOONBEAM w/AIX.
MOONBEAM w/ Some° Bee Poinf

REGA

Mo-Fi Rice Paper Sleeves

3Speed turntable plays 33. 45 78 PPM

PLANAR 9
Planar 9with cartridge

$2350

Planar 3 with cartridge
Planar 2with cartridge

$599
$399

Planar 78 with cartridge

5399

Vintage 3-Speed...$345; RAS 3-Speed

$275

DP7F
w /cartndge

$299

(qv
58 150)
$35 (1001
$70
disewasher VRP Sleeves
(la
57 1601
833 (100)
883
12' Rcepaper Sleeves 150)520 1100)540
12' Cardboard Outer
850 lea
12' Filled Poly Outers
.150t
15
12" Fitted Out Resealable 1501 . 510
12' Paper /Poly Inners
(50)
515
12" Paper Inners
(50) .$12 .
10' Gold Pape Inners 78s 150) . 520
r Paper /Poly Inners .. 150)
57
r Paper Inners
(50) . 54

Headshell
Leads

.515

Sumiko Premier ML-29
Sumiko Silver 32 mni

$12
$28

Sumiko Silver 50 mrn

$32

Uncle Bill's Tweezers
"

DENON
steropme
On
COMP

Includes built-in
phono pre-amp.

$299

CS435s

5150

Kenikrood KO-291R /KO-492 F
JVC AL-A151 semi-automatic

$99 /$189
$520

DB Systems Protractor

$35

gfISKIN Tonearm Wrap

$20

Sunako

$50

:I.;

.

$s^

Gen la Head Shell Leads
rasa

DP25F
C5415-IS

4 piece sets

oudioguest HL-5 1. LC-OFC

Headshells

nesk

Your Choice
515 /ea

ortofon

clearaudio

$30

1.2

GAMMA-S /RE-Tip
$850 /$425
DELTA-S /RE-Tip
$1400 /$700
SIGNATURE
$2300
SIGNATURE RE-lip
$1150
ACCURATE /RE.Tp
$3993 /$1995
INSIDER /RE-Tip
$7500 /$3750

MC-7500 /RE Tip
MC-5000 /RE •Tip

S2000 157580
51600 151380

audioquest
Original London (Decca) Brush

525

GRUB Glide Record Treatment
$24
11,
The Rohnerin cartndge has been Onsetoled by Ortecn to cektrate the merroy
of the late chairman of the ccmpany ehas
been deseined to berg muzh of the excellence of the MC7500 to awet( aurbence.
It is aserious product cannemorating a
SelOUS mal
Rohrnann /RE-Tip
$1300 /01160

AO 7000Fe5TM I4 mV) .$2550

Bang-Olufsen
dishwasher 04 Brush System

ZTE+1 /Stylus
ZCE+1 /Stylus
IF3E+ /Stylus
2F2+ /Stylus
2F1+ /Stylus
Zn/Stylus
21+ /Stylus
Signature Jr. /Stylus
22+ /Stylus
8MZ /Stylus
PACZ II /Stylus .
'ELI /Stylus
972 /Stylus

MMC 1 nude brie CuiltdCt
$400
MMC 2 Inude line contact,
$225
MMC 4 (Optical dramond) ..5100

LONDON (DECCA)
a

Phono Preamplifiers

$1350

MC-30 Super Mark II

9499

MC-20 Super Mark II

$399
$319
S299
5242
$199
SI 74

MC-I0 Super Mark II
RE-Tip ii ic
MC-I5 Super Mark II

AO Carbon Fiber Brush .... $15

Benz-Micro F
1
F
1
-1

BENZ

ge MICRO

Stereophole
Roc Comp.

ML150 /Stui.u.

Ruby /Trade
Reference /Trade
H 0 /Trade
MO.9 /Trade
L0.4 /Trade

$250 /$200

$3000 /$2000
$2500 /S1750
51200 /$1000
$1200 /$1000
$1200 /$11300

Jubilee/RE -Tip
S1600 /$500
Super Gold fine-line
$750
Super Gold Van Den Cut .. $650
440 ML /Stylus
120 E /7 /Stylus

PAC-10 Super/RE -TIp

$1000
$800

$125 $105

"Mien

$250 /5200

sae

ELAC
GOLD BEBO Signature
GOLD AERO db45

The SHURE V15 was the standard by which all other cartridges were
Judged. It produced pure, crystalline highs -rich, resonant bass -and
more vivid musical detail than listeners ever expected to obtain from
their analogue reccordings. Now It's back. The same classic phono
cartridge updated with anew body to provide awarmer, more musical sound. In every way, its the VIS you remember, but it wrIl sound
even better than it did before.
$250

Audio-Technica

0C9 /RE-Tip

«OM

$30 /520
$35 /$30
$40 /$33
$55 /536
$65 /$45
$85 /S55
$95 /575
$119 /562
$130 /S110
5170 1590
$255 /$135
$400 /$225
$600 /$375

e

S19

oudioqudst

THE RETURN OF A LEGEND

\5-*

KYMYRS vinyl cleaner restorer Sc I. •
remover

Stanton VC-I Brush 2. Fluid

GRADO

..$99 /$69
$.60 /S40

DENON

$225

Blue Point Special
in

$195

Blue Point /HE -Tip
FtE Tip BP to BPS

$119/ $95
$209

Pearl /Stylus
Black Pearl /Stylus
Oyster /Stylus

$80 /$45
$50 /$35
$30 /$20

New High output 2.2rnY
Glider 11 mV or new 22 mVi $750
Benz Trade / Tip
$600 /$403

\o,rthrr,/co

I

'

Tube
Phono.Amplther

\--leePP-1

.'5J
$449

ESG 896 H SP 24
ESG 796 H 24 JUBI
ESG796S
ESO 792E

$300
$225
$175
$100

sTaNTon

Blue Oasis

55-MC /Fil tip
93-MC /RE Tip
XI-MC /RE tip
Blue Oasis (.4 mV)
RE-Tip (exchange)
CREEK OBH-9 srl Pre.rnp
CREEK OBH-8
zko

$249

$185 /$149
S139/5115
$89 /$73

DL 110 /RE -Tip
DI 160/ RE-Tip
DL-S1 /RE-Tip

.
..

.8140 /570
.$180 /S90

»0o /$600

GOLDRING

Gold (4mV) /Sam 12 5mV)
$350
Trade /RE Tip
$225 /$195
RE-Tip (upgrade)
$300

$1899
$1299

DYNAVECTOR

Collector's Series 100
CS-100 Stylus

$UM

$199
$125

(2.5 mt.()

Audio Alchemy Vac-in-the-boo
S200

Milne

Q.E.D. Discsaver

$89

XX -1

MC 20 EII /RE-Tip

. /XX-11.125mV S1199

Cardas Heart

S2375

Roksan Cocus
REGA Exact MM

$400
5595

REGA Elys MM
REGA Super Bias MM
REGA Bras MM

$225
$175
$125

MC-3 Turbo /11 1;
MG-1 Turbo
{,

5150 /SI25
S100 /$84

.i i._,,,
ii

°quest
Kuma Slop. /Ralerence
5950r$1840
AO P7.8 /716
$750 1SUS /5.95
e.g. R8.900rJOIY250 5895 /$375 /$275
Pnces s,,,,.., •,, ,
•
,
.. ,, e. Net ininonsele t.tv typogragin,vâlernys

I;:l t hi
31i1

$50

t

No -hante Moving
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fyou're ajazz-piano junkie like
me, but for whatever reason have
not yet heard Cyrus Chestnut, I
have instructions: Buy this album, take
it home, cue it up, and hang on. You'll
find out in ahurry what the buzz is
about.
The first cut is "Decisions, Decisions." The subject is life's constant
changes, and the premise is rendered
through devices not available to many
piano players. The head happens at
warp speed, but it's not just that Cyrus
is fast, he's also exact He stops on a
dime, rolls thunderous tremolos to
mark a=tuition, and mars off again,
each hand spilling separate sets of complex ideas. Cyrus Chestnut makes you
laugh out loud in delight at his mastery
and wit.
But just when you think you have his
talent classified, he slows it down to a
smolder for "Grandmama's Blues." This
one is so deep in the pocket it sounds as
if Chestnut has lived exclusively in those
blues progressions for acentury. (Yet
before he's done, subtle departures individuali7e his dedication. This is his
grandmother's song.)
Earth Stories is Chestnut's third recording for Atlantic in as many years.
The first two caused astn, but this one
places him on avery short list oftanists
who give promise of becoming enext

COPLAND: Complete Music for Solo Piano
Lc,, Sum. piano
Som Cljssical SM2K (,6345 (2 CDs only). Judith
Sherman, Thomas Frost. prods.; Mark Richardson,
Richard King, engs. Al )1)/1 )1)1 ). TT: 11735
COPLAND: Piano Music: Romantic & Modem
R.1111011SalVatore, piano
Cedille CI )1t. 90000 021 (CD only). Janie, Ginsburg.
prixl.; Bill Maylone. rug. DDD. Tr: 77:00
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CYRUS CHESTNUT: Earth Stories
Cyrus Chestnut, piano; Steve Kirby, bass; Alvester
Garnett. drums (on "Cooldaddy's Perspective,"
add: Eddie Allen, trumpet; Steven Carrington,
tenor sax; Antonio Hart, alto sax)
Atlantic .122Z 82876-2 (CD only). Yves Beauvais.
Cyrus Chestnut prods.; Joe Ferla, eng. AAD.
TT: 48:54

major jazz voices on their instrument.
Some aspects of his talent make you
think of Tatum and Peterson: the
control over the full keyboard, the
touch that can segue from riveting
percussives to silken caresses midphrase, the sudden sweeps of harmonic color. But Chestnut is so much
bluesier and churchier than his
antecedents. Even his most liberated
architectures let you catch glimpses of
those gospel choirs in Baltimore

CLASSICAL
Leo Smit (b.1921), acolleague and associate of Aaron Copland, recorded most
of his collection in 1978, adding some
17 minutes of shorter works in

where he got his start.
Chestnut is 33 ;whether he grows as
acomposer (his own themes all sound
vaguely familiar) or stops insisting on
recording his own tunes almost exclusively, his future is limitless. On the rare
occasions when he plays standards, such
as "East of the Sun," they're exhilarating
—like white-water rapids splashing off
the rocks of the melody.
There are an infinite number of
ways to record apiano trio. For example, on Jadcy Terrasson's Reach (see my
review in last month's issue), Mark
Levinson created aholographic image
of three closely grouped instruments
in the near distance. Earth Stories was
recorded direct-to-two-track analog
by Joe Ferla, whose achievement in
creating the disc's sensual and cognitive impact is not separable from
Chestnut's. Ferla's approach is more
visceral than Levinson's, and works
beautifully for an album that is, above
all, a celebration of pure pianistic
extravagance. Ferla immerses us in the
textural details and gut-level impact of
aparticular Hamburg Steinway, slashing Alvester Garnett's cymbals across
our nerve endings while he's at it. It
may not be the purest of "audiophile"
recordings, but it sure sounds like live
jazz. The front row works for me.
—Thomas Conrad

1993 to make a largely complete
anthology. The works themselves veer
from the highly accessible Ca1 and the
Mouse to the jagged, disjunct, and
rhythmically asymmetrical style of
Copland's four largest and most significant works for keyboard, the
177
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The commemoration of the 50th
anniversary of Bartók's death in 1945
has not been overlooked by record
companies domestic or foreign. Choosing among the current Schwann Opus
listing of an astonishing 32 different
recordings of the popular 1943 Concerto for Orchestra can be daunting,
although certain conductors can safely
be considered preeminent (Reiner and
Boulez among them). The emeritus
conductor of the San Francisco Symphony, Herbert Blomstedt, provides a
well-controlled, expertly shaped perfonnance that Ithoroughly enjoyed for
Aaron Copland's seldom-heard music for solo
its varying degrees of lyricism and
piano is performed by Leo Smit and Ramon
excitement as well as for its moments
Salvatore on two new collections.
of humor. The Straussian symphonic
Variations, Passacaglia, Sonata, and
poem, Kossuth, written in 1903 when
Bartók was 21 years old, somewhat
Fantasy —pieces dating from between
bombastically describes a19th-century
1922 and 1957 that still strike some lisfighter for Hungarian independence
teners as uncompromisingly harsh.
but makes an interesting and offbeat
Smies playing throughout is completely
coupling. The detailed reproduction
authoritative and convincing, one simply
could not imagine better. The reproduceffectively evokes afeeling for air and
space, although the battle scene in the
tion is very satisfactory, even bearing in
tone poem suffers slightly from conmind the differences in recording venues
striction. Still, this is an impressive perand dates.
formance and recording, far more
A shorter and remarkably attractive
interesting in the Concerto for Orselection of Copland is contained in asinchestra than the rather bland and
gle CI) collection on Cedille as played by
remarkably uneventful Ozawa pera latter-day American keyboard music
formance on Philips, which derives
specialist, the Chicago-based Ramon
from a1994 live concert. Only in the
Salvatore (6.1944). He, too, admirably
brings out the severity and tension of the
last movement does the interpretation
larger abstract pieces, but also includes a rise above the surface. Here, too, the
listener may take in Bartók's original,
novelty not contained in the Smit set: an
curtailed ending (no mention of this is
early Sonata in G that dates from 1921
made in the annotations). More comand the time of Copland's studies with
Rubin Goldmark, nephew of Karl. The
pelling and involved is the studio
Miraculous Mandarin, with its Stravinskypiece, highly derivative in form and style
or Prokofiev-like violence (Rite of
(echoes of Schumann abound), is no
Spring and the Scythian Suite). The reearth-shaking masterpiece, and one has
production here is slightly edgy in the
the impression that Copland was pristrings, insufficient in depth, but genermarily seeking to accommodate his
ally good in imaging. Still, adisappointteacher. That work, as well as all the
ing issue.
large-scale pieces, arc played with great
The fascinatingly contrasted Deux
flair, drive, and understanding, the disc,
Images of 1910, with its heady final villike the Sony Smit set, can be recommended with pleasure. The piano reprolage dance movement, are colorfully
and atmospherically projected by
duction is dry.
-I gor Kipnis
Riccardo Muti, who also evokes considerable color and precision from his
BARTÓK: Concerto for Orchestra, Kossuth
Herbert Blomstedt, San Francisco Symphony
La Scala forces in the much longer
London 443 773-2 (Cl) only). Andrew Cornall, prod.;
work on his Sony disc, The Fairy's Kiss,
Jonathan Stokes. Michael Mailt•s, cogs. »DD. TT:
in Stravinsky's 1950 revised version of
5906
BARTÓK: Concerto for Orchestra, The
the ballet. The full-bodied Bartók
Miraculous Mandarin
makes agood discmate for the latter, a
Seiji Ozawa, Boston Symphony Orchestra; Tanglewood Festival Chorus
42-minute neo-classical, texturally
Philips 442 783-2 (Cl) only). Wilhelm Hellwig, prod.;
transparent compilation and transcripOnno Scholtze, Roger de &hot. Henk Kooistra,
tion of Tchaikovsky that Muti treats
engs. 1)1)1). TT: 69:33
BARTÓK: Dena Images, Op.10
with more of the passion of Petrouchka
STRAVINSKY: Le Baiser de la Fie
than one often hears. Sony's orchestral
Riccardo Mori, Orchestra Filarmonica della Scala
Sony Classical SK 58949 ((:I) only). David Monier,
sound has an airy and reverberant
prod.; Marcus Herzog, dug. 1)1
IT: 60:41
ambience, but aside from shy bass
STEREOPHILE. AUGUST 1996

response and only fair imaging, Ifind
depth missing. Not asuper demo.
—Igor Kipnis
EINHOFtN: Voices of Light
Anonymous 4; Susan Narucki, soprano; Ronald
Hoogeveen, solo violin; Naomi Hirschfeld, Michael
Feves, Harm Bakker, gambas; Netherland., Radio
Choir; Steven Mcrcurio, Netherlands Radio
Philharmonic
Sony Classical SK 62006 (CI) only). Grace Row. prod.;
Charles Harbutt, erg. 1)1)1). IT: 70:40
LENS: Flomma, Flamma —The Fire Requiem
Vocal & instrumental soloists, Nicholas Lens
Sony Classical 66293 (CD only). Nicholas Lens. prod.;
Mister Bo, Michael N¡js, enp. DIM. TT: 75:49

Inspired by the Able Gance film The
Passion ofJoan of Arc, Voices of Light is a
meditation on the life and personality of
the renowned saint. The libretto is a
montage of ancient writings, primarily
by medieval female mystics, including
Joan of Arc, and as such presents a
patchwork of visions, fantasies, and
reflections that could be thought to represent the "spiritual, political, and
metaphorical womb in which Joan was
conceived."
Richard Einhom, with his long and
happy association with the multilingual
motets of the medieval period, felt that a
juxtaposition of layers of text was both a
powerful medieval and modern starting
point for such a work; this certainly
proves to be the case.
The music is ahappy mix of modern
though accessible harmonies and textures, with astrong overtone of Middle
Ages practices realized by the beautiful
singing of the Anonymous 4(who represent Joan), four vocal soloists who
comment and expand upon the information given, and agroup of gambas
that contrast with the larger forces of
the orchestra. This is a delicate and
thought-provoking work that all forces
have performed and recorded with the
saine degree of care, affection, and dedication as Einhorn himself.
Nicholas Lens has created in Flamina,
Flamma ahighly successful work that
emphasizes the contrast of opposites.
Although setting aLatin text by Herman Portocarero, here the similarity
with the traditional Requiem ends; the
words are mainly secular and arc to be
sung by six classically trained soloists
who symbolize gods or the higher
human conscience, and whose comments are imitated and upheld by a
mixed choir. The three ethnically
"unpolished" vocalists from Le mystere
des Voix Bulgares represent the lamenting women with wonderfully raw timbral contrasts.
Instrumentally, too, a contrast is
drawn between the typically rigid
179
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type-cast role of symphonic instruments and the freedom of electronic
and ethnic instruments, with their
strong rock flavor and motoric drive. ?.
All these elements come together to
highlight, in their turn, the comparison
between the over-organized and daborate bereavement ceremonies of the
Western world and the natural, spon- °
taneous nature of primitive and death
rituals. Nicholas Lens has to be congratulated, not only for his bravery in
attempting to traverse the minefield of
juxtaposing classical, ethnic, and rock
music, but also for doing it so conBruno Weil and Tafelmusik give
vincingly and arrestingly.

g

—Barbara Jahn

HAYDN: Symphonies 82-90
Bruno Weil, Tafelmusik
Symphonies 82, 83, 84
Sony Classical SIC 66295. Markus Heiland, eng. TT:
7304
Symphonies 85, 86, 87
Sony Classical SK 66296. Markus Heiland, eng. TT:
7104
Symphonies 88, 89, 90
Sony Classical SK 66253. Stephan Schellinann, eng.
TT: 61:06
All three: Cl)s only. Wolf Erichson, prod. 1)1)1/

On a certain level these are highly
accomplished performances: crisply and
cleanly articulated, colorful in their
piquant period-instrument timbres, texturally transparent, and aptly animated.
Yet despite such virtues, they often
seem superficial.
The major problem with the half
dozen symphonies (82-87) that Haydn
composed for Paris is that Weirs orchestra, for all of its polished precision,
is far too small to do the works justice.
The celebrated Parisian ensemble that
gave their premiere included 10 doublebasses, the same number found in today's
world-class symphony orchestras and
eight more than Weil employs. The
weight, grandeur, and power implicit in
these scores is simply not to be heard
from the relatively anemic Tafelmusik.
And Weil is often too efficient, his
unvaryingly fleet allegros neutralizing
the contrasts in character among these
six glorious works. Paralleling this twodimensional approach is alack of rhythmic and dynamic inflection that undermines implicit dreams.
With aNew York Philharmonic that
must be at least three times the size of
Weil's modest group, Bernstein (in what
is one of his great phonographic achievements) conveys not only more of the
music's wide emotional range, but sometimes more pointed color as well, italicizing wind passages that Weil gives comparatively short shrift. Interestingly, too,
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1996

Haydn's "Paris"
Symphonies an "original-instrument" treatment of
dubious authenticity.

Bernstein adheres more closely to period
conventions than does Weil, accenting
appoggiaturas and beginning trills from
the upper auxiliary. In short, Bernstein's
traversal of the "Paris" symphonies
comes closer both to the heart of the
music and to the spirit of "authentidty."
Weil's way with the three succeeding
symphonies proves a bit more sympathetic, if only because 88 and 89 are
better suited to his sleek, lightweight
approach. In 90, however, he barely conveys the music's festive jubilance, with
the deliciously hyperactive development
of the work's finale being merely glib
and weakened by alack of dynamic contrasts. Weil observes exposition repeats
in all nine scores and includes afew of
those that Haydn specified for developments and recapitulations. Sony's close,
clear sound is impressive in its focus and
presence. As these performances attest,
the period-instrument movement has
made vast leaps in technical proficiency
over the past decade. But as they also
attest, that alone does not ensure
inspired music-making.
— Mortimer H. Prank

MAHLER: Symphony 8 ("Symphony of a
Thousand")
Oksana Kmvytska, Sheila Smith, Shama Southwick,
sopranos; Julie Simson, Kristine Jepson, altos; Kurt
It. Hansen, tenor; Brian Steele, baritone; Eugene
Green, bass; Colorado MahlerFest Chorale,
Colorado Mormon Chorale, Colorado Children's
Chorale; Colorado MahlerFest VIII Orchestra,
Robert Olson
Colorado MahlerFest MF8-1/2 (2 CDs only). Stephen
Sarper, Thomas Patsenka, engs. DD1). TT: 87:49
Available lOr .$22 plus $1.45 S&H for US residents from
Colorado MahlerFest, P.O. Box 1413, Boulder; CO
80306-1314.

For those of you unfamiliar with it, the
Colorado MahlerFest is an annual
gathering that attracts musicians at all
levels, from professional to dedicated
amateur, and dedicated to playing all of

Mahlees works, including one symphony each year. The present recording,
MahlerFeses first, was recorded in concert in January 1995 and is being issued
as a fundraiser for the remaining
MahlerFests IX, X, and XI (the highlights of which are presumably Das Lied
von der Erde and Symphonies 9and 10,
respectively).
The present production has some
important things going for it, not the
least of which is outstanding engineering. Several commercial recordings
of this monumental work have amore
immediately overwhelming impact, particularly early on, but none has ever had
such anatural "you are there" presence.
Every strand registers naturally from the
appropriate location —it's never been
easier to sort out the double choruses —
but the sound is not "clinical": amodiaim of warmth surrounds the timbres,
and the massed tuttis have impressive
impact The publicity materials accompanying my copy indicate that digital
reverberation was added to the master
tape, but Idon't hear any engineering
tricks coming between one's ears and the
sound of an orchestra in aspacious, lightly resonant hall.
As for the performance, Robert
Olson, conductor of MahlerFest since its
inception, leads afirm, confident reading
always guided by the long "singing" line
while providing plenty of punch in the
tutus. In its spirit and commitment, it
resembles amore tightly paced version
of the old Wyn Morris recording (RCA
CRL2-0359, nia). The first movement
can stand with any other, even as played
by avolunteer aggregation of mixed abilities. The rhythms are consistently wellsprung, even in the brasses; yet the lyrical
elements flow naturally out of the powerful, joyous tuttis. The choruses are
mildly woolly next to, say, Abbado's
well-drilled forces (DG 445 843-2), but
they're as good as Solti's Viennese group
(London 414 493-2) and more clearly
recorded. The soloists make up an
exceptionally well-chosen ensemble: the
altos have the dark color implied by the
writing (instead of the common, and
entirely wrong, lyric-mezzo quality), and
the tenor's heady production blends well
with them in their intertwined lines; the
sopranos don't get all of their demanding
music perfectly in tune (not acriticism
—who does?), but they nail more of the
high B-flats and Cs than anyone else,
making for areal hymn of praise.
The lighter, airier textures of Part H
sound easier to execute, but the transparent sonorities more readily reveal the
performers' increasing fatigue (especial181
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Mahler's "Symphony of aThousand gets a
strenuous workout from atroupe of unknowns
at Colorado's MahlerFest VIII —and the sound
is terrific.

ly since the recording was drawn exclusively from concerts, where this piece
presents stamina problems). The
orchestra doesn't sound bad, but there
are afair number of smudged attacks,
and the oboe in the opening pages is
both hard-toned and out of tune. The
adult choruses keep their cool, but the
kids are mostly inaudible, even when
you're staring at their part in the score.
Most damagingly, the soloists' exposed
lines reveal their weaknesses. The
Penitent is hard-pressed and under
pitch at the top; the Mater Gloriosa
sounds rather desperate coming down
from the B-flat at "Wenn er dich
ahnee"; the Magna Peccatrix doesn't
have atrue contralto depth into which
the low end of her lines can settle; the
Marianus lacks presence. Finally, the
hollow, soft-centered Pater Profundus is
adead loss, distorting vowels and barely
approximate in intonation.
Because of the executant weaknesses,
this won't really serve if you're having
only one. (Solti will undoubtedly hold
that status for some time to come.) But
experienced collectors willing to duplicate this marvelous music will find it a
rewarding supplement, both for its interpretive intentions (however imperfectly
realized) and for the topnotch recorded
sound —and they'll incidentally be supporting aworthy organization.
—Stephen Francis Vasta

ORFF: Candli Catmint:, Trine di Afrodire
Dagmar Schellengerger, Lisa Lifson, sopranos; Lotahr
Odinius, Robert Swensen, tenors; Alfred Reiter, kiss;
Linz Mozart Chonts, Munich Radio Orchestra,
Franz Welser-Müst
EMI 5 55517 2 (CI) only). Wolfram Graul, prod.;
Peter Urban, mg,. DIM. TT: 79:11

This generously filled, beautifully
recorded disc is agreat find. The rarely
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1996

recorded (or performed) "other" two
parts of Orff's trilogy are genuinely
worth knowing, particularly for fans of
Cannina Burana. Like that work, these
rely heavily on repeated rhythms — several pianos and alarge conglomeration
of other percussion instruments arc
required. The text of Cate is concerned, like that of Camilla, with love
and sex and the feelings of both young
and old; Trionfi looks at marriage rites in
Ancient Greece. The key to it all seems
simply to be one big party.
The performances are excellent. The
vocal lines are wide-ranging, and tenor
Odinius and soprano Schellenberger,
with most of the work, do brilliantly.
The chorus could so easily fall off pitch
that one only marvels at the fact that
they don't; particular praise goes to the
sopranos. Welser-Miist seems to dance
along with the rhythms, and there's
never asense of condescension or flippancy in his leadership. And, again, the
sound is gorgeous. If you love Orff,
you'll need this Cll.

but as awhole doesn't measure up to
recordings by Gardiner (DG Archiv),
Christophers (Collins), or, if it's ever
reissued, William Christie.

—Paul L. Mthouse

TCHAIKOVSKY: Violin Concerto
GLAZUNOV: Violin Concerto
Maxim Vengerov, violin; Claudio Abbado,
Philharn ionic
Take 9(1881-2 (Cl) only). Friedmann Engelbrecht
prod.; Ulrich Rusher, rug. I)1)1). IT: 54:28
TCHAIKOVSKY: Violin Concerto
GLAZUNOV: Violin Concerto
Chin Kim, violin; Paul Freeman, Svmpl
yOrchestra
of Russia (Tchaikovsky), Mm,cow Philharmonic
Orchestra (Glazuntw)
Intersound/Fanfare 3535 (CI) onl y). Viacheslav
Bednov, prod.; Vadim Nerukhov, rug. Tr: 55:51
TCHMKOVSKY: Violin Concerto
SIBELIUS: Violin Concerto
Leila Josekwicz, violin; Sir Neville Marriner, Academy
of St. Martin-in-the-Fields
Philips 446 131-2 ((:1) only). Ursula Singer, prod.;
Cera Heeoop, Thtis Hoekstra, di gs. DIM. Ti':
65:52
TCHAIKOVSKY: Violin Concerto
PROKOFIEV: Violin Concerto 1
Julian Rachlin, violin; Vladimir Fedoseyev, Moscow
Radio Symphony Orchestra
Sony Classical SK 66567 (CI) only). Cord Garben,
prod.; Uli Schneider, mg. IMI ). Ti': 5736

— Robert Levine

PURCELL: The Fairy Queen
Barbara Bonney, Elisabeth von Magnus, Sylvia McNair,
sopranos; Michael Chance, countertenor: Laurence
Dale, tenor; Roben Ikll, Anthony Michaels-Moore,
basses; Arnold Schoenberg Choir, Concentus
Musicus Wien, Nikolaus Harnoncourt
Teldec 97684-2 (2 CDs only). Helmut Wilde, prod.;
Michael linumnann, rug. DDD. TT: 11924

Harnoncourt gets your attention right
away with brutally aggressive string playing in the overture that borders on ugly.
"This spirit —overplaying the music to
try to increase its effect —pervades the
entire performance. Perhaps it stems
from the excitement of concert performance, or perhaps Harnoncourt fundamentally doesn't trust Purcell's music
to make its points without aid. In any
case, this Fairy Queen, particularly in the
instnunental numbers, is fast, arrogant,
and "in-your-face." Episodes like the
Drunken Poet scene (nicely done by
Robert Holl), the Dialogue between
Condon and Mopsa, or the fife and clarion duet are played as broad humor—
entertaining but sophomoric.
By contrast, there's some appealing
singing from the uniformly strong
soloists. Bonney and McNair (in awonderfully quiet "Plaint") make the best
impression, but in truth none is weak or
below par. The Arnold Schoenberg
Choir sounds larger and more fullblooded than we usually hear in Purcell,
but their contribution, including their
English, is fine.
'This set has its appealing moments,

In ajaded moment on the leading edge
of middle age, Ithought Ihad heard just
about all the recordings of Tchaikovsky's
Violin Concerto that Irequired. It took
these four young violinists to teach me
that I could hear it again with the
enthrallment of first love. Two of the
performers make their marks with fire,
two with charm.
Finnly in the fire camp are Maxim
Vengerov and Leila Josefowicz, in her
blindingly brilliant debut recording.
Vengerov, with Claudio Abbado in perfect accord, whispers, shouts, and soars in
a performance that makes the music
seem reinvented in spirit. Molding
phrases with perfect artistic assurance, he
brings an ineffable expressiveness to the
score with enormously wide tempo and
dynamic variations. 'The final movement
is especially dazzling in its propulsive
vibrancy and in its tantalizing buildup
during the first solo passage after the
introduction.
What small margin Josefowicz may
yield to Vengerov in phrase-making
finesse she amply makes up for in sheer
bravura. With a dizzying variety of
tone, her performance is pure, openhearted spirit, almost rivaling Heifetz in
its raw power. Even the normally
reserved Sir Neville Marriner gets caught
up in die vitality and matdies Josefowicz,
eruption for eruption. This violinist's passion rolls over you like floodwaters, even
in tranquil moments like the second
movement, in which her prayerful poetry sanctifies the music. One other thing:
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His popular numbers from Italian
opera (Rigoletto and La bohème) are subtle and almost intellectual — not wholly
idiomatic for the style. One can imagine
(and prefer) other singers from the past
in these pieces. "Ilie French, though, is
pretty much unassailable because
you've never heard aFrench tenor like
this! Perhaps in the end French opera
will end up suiting Alagna's voice and
temperament better, and he'll specialize
there. But make no mistake: I'm very
picky about singers, and opera lovers
will want to hear this disc. Barring some
unforeseen problem, Alagna's career is
CLASSICAL COLLECTIONS going to be huge.
The Canadian Ben Heppner has
been on the scene alittle longer than
ROBERTO ALAGNA: Roberto Alagna
Alagna. His American opera debut (as
Arias from Lucia di Lammermoor, Werther, L'Arlesiana,
Guillaume Tell, Ripletto, CAMICA,
Mdronf
Walther in Tannhiiuser) was at the Lyric
savetier du Cain; Martha, Polyructe, Don Pasquale, Roméo
Opera of Chicago in 1988. Since then
e_gate, La bohème
he has appeared all over in awide range
Roberto Alagna, tenor, Richard Armstrong, London
Philharmonic
of repertory. Oddly, the sticker on the
EMI 555477 2(CD only). 13avid Groves, prod.; Simon
CD wrapper advertises him as the next
Rhode,, cng. DI)I). IT: 61:17
BEN HEPPNER: Great Tenor Arias
great Heldentenor, but the album conArias from La bohème (Leoncavallo), LAlinza del destino,
tains nothing German, much less any
Aida, Il truratore, Marron Lem-aim Turaridot, La famiulla
del West, Carmen, L'Afticaine, Hérodiade, Le Cid, Andrea
Wagner.
Chénier
Heppner may not have quite the
Ben Fleppner, tenor, Roberto Abbado, Munich Radio
vocal allure of Alagna, but he is no less
Orchestra
RCA 62504-2 (CD only). Wolfram Graul, prod.; Peter
an artist. His voice is well tied together,
Urban, eng. DDD. IT: 60:55
top to bottom matching beautifully. The
high notes, while not particularly Italian
Just as the careers of the Three Tenors in timbre, are thrilling; the ending o€
are winding down, along comes say, "Nessun dorma" is fabulous, the
Roberto Alagna, who is being touted as voice wide open but never in danger of
successor to the throne. Alagna's parents going out of control. He communicates
are Sicilian, but he was born in France the essence of his texts very effectively,
and received most of his education in general better than Alagna, who
there. His lifelong participation in two strikes us more with his gorgeous voice
cultures gives him an advantage most than with the text at hand.
It's hard to predict where Heppner
singers don't have: anative authority in
both the Italian and French repertories. will end up. He's already done the
Alagna's musical education, though, has "lighter" German roles in Fidelio,
been unusual by present-day standards. Lohengrin, Die Meistersinger, and Tannhiiuser. If his voice thickens alittle and he
Although he has had vocal instruction,
he claims to be essentially self-taught, his has the endurance, he'll undoubtedly
"teachers" being the recordings of the undertake the bigger roles (Siegfried,
Parsifal, Tristan). [He definitely will—see
past and present: Caruso, Gigli,
Peter Gitalano's interview with Heppner elseDomingo, and Pavarotti.
This is agreat voice — no doubt about where in this issue — Ed.] If his voice goes
it — but it isn't perfect, and Ithink we that way, the results will be very special.
Heppner has subtlety and amuch finer
can hope it will become even better.
The middle range of the voice (roughly legato than the standard barking,
B-flat to F) has aflinty quality reminis- pushed-up baritone who takes on
cent of Pavarotti (all to the good), but Wagnerian roles, and he'll probably set
occasionally Alagna takes a little too the standard for ageneration.
Both artists are to be commended for
much voice up high and the focus
becomes too wide. Unlike most tenors, recording seldom-heard items on these
Alagna has cultivated an effective head discs. Both orchestras do their job
voice that enables him to take, for exam- acceptably, and both recordings overple, the end of the "Flower Song" softly, light the soloist, as is standard these
as Bizet wrote it. I'm bothered, though, days. Only one aria is common to both
by the degree to which this sounds like discs (the "Flower Song"; Alagna wins),
adifferent voice rather than an aspect of so... you have no excuse not to get
both.
—Paul L. Alehouse
his basic production.

recordings are muffled by excessive reverberation. The best sound is on the
Josefowicz/Marriner disc, although its
cool balance occasionally takes on too
sharp an edge.
Average sonics aside, these recordings
prove that there's always room for yet
more recordings of standard-repertoire
warhorses —provided, of course, that
the musicians have hearts as immense
and as full of love for the music as these
do.
-Robert Hesson

Four young violinists have recently recorded
Tchaikovsky's Violin Concerto on discs surveyed
by Robert Hesson. Above is the I7-year-old violinist Leila Josefowicz, who scorches through her
bravura debut release.

AllfiAlfde,

Leila Josefowicz was 17 when she made
this recording.
Compared to Vengerov and Josefowicz, Chin Kim eases his foot onto the
brakes and delivers awarm, gracious
interpretation rich in cantabile subtlety.
Although tempered in outward flash,
Kim's introverted strength is revealed in
exquisitely crafted phrases that are
infused with intelligence and quiet passion throughout the first two movements. In the Finale, though, he and Paul
Freeman get their blood up, in afleet
celebration spelled by teasingly coy slow
passages. It is abrilliantly calculated performance.
Also choosing finesse over flare, 21year-old Lithuania-born Julian Rachlin
shows maturity and thoughtfulness in
his legato-accented reading. Overcoming
an often heavy-handed orchestral accompaniment, Rachlin's subdued approach is quite poignant, although he
succumbs to a somewhat detached
mood in the second movement. With
overall polish and poise, Rachlin leaves
his mark on the music with honeyed
understatement.
The pairings on all four discs are
equally distinguished and, as you might
guess, reflective of the musical temperaments exposed by the Tchaikovsky
concerto. Vengerov's Glazunov is swaggering and dramatic, whereas Kim's is
measured and songful. Josefowicz marshals every technique imaginable as she
bares her soul in the Sibelius concerto.
And Rachlin, in feistier mood than in
his Tchaikovsky performance, takes an
athletic, piquant angle on Prokofiev's
first concerto.
This lot of CDs includes no sonic
standouts. The Vengerov/Abbado disc
sounds rather boxy, while the Kim/
Freeman and the Rachlin/Fedoseyev
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1996
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present the latest development in the
honest reproduction of music, the Fried
M.A.R.S. series. A bold new lineup of
musical loudspeakers featuring the
Studio V (pictured), A/6 and Beta VI
possessing clarity and openness
unmatched by most loudspeakers. The
McShane Ambience Recovery System
(M.A.R.S.) is arevolution in the way
music is reproduced. In combination
with Fried's classic transmission line
designs the result is truly stunning,
placing you at the recording site. Come
audition Fried products as well as the
other fine brands below today!

CARY Beautifully crafted tube amps and preamps from $1395 to
$12,500 possessing exceptional sonic performance. Come hear the
single ended CAD-805 amplifier and find out what everyone is raving
about!
ROTEL Better sound, best buys. Starting with the RCD970 CD
player they crafted an entire line of superb audio and home theatre
products! (Sony, no mail order on Rotel.)
VANDERSTEEN Superb values, outperforming competitors twice
their price. The awesome model 3A must be heard to be believed, as
well as the fabulous model 2Ce! Building ahome theatre system?
The VCC- Icenter channel speaker is the best in the industry!

EAD The word is out! The DSP9000 DIA Converter and T-8000
Transport are contenders for best sound at any price! They have been
joined by the lower cost DSP 1000 Converter and T-1000 Transport
with standard AT&T glass interfaces. These have been artfully combined
to produce the bargain CD- 1000 single chassis CD player. HDCD is
here—you must hear it!
McCORMACK AUDIO The amazing micro power and line drives
are here offering macro performance at micro prices. Need more
power? Go for the full size DNA 0.5 or DNA 1.0 amps!

MELOS The smoothness, clarity and sweetness of their
preamps and D/A converters make musicality available to all

JM LAB Audiophile performance from small decor conscious

budgets. Highly praised in TAS and Stereophile. YOU MUST
HEAR THE SHA GOLD.

larger designs.

GOLDEN TUBE Announcing the SE-40, an amp that achieves the
impossible. 40 W/ch of pure class-A single-ended tube power for
$980! Amiracle!

been joined by the new 3-way floorstanding ES25. Come hear it!

enclosures? Absolutely! Only JM Lab delivers the full sound of much

EPOS The famous and venerable ES 14 and ES Il loudspeakers have

AMC •Apogee •Arm' •Audio Alchemy •Audioguest •Audiostatic •BEL •B&K•CAL •Cardas •Cary •Celestion •Chang Lightspeed
Dynaco •EAD •Eminent Technology •Epos •Fanfare •Fried •Forte •Golden Tube •Grado Headphones •Jamo •Jeff Rowland Design
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RAY CHARLES: Strong Love Affair
Qwest/Warner Bros. 46107-2 (CI) only). Ray Charles,
Jean-Pierre Grosz, prods.; Michael Bigwood, Steve
Forward. others, imp. Ti': 5134

The best news is that the voice, after
almost a half century of shouting the
blues, remains virtually unscathed. The
whoops, hollers, falsettos, screams, and
yodels arc intact. It's avoice that can move
you even singing the Yellow Pages over a
chorus of car horns. More good news is
A treat from the very last concerts of Miles
that it even works over Grosz's Europop
Davis —Live Around the World. Worth the wait,
production and Charles's own oversynthesized sound. Somehow, no matter
them, but mostly they've been stored in a
what this man does, it gonna be funky.
closet, according to Davis's manager
It helps that the material is good. "All
Gordon Meltzer, who would listen to
She Wants to Do is Love Mc," "No
them with bancimembers and reminisce.
Time to Waste Time," and "Everybody's
Handsome Child" let him strut his stuff Finally, with Live Annind the World, the rest
of us get to hear ripping highlights from
in the style to which he is accustomed,
nine concerts, and one tune, "Hannibal,"
and though the ballads occasionally
recorded at Davis's last performance.
seem more suited to C,eline Dion than
It was worth the wait. The sound
Charles, he still manages to put his inimquality easily outshines the bootleg CDs
itable stamp on them.
It's interesting that when performers currently circulating among vvildeyed
of acertain age decide to update their collectors, and Davis's various bands play
spectacularly. The disc begins with a
sound, they almost invariably come up
shortened version ofJoe Zawinul's "In a
with something that's 10 years behind
Silent Way," the melody played by synthe times. If Brother Ray wanted to be
thesizers as Foley (I believe) slams out a
truly modern, he'd strip his sound down
to the bone. Strong Love Allan's sound is powerful bass line seemingly at odds
with the original conception of the piece.
far from that, but it works surprisingly
well and is definitely worth checking With acouple of transitional gestures on
trumpet, Davis takes the band into the
out.
—Michael Ross
more overtly funky "Intruder" and eventually plays an open-horn solo that's
more an evocative series of effective
MILES DAVIS: Live Around the World
phrases than an example of the more
Miles Davis, trumpet; Kenny Garrett. alto sax. flute;
Rick Margitza, te
sax; Foley, lead bass; Adam
coherent solos of Davis's middle years.
Holzman, Joey DeFrancesco, Robert Irving, Kei
While Davis is clearly in charge, in
Anti, John Beasley, Deron Johnson, keyboards;
Benny Rietveld, Richard Patterson, bas;; Ricky
some ways he allows the band to be the
Wellman, drums; Marilyn Mazur, Munyungo
star here. Repeatedly he allows abandJackson, Erin Davis, percussion
Warner Bros. 46032-2 (CD). Miles Davis, Gordon
member the climactic solo of apiece, or
Meltzer, prods.; Patrick Murray. Don Kurek, cup.
thickens the texture of one of his own
)1). Ti': 70:49
solos by calling in Kenny Garrett or
Foley to share the spotlight in aseries of
Sometime in 1988, Davis started having
every one of his concerts recorded on a rapidfire exchanges that make it difficult to hear when one solo leaves off
DAT machine by engineer Patrick
and the next begins. Not that these
Murray. Miles listened to them consolos aren't striking — Foley's electricstantly, and before aconcert he would
bass choruses on "New Blues" have to
get the band together, like agood basbe ahighlight of his recorded career.
ketball coach midway through the playDavis introduces "Human Nature"
off season, and use the tapes to advise
with ajaunty break. In acute, understathis young players what they should do
ed duet with one of his keyboard players,
that night to improve. (I don't think
he seems to be cheerily tipping his hat to
they were intimidated: they called him
us, like atapdancer on his way to the
"Chief" and tried to avoid lending him
wings. Instead of bowing out, he brings
aWalkman, since he seemed to break
the tune to ahush. Saxophonist Kenny
them regularly.)
Garrett makes it take off and evidently
The tapes circulated among the bandmembers lucky enough to get hold of brings the crowd to its feet. Davis's
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1996

laughing response is to tell Garrett, "'That
wasn't nothing, man. Ido that every
night." Well, if not every night, in the
late '80s he did it often enough — he gets
rapturous applause here with a few
smeared sounds at the begiiming of
"Time After Time." He did something
similar at his last concert in the
Hollywood Bowl in 1991 with abittersweet muted solo played in acracked
tone and with phrases that suggest he
was thinking of "Summertime." That
must have been one of his last solos.
But Live Around the World isn't adisc
to get nostalgic over. It's astrong, wellengineered collection brimful of the
kind of goodtime, kicking music with
which Davis ended his career.
—Michael Ullman

THELONIOUS MONK: The Complete London
Collection
Thelonious Monk, piano; Al McKibbon, bass; Art
Blakey, drums
Black Lion BLCI) 7601-2 (3 CDs only). Alan Bates,
prod.; John Tunperley, eng. AAD? TI': 23233

No one before or after him has ever heard
like Thelonious Monk. He invented his
own piano language from ambiguous
chords, left-handed punctuations like
hammers dropping, crushed notes,
clanging timbres, and odd syncopations.
Eventually, he taught us to hear the rightness of his "wrong" notes. His lasting
importance derives not only from his
playing but from his compositions.
Certain Monk tunes —"Round Midnight," "Straight No Chaser," "Ruby My
Dear" — have entered the countercultural consciousness of our time.
The personal obstacles that Monk
encountered as an artist were significant: periods of poverty and rejection (his music was "difficult"), the
revocation of his cabaret card (without
which he could not perform publicly in
New York in the 1950s), his own fragile mental health. His profile was highest in the early 1960s, when he had
achieved sufficient notoriety to sign a
contract with Columbia Records and
even to appear on the cover of Time. But
by the end of the decade his star was on
the descent again duc to ill health and
the aridity of the American jazz-club
scene. In September 1971 he accepted
an offer by George Wein to join a
"Giants of Jazz" world tour. The band
included Dizzy Gillespie, Sonny Stitt,
Kai Winding, Al McKibbon, and Art
Blakey. The eight-week tour stopped in
Australia, New Zealand, Japan, and
many European countries, culminating
in London for two concerts at the New
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THELONIOUS
MONK
THE COMPLETE
LONDON
COLLECTION

Victoria Theatre on November 14. The
following night, producer Alan Bates
took the rhythm section into aLondon
recording studio.
The two and ahalf hours of trio and
solo performances taped at this session
have now been reissued in abeautifully
packaged three-CD set. The music is so
extraordinary that, when it was released
25 years ago, some critics believed it signaled anew era in Monk's development.
We now know that the opposite is true:
The Come: London Collection contains
Monk's
recorded work. Although
he lived another 10 years, his last decade
was spent in seclusion due to severe clinical depression as America almost entirely forgot about one of its greatest artists.
Much has been made of the special
musical relationship between Monk and
Art Blakey, one of very few drummers
bold enough to push Monk rather than
be led by him. Trio performances like
"Misterioso" contain complexities of
tempo (Monk pulling the theme into
double-time, Blakey opposing him with
polyrhydtms) that are beyond the reach
of solo piano, even Monk's. But the
indelible record left by The London
Collection is found in the solo pieces. It is
as if Monk, who never displayed the
right-hand dexterity of most jazz
pianists, has now further reduced his art
to its elemental residue. Through standards of the classic repertoire like "The
Man ILove," "Darn That Dream," and
"Lover Man," as well as standards he
wrote himself like "Evidence" and "I
Mean You," Monk patiently searches out
his final truths, his summations. These
works are simply there, like paintings by
Rouault, or like Stonehenge.
Every song, of course, is transformed
as Monk plays it. Monk improvisations
do not merely decorate chord changes,
they develop ideas. The truncations and
meaningful omissions, the codas suspended in air, the astringent voicings
underneath familiar melodies, the
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1996

buried quotations — these are familiar
Monk devices. But here they are illuminated and intensified by the unity of
Monk's motivation. Two performances
can stand for the entire collection:
"Darn That Dream" and "My Melancholy Baby." The history of these songs
has encrusted them with superficial
associations that Monk pares away to
leave poignant, stark skeletons.
The audio quality of this 1971 material is not exceptional, but it is as good as
anything in Monk's recorded canon. On
the solo recitations, the piano has
weight and reasonable presence, even if
the sonic atmosphere is one-dimensional and cloistral. The trio pieces, recorded at the same session, back off from the
piano in order to get the bass and drums
in the frame. They suffer more anomalies (Blakey's drum kit is as wide as
your speakers are apart), but they have
more air and light.
Inever saw Monk in person. The
Complete London Collection has led me to
brood upon afutile question: If Monk
could come back for just one night,
how long would Iwait in line to see
him now?
-Thomas Conrad

— his clear, bright sound, so unlike that
of his mentor Dizzy Gillespie, nonetheless takes on many of the colors that
Gillespie also added through smears,
scoops, and occasional half-valving.
Morgan loves the bebop changes of his
repertoire, and his exuberance is palpable on his stoptime choruses of "Just
One of Those 'Things." On the last session he plays "Candy" over the dancing
brushes of Art Taylor: his rhythm sections which on his first date consisted
of Horace Silver, Wilbur Ware, and
Philly Joe Jones, are state-of-the-art.
Though the first two sessions are marginally marred by the presence of two
alto saxophonists who were friends of
Morgan's, elsewhere these recordings
demonstrate where bebop went just
before Art Blakey, Horace Silver, and
others brought the funky blues and
boogaloos of hard bop into the picture.
The sound of these Mosaic LPs is in
fact better, with more presence and
warmth, than my aged Blue Notes —
but I'll also say that those Blue Notes
came from the late '60s, Ibelieve, and
were not the earliest pressings. The
Mosaic CDs arc very fine, if not quite as
clear and precise as the LPs.
—Michael Ullman

LEE hilORGAN: The Complete Blue Note Lee
Morgan Fifties Sessions
Mosaic MQ6-162 (6 LPs), MD4-162 (4 CDs). Alfred
Lion, prod.; Michael Cuscuna, reissue prod.; Rudy
Van Gelder, eng. TI': 4:17:59

The '60s recordings of trumpet prodigy
Lee Morgan have mostly been available
since they were issued, if only in secondhand bins. That should be no surprise:
the first of those Blue Notes was the hit
Sidewinder. Collectors know that the Lee
Morgan Blue Notes recorded in 1956
and 1957 have been much harder to find.
Taped when Morgan was ateenaged sensation, they are all here, and with several
alternate takes.
These weren't Morgan's first recordings: he did asingle session for Savoy
days before the first of the Blue Note
dates. That session was dominated by
tenor saxophonist Hank Mobley. No
wonder — Morgan was so young he
looked to his erstwhile sidemen for
advice, arrangements, and compositions. One intriguing aspect of this
Mosaic box is that the music director of
several of these sessions was the 28year-old tenor saxophonist Benny
Golson, and some of his greatest compositions, including "I Remember
Clifford" and "Whisper Not," appear
here alongside such familiar tunes as
"Night in Tunisia" and "Lover Man."
Morgan sounds splendid throughout

WILLIAM PARKER: In Order to Survive
William Parker, bass; Grachan Moncur III. trombone;
Rob Brown, alto sax; Lewis Barnes, trumpet;
Cooper-Moore, piano; Denis Charles, drums;
Jackson Krall, percussion
Black Saint 120159-2 (CI) only). William Parker,
prod.; Ilen Medley. James McLean, Gennaro
C.anme, cop. ?M. IT: 72:05

Long a mainstay of pianist Cecil
Taylor's groups, William Parker has
been regarded as one of the best freejazz ensemble players in several decades. But his talents as a composer/
catalyst have only recently become
widely acknowledged. Exceptional
recordings like this one should help to
further spread the word. In Order to
Survive is Parker's strongest recorded
statement yet — passionate, inventive,
and wide-ranging. It's no coincidence
that it comes from arguably the best
band the New York City bassist has
ever assembled.
These tracks were recorded live in
April and June 1993 at Roulette and
The Knitting Factory, two downtown
Manhattan hotbeds of creative improvised music. Parker and company virtually soar with collective inspiration
during these often ecstatic performances. There's not a moment of
groping or meandering during the
extreme length of some of the pieces
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("Testimony of No Future" stretches
over 38 minutes), as can sometimes
occur with less disciplined free-improvisers. The pieces are as meticulously structured as they arc richly inventive, and the
performances arc models of ensemble
intuition, artistic empathy, and extrasensory group interaction. These seasoned
players have clearly developed amusical
language that is atrue alternative to the
seemingly daunting possibilities of freedom. Pianist Cooper-Moore and altoist
Rob Brown are especially effective, but
the whole group, driven by Parker's hypnotically focused bass, plays with aunity
and coherence that is at times frightening
in its intensity.
Taylor fans will immediately recognize Parker's language and should have
no trouble following this beautiful,
heartfelt music, though aficionados of
more conventional jazz may find this
harder going—Parker is a master of
coherent musical thought, but he has
little time for conventional forms or
approaches. In Order to Survive is highly
recommended to those who realize that
jazz did continue to evolve after the
1950s. It should be mandatory listening
for those who think it didn't.
—Carl Bauglter

- - — —
— —
— —
— —
BESSIE SMITH: The Complete Recordings, Vol.5:
The Final Chapter
Bessie Smith, vocals; Louis Armstrong, Frankie
Newton, Joe Smith, Russell Smith, trumpet Jack
Teag,arden, Charlie Green, Jimmy Harrison, trombone; Buster Bailey, Iknny Goodman, clarinet;
CAlcinan Hawkins, Chu Berry, tenor sax; Clarence
Williams, Buck Washington. Fletcher Henderson,
Fred Losnphaw, James P. Johnson, piano; Bobby
Johnson, guitar; Charlie Dixon, banjo; Billy Taylor,
bass; Ralph Escudero, tuba; Kaiser Marshall, drums;
liall-Johnson Choir
Columbia/Legacy ŒK 57546 (2 CDs only).
Lawrence Colin, prod. AAD. Ti': 2:02:30

By the time of Bessie Smith's last recording session, on November 24, 1933, the
original style of the great Empress of the
Blues was already outmoded, and she
knew it. She had traded in her flamboyant costumes, with their feathers, extravagant headdresses, and spangle-laden
shawls, for the sheath dresses that the
new woman was wearing, and she was
singing popular songs —"Star Dust" and
"Smoke Gets in Your Eyes" —alongside
"Backwater Blues." A week after Smith's
session, the young Billie Holiday entered
the same studio and showed what the
future in jazz singing would bring.
Annotator Chris Albertson sounds
ambivalent about Smith's singing on
her last session: She "might well have
been at her artistic peak," he says, leaving open the option that she might not
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have been. He adds, "there is ahint of s
wear in Bessie's voice." Idon't hear it.
Even if her last recorded song is "I'm
Down in the Dumps," Smith sounds g
anything but washed up on the four
numbers collected here with "Need a
Little Sugar in My Bowl," plus five
alternate takes from earlier sessions.
Though hardly acrooner, she is singing
in aslightly more intimate style than
earlier. I'd guess she was adapting both
to contemporary tastes and to more
sensitive recording technology.
Although accompanied by some of
le •• I. •
the best swing-era musicians, such as
The seamier side of Bessie Smith's last days are
trumpeter Franlcie Newton and tenor
revealed in harrowing detail on The Complete
Chu Berry, Smith's repertoire hadn't
Recordings,VollThe Final Chapter.
changed —perhaps because producer
wholly given over to the reminiscences
John Hammond wanted her to sing the
blues rather than standards. The Final of Ruby Smith, Bessie Smith's niece and
adancer in her show. Chris Albertson
Chapter begins with two novelty songs
gets Ruby talking about Bessie's sex life,
recorded in 1931. On "Need a Little
about her fights with her husband Jack
Sugar in My Bowl" she sings exuGee, "the fightingest man you ever
berantly about her sexual needs, and in
seen," about orgies, drunken engage"Safety Mama" brags of her own
ments —and more fights. The picture
prowess. Two years later she is exhortthat emerges is alittle horrifying. Smith
ing her partner to "Do Your Duty,"
got beaten regularly, and she beat others
yielding momentarily to a beautifully
wry solo by Jack Teagarden. "Gimme a as well. She had affairs with people of
both sexes, some of them unwilling emPigfoot" begins with her astonished
ployees. She seemed to look on her
protest: "Twenty-five cents. Huh! No,
dancers as a pool of readily available
no. Iwouldn't pay twenty-five cents to
go in nowhere." She then sings of arent lovers, imposing herself sexually on
whomever she wanted, included one
party up in Harlem.
All of these songs are played with zest woman named Lily Walker, who was
deeply ashamed by her activities and
and recorded with (for the time) excellent
tried suicide soon after. Walker tells
clarity. They've all been available before,
about the night she slept with Smith,
so collectors might be particularly interagain at the singer's behest, and again to
ested in the five previously unissued alterher employee's embarrassment and
nate tikes that follow: "The Yellow Dog
shame. What she doesn't talk about is
Blues," "Nash-ville Women's Blues,"
Smith's music, except to say, "When she
"Careless Love Blues," "Soft Pedal Blues,"
don't get too drunk, she really can sing."
all from 1925; and the 1927 recording
We may differ about the value of these
"Muddy Water" in anew, slightly slower
tales of"Bessie and all her dirt," to quote
take. These differ subtly from the origiRuby Smith, but I think Albertson
nals, and particularly in the new solos by
missed an opportunity to learn more
Louis Armstrong. They show us that
and to teach more about the musicSmith —and Armstrong—had worked
making that made the Empress of the
out routines that varied only in detail
—Michael Ullman
from take to take, at least on that particu- Blues famous.
lar day. The alternates typically are
scratchier —and the noise-reduction
POPULAR
process leaves some audible gaps where I
would have preferred to hear surface
noise.
To fill out disc 1, Columbia has
ELVIS COSTELLO: All This Useless Beauty
Warner Bros. 46198-1 (LP), -2 (CD). Elvis Costello,
included the entire soundtrack, talk and
prod.; Geoff Einerick, prod, eng.; Jon Jacobs, eng.
all, to the 1929 movie St. Louis Blues.
AAA/AA1). TI': 48:17
PAUL WESTERBERG: Eventually
The movie was Bessie Smith's only
Reprise 46176-2 (Cl)). Paul Westerberg, prod.; Loti
filmed appearance: its plot is thin
Giordano, eng. AIM)? Ti': 45:01
enough to shine aflashlight through,
but it offered an excuse to get Bessie to
What adifference adecade or two can
sing the blues on camera. I'm happy to
make. Just about 20 years ago, Elvis
have the soundtrack.
Costello, to quote acertain Stereophile
I'm not so sure about disc 2, which is
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That's Elvis Costello trying to hide behind a
London Underground stanchion. His new All This
Useless Beauty sounds easy, but don't mistake
melancholy for mellowness. On good vinyl, coo.

record reviewer, "howled and thrashed
like an anti-matter Buddy Holly from a
rejected Star Trek script." And 10 years
ago, Paul Westerberg was fronting
those Godfathers of Grunge, the
Replacements, alternately channeling
MC5 at their best and playing drunken,
sloppy sets in which they'd do nothing
but Rolling Stone covers. And now, as
punk mounts yet another comeback
and grunge makes millionaires of guys
not worthy to sing "Tommy's Got His
Tonsils Out," Costello and Westerberg
arc beginning to sound like elder statesmen.
EC's latest, All This Useless Beauty,
feels like the culmination of acycle. As
on The Juliet Letters, his collaboration
with the Brodsky Quartet, Costello's
voice is front and center. Like Brutal
Youth, the Attractions are again on
board. And like Kojak Variety, this is an
album of covers, sort of. This time EC
is covering his own songs, about half of
which first saw the light of day sung by
the likes of Paul McCartney and Aimee
Mann.
The original plan for the album was
to do an All Costello Covers format
recorded live on last year's tour —and
if the Beacon Theatre stop was any indication, you shoulda been there.
While that format was scrapped, the
straightforward live-in-the-studio arrangements did make the final cut. The
result is a deceptively easy-sounding
album that an expensive boutique
might play to entice its Amani-weary
customers. But don't mistake melancholy for mellowness.
Useless Beauty is another Costello
duet with the Grim Reaper, but he's
nimble enough not to turn it into a
dirge, and modest enough not to turn it
into asermon: "I cannot promise you
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1996

I've said goodbye to childish things," he
jibes on "Little Atoms." "There's still
some pretty insults left / And such
sport in threatening." From atmospheric trifles like the pseudo-noir
"Complicated Shadows" to the morethan-a-breakup song "It's Time," this is
an album full of endings. And if you
didn't catch the first 121 times he asks
The Big Question, he hammers the last
nail into the metaphorical coffin on the
album's delicate closer: "I want to vanish /This is my last request /I've given
you the awful truth /Now give me my
rest." Get it?
Speaking of dead media, All This
Useless Beauty is available on vinyl, and
if you've got a'table, it's definitely the
way to go. This is multimiked recording at its best; on "Poor Fractured
Atlas" Pete Thomas seems to have set
up his drum kit on my front porch,
while on "Little Atoms" the soundstage extends not only outside my
speakers, but outside the walls of my
living room. And the surfaces are as
quiet and the pressing as flat as any
180-grammer. The excellent CD pales
only by comparison. My one gripe is
that the vinyl version doesn't include a
lyric sheet.
Eventually is Paul Westerberg's longawaited (get it?) follow-up to 14 Songs,
and it's been worth that wait. Employing restrained production that's the
antithesis of the wretched (yet glorious)
excess of the 'Mats,' Westerberg is still
writing hooks with the best of them,
but chooses to put his message front
and center: "I spend my time in
Cottonwood /Looking for asign," he
begins. "Sitting by myself / And I'm
running out of time."
As you can hear, Westerberg too has
been preoccupied with thoughts of his
own mortality, not surprising in the
wake of former bancimate Bob Stinson's
death. Sure, sometimes Westerberg
dances in the graveyard —Bob would
have liked that. "Trumpet Clip," which
features a guest appearance from
Tommy Stinson, may be the first rock'n'roll ode to the Unabomber, and "Ain't
Got Me" takes on celebrity stalkers.
Funny, yes, but the humor is black
nonetheless.
But on "Good Day," Etyma/ifs most
plainspoken song, Westerberg lays it on
the line. "Good day /Doesn't need to
be abirthday /The next one, man, you
won't survive," he sings, partly to Bob
1If not exactly adisaster, the recording is typical for a
rock record: alittle compressed, alittle overprocessed,
alot grainy. Buy this one for the music, not the sound.

and not alittle to himself. "Sing alone,
all my life /A good day is any day that
you're alive."
I'll drink to that, and I'd venture that
Declan Patrick Aloysius MacManus
would too.
-Allen St. John

BLOODLOSS: Live My Way
in The Red rrR 039 (LP), Reprise 46056-2 (CD). Jim
Collier, Bloodloss, prods.; George Metz, eng. TT:
43:28
MR. BUNGLE: Disco Volante
Warner Bros. 45963-1 (LP), -2 (CD). Mr. Bungle,
prods.; Billy Anderson, Mike Johnson, Kevin
Donlon, Chris Roberts, Mike Bogus, David Ogilvy,
Adam Munoz, Trevor Ward, Bernie Gnindman,
engs. TT: n8:47

Bloodloss is an uncompromisingly original band whose willful perversity is
one of their strongest attributes — yeah,
they're noisy and grating, but that's
kinda the point with this stuff. The
ghost of Captain Beefheart (I know he's
not dead, but he apparently no longer
makes music) gallops through Live My
Way in both instrumental and vocal
guises. Singer/guitarist Reinistair EJ
sometimes walks athin line between
parody and imitation, but his gravelly,
Beefheartian singing suits the often
amusing lyrics, especially those of the
ode to degeneracy, "Disgust Ourselves."
"Frank's Wig" is awell-placed jab at
Reprise boss Frank Sinatra, but there's
no bitterness or mean-spirited venom;
Bloodloss plays it mostly for yucks. On
"Cue Balls of Idaho," rural skinheads
are skewered with barbed accuracy, if
not with quite the friendly tone of the
Sinatra send-up. "Happy Birthday You
Dork" roasts a critic who had the
temerity to criticize an earlier Bloodloss
record.
Sonics are average, the LP offering a
touch more life than the CD. Strangely
(and atypically), the CD sounds almost
subdued by comparison. On balance,
Live My Way is an energetic and creatively varied slice of alternative rock. Its
sense of humor is one of its saving
graces, and the dissonant musical elements provide enough edge to rope in
the alternative fan.
Mr. Bungle makes music of often dazzling dimensions on their longtime-coming second album, Disco Volante. A weird
sonic jungle (bungle?) of pseudoMinistry, Zappa, Soft Machine, and
Primus, with adash of Astor Piazzola on
acid, Mr. Bungle is jumpy, varied, and
consistently brilliant in alunatic sort of
way. Piazzola fans in particular should
hear "Violenza Domestica," complete
with bandoneon, for a wonderfully
warm and wacky satirical nod to the late
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Argentinean composer. Employing acutand-paste aesthetic not unlike John
Zones, Bungle's editing and quick transitions are at least as integral as their careful
layering of samples, keyboards, and
instruments. Vocals are often exotic, and
frequently not in English.
The delightful "Desert Search for
Techno Allah" is the most original and
invigorating piece of modern electric
music I've heard in eons. It's awild and
woolly pastiche of multicultural styles,
abrupt transitions, pinpoint rhythmic
angles, and metric gyrating — imagine
Bill Laswell and Rob Zombie locked
away in astudio with Roky Erickson.
Sonics are stupendous on both the
LP and CD. Adventurous audiophiles
should waste no time getting acopy of
this demonstration-quality album. The
LP is cut very low, however, in order to
cram 30 minutes onto each side. In fact,
"Platypus" is left off the LP altogethe4
but is included, along with the nonalbum track "The Legendary Paper
Project by the Secret Chiefs Trio," on a
bonus 7" single in the vinyl sleeve. The
LP is sure to be acollector's item. Don't
delay.
—Carl Baugher

FRIENDS: Original Soundtrack
Lou Reed, k.d. lang, Paul Westerberg, Chrissic Hynde,
Joni Mitchell, Barenakcd Ladies, Hootic and the
Blowfish, Toad the Wet Sprocket
Reprise 46008-2 (Cl)). Kevin S. Bright, Marta
Kauffinan, David Crane, exec. prods.; various cogs.
TT: 4934

Ijust don't get shows like Friends. Why
exactly would anyone camp on the
couch and watch the adolescent whining
of people Just Like Them? Except that
they've got great bodies, better hair, and
aManhattan apartment 14 times bigger
than anything they should reasonably be
able to afford while working at Central
Perk. No, it's not aGeneration-X backlash. Ihated thirlysomething, too. (I'm generally opposed to capital punishment,
but Iwould have happily made an exception for Hope and Michael.)
But Idigress. This is actually avery
cool record, with one big "but." Later
for the Hootic and the Blowfish cut and
ditto for Toad the Wet Sprocket, but
any lineup that follows Lou Reed
("You'll Know You Were Loved") with
k.d. lang (the sultry and playful
"Sexuality") and Barenaked Ladies
("Shoe Box") is all right in my book. A
trilogy of recycled schlock rockers —
Paul Westerberg's "Sunshine," Chrissie
Hyndc's "Angel of the Morning," and
Joni Mitchell's reworked "Big Yellow
Taxi" — will take you back to the '70s
STEREOPHILE. AUGUST 1996

The studious Paul Westerberg is one of many top
singer/songwriters contributing songs to the
Friends soundtrack. Mr.VV. also has just released a
new album of his own (see under Costello, E.).

quicker than a Welcome Back, Kotler
Marathon on Nick at Nitc. And the real
music concludes (preceding areprise of
the oh-so perky title track) with
Westerberg's "Stain Yer Blood," acut
that'll bring a tear to yer eye remembering the Replacements' breakup. Once you stop dancing. The sound?
Plenty good for aparty.
Oh, about that "but." After every second track you're treated to 30 seconds
or so of witty repartee from the show,
and it's not indexed, so you'll have to
search past it. For example: RACHEL:
"Call her. Stop being so testostcroney."
CHANDLER: "Which, by the way, is the
real San Francisco treat." Where's the
Ugly Naked Guy when you need him?

Cooder roles as singer/songwriter and
slide guitar player. Oh yeah, did Imention
that the guy is aterrific guitarist? He tunes
his guitar down two whole steps, getting
an almost baritone timbre that simultaneously cuts through and fills out his
minimalist sound.
Speaking of sound: Even though it's a
studio recording, Edge of Night brings
you right into the Honky Tonk. The
instruments all sound like they're in a
real room. Henderson's limited but
effective vocals are set perfectly in the
supportive arrangements, and the overall sound is warm with just the right
amount of grunge. Of course, most of
the recording was done by Billy Sherrill,
the man who brought us Tammy
Wynette and who's no stranger to capturing emotion on tape.
From the back-porch blues of
"Nobody's Fault But Mine" to the
drinkin' standard "Drivin' Nails in My,
Coffin" to Henderson's originals, Edge of
Night is some of the best music America
has to offer, recorded in a way that
brings the excitement home. It's too
real for most radio, so if you want to
hear it you better go get it.
—Michael Ross

MARK KNOPFLER: Golden Heart
Warner Bros. 46026-2 (Cl) only). Mark Knopfler,
prod.; Chuck Ainlay, prod., cog. TT: 70:25

Up through Love Over Cold there was
no bigger fan of Mark Knopfler than
moi. With Brothers in Arms came the
—Allen St. John
acclaim in America that Dire Straits had
already accrued elsewhere; for awhile,
they were the biggest band in the world.
MIKE HENDERSON: Edge of Night
Unfortunately, success brought astadiDead Reckoning 5 00(14 2 (Cl) only). Mike
Henderson, pn.
xl.; Billy Sherrill, Clarke Schleicher,
um sound to music whose strength was
cogs. TT: 3433
a cinematic intimacy, and brought
exhaustion to its creator.
Understandable was Knopfler's reWhen Icomplain about the state of
treat to playing with mates (Brendan
blues production, it's because your typiCroker) and heroes (Chet Atkins). Less
cal modern blues record doesn't sound
like this. Henderson is not strictly a understandable was his infatuation with
Nashville, acity that regularly turns out
blues artist. He combines country and
superbly crafted product but rarely
blues into a classic hybrid known as
Honky Tonk (or that latest marketing inspired artistic statements. As alover of
Country music (yes, even some of the
format —Americana). In fact, he and
Kevin Welch may have written one of new stuff), Ihate to lay the blame on
Nashville. Nevertheless, much as Ilike
the greatest Honky Tonk songs of all
Vuice Gill, Ican't help but wonder if
time: "One Foot in the Honky Tonk"
Mark would be better served artistically
("and one foot in the grave").
(if not commercially) by hanging with
The songwriting here is superior in
Richard Thompson instead.
general. In addition to the aforemenIn "You Don't Get It" he protests, "I
tioned arc the Band-like "This Property is
gotta be afree man to run" over and
Condemned" and the title tune, aweepover like the mantra of aman who feels
er more than alittle reminiscent ofJohn
much less than free. In "I'm the Fool"
Hiatt's "Lipstick Sunset"; only here,
Henderson plays both the Hiatt and Ry
he "left his dreams with broken strings,"
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and he fools no one with the French title
"Je Suis Désolé." He says in "No Can
Do," "Dreamed that if my dreams carne
truc /then Iwouldn't do what Ididn't
want to." Well, his dreams have come
truc. So either this is what he wants, or
he's still caught in what Joni called "the
star-maker machinery behind the popular song." Idon't know which is sadder.
Golden Heart does not sound like the
work of ahappy man.
It's not abad record, and certainly a
great improvement over Dire Straits'
lackluster swan song, On Every Street.
But even Knopfler's best stuff— the
beautiful title cut and the evocative
Berlin noir of "Rudiger" — is ill served
by the slick, hard-edged sound. By most
standards there's much to like here, but
years ago, with his first three records,
Mark Knopfler set his own standards,
and by those standards Golden Heart falls
short.
-Michael Ross

SOLO: Solo
Perspective 31454 9017-2 (CL)). Jimmy Jam, Terry
Lewis, exec. prods.; Henley "Jr." Regisford, co-exec.
prod. AM). TT: 70:58
ASANTÉ: Asanté Mode
Columbia CK 57845 (C1)). Various, incl. Trauma
Unit, 2 Tuff-E-Nuff Productions, prods.; various
ento. TT: 57:55

Now that gangsta rap has mercifully
been strangled in the crib, what's acontemporary record label pushing black
product to do? Why, look no further
than the megastar status of that
squeaky-clean, God-, Mom-, and
apple-pic-lovin' four-piece sensation
Boyz II Men, and send in the clones.
Did anyone mention Boyz II Men
does soul, mostly (with the semi-obligatory bid for the PC crossover market,
most recently via the mucho-hypo
duet/quintet "One Sweet Day" with Our
Lady of LaToya Jackson, Mariah Carey)?
Well, they do, and quite well, too, so
that's what street-smart three-piece
Solo, discovered on aNew York streetcorner talkin' (honest — it sez right
here) by one-time hip-hop songwriters,
pals-of-Prince, and producers Jimmy
Jam and Terry Lewis do, too. Except
"New Classic Soul," their meld of R&B,
hip-hop, jazz, and classics, only serves to
remind anyone tempted into buying
their image as "The Temptations of the
'90s" that The Temptations of the '60s
wrote that particular tune.
Five covers of The Drifters and Sam
Cooke that clearly worked well for Solo
on the comer here sound curiously unfresh in the high-tech glare of amodem
digital mix, the contemporary stuff is
strictly formula: mid-tempo sex-groove
STEREOPHILE, AUGUST 1996

"Where Do You Want Me to Put It?,"
let's-smooch-in-the-basement "Keep It
Right Here," and let's-get-down-and-clothe-nasty "Extra." Not that Solo won't
necessarily make agood album someday,
but right now, go spend that pocket
change on trmasters of Smokey Robinson.
On the other hand, Asanté, aNew
York-area quartet formed in 1991,
debuts with asmooth and sophisticated
contemporary soul effort, one that takes
standards ("People Get Ready," sung a
cappella) further rather than just overwriting history. Their original work —
slammin' jam "Dopest Ethiopian," for
instance, or the anthem "Anything Is
Possible" — is original, and Asanté
reflects the skill and vocal styling of
guys who've been involved in making
music since the cradle.
Odd man out Wil Townsend didn't
start rapping 'til college, but Andre
Zachary stole hearts on the talent-show
circuit at age three, and Warren
Robinson, singing "straight up church,"
made it to Carnegie Hall in his teens.
Pharaoh Oyewole — son of original
Last Poets member Abiodun Oyewole
— brings not only the Last Poets' protorap style to the mix, but an unusual
appreciation of female jazz vocalist
Sarah Vaughan, Dinah Washington, and
Carmen McRae.
Developed carefully by Columbia
Records ("Dopest Ethiopian" was levered into the 1994 Robert Altman film
Ready to Wear, and "People Get Ready"
was featured on the Columbia Records
soundtrack of the 1995 Discovery
Network mini-series The Promised
Land), the mood may be "old-school
'70s," but it's dressed in highly excellent
'90s threads. "We were trying to come
from adifferent perspective with our
album," notes Andre Zachary.
They sure did. Asanté Mode is uplifting,
inspirational, romantic, musical —"righteously real," "certifiably soulful" —and
one of akind. Accept no imitations.
—Beth Jacques

ROSANNE CASH: 10 Song Demo
Capitol CD1' 8 32390 2 (CD). John Leventhal,
Rosanne Cash, prods. AAD. TT: 3500
RICHARD THOMPSON: You? Me? Us?
Capitol CDP 8 33704 2 (2 CDs). Mitchell Froom,
prod.; Tchad Blake, prod., mg. AM). TT: 7405

"If Iwere aman /I'd be so sweet /I'd
give me everything Ineed /I'd be so
glad to go this deep," sings Rosanne
Cash on her latest, 10 Song Demo. "Here
Iam behind enemy lines /Looking for
secrets, looking for signs," counters
Richard Thompson on You? Me? Us?
"Old boyfriends, big and small /Got to
see how Imeasure up to them all."

Richard Thompson's new You? Me? Us? is two
CDs full of emotional punch and parry, dire
humor, and dark redemption (just barely).

While the fine folks at Capitol
records surely didn't plan it that way,
their spring release list pits two of their
best songwriters in what amounts to the
Grand Championship Round of "He
Said/She Said." The result is apair of
albums more fun and more challenging
than Final Jeopardy.
Let's start in alphabetical order. Cash
opens with a solo piano homage to
"Imagine," and it's no accident, Demo has
the emotional directness of John
Lennon's best solo work. But the straightforward production —these were recorded as demo tapes featuring just Cash and
guitarist John Leventhal —actually serves
to accent the subtlety of the writing.
Cash has been around the block often
enough to realize that her romancenovel depiction of Mr. Right in "If I
Were aMan" is just that. Real guys aren't
that easy. "'The Summer IRead Colette"
is truly rapturous, an all-too-rare depiction of a sensuous encounter from a
woman's point of view. Tellingly, the guy
is barely mentioned. The love songs
where the other half does show up, like
"List of Burdens," are far more conflicted. Compromise may be the currency of relationship, but compromise is,
by its very nature, um, compromising.
Cash reserves her unconditional positive
regard for another grown-up song,
"Child of Steel," aballad that she claims
embarrasses her 16-year-old.
The album's most remarkable track is
the cutting "Take My Body." Opening
with aplayful guitar quote from Neil
Young's "Hey Hey My My," Cash lays
her cards on the table: "I don't weigh
100 pounds / I'm not 20 anymore /
Nor would Iwant to be." The chorus
starts with aflirtiness that would do Girl
6 proud: "Take my body /What you
feel and what you see /Take my body
/Let it be fuel for all your fantasies."
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Then Cash sets the hook: "Take my
body /Ireally don't need it that much
anymore." She sure told you, mister.
The sound is like the music: subtle
and honest. But these arc demo tapes —
the miking leaves abit to be desired,
and the recording's Tascam lineage is
evident. Not bad, but alost opportunity
nonetheless. As much as Ilove this
record, Ican only drool at the prospect
of what, say, Kavi Alexander might have
done with just Rosanne, John, and a
couple of mikes.
Another participant in avery public
breakup, Richard Thompson too takes a
wary but not entirely jaundiced view of
male/female relationships. While 10
Song Demo proudly displays its forthrightness, Um? Me? Us? is notable for its
emotional punch and parry. As is his
habit, Thompson slips in and out of
character, alternately adopting the persona of the jilted suitor ("The Ghost of
You Walks") or the brash Romeo
("Business on You": "Bones of Keats /
tongues of cheats /A mad dog's eye /
I'm going to make you love me and you
won't know why").
But guys aren't nearly as tough as they
let on, and Thompson knows that. On
this album he deconstructs every macho
defense mechanism and lays it bare. It all
comes together in "Woods of Darney,"
the tale of asoldier who finds the shattered picture of adead comrade's love,
marries her, then sets off for battle again.
As he bids his wife adieu, Thompson's
young soldier gets right to the heart of
the gender gap: "Your corporal and I/
We just hear and obey /Perhaps we'll lie
in the darkness together / With your
love to bind us in the woods of Darney."
The male/female theme of You? Me?
Us? even extends to the electric/
acoustic format, one CD for each.2 The
14)Itage Enhanced disc bears apicture of a
pipe-smoking, fedora-wearing technoman, while disc two, Nude, depicts a
woman atop the neck of aguitar. The
original concept was to record plugged
and unplugged versions of each song,
but in the end only one tune got this
treatment. Vive la difference. And this is
yet another be-careful-what-you-askfor collection. My all-time favorite
Thompson songs have included only
RT and his trusty Ferrington — "1952
Vincent Black Lightning," "How Will I
Ever Be Simple Again," and the live
version of "Devonside" — and yet Ifind
2When Iinterviewed him for Stereophik back in 1991.
Thompson lamented dut 70-minute
h put astrain
on listeners' attention spins, but shorter discs get their
consumer hackles 1111.1 lis answer is atwo-disc set priced
like asingle CI). each disc about 35 minutes long.
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for James "Blood" Ulmer, seems in
another artistic space altogether.
To be commended for attempting to
do something different with Jimi's
music, they nevertheless miss the point.
The cleanly recorded sound is as cold as
the concept. Oh well, sometimes the
magic works, and sometimes ...
Lonnie Smith's outing is much more
successful. Purpk Haze brings Hendrix's
music back to the chidin' circuit that
birthed it. Smith (not to be confused
with pianist Lonnie Liston Smith) has
long been an under-appreciated organist,
but Abercrombie is the surprise here.
Though always swinging, years of
ethereal ECM work have dimmed the
memory of the guitarist who was first
noticed rocking out in Billy Cobham's
early fusion ensemble. Sounding appropriately bluesy, here Abercrombie
stomps on the fuzzbox and stretches
out (each of the four tunes is 10 or more
DORAN, STUDER, MINTON, BATES, AU
minutes long), masterfully fusing the
Play the Music ofJimi Hendrix
Christy Doran, guitar; Fredy Snider. drums; Phil
chicken shack with the rock freak-out.
Minton, vocals; 1)jango Bates, keyboards, te
From the moody Latin groove of
horn; Amin Ali, bass
Intuition 2134 2 (CI) only). Christy 1)oran, Fredy
"Gypsy Eyes" to the slammin' shuffle of
Snider, prods.; Rene J. Zine, ens. 1)1)1). IT: 65:00
"Up from the Skies," these guys infuse
LONNIE SMITH TRIO: Purple Haze
Lonnie Smith, organ; John Abercrombie. guitar;
the organ lounge sound with amodern
Marvin "Smitty" Smith, drums
harmonic
sense and rhythmic openness
MusicMasters Jazz 65135-2 (Cl) only). Todd Barka'',
without losing its essential soul. The
prod.; Jerome Fox, eng. T1': 5623
JEF LEE JOHNSON: Blue
sound is beautiful, warm and woody as
Jet-Lee Johnson, guitars, vocals, drullb, harmonica, peraB-3 cabinet. Jimi would approve.
cussion, programming; 1)arryl Kwasi, Fuss: Chico
Huff, drums
Jef Lec Johnson's debut CD is, strictly
Coconut Grove CGRC 8193-2 (Cl) only). Jet« Lee
speaking, neither aHendrix tribute nor a
Johnson, prod., cog.; Peter Wetherbee, prod.; Guy
Lutze, Glen Barrait, cngs. Ti': 55:40
jazz record, but ends up as atribute to
Jinn in the truest sense. Floridian
Just when Ithought that everyone but Joluison is an Afro-American rock guiyou and me (and I'm not sure about tarist, so comparisons are inevitable if a
you) had done aJimi Hendrix tribute, a bit racist. But black children of Hendrix
have appeared before (Chris Thomas,
half dozen more spring up: Eddie
ICramer's pointless exercise for rock
the aforementioned Bourelly). What sets
stars and symphony orchestra (Into the Johnson apart is how he continues the
legacy without even ahint of "retro" in
Stonn), the usually interesting guitarist
his artistic voice.
Jean-Paul Bourelly's redundant readings
His unique guitar playing owes as much
of some of the more obscure tunes, and
to jazz, modern funk, New Wave, and
now these three.
even Amos Garret-style country as it does
Irish-born Swiss resident 1)oran and
to heavy rock. Tunes like "A Little Too
company are undeniably talented improMuch for Hollywood" and "Ain't Seen
visors. He and his crew have come up
Irene" offer the variety and unexpected
with atribute that is refreshing in its
twists of Hendrnes ouevtr without soundirreverence but frustrating in its failure.
ing like any of it. Johnson's vocals have the
Doran ably apes the Hendrix style
enough to give us recognizable riffs for cool ofJimi's delivery but sound more like
Oscar Brown, Jr. or Ray Parke4 Jt
the hits here —"Foxy Lady," "Purple
Too, Johnson's use of the studio as
Haze," etc. — then launches into free
music-making tool is in the spirit. The
improv that recalls his Hat-art work and
Zappa. So fur, so good. What's missing is
sound, though, is all his own: dry, in
asense of conceptual cohesion among your face, open, modern, fake, fabulous.
Have Isaid Ilove this record? It
the players. Minton's burlesque yodeling
rocks, it funks, it swings—words that
might occasionally relate to Bates's
aptly describe someone else we know.
cheesy keyboards, but has little to do
with the European angst of Om compa- This is what Jimi might have sounded
like, not if he'd lived, but if he'd been
triots Doran and Studer. Meanwhile, the
hannelodic funk of Ali, former bassist
born 15 years later.
-Michael Ross

that Voltage Enhanced is spending the
most time in my CAL Icon.
Give some of the credit to the production/engineering team of Mitchell
Froom and Tchad Blake. Iknow I've
written it athousand times before, but
these two guys are really on aroll. The
production's innovative without being
obtrusive, and the sound is right up there
with audiophile warhorses like Thompson's Rumor and Sigh and Minur Blue.
Cash and Thompson posit in turn the
seeming conundrum that the Battle of
the Sexes is an unwinnable war, but one
worth fighting anyway. Perhaps the key
is the fortysomething maturity they
bring to the game. They've long since
realized that wisdom's out of reach, but,
in the end, ahealthy dose of irony might
be the next best thing.
—Allen St. John
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AYRE V-3
Editor:
While Charlie, Colleen, and Cooper are
in Bali attending an international GameIan festival, Iwill be happy to respond to
these wonderful reviews of the Ayre V-3.
Some folks have all the luck. By the way,
Charlie belongs to alocal gamelan orchestra, the only US group to participate
in this festival. For those of you not familiar with Balinese gamelan music, it is a
dense, complex, joyous, polyrhythmic
sound. Sorting out the many underlying
subtle elements of this music is apassion
of his. Imention this because Ithink it
relates to what he has accomplished in
creating the V-3 amplifier.
We are pleased Wes heard the V-3's
unique ability to communicate complex
musical passages while listening to Corigliano's First Symphony. The V-3 allows
one to listen to involving, intricate sound
without asense of strain. Charlie is also a
charter member of the Jimi Hendrix fan
club, and if there is abetter example of
complexity in modern rock music, Iam
unaware of it. The point is, the product
reflects the person.
We want to thank Wes Phillips and
Sam Tellig for taking the time to find out
exactly what it is that we are doing differently, and why. Far too often, reviewers
comment negatively about products
while having little understanding of the
engineering philosophy behind the
design. Without this information, readers
are left trying to understand what set of
priorities was used in making the tough
tradeoffs that any designer has to make.
We know that the V-3 is not perfect,
but we do know that it offers incredible
value for the dollar, delivers high build
quality and high reliability, and has that
elusive quality — which doesn't show up
in measurements — that makes listening
to your favorite music ajoy. We knew
that we would take some heat for our
specifications, but when push came to
shove we put our trust in what we heard
as opposed to what we measured. Our
customers are music lovers and they have
responded enthusiastically.
By the way, Wes, we do have aK-1
preamp that we are thinking about sendS
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optimal inter-component coupling„ eliminating the agony and expense of trying
various high-quality interconnects in
search of the perfect complement to your
system. For readers wishing amore technical description of our Transient Response
HARMONIC PRECISION
Optimization technology, we do have a
POWER AMPLIFIER
published reference guide available at no
Editor:
charge.
We wish to thank Sam Tellig and StereoIwould like to thank Sam again for his
phile for their prompt and thorough conpromptness and commitment to serving
sideration of our new Harmonic Precision
the best interests of his readers, especially
HP150 power amplifier. It is encouraging
those who long for high-end sound on a
to see in this day and age of Home
budget!
ARICADIUSZ WOLINSKI
Theater that there are still afew people
SpectrurnAudio
interested in the quality reproduction of a
musical experience. Imust also commend
BENZ MICRO GLIDER
Sam Tellig for always trying to find agood
Editor:
value, regardless of the price range. Sam
Thanks to the music lovers, retailers, recrecognizes the fact that, even as good as
ord companies, artists, high-end manuthe Ayre V-3 is, unfortunately not everyfacturers, and magazines who, with Benz
one can afford it! Nonetheless, it is very
Micro and Musical Surroundings, keep
flattering that Sam compares the HP150
LP playback flying high.
to such exceptional amplifiers as the McWhile any review so positive as Lonnie
Cormack and the Ayre.
Brownell's is welcome, one only hopes a
The goal of Harmonic Precision has
product as distinguished as the Glider realways been to create an entire line of afceives amore comprehensive evaluation.
fordable yet musically satisfying products.
It only took 33 months after its introTo this end we have tried to make adduction and 22 months after Stereophile
vances not only in amplifier technology,
received this Glider sample for this
but also in the realms of loudspeaker, inreview to appear. What gives? As JA states
terconnect, and speaker cable technology
as well. Our Harmonic Precision line of in his "As We See It" in the March 1996
issue (Vol.19 No3, p.3), "The essential
loudspeakers is known for such innovative
mechanism for winnowing down the list
products as our Echelon,'" athree-way deof potential review candidates is the
sign with aseries crossover and ahigh
enthusiasm of our writers. They seek out
level of phase coherency and accuracy. We
what excites them, the products that get
also offer acomplete line of matched intheir creative juices flowing. This autoterconnects and speaker cables under the
matically means that the products that get
Sonoran Audio Designs brand name.
Our experience with designing afull
ink spilled on them tend to be the ones
that hold the most promise of sounding
system from the ground up has allowed us
good. Not surprisingly, most of them are
to implement system-integrating tweaks
recommended — though not always
between components that allow modestly
without reservation, as you can read."
priced equipment to perform at unpreWhen a reviewer can choose $2000cedented levels. For example, we offer op$8000 cartridges and other exotica that
timal signal-transmission system component coupling, where aspecified length of get their juices flowing, why bother with
a product most every Stereophile reader
interconnect cable is electrically matched
and reviewer can afford?
to the impedance characteristics of the
Lonnie, when able to find the time, deamplifier and preamplifier. In this way
clares the Glider "a killer cartridge," but
maximum transient response optimization
fails to mention he bought the review
is maintained between components, and
sample at the conclusion of his review.
not just internally in our amplifier and preThis is the same Glider that had been
amplifier. This precise matching allows for

ing your way, now that you have atrue
balanced amp. I'll keep in touch.
BRUCE K.VAN ALLEN
Marketing Director, Ayre Acoustics
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celebrating one of jazz's
most distinctive musical
voice& "Clark Terry must
be the greatest trumpet
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Gene Lees. And don't
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Swing masters. A hot,
cooking rhythm section
drives this program of
classics and rarities from
'The Periclean Age of
small-group swing,"
according to Jerry
Wexler. Dick Hyman,
the most versatile pianist
and arranger in jazz,
here addresses the
genre closest to his
heart, for amemorable
outing in the most lifelike, on-stage sound
you can imagine.
RR-72
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kicking around in San Diego since the fall
of 1994. Guy Lemcoe was the original reviewer assigned to the Glider (see his
Kuzma review, May 1995, p.159) and it
was in Guy's system that Stereophde music
writer Carl Baugher first heard the Glider.
This prompted Carl to purchase aGlider
for his system in January 1995. Reread
Carl's numerous LP reviews over the past
18 months, including his review of Classic
RCA reissues in the March 1996 issue
(pp200-201), to better appreciate the
Glider's performance.
We can understand the need to rush to
print reviews on digital products whose
shelf life tends to be very limited. Quality
analog components have survived the test
of time, especially — with our ability to rebuild the Swiss factory — the Benz product line. During some of analog's darkest
days in the early 1990s, Iwas willing to
wager that the LP would outlive the CD.
Today, that bet has become asure thing!
Using the Glider on an entry-level
turntable and modest system is only telling
half the cartridge's story. One key to the
Glider's success is its wide range of compatibility with modest analog setups and
various phono preamps. The Glider's size,
weight, and compliance allow it to be optimally used in awide variety of turntables
and tonearms, and its medium output level
suits MM, MC, and tube phono stages.
The Glider does indeed span the gap
between affordable analog and the state of
the art. It performs like an ace with worldclass tonearms such as the Graham and
high-end phono preamps. From the outset, aprimary design goal of the Glider
was to bring new listeners to high-end
analog and rekindle the analog passion in
those already owning quality turntables.
We applaud the comparison to the
Shure V15 because the Glider provides
the natural upgrade from this Class C cartridge. The Shure was abenchmark in its
day, as the Glider is today. Most Glider
owners are amazed at the Glider's tracking
prowess, which exceeds that of most moving-coils and equals that of the V15.
But to compare the Glider, amovingcoil, only to a "discontinued" movingmagnet cartridge that sold in adifferent
price range, tells only part of the story.
Lonnie also got it half right regarding cost
by failing to mention Benz's affordable retip services. For only $400 the Glider is
completely rebuilt at the Swiss factory,
including test graph and one-year warranty. Music lovers would be hard pressed
to find abetter cartridge than the Glider
until they look at the Benz models retailing for $1200.
We look forward to Stereophikes subsequent auditioning of the Glider by additional reviewers and in awider variety of
applications. We also invite Carl Baugher
to comment on his experiences with the
Glider.
GARTH LEERER
Musical Surroundings
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DUNLAVY SIGNATURE SC -VI
Editor:
Iam both gratified and humbled by the
excellent review given our model SC-VI
loudspeaker by Steven Stone and John
Atkinson.
The scope, depth, and thoroughness of
the review, with respect to the wide range
of audible and measurable properties so
meticulously identified, assessed, and discussed by Mr. Stone and Mr. Atkinson,
deserves special credit and praise. It is a
welcome departure from the hazy praise
and unreliable or irrelevant information
found in so many product reviews.
Steven's dedication in moving 530-lb
loudspeakers around his room to find just
the right spot for revealing all of their attributes and full potential, is exemplary (if
not heroic). In demonstrating such genuine zeal for unraveling the true nature of
our SC-VI, Mr. Stone has earned our respect for his thoroughness, honesty, and
objectivity. It is regrettable that so many
audiophile magazines have degenerated to
alevel where their hype-laden, purely subjective reviews seem to be keyed more to
advertising dollars than to serving the best
interests of their readers.
Since Steven and John appear to have
covered all of the measurable and audible
bottom-line differences attributable to
our design philosophy, there are few
words left for me to add on the subject.
Simply said, the design of all DAL loudspeaker models is based on athorough
application of well-understood first principles of engineering, physics, and sound
reproduction. And to ensure that our
design goals are fully met or exceeded,
we select and only use materials and
components that have been fully proven,
by both measurements and listening, to
provide the best available real-world performance, regardless of price, source, exotic appearance, etc.
During the design phase, measurements are made in what we believe to be
one of the world's best-equipped lab facilities for precisely determining the value
of every property that relates to the audible accuracy of a loudspeaker. Additionally, we confirm the measured accuracy of every new design by exhaustive
comparisons with live sounds. In this
regard, we are particularly addicted to
comparing the sound of our loudspeakers
in real time with live music and live voices, including the 85-piece Colorado
Springs Symphony, awell-known string
quartet, agrand piano, and both male and
female voices.
These comparisons are accomplished
by means of 16-bit professional-quality
DAT recordings we have made with the
most accurate instrumentation-quality,
omnidirectional mikes available (rulerflat from 2Hz to 25kHz) and 24-bit digital electronics. As many participants have
witnessed, there is simply no audible dif-

ference between the live sound and the
recorded sound reproduced by our SC-VI
loudspeakers.
Further, we take QC of our loudspeakers very seriously. Every component
—including drivers, capacitors, inductors,
resistors, etc. —is individually measured
to very tight tolerances by trained QC
personnel before being selected for production. The electrical properties of each
channel of every crossover PC board are
compared by an accurate bridge against a
standard unit to atolerance of 2% before
being accepted. Finally, no pair of loudspeakers is ever boxed for shipment without first passing exhaustive final QC testing in one of DAL:s two large anechoic
chambers, with all measurements being
made by an experienced electronics technician or junior engineer.
As aconsequence of DAI:s pursuit of
true, verifiable accuracy of sound reproduction, and adedication to strictly enforced QC, we have little time or regard
for the buzzard-salve and snake-oil attributes so commonly extolled in today's
audiophile marketplace. Suffice it to say
that DAL products and designs are completely devoid of all unproven exotic
materials, components, and design approaches. This includes cones with bulletproof properties, weird cabinet shapes,
exotic wire, insulation requiring break-in
time, and so forth. (The majority of these
witches' brews are being promoted by
individuals devoid of meaningful experience and professional credentials.)
Consumers need to be aware that genuine breakthroughs in audio technology
are rare, and that most improvements in
accurate reproduction arc achieved by the
judicious and thorough application of the
fundamental first principles taught in the
fields of engineering, physics, and mathematics.
Those who say or believe that measurements convey little or no reliable information about the musical accuracy of a
loudspeaker draw their conclusions from
either poor or inadequate information and
experience. Perhaps this erroneous opinion is sometimes based on the truism that
a graph of frequency response, taken
alone, conveys little information about
how accurately agiven loudspeaker can
reproduce complex musical sounds. However, acomplete set of accurate measurements (made in alarge anechoic chamber
at adistance of 10' to 12') —including frequency response, radiation patterns (onand off-axis), impulse response, step
response, waterfall response, energy-time
responses, input impedance (including
both resistance and reactance), etc. — can
provide reliable, predictive information
about how potentially accurate a loudspeaker will sound. Simple logic and reasoning dictate that no loudspeaker can
ever sound more accurate than it measures
(based upon the proper interpretation of a
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complete set of accurate measurements
taken at an appropriate distance).
But logic also reveals that aloudspeaker
may sound worse than it measures. This is
because no loudspeaker has yet been designed that is truly perfect in every measurable and audible category. And since a
perfect loudspeaker does not yet exist, it is
necessary to interactively interpret measured imperfections alongside those identified by properly controlled listening comparisons and live music, etc. The results of
such an interactive approach permit a
competent and experienced designer to
home in on and identify the causes or reasons for any observed differences. This is
the first step along the arduous path that
credible designers must follow if they wish
to make genuine improvements in the
audible and measurable accuracy of their
products.
Many loudspeaker designers and manufacturers will probably take issue with what
Ihave said, believing that their approach to
design (frequently called "voicing") is far
superior to the interactive use of measurements combined with live-vs-recorded listening comparisons. But Iwould encourage
these designers to reflect upon the large
number of virtually uncontrollable variables
associated with their design methodologies.
Among these are the designer's hearing acuity and personal preferences, the acoustics of
the listening mom, location of the speakers
within the room, the accuracy of the recordings being used, the attributes of the equipment being used (CD player, preamp,
power amp, cables, etc.), and interface and
interaction problems between equipment,
loudspeakers, components, and so forth.
The number of combinations and permutations involved became virtually unmanageable when considered and weighed
objectively. The final product achieved by
"voicing" alone is usually aloudspeaker that
provides sweet, satisfying, nice, pretty,
smooth, lively, or encompassing sound —
but never truly accurate reproduction when
properly compared with live music (using
accurately made recordings of the performing musicians).
However, agood case can always be
made for less than objectively accurate
loudspeakers. This is true because some
listeners prefer coloration that they find
pleasing and musically satisfying. But the
live quality of accurately reproduced music will always prove more satisfying to
experienced listeners and to those who
value the authenticity of what they hear.
Vive la difference! But for those seeking
truly accurate reproduction of the original
live music or event, caveat emptor is still
advised.
JOHN DUNLAVY
CEO, Dunlavy Audio Labs

M ORDAUNT-SHORT
PERFORMANCE 88o

Editor:
As some of your readers might know, MS
S
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is mainly known for manufacturing good
budget loudspeakers. Over the past 25
years, MS has been quite consistently producing landmark loudspeaker designs (ie,
the Pageant, 1975; the original MS 10,
1982; and, more recently, the MS30). Designing a
speaker is abalancing act,
and it is often more challenging for an affordable speaker than it is for ahigh-end
one. We are proud that we have met (and
exceeded) this challenge many times.
For the Performance Series, we changed
our focus. Removed from the economic
limitations they normally work with, our
design team was allowed to explore new
concepts and research innovative cabinet
materials. The result of their labor is certainly not another "me too" loudspeaker!
As acknowledged by MC, the revolutionary 880 has soul and enthusiasm, but
never at the expense of the music. The
880s arc not intrusive or "in your face,"
which is all too common in loudspeaker
design. The sole challenge for the listener
will be to learn to appreciate the relaxed,
effortless, and revealing sonic presentation
of the 880s, and not dismiss them after a
quick two minutes of listening.
We would like to thank MC and
Stereophile for taking the time to audition
and write about the Performance 880. For
the "netophiles" among you who are keen
on learning more about the 880 or MS
products in general, you are always welcome at our Web site: http://www.
mordaunt-short.com/. DANIEL J
ACQUES
President, Audio Plus Services
AUDIOVECTOR VI
Editor:
Iwould like to thank Stereophikes staff for
spending time reviewing the Audiovector
VI. Just as Jack English had sky-high expectations of our products, we had sky-high
expectations of Stereophile's review of them.
Unfortunately, the review turned out
otherwise, which Istill do not understand.
Both my distributor and Ihad been able
to make asound so good (under show
conditions!) that both Barry Willis and
Jack English commented very positively
on the sound quality of the VI. And we
even managed to raise JE's expectations to
sky-high levels —just as we have been doing over the past five years all over Europe
and Asia — with rave reviews from Singapore, the UK, Germany, Norway, and
Denmark as the net result of our demonstration work. Please do not misunderstand me: Ido not try to discuss what
JE has actually heard.
We know it is crucial to understand a
product 100%. And we also know that although careful setup is important, the VI
will usually sound very good. Ido not
know why the VIs sounded less than great
in JE's listening room. Certainly we have
proved several times that they sound great
even under show conditions. But Ido
know that Ihave offered to jump on a

plane the minute JE would want me to, to
come over and install the Vis or check/
modify the setup in order to get the best
from the VIs and meet JE's taste of sound.
Unfortunately, Iwas never given achance
to do that (others are, Iknow).
Ihope that readers who may be interested in the VIs will contact us or our
distributor in order to get reprints of the
other reviews we have on them and then
judge for themselves. Plus, of course, listen to them.
The Audiovector VI is asix-year-old
design. When this issue of Stereophile is
available, there will be arevised version
available, called the 5X, which features
our new "Evotech" dome tweeter used in
aradically new way. It will sound even
more dynamic than the version reviewed
here (and they are certainly not boring!),
and they will have asoundstage that is
vastly improved and very easy to understand — no matter where you are in
the listening room.
A few words on the soundstage of the
VIs reviewed in Stereophile: Our ideal listening position is in the middle of 12th
row in Tivoli's concert hall in Copenhagen. This is the position the VIs try to
mimic. Some of the information will be in
front of the speakers, some on the outside
of them, and of course alot of information
will be behind them. If we had wanted
them to sound as if you were sitting in the
36th row or in the balcony, we could have
made them mimic one of those positions.
This is quite easy to do, provided the
speakers are set up correctly. We are
aware, though, that not all listeners prefer
the same soundstage.
OLE KLIFOTH
F3/Audiovector
AUDIOVECTOR VI
Editor:
Thanks so much to everyone at Stereophile
for spending so much time and effort in reviewing the Audiovector VI. This also includes Tom Norton and Sam Tellig, who also have had the Audiovector VI to audition.
I'm of course disappointed that the review turned out to be something less than
perfect, since I, more than anyone, have
spent enormous amounts of time and
energy promoting the Audiovector line
here in the US.
Mr. Klifoth from Audiovector has unfortunately taken the position that Iam responsible for the less than perfect outcome of the review by not going to JE's
house to set up the loudspeakers. Mr. Klifoth has therefore decided to seek another
US distributor for the Audiovector loudspeakers.
All US owners of Audiovector loudspeakers can rest assured that we at PBN
Audio will fully back all warranty repair
for Audiovector loudspeakers sold by us.
We do have asufficient parts inventory to
do so.
PETER NOERBAEK
PBN Audio
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Ros I
NANTÉEVOLUTION SI

Editor:
As ayoung company, we were pleased
when Robert Deutsch approached us at
Stereophile's HI-FI '95 to review our speaker. What an honor. After several years of
R&D (during which time we developed
even the casting processes and materials
we would need to see our vision to
fruition), we were pleased to be so recognized. Stereophile, after all, provides the allimportant communication between the
designer and the audiophile.
Unfortunately, we were not ready.
What we showed at that time was an iteration that ultimately would not go into
full production. It would evolve into the Si
and, knowing the extraordinary lead times
required for publication, we rushed apair
of early Sis to Bob before development
was what it should have been.
It is interesting to note that John Atkinson assumed that we used acomposite
tweeter. In fact, we use atioxid inverted
dome sourced from Focal. This is the same
tweeter that has won extraordinary praise
for other manufacturers. The source of the
tweeter suppression and other anomalies
noted by John were from agrille resonance
and the Zobel circuit in the high-pass filter.
Both of these were completely redesigned
and incorporated into all speakers beginning in November 1995. These modifications have been made available to all owners free of charge.
Alas, the early examples already in
Bob's possession did not include these
changes. Since he did not mail in the warranty card he didn't get the upgrades. We
arc pleased that he was able to realize the
promise that we had when we ourselves
were very much less than satisfied with
our performance.
And yes, the cabinet has a different
sound. For all of Bob's appreciation of the
cabinet's aesthetics, its shape evolved from
years of pure research into the effects of
shape and materials on the reproduction
of sound. Any material has aresonant frequency. Wood products must be critically
braced to mitigate their excitation at lower
frequencies. We have designed materials
with amuch higher resonant frequency
that cannot be easily excited, and so contributes less coloration to what is heard.
Perhaps, if Stereophile is to fulfill its promise
of communication, as new technologies
arc advanced new vocabularies must also
evolve to describe their performance
rather than aset of expectations.
One of our inventors, Leo Lauber, has
complained that my attitude is "if it works,
it is already obsolete." However, it is this
constant search to achieve the impossible
that drives all designers at the High End.
We appreciate the opportunity to share
our vision with your readership and the
honesty with which you conveyed our
presentation. We wish we had waited in
order to share the more complete vision
STEREOPHILE,
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we have realized since.
Ric CUMMINS
President, Rosinanté

THETA CHROMA 396

Editor:
All of us at Theta would like to express
our appreciation to Robert Harley for his
wonderful review of the Chroma 396. We
feel he really understands our design goals
and conveys the sense of our sonic ideals.
One topic we would like to elucidate is
the subject of power-line conditioning.
We are not against the idea. In fuct,
Theta units have agreat deal of AC line filtration built into them. We arc aware that
digital equipment tends to send RF pollution through AC house wiring, which can
have detrimental sonic effects on other
components in asystem. Theta's bi-directional filters keep invasive electrical interference from the AC line. Since Theta's
built-in protections are quite able to deal
with these problems, if your AC line is
already "clean," the next consideration is to
make sure that adding aline conditioner
does not create any IltgaiilY effects.
We have had afew Theta owners who
came to us with sonic problems that we
solved by deducing that the line conditioner was the culprit, undermining sonic performance, particularly in dynamic
range! Bypassing the line conditioner
solved the problem, leaving happy Theta
owners.
Thetas are designed to stand on their
own. They often do not benefit from the
addition of outside line conditioning because they do so much line filtration internally: it's like getting apower-line conditioner free.
Our best suggestion involving line conditioners is pretty simple: Try it with and
without.
One other note: The somewhat unusual shape of the crosstalk graph is due to
using asingle stereo PCM67P-K DAC
chip for both left and right channels. The
DS Pro Progeny, which also uses asingle
stereo PCM67, exhibits asimilar crosstalk
curve. The DS Pro Prime II, which implements two PCM67s in a balanced/
differential arrangement (one DAC for
each channel, each DAC providing aplus
phase and aminus phase signal), has a
more typical 6dB/octave crosstalk graph.
Even though the crosstalk curve is alittle
unusual, there are no audible effects at any
frequency, as witnessed by RH's comment: "Of all the under—$1000 converters
on hand, the Theta produced the greatest
impression of real instruments between
and behind the loudspeakers. This quality
was aided by the Chroma 396's tight
image focus and just-right spatial perspective." And also: "The Chroma 396
threw a large and well-defined soundstage, with good air and transparency. I
could hear excellent depth, along with
fine resolution of instrumental images
along acontinuum from the front of the

soundstage to the rear."
Again, thanks for making all of us feel
appreciated and inspired! NEIL SINCLAIR
President, Theta Digital

GENESIS DIGITAL LENS

Editor:
Thanks and "gee whiz" for the wonderful
review of the Digital Lens in July. Both
Arnie and Iare impressed with the level of
understanding and the depth of knowledge presented in this review. Robert
Harley managed to further enlighten a
great number of readers on the subject of
jitter and, not insignificantly, explained the
inner workings of avery complex piece of
audio hardware in amanner that is easy to
understand.
In his review, RH asked if Genesis could
provide some insight into fig.7. This graph
was expected to show only three quantization levels, but instead displayed four.
Hmmmm. Indeed, an intriguing question.
Unfortunately, we have not performed the
exact same experiment as did Harley, so
we are only able to comment on his results
and not our own. You can rest assured that
in coming months we will duplicate his
findings and report back to you.
Just to speculate a little, however, it
could be construed that the Lens is adding
resolution (extra bits), and this should produce more quantization levels than the
three expected with 16 bits. We would
then anticipate that the resultant waveform would more closely approximate a
sinewave; which, in fact, it does.
As mentioned previously, this is merely
aspeculative answer on our part (even
though it would appear to be alogical
one), but you have piqued our curiosity
and we will find the correct answer.
One issue not addressed in the review is
recording with the Lens. While we recognize this is asubject applicable only to a
few people, we nonetheless feel it to be
important. Using the Digital Lens to first
record on aCD-R and then again using
the Lens to play back the recorded disc
will, we suspect, be arevelation for many
(it certainly was for us!). The unexpected
magnitude of the results certainly suggests
more technical questions; we are still
searching for reasonable answers, although
the strong benefits are clearly audible and
superior (our head-scratching not withstanding). We encourage you to experiment and let us know your results as well.
Thank you again.
PAUL MCGOWAN
ARNIE NUDELL
Genesis Technologies, SpottVall.net

PSB NEW STRATUS MINI

Editor:
Thank you for such apositive review of
the New Stratus Mini in the June '96
issue. We at PSB are especially thrilled
that this review was donc by John Atkinson, who is known to have apassion for
nUnimonitors. Iwould also like to thank
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scientious manufacturers of record-cleaning machines! After reading Michael
Freiner's article in the June issue (p.57),
however, it seems agood time for some
enlightenment on Nitty Gritty record
cleaners.
Nearly 16 years ago, when Nitty Gritty
was first developed, the premise was to
offer vinyl enthusiasts an affordable way to
DZURKO ACOUSTICS JAGUAR
get what they thought were merely "lisEditor:
tenable" records unbelievably clean. With
This may be one of the latest manufacturer's replies you've ever received. I the evolution of the machine from the
earliest units to those of the present came
think you'll see why when you read it.
a choice of cleaning methods ranging
The information will still be of benefit to
from the manual scrubbing and turning of
your waders. Thanks!
the record all the way to the simplicity of
Thanks to Martin C,olloms and Stereoautomatic scrubbing and vacuuming of
phile for an accurate review of our Jaguar in
both sides simultaneously.
the June issue (p.191). Thanks especially to
Nitty Gritty cleaners have always had
Martin for helping me improve our product with his insightful evaluation. As a the potential for "bi-directional" scrubbing,
although it never became an issue until
designer, Iknew Iwas approaching my
recently. The top-of-the-line Mini Pro
goals when Iread Martin's statement, "My
simply needs aquick flip of the record in
awareness of the Jaguar as an acousticoorder to scrub in the opposite direction.
mechanical object often faded away during
Some of our more enterprising customers
listening. Its workings were often rendered
have taken their less-automatic units astep
secondary to the musical message, the
beyond the intended method of scrubbing:
speaker proving capable of crossing the
After saturating the velvet vacuum slot
boundary into musical believability."
liner with cleaning fluid on the under-side
Iwant my speakers to be as perfect as
of the record, they use the hand-held scrub
possible. It was time to head back to the
brush to scrub the top at the saine time!
lab/listening room, and so the reason for
With the back-and-forth scrubbing
this late reply. Iaddressed Martin's conmotion afforded by this application, not
clusion that the speaker was "a touch
even the grungiest record grunge stands a
bright" for use as areference. The trick was
chance! Rather clever, methinks!
to keep the transparency and realism of the
One final word, please, about the Nitty
Jaguar while cutting the treble level back a
Gritty cleaning system (which we believe
bit — not as easy as one might think. In the
to be amost important consideration): Beend, the crossover was revised to yield
cause the VAC-SWEEP (the velvety liner
1.75dB less treble energy. The transparenfor the vacuum slot) is the last and only
cy and musicality arc still there, but the
thing to come into contact with the
speaker is now more neutral.
cleaned grooves of the record, there is never
Several comments regarding the bass:
achance of recontaminating the purified
Current customers find the Jaguar's bass
side of the disc when cleaning the second.
to be aplus. It is incredibly powerful and
(Recommended frequent removal of dust
deep for acompact speaker. Iwould agree
or debris from the VAC-SWEEP is easy
with Martin that it might be too much in
with the whisk that comes with the masome rooms. We have two solutions to
chine. No gunk build-up on the stylus. No
this situation. First, we now ship Jaguars
laundry soap or fabric softener muss'n'fuss.
with afoam plug that inserts into the rear
When the pads become worn, a revent. This plug effectively converts the
placement is easy to install.)
Jaguar into an aperiodic system. The subIn getting down to the nitty gritty (oh,
jective result is less bass and more control.
sorry), a simple-to-use, compact, costSecond, the perfect subwoofer is available
effective (when you consider the value of
for the Jaguar. The Muse Model 18 with
your vinyl collection), and most powerful
Jaguar personality card integrates so well
that we have decided not to develop our
record-cleaning system is what we're all
about. Our dealer/customer service has
own subwoofer. Adding aModel 18 subalways been an important part of our
woofer to apair of Jaguars extends the
credo, and so it shall remain. Thank you
bass to aclean 18Hz and increases the
for the opportunity to express athought
dynamic range.
or two.
GAYLE VAN S
YCKLE
Iinvite comments and questions by
President, Nitty Gritty
phone at (608) 784-4570, or at our We
site: http://www.audioc.com/dz.hms.
MIKE DZURKO
BASIS ON ROCKPORT
Editor:
La Crosse, WI
This has to be afirst: amanufacturer expressing positive interest for a product
NITTY GRITTY
other than his/her own!
RECORD CLEANERS
Thank you, Michael Fremer, for your
Editor:
refreshing comments in your review of
We love being in the company of the conhim for his kind personal words.
In closing, abig congratulations on an
ever-improving publication, and to say
that HI-FI '96 was acomplete success and
alot of fun. See you next year in San
Francisco.
PAUL BARTON
VP, Research & Design, PSB Speakers
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the Rockport toneann [May 1996, p.136]:
"... but all of us would do well to
ground ourselves in informed, rational
thought before engaging in flights of fancy
about what we hear and why."
"... for there to be true progress in analog sound reproduction, the art of arm
design must follow science, not vice-versa."
Bravo! Iwould expand these comments
to turntables, cartridges, and all audio
components. Irarely enjoy reading reviews, mainly because so often Iread technical explanations of a product's performance that violate fundamental laws of
physics!
Do not misunderstand — Ians not criticizing anyone for not understanding
physics, mechanical engineering, or electrical engineering. But Istrongly criticize
those writers who try to write such treatises without understanding any of the
principles they are citing (most often
incorrectly).
In some cases it may be difficult to
explain technically why certain components sound the way they do. But bending and breaking the laws of physics is
never the answer, as these laws always
hold true, at least in this universe we
humans know.
Again, thanks for the refreshing perspective. Ilook forward to reading more
of your articles and reviews. A.J. CONTI
President, Basis Audio
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HAVE WE GOT A LINEUP FOR YOU...

Audio Alchemy... Sonic Frontiers Digital... Lovan & .S'anus Racks... MAS Power Cords...

...need we say more?

Chang Lightspeed... Tice Power Conditioners

DTI•Pro32

Stereophile Class A Recommended
Component, April 1996

reg S1,595

DDS•Pro

Now Only s1,295

•Uses proprietary I'S bus digital transmission

•lises Alchemy's breakthrough IS Bus format on input & output.
•On-hoard DSP 50115% are takes I
6 Bit data in éC: outputs up to 24 hits.

Alchemy's
Turbocharged
"Engine"!

Stereophile Class B
Recommended Components
April, 1996

DTI-Pro

VITB

B Stock

NO VV

Comes with
ver. 2.7 software
&I
2S output.

Stereophile Class C $799
Recommended
Component, April 1996

Call for
special price!

LOVAN audio

$999

*C 414.4'

DDS•PRO
One Great
Package!

7

Alchemy's Killer
Phono Stage
Stereophile Product of the
Year. Budget Category
12/95. Vol 18 No 12

DTI•PRO 32

$199.00

DDE v3.0

One Great
Price!

Introducing... Sonic Frontiers

The Art of the Metal Triangle
Reg

In Stock $1,395

reg $1,595

DTI y 2.0 & DDE y 3.0 Combo — Only

DDE v3.0 with
Power Station 3 &
Intel microprocessor chip

BO

•Ultra-low jitter output: 5pico seconds

•Jitter reduction system with resolution enhancement.

reg. $1,109

1=1

•Modified Pioneer "stable platter" mechanism

NOW

TransDAC and UltraJitterbug

•

•

4,

•

•

$399

$349

Featuring BIG performance in a small package at a small price.

Classic It T

479

399

Sovereign Amp. Std

149

129

As with all Sonic Frontiers products, this dynamic combo offers strong value
and extreme quality while delivering a high level of musicality.

Classic II

Classic II Amp. Std.

119

99

Pyramid AN Rack

599

499

Sovereign Hi -Fi Rack

499

429

Sovereign AN Rack

599

749

Ultralitterbug
-1••••r-

"DansDAC

Less than 40 ps

20-bit Burr-Brown PCM 1702 PJoutput.
(picosecond) jitter
r Both

products include 5 year parts and labor warranty

,

and detachable (upgradeable) AC power cord.
As seen in Home
Theatre Technology
Stereophile Guide
to H one Theater,
Vol. I. No. 2

‘

mas Power masTER
-e

Power Cord

ellbit

Reg. $125

NOW

$69

Stereophile Recommended
kAN,

Component. October 1995

all

Prices subject to change. Not responsible Or typograph,

1-800-DYNATEK

Ultraiitterbug

$599

$699

Chang lightspeed power' ine conditioners protect components from the damaging effects of voltage sources
and reduce AC interference without adding artifacts.
('hang delivers current instantly—without limitation
or hesitation.
CLS 3200

fransDAC

Et Ultra.litterbug

Combo only $999

sa ve
$

298

Stereophile Class A Recommended Component, April, 1996

Chang Lightspeed
Povverline Filters

6utts,itched

AUDIO/VIDEO 8HOME CINEMA

TransDAC

industrial grade outlets •

CLS 6400 ISO
Me hest selling Lightspeed.
CLS 6400 ISO 20 AH
6unswitched hospital grade outlets.
CLS 9600 ISO
20 amp, hospital grade parts w/
In PA: 215-396-8288
Fax: 215-396-7999

$295
$535
$696
$819

Igauge power cord.

Tice Audio Power
Conditioners
• Blocks EMI & RF I
interference from
reaching your components.
•Offers ultra clean power to both audio & video
components.
•Complete surge & spike protection.
• Utilizes lice's proprietary TPT Technology.
• 15 or 20 amp. capacity.
• 5year no hassle warranty.
Solo AN -8 outlets
Elite 3 -16 outlets
Power Block Series III -16 outlets

$399
$775
$1499

e-mail: sales@dynanet-ay.com
web: http://www.dynatek-ay.com

From the Mind of Roger Skoff...
DEAL #1
:MO
ELECTRIC

with any Reference Series Purchase!

"Tire Best In The World"

with any Signature Series Purchase!

standard on most equipment.
ER-10

$125

TYPE-10

$225

XLO/Reference
Recordings

FREE Test & Burn-In CD

XL0 offers 3power cords to
upgrade the "cheapo" that is
$125

1-800-DYNATEK

DEAL #2

AC Power Cords

PL1000

AUDIO/VIDEO 8HOME CINEMA

FREE Pair of RF BLOCKERS

Test & Burn-In CD

CALL FOR SPECIAL PRICING and expert
system matching Et integration assistance.

r

Come visit our new state-ethe-art facility with the
area 'S most innovative Audio/Video showrooms.

i
R4*

1
1

only $29.98

...Come the best
cables you' en ver heard.

IN STOCK!

S

S

eti ed

Zeteace

Wei l

Swede

.
•Uses the highest purity, laboratory grade Six-Nines copper.
•Pure Teflon dielectric with individually wrapped conductors.
•Nitrogen injected teflon foam core.
•Inter-leaved windings for absolute conductor symmetry.

Type 1 Interconnects

_

Type 1.1 Interconnects

"...neutral, detailed, very fast, alive,
_..
exciting, with areally big soundstage,
plenty of well-controlled deep bass, ahumpless midbass, and a
wmewhat leaner midrange than some cables, and airy, open
highs." -Jonathan Scull. Stereophile. April 1996

Type 5.1 Speaker Cable
The entire bass range was as close to perfect
as I've ever heard from acable. ... The upper
midrange and treble... were completely grainless
and free of brightness or other artifacts."
-Jonathan Scull. Siereophile, April 1996

lype 3.1 Phono Cable

"XL0's [Type lj ability to pass asignal seemingly
unchanged revealed all sorts of new little niceties
in records Ithought Iknew extremely well."
-MMG, The Absolute Sound, April. 1992

Type 5Speaker Cable
"The Type 5cable is better than any other speaker
cable I've tried, by an even wider margin than the
interconnect that surpassed other in-house contenders. "- MMG, The Abso l
ute S
oun d, Apr il 1992

,,

Type 3.1 cable was ultra-silent. Backgrounds were blacker... This
is great stuff!" -Jonathan Scull, Stereophile, September 1995

Type 4.1 Digital Cables
"There was also that as expected XL° sense of
immediacy and those lighting quick leading-edge

transients-hallmarks of Roger Skoff's cables. The
XL0 Signature is an exciting cable..." -Jonathan Scull.
Stereophile. September 1995

_—

In PA: 215-396-8288
Fax: 215-396-7999

,
4.....,
.

4111111WP

"Very transparent, slightly smooth, harmonically honest." - Lewis Lipnick, Stereophile,
October 1995

Our #1 best selling digital cable.

Type 3A Phono Cable
Successor to the famous Type 3phone cable at a
much more atTordable price. One-piece-pair
construction designed specifically for phono use
features completely isolated full-floating
"Faraday Cage" shielding for protection against

o

.

EMI and RH.

Also Available Type 4B & Type 4.1B -AES-EBU versions of these immensely popular digital cables

1-800-DYNATEK

.

Type 4 Digital Cable*
_

"As far as retrieval of information was
concerned; the Type 3.1 is without peer...

-7 111fflem

_

• Utilizes the highest purity, laboratory grade Six Nines Copper
• Pure Teflon dielectric with individually wrapped conductors
• Non-magnetic direct gold plated connectors.

mu-d

Pnces subiect to change.
Not responsible tor typographical errors.

e-mail: sales@dynanet.com
web: http://www.dynatek-ay.corn
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Absolute

Audio/Video

4225 Charles Street, Rockford, IL. 61108

Trade-ins and Financing available. Free Shipping.

815.395.1000

uy &Sell Pre-Owned Audio
Equipment Nationwide!
Equipment lists from dealers and individuals are
continuously updated on our computer and mailed
to our subscribers on the 1st and the 15th of each
month. Our alphabetized format makes it easy to
find the equipment you want and our frequency of
publication assures you of current, up-to-date infor-

Subscription Rates:
6months/I2 issues $25
12 months/24 issues $45
Send Ck, MO or call with Visa/MC
Call for foreign rates.

mation. Typically you'll find well over 1000 items
in each issue.

Advertising Rates:
Subscribers: Advertise free, up to I
0items per 6
month subscription period.
Non-Subscribers: For just $2. per item, your ad
will appear in the next 5consecutive issues.

AUDIO TRADING TIMES
PO Box 27
Conover, WI 54519
Ph (715) 479-3103
Fax (715) 479-1917
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Dealers intt-resn-d in selling Ste7rOphiie, please call (8(X)) 446-3563. Stiveophile is also available at selected II. Dalton Booksellers and Tower Records stores. U.S.
National Distributors: Ingram Periodicals. (800) 627-6247; International Periodical Distributors, (619) 793-9435.

ALASKA
Anchorage
Shimeks Audio
(907) 276-2525

ARIZONA
Phoenix
Sound Advice
(602) 955-8800
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
(602) 946-8128
Tempe
Arizona Tube Audio
(602) 921-9961
Tucson
Wilson Audio
(602) 326-4662

CALIFORNIA

Agoura Hills
Evolution Audio Video
(818) 879-1312
Bel Air
Ambrosia Audio
(310) 440-5522
Berkeley
Audio Chamber
(510) 549-2178
DB Audio
(415) 548-8733
Music Lovers Audio
(510) 841-7166
San Francisco Stereo
(510) 486-1044
Beverly Hills
AT Trade
(310) 271-9191
Brea
Audio Haven
(714) 529-5634
Burlingame
Future Sound
(415) 342-1476
Carmichael
Deeles Sound Room
(916) 334-7000
Stereo One
(916) 483-5363
Costa Mesa
Atlantic Stereo
(714) 646-8895
Culver City
Affordable Audio
(310) 558-0716
Armadillo 8Company
(213) 937-7674
Audio Video City
(310) 453-5355
Audio Video City #2
(310) 838-8889
Encino
Sound Factor West
(818) 501-3548
Fremont
The AA/ Room
(510) 713-1241
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
(310) 517-1700
Glendale
Marconi Radio
(818) 240-1090
Goleta
Custom Hi-Fi 8Video
(805) 683-2162
La Jolla
Audio Video Excellence
(619) 689-1311
Los Angeles
Robertson Magazine 8
Bookstore
(310) 858-1804
Menlo Park
Sound Perfection
(415) 323-1000
Monrovia
Brooks Berdan
(818) 359-9131

Monterey
Horne Theater Xcellence
(408) 655-8000
Monterey Park
Hi Vi Audio
(818) 282-4692
Oakland
Pro Home Systems
(510) 654-6630
Palo Alto
Audible Difference
(415) 328-1081
Pasadena
GNP Audio
(818) 577-7767
Rancho Mirage
David Rutledge Audio 8Video
(619) 776-1616
Redondo Beach
Definition Audio Video
(310) 371-0019
Reseda
Variety Newsstand
(818) 881-5700
Riverside
SpeakerCraft, Inc.
(714) 787-0400
Roseville
Dimple Records
(916) 781-2800
Sacramento
Audio FX
(916) 929-2100
Audio Gallery
(916) 447-2100
Paradyme AudioNideo
(916) 481-3900
San Diego
Stereo Design
(619) 573-0060
Stereo Unlimited
(619) 223-8151
San Francisco
Audio Excellence
(415) 433-1335
Laser City
(415) 794-9664
Performance Audio
(415) 441-6220
San Francisco Stereo
(415) 861-1044
Ultimate Sound
(415) 781-6025
Santa Barbara
Mission Audio
(805) 682-7575
Santa Monica
Shelley's Stereo
(310) 451-0040
Santa Rosa
Catania Sound
(707) 526-7555
Sawyer's News
(707) 542-1311
Studio City
Dave's Video, The Laser Place
(818) 760-3472
Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
(213) 373-6796
Tustin
The Digital Ear
(714) 544-7903
Van Nuys
Audio Den
(818) 786-4240
Ventura
Billy Bags
(805) 644-2185
Walnut Creek
Sound Distinction
(510) 944-4740
Woodland Hills
Shelley's Stereo
(818) 716-8500

COLORADO
Arvada
SoundTrack
(303) 425-6700
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Aurora
SoundTrack
(303) 671-9399
Boulder
Analogue Audio
(303) 443-4443
Eads News 8 Smoke Shop
(303) 442-5900
Listen Up e5
(303) 444-0479
Recycled Audio
(303) 449-0153
SoundTrack
(303) 442-3600
Colorado Springs
Listen Up e2
(719) 633-2600
Sound Shop
(719) 636-1684
SoundTrack
(719) 591-1400
Denver
Gold Sound
(303) 388-8294
Listen Up
(303) 778-0780
MoonDance Sound 8 Cinema
(303) 777-4449
Sound Hounds
(303) 722-3200
SoundTrack
(303) 759-4501
Englewood
Gold Sound
(303) 789-5310
Fort Collins
SoundTrack
(303) 223-3666
Grand Junction
The Sound Co.
(303) 243-9821
Highlands Ranch
SoundTrack
(303) 779-5003
Littleton
SoundTrack
(303) 979-8900
Thornton
SoundTrack
(303) 450-6677
Westminster
Westminster Newsstand
(303) 428-0823
Wheat Ridge
SoundTrack. Pearce
Electronics
(303) 420-1366

CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
(203) 584-0131
Danbury
Carston Stereo
(203) 744-6421
Hartford
Al Franklin's Music
(203) 869-1900
The Stereo Shop
(203) 523-7250
New Haven
Take Five
(203) 787-9127
New London
Roberts
(203) 442-5314
Simsbury
The Audible Difference
(203) 651-7945

DELAWARE
Wilmington
Overture LLC
(302) 478-6050

FLORIDA
Boca Raton
Better Sound
(407) 338-8898

Front Row Center
(407) 241-1767
Stereo Shoppe
(407) 391-0552
Clearwater
Rising Sounds
(813) 787-1133
Coral Gables
Sound Components
(305) 665-4299
Fort Lauderdale
Southport Home
Entertainment
(954) 537-3353
Hollywood
Hollywood Sound
(305) 921-1408
World Book 8 News
(213) 465-4352
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
(904) 642-6677
Key West
Audio Video International
(305) 294-4018
Madeira Beach
Book Nook of Madeira
(813) 392-8541
Margate
Good Sounds
(305) 969-2550
Miami
Audio by Caruso
(305) 253-4433
Sunrise
South Florida Sights
8 Sounds
(954) 349-8766

GEORGIA
Atlanta
Music Audio
(404) 252-5360
Dunwoody
Audio Solutions
(404) 804-8977
Marietta
Audio Atlanta
(404) 499-0145
Martinez
Stereo Shoppe
(706) 863-9143

HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Directions
(808) 732-6550
Classic Audio &Video
(808) 732-9625

IDAHO

Coeur d'Alene
Everything Stereo
(208) 772-3348

ILLINOIS
Belleville
Audio By Us
(618) 277-9500
Champaign
Record Service
(217) 384-2999
Chicago
Music Direct
(312) 433-0200
Van L. Speakerworks
(312) 769-0773
Superior Audio Systems
(312) 226-4848
Chicago Heights
Music in Motion
(708) 754-3770
DeKalb
Classic Hi Fi
(815) 758-4434
Des Plaines
Algonquin Records
(71(18) 827-0673

Naperville
Quintessence Audio
(708) 357-4190
Orland Park
Sound &Vision
(708) 403-2500
Palatine
The Sound Lab
(708) 776-8888

INDIANA
Carmel
Sound Productions
(317) 844-1103
Fort Wayne
Audio Video Lifestyles
(219) 436-4669
Three Rivers Audio
(219) 422-5460
Indianapolis
Tone Studio
(317) 257-0601
Lafayette
Sound Lab
(317) 449-4211
Terre Haute
The Audio Connection
(812) 232-1663

IOWA
Bettendorl
Reference Audio Video
(319) 355-3200
Davenport
Camera Corner's Visions
8Vibes
(319) 391-8144
Planet Audio
(319) 344-8833
Des Moines
Audio Video Logic
(515) 255-2134
Iowa City
Audio Odyssey
(319) 338-9M5
Hawkeye Audio
(319) 337-4878

KANSAS
Wichita
Custom Sound
(316) 681-3555

LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys Audio Specialties
(504) 926-0244
Harahan
Audio Orleans
(504) 737-2026
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
(504) 866-3457

MARYLAND
Annapolis
Hi Tech Electronics
(410) 266-0818
Baltimore
Soundscape
(410) 889-1134
Burtonsville
JS Audio
(301) 989-2500
Ellicott City
Gramophone, Ltd.
(410) 465-5500
Kensington
Soundworks
(301) 589-1191
Lutherville
Gramophone, Ltd.
(410) 821-5600
Silverspring
Capitol Classics Newsstand
(301) 598-2669
Towson
Silver Screen 8Sound
(410) 296-0202

MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Cameras Inc.
(617) 648-8111
Boston
Looney Tunes Records
(617) 247-2238
Brookline
Audio Studio
(617) 277-0111
Cambridge
Audio Lab
(617) 864-1144
Looney Tunes It
(617) 876-5624
OAudio
(617) 547-2727
Framingham
Natural Sound
(508) 879-3556
Hopedale
RA labs USA
(508) 478-5413
Needham
You Do It Electronics
(617) 449-1005
Norwood
Home Theater Concepts
(617) 769-6400
Worcester
O'Coin's
(508) 791-3411

MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor
Accutronics
(313) 741-4444
Dearborn
Almas Hi-Fi Stereo
(313) 584-1860
Iron Mountain
Sound City USA
dba Sound North
(906) 744-9400
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
(810) 549-7320
Saginaw
Listening Room e2
(517) 792-3816
Traverse City
The Sound Room
(616) 947-4710
West Bloomfield
Soundquest Audio
(810) 737-0005
Superior Sight & Sound
(810) 626-2780

MINNESOTA
Hopkins
Audio Video Dimensions
(612) 932-9414
Hi End Audio
(612) 933-4064
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
(612) 866-0083
HiFi Sound Electronics
(612) 339-6351
Needle Doctor
(800) 229-0644
Rochester
Amalgamated Audio
(507) 286-1320

MISSOURI
Columbia
Keith Audio Group
(314) 445-9716
St. Louis
Flip's Stereo Place
(314) 842-1600
Great St. Louis Sound Co.
(314) 993-0002
Music for Pleasure
(314) 645-0304
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Steve Zipser's Sunshine Stereo: Serving South Florida and the World!
/.11111141....

Make Them Simple
Make Them Single Ended
Make Them Simply The Best
Make Them PASS LABS
Hear them at their best at:

Sunshine Stereo Inc.
9535 Biscayne Blvd.
Miami Shores, FL 33138
[Pass Aleph 2's
Pass Labs // Audio Alchemy // Audio Logic // Energy // Energy Ventas // Carver // VPI //
SOTA // Wilson -Benesch // Sound Dynamics // Duntech // Benz Micro // Straightwire //
Carver Lightstar // Room Tunes // Solid Steel // Chang Lightspeed // CEC // DH Cones //
Shakti Stones // Kinergetics // Chiro // Magnum Dynalab // Cleanlines by Vans Evers ¡Valve Amplification Company // Pink Triangle // Golden Strings // Micromega // NHT //
Nitty Gritty // Quad // Reference Recordings // Source Technology // Soundesign //
TEL: 305-757-9358

FAX: 305-757-1367

E-mail: zipeix.netcom.com

See us on the Web: http://netrunner.net/—zip

Au20
SING
TVE GOLD
STA NDARD

David Bowie

David Bowie

Avili Hunt, Dory

Au20 Low

Rykodisc continues its audiophile series with three
titles from David Bowie and two from Frank Zappa.
All remastering began with the original analog
masters, which were transferred to 20-bit digital
masters and Super Bit Mappecirm to 16-bit.
These limited edition CDs are
plated in 24k gold.

y_d

Releases in the Au20 series include all the
artwork from the original albums and are
individually numbered.
Still Available:
David Bowie The Rise and Fall of Ziggy Stardust And The Spiders From Mars
Mickey Hart Planet Drum
Richard & Linda Thompson Shoot Out The Lights

Frank Zappa

Frank Zappa

Au20 Apostrophe(')

Au20 Ope Six

Its All

e

"Rykodisc's first Au20 release is uniformly super
sonically, and shows great promise for future reissues.
Definitely a major addition to the audiophile soundscape."
— Stereophile (We.. Phillipk, Vol 18 No 1).”, 190SI

'no

In stores now or order toll-free at 1-8k-2-EARFUL.
Write for free catalog

RYKODISC USA Shetland Park, 27 Congress
Street, Salem MA 01970
info@rykodisc.com
World Wide Web. www.rykodisc.com
Z 1996 Rykodisc
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Theodosia
Integrative Services
(417) 273-2150
MONTANA
Billings
Inner Sanctum
(406) 656-6193
Bozeman
Thirsty Ear Hi Fi
(406) 586-8578
Great Falls
Rocky Mountain Hi Fi
(406) 761-8683
NEVADA
Las Vegas
Image & Sound
(702) 876-3401
Metropolitan Newsstand
(702) 798-8002
Reno
Wild West Electronics
(702) 825-4600
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Camera Shop of Hanover
(603) 643-4545
Dartmouth Bookstore
(603) 643-1233
Milford
Book Ends
(603) 673-0851
Nashua
Ensemble
(603) 888-9777
NEW JERSEY
Bernardsville
Sight &Sound
(908) 766-7888
Dunelien
The Home Theater Shop
(908) 424-8680
Freehold
Freehold Stereo Video
(908) 866-9500
Linwood
Sounds and Images
(609) 926-1630
Marlton
Hi Fi Connection
(609) 983-0002
Middletown
Stereo Dynamics
(908) 671-1559
Montclair
Cohen 's
(210) 744-2399
Ridgewood
Sounding Board
(201) 445-5006
Trenton
Hais Stereo and Video
(609) 883-6338
Upper Montclair
CSA Audio
(201) 744-0600
Verona
Audio Connection
(201) 239-1799
West Caldwall
Woodbridge Stereo
(201) 575-8264
Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
(908) 636-7777
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Audio Designs
(505) 298-9185
Hudson's Audio Center
(505) 296-6978
Page One Newsstand
(505) 294-2026
Sound Consultant
(505) 821-9626
Sound Ideas
(505) 292-1188
Santa Fe
ASound Look
(505) 983-5509
Audio Designs
(505) 474-4555
The Candyman
(505) 988-8933
Downtown Subscription
(505) 983-3085

Galisteo News
(505) 984-1316
Rare Bear
(505) 988-3531
NEW YORK
Albany
Altair Audio
(518) 452-3525
Batavia
Unicorn Audio
(716) 343-6470
Binghamton
JSG/Audio Video
(607) 723-2212
Brooklyn
Eagle Audio Video
(718) 438-4401
Ubiquity Distributors
(718) 875-5491
Lake Grove
Audio Den, Ltd.
(516) 360-1990
Latham
Clark Music in Albany
(518) 785-4322
Liverpool
Audio Excellence NY
(315) 451-2707
Signature Sound
(315) 622-4137
Lynbrook
American Audiophile Trading
(516) 887-7530
Manhasset
Audio Video Creations
(516) 365-4434
Merrick
Performance Audio
(516) 378-4389
Mount Kisco
Fox &Sutherland
(914) 666-8088
The Sound Mill
(914) 241-1230
Name'
Stereo Exchange
(914) 623-3333
New York
Coliseum Books
(212) 757-8381
Dina Magazines
(212) 674-6595
MR Music World
(212) 238-9000
Lyric Hi-Fi
(212) 439-1900
The Magazine Store
(212) 246-4766
Park Avenue Audio
(212) 685-8101
Sound by Singer
(212) 924-8600
Stereo Exchange
(212) 505-1111
Union Square Magazine Shop
(212) 246-4766
Cambria Heights, Queens
T.D. Electronics
(718) 528-4956
Rochester
Fairport Soundworks
(716) 264-0410
Rowe Audio
(716) 442-8230
Sound Concepts
(716) 442-6050
Scarsdale
Listening Room
(914) 472-4558
Syracuse
Clark Music
(315) 446-7020
Gordon Brothers
(315) 446-9440
West Babylon
Audio Visions
(516) 661-3355
NORTH CAROLINA
Cary
Advanced Audio
(919) 481-3880
Raleigh
Audio Advice
(919) 881-2005
Winston-Salem
Audio Spectrum
(910) 650-1888
Platinum Audio
(919) 765-1949
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OHIO
Cincinnati
Audible Elegance
(513) 793-3737
Ohio Valley Audio
(513) 451-4855
Columbus
Progressive Audio
(614) 299-0565
Dayton
Audio Etc.
(513) 429-4434
Dublin
Audio Encounters
(614) 766-4434
Findlay
House of Hindenach
(419) 422-0392
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
(216) 228-7330
Lyndhurst
Hi-Tech Hi -Fi &Video
(216) 449-4434
Toledo
Jamiesons'
(419) 882-2571
Paragon Sound
(419) 882-1010
OKLAHOMA
Bartlesville
The Sound Station
(918) 336-2240
Oklahoma City
Contemporary Sound
(405) 755-0795
Tulsa
K-Labs Audio
(918) 665-1113
OREGON
Beaverton
Chelsea Audio
(503) 641-3533
Corvallis
Northwest Audio Labs
(503) 753-0472
Eugene
Ronny's Stereo
(541) 344-2454
Portland
Chelsea Audio
(503) 226-3533
Fred's Sound of Music
(503) 234-5341
PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown
Take 5Visual Sound Systems
(610) 791-5151
Chambersburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 532-2875
Doylestown
Trac Records
(215) 348-5633
Erie
Custom Audio
(814) 833-8383
Harrisburg
Hi Fi House
(717) 737-7775
Jenkintown
The Stereo Trading Outlet
(215) 886-1650
King of Prussia
Tower RecordsNideo #830
(610) 265-2525
Philadelphia
David Lewis Audio
(215) 725-1177
Pittsburgh
The Audio Gallery
(412) 521-9500
Audio Options
(412) 421-1099
Selinsgrove
Village TV &Stereo Shop
(707) 374-0150
Shippensburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 532-2875
Tipton
Tipton Audio Video
(814) 684-2795
Willow Grove
Soundex
(215) 659-8815
RHODE ISLAND
Providence
Ocean State Audio
(401) 943-2580

SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
Upstairs Audio
(803) 256-3277
Greenville
American Audio
(803) 288-4293
SOUTH DAKOTA
Brookings
Zephyr Audio
(605) 697-5326
TENNESSEE
Johnson City
The Soundroom
(615) 928-9233
Madison
Audio Video Environments
(615) 868-7710
Memphis
Underground Sound
(901) 272-1275
Nashville
Cumberland Audio
(615) 297-4700
Nicholson's Stereo
(615) 327-4312
TAS
Amarillo
Don's Hi-Fidelity
(806) 353-9625
Sound Systems. Ltd.
(806) 353-9527
Dallas
Audio Home
(214) 247-1487
Home Entertainment
(214) 931-2102
Krystal Klear Audio
(214) 520-7156
El Paso
Soundquest
(915) 779-5421
Houston
Dynamic Audio Visual
(713) 266-4555
Lubbock
The Sound Wave
(806) 792-7299
Plane
Home Entertainment
(214) 931-2102
UTAH
Orem
Crandall Audio
(801) 226-8737
Salt Lake City
Audio Design
(801) 486-5511
Audition Audio
(801) 467-5918
VERMONT
Middlebury
Retail Vision
(802) 388-1280
VIRGINIA
Abingdon
Alpine Audio
(540) 628-3177
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
(703) 818-8000
Falls Church
High Tech Electronic Services
(703) 534-1733
Richmond
Audio Art
(804) 644-8903
Stereo Trading Post
(804) 320-2684
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound
(804) 424-5850
WASHINGTON
Seattle
Bulldog News
(206) 632-6397
Definitive Audio
(206) 524-6633
Hawthorne Stereo
(206) 522-9609
University Bookstore
(206) 545-4387
Silverdale
Nuts About Hi Fi
(206) 698-1348

WASHINGTON ,DC
Serenade Records
(202) 452-0075
Tower Video
(916) 373-2561
WEST VIRGINIA
Charleston
American Audio
(304) 343-2244
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
(304) 768-7874
WISCONSIN
Cudahy
Cudahy News &Hobby
(414) 769-1500
Glendale
Sound Investments
(414) 438-1818
Madison
University Audio
(608) 284-0001
Mequon
Sound Designs
(414) 242-5599
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon I
(715) 421-5910
CANADA
National Distributor
DeWinton, Alberta
Ruehle Marketing
Box 24, Site One. RR1
ALBERTA
Calgary
KM Audio
1424 Fourth St SW
Loyalty Sound, Ltd.
1107 Eighth St SW
Smart Audio Video
4216 12th St NE, Bay 1
Sounds of Music
220 Seventh Ave SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10745 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd Ave

Medicine Hat
Audio Excellence
657 Second SISE
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Burnaby
Book Warehouse
4820 Kingsway #M163
Coquitlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Courtenay
Clarion Books &Music
480 Sixth St
New Westminster
Royal Book Mart
600 Agnes St
Richmond
Book Warehouse
6340-9 No.3 Rd
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W. Broadway
1150 Robson St
2388 W. Fourth Ave
674 Granville St, 4th Floor
Elite Electronics
2220 W. Broadway #101
Sikora's Classical Records
432 W. Hastings St
The Soundroom
2205 W. Fourth Ave
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St
NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Morris St
ONTARIO
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W.
Hamilton
Village Audio —Westdale
1059 King St W. #2
Kingston
Just Hi-Fi
239 Princess St

Audio
SOLUTIONS
Audio Research
Snell
Aerial
Theta Digital
ProAc
Micromega
Paradigm
Pass Labs
Aragon
McCormack
Audible Illusions
Acurus

Atlanta's
Highend Source
5576 Chamblee Dui:woody Rd.
Dunwoody, Georgia 30338

(770)804-8977
http://www.audiosolutions.com
VPI
Synergistic Research
SOTA
Magnum Dynalab
Grado
Esoteric Audio
Sumiko
Sony ES
Sony Video

Kim ber Kable
WireWorld
Target
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We Are The

AUDIO &VI
DEO
id

PHILADELPHIA AUDIOPHILES Choice

•ACCUPHASE

• HIGHWIRE

•PRESENCE AUDIO

•ACOUSTIC ENERGY

•JADIS

• PS AUDIO

Home Theater

•AIR TIGHT

•JOULE ELECTRA

• PSB

Audio Systems

•AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS

• KIMBER KABLE

• REFERENCE 3A

Multi-Room Systems

•AUDIO ALCHEMY

• KLYNE

Showroom Demos

• REGA RESEARCH

•AUDIOLAB

• KUZMA

•SCIENTIFIC FIDELITY

•AUDIOVECTOR

• MAGNUM

•SOTA

• BEL

• MERIDIAN

•SOUND VALVES

• BEL CANTO

• METAPHOR

•SPENDOR

• BENZ-MICRO

• MICHELL

•STAX

• B+K COMPONENTS

• MICROMEGA

•STRAIGHT WIRE

•CARY

• MONITOR AUDIO

•SWANS

•COUNTERPOINT

• MONTANA

•SYNERGISITC

•CREEK/EPOS

•MORDAUNT SHORT

•TOTEM

• ENSEMBLE

• MUSE

• UNITY AUDIO

• FANFARE FM

• NAD

•VAC

•GRADO

• NSM

•VPI

•GRAHAM

•PASS LABS

•WADIA DIGITAL

•GREEN MOUNTAIN

•PLATINUM

•WAVELENGTH

• HARBETH

• PLINIUS

•WILSON BENESCH

Service & Expertise

Visit our 7000 Ft 2 store.
FEATURED PRODUCTS
ON-LINE FOR AUDITION:

WADIA 20 CD TRANSPORT

MOW
WADIA 25
COMPUTER

DECODING

WADIA SOUND QUALITY

David Lewis Audio LTD
8010 Bustleton Avenue •Philadelphia, PA 19152-2802

(215) 725-4080 •Fax: (215) 725-4495

RICH, TRANSPARENT SOUND
WITH REMOTE VOLUME
& INPUT CONTROL.

FROM WADIA, OF COURSE!
SYSTEMS INTEGRATION
TECHNOLOGY
THE KEY TO
SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE
WITH THESE
FINE PRODUCTS:
Accuphase
alcils

Linaeum
Magnan Ca bles

Air Tight
Allegro Cables
Angstrom

Michael Yee
Mirage

Aronov
Artemis
Audio Quest
Basis Audio
Benz
B&K
Cardas
Chario
Citation
DA-Lite Screens
Denon
FMS Cables
Goldmund
Graham

Musical Design
NBS Cables
NHT
Parasound
Proton
Purist Audio
RA Labs
Sonance
Sony
Stewart Screens
Sumiko
TEAC/Esoteric
Toshiba
Ultra Resolution

Serving tos Angeles With Distinction
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805-523-3005
805-531-0004

Visit the region's premier high-performance
audio and video specialists, featuring:
Audio Physic
Audio Research
California Audio Labs
Definitive Technology
Golden Tube
Lightspeed by Chang
Magnepan
Marantz
NAD

Polyfusion Audio
PSB
Rotel
Runco
Straight Wire
Sunfire
Thiel
Transparent Audio
Yamamura Systems

Wadia
Wirework'

PRECISION AUDIO &VIDEO
TEL
FAX

SIGHT & SOUND

5140-C COMMERCE AVE
MOORPARK, CA 93021

419 882-1010
5450 Monroe St. Toledo, OH 43623
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London
London Audio
716 York St
Nepean
Euphonies Audio &Video
1480 Merivale Rd
Oakville
Oakville Audio
210 Lakeshore Rd E.
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Pembroke
Pembroke Audio Video
69 Pembroke St W
Rexdale
Audio Empire
1003 Albion Rd
Richmond Hill
American Sound
9108 Yonge St
Audio Excellence
8763-A Bayview
Scarborough
Grand Electronics
19 Milliken Blvd
Thornhill
Brack Electronics North
7616 Yonge St
Toronto
Brack Electronics
69 Front St E.
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W.
L'Atelier Grigorian
70 Yorkville Ave
Unionville
Digital Hi-End
5221 Hwy 7#3
Waterloo
Soundstage
59 Regina St N.
Whitby
American Sound Whitby
233 Brock St S.
QUEBEC
Montréal
Opus Audio
5154 Boul. Decade
Son Orfiltronique
9343 La¡eunesse
Québec
C.O.R.A.
131-18 Rue E.
Ste-Foy
ROTAC électronique
2873 Chemin Ste-Foy
ARGENTINA
National Distributor
Buenos Aires
R.J. Martinez
Tel/Fax: (54) 1-585-1413
AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Templestowe, Victoria
Audio 0Imports
Tel: (61) 3-1994-8413
Fax: (61) 3-9846-2407
BALTIC STATES
Riga, Latvia
ATTrade
13th of January Street 13
Tel: (3712) 211-688
BELGIUM
See Benelux
BENELUX
National Distributor
VIIImen, Netherlands
Dumb Audio BV
Dept. DC Publishing
Tel: (31) 4108-12-555
Fax: (31) 4108-17-583
Hasselt, Belgium
Ghijsens HiFi Store
Tel (32) 11-22-96-59
Tel: (32) 11-22-95-71
BRUNEI
Bandar Seri Begawan
Auvisual Haven
Tel: (673) 244-88-40
Fax (673) 244-88-41
CHILE
Santiago
Comercial Rupaygo Limitada
Tel/Fax: (562) 2-209-2134

COSTA RICA
Curridiabet, San Jose
Parlatek SA
Tel/Fax: (506) 225-8231

KOREA
Seoul
Audio Mart
Fax: (82) 2-514-2089

CROATIA
National Distributor
Split
Media Audio
Tel: (385) 589-742
Fax: (385) 214-03-76

LUXEMBOURG
See Benelux

CZECH REPUBLIC
Prague
Ego vos Audio Studio
Tel: (42) 9000-1180
Fax: (42) 9000-1181
DENMARK
National Distributor
Charlottenlund
Matrix Aps
Tel (45) 39-402-100
Fax: (45) 39-402-340
Copenhagen
Fredgaard Radio
Norrevold 17
Hi-Fi Entusiasten
Tagensvej 162
Rungsted
Hi-Fi Huset
Pennehave 7
Voile
SK Sound
Vissingsgade 71
FRANCE
National Distributor
Toulouse
Acoustic Precision Sad
Tel: (33) 61-75-06-64
Fax: (33) 61-73-58-82
Audio Salon
Tel: (33) 61-12-33-66
Brest
Brazil
Tel: (33) 98-43-1188
Cannes
Vector
Tel: (33) 92-99-0720
Paris
Affirmative
Tel: (33) 47-34-1682
Port Royal Audio
Tel: (33) 30-64-9222
Creation Audio
Tel: (33) 40-20-9528
GERMANY
National Distributor
Geisenheim-Stephanshausen
Eclectic Audio
Tel (49) 6722 -8060
Fax: (49) 6722-8067
GREECE
National Distributor
Athens
N.M. Acoustics
Tel: (30) 1-292-2724
Fax: (30) 1-293-3168
HONG KONG
National Distributor
YK Audio
Tel: (8522) 524-8775
Fax: (8522) 845-0746
Kowloon Branch
Tel (8522) 392-6368
Fax .(8522) 392-6328
IRELAND
National Distributor
Blackrock, County Dublin
Cloney Audio
Tel: (353) 1-288-8477
Fax: (353) 1-283-4887

MACEDONIA
T.P. Kodi Export-Import
TeVFax: (389) 91 11 83 66
MALAYSIA
National Distributor
Kuala Lumpur
The Sound Stage
Tel: (60) 3-717-6%9
Fax: (60) 3-719-4188
MARTINIQUE,
FRENCH WEST INDIES
St. Joseph
Frequence Audio Conseil
Tel: (596) 64 69 63
Fax: (596) 57 96 39
MEXICO
National Distributor
México DF
Heaven Sound
Tel (52) 5-563-3187
Fax: (52) 5-563-8110
NETHERLANDS
See Benelux
NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Petone, Wellington
D.R. Britton
Tel: (64) 4-6366-272
Fax: (64) 4-5688-065
NORWAY
National Distributor
Eidsvaagneset
Audio Media
Tel/Fax (47) 55-25-62-14
PHILIPPINES
National Distributor
Quezon City
Upscale Audio
Tel/Fax (63) 2-931-3742
POLAND
Warsaw
Hill Sound Studio. Ltd.
Tel/Fax: (48) 2-774-8154
PORTUGAL
National Distributor
Anadora
Ajasom
Tel: (351) 1474-8709
Fax: (351) 1475-1367
PUERTO RICO
Rio Piedras Heights
Speaker Warehouse
1701 Parana
TelfFax: (809) 274-0927
San Juan
Nova Electronics
Ave de Diego 270 Interior
Puerto Nuevo
ROMANIA
Bucharest
Valimpex —High End Audio
Tel: (40) 677-3750
Fax: (40) 677-2743

ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca
Sound 8. Music
Tel: (39) 583-55-301
Fax: (39) 583-419-115

RUSSIA
Moscow
ATTrade
Ostozhenka 37, Kor 3
Tel: (7) 095-291-5086
Fax: (7) 095-291-5871

JAPAN
National Distributor
Tokyo
MISS Corporation
Tel: (81) 3-5410-0071
Fax: (81) 3-5410-0622

Esoterica
Tel: (7) 095-917-4385
Fax: (7) 095-917-8762
Neo Tek
Tel: (US) (408) 973-0946
Fax: (US) (408) 725-8335
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The Purple Legion
40/42 Maxim Gorky
Nabereznay
Tel: (7) 095-233-1442
Fax: (7) 095-248-3352
SINGAPORE
National Distributor
The Adelphi
Stereophile Audio
1Coleman St
Tel/Fax .(65) 33-66-790

LISTEN
TO
THIS LIST

SOUTH AFRICA
National Distributor
Atherton, Gauteng
Hi-Fi Excellence
Tel (27) 11-907-9092
Fax: (27) 11-907-8399
SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Sarte Audio Elite
Tel: (34) 6-351-0798
Fax: (34) 6-351-5254
SWEDEN
National Distributor
Stockholm
Hi -Fi Art
Tel (46) 8-661-6300
Fax (461 8-660-2207
SWITZERLAND
National Distributor
Geneva
Hi-Fi Portier
Tel (41) 22-784-0050
Fax: (41) 22-784-2904
THAILAND
Bangkok
Mining Group Ltd.
Tel/Fax: (66) 2-241-5330
Music World Co.. Ltd.
Tel: (66) 2-276-5190
Fax (66) 2-276-2456
Hi-Fi Club
Fortune Town, 3rd floor
TURKEY
Istanbul
RKD Muzik
Tel: (90) 212-241-3411
Fax: (90) 212-231-9673
UNITED KINGDOM
National Newsstand
Distributor
Feltham
COMAG Magazine Marketing
Tel: (44) 181-844-1000
Fax: (44) 181-751-2666
National Dealer Distributor
Wollaton
Wollaton Audio
Tel: (44) 115-928-4147
Fax: (44) 115-928-0625
Belfast
Zeus Audio
2-4 Great Victoria St
Bury St. Edmunds
Bury Audio
47 Churchgate St
London
KJ Leisuresound
26 New Cavendish St
Musical Images
18 Monmouth St
Oxford
Oxford Audio Consultants
Park End St
Reading
Reading Hifi
Broad Street Mall
VENEZUELA
Caracas
Ardica
Tel/Fax: (58) 2979-1844
YUGOSLAVIA
Belgrade
Vox Trade
Tel: (381) 11-222-4322
Fax: (381) 11-140-689

•Adcom
•B&W*
•Classé
•EAD
•Genesis
•Lexicon
•Magro
•MIT
•Monster
Cable
•Proton
•Sonic
Frontiers
•Sound
Anchors
•Spectral
•Target
•Thiel
•Velodyne
•Wadia
•Wilson
•XL0
*Products not available
by mail order
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5030 Cha
r, Blvd.
Suit D8
Boca Raton,
rida 33496
Telephone 4
241-1767
Fax 407/
-1955

Calling HI-FI
Distributors
Around the
World:

/MERIDIAN
566 20 bit DAC
518 Digital Mastering Device
557 200 watt Amplifier
\eir!

eassé Audio
DAC-1
New! CAV 150 and CAV 75
Home Theater Amplifiers

<Audit* DqusLons
Modulus 3a

Sonus faber
Introducing!
The Concertino
Remarkable al $995 per pair

You could be selling
Stereophile!

BRAND NAME

POWER
AMPS

YOU '
LL SWEAR
THEY '
RE NEW
•USED
•DEMO
•BSTOCK
•REPACKS
•BUY ,SELL
OR TRADE

REL Acoustics
Earth's finest subwoofers!

JEFF ROWLAND
N'EIV!

Call Nick King in London, England

Synergy Preamplifier

o

Tel: (44) 81 289 1571
Fax: (44) 81 289 1572

Artemis Systems •Audible Illusions
AudioQuest •ATC •Bryston •Cardas
Classé Audio •Grado •Illuminati
Jadis •Jeff Rowland Design •KEF
Kimber •Magnum Dynalab •Meridian
Power Wedge •PSB • Pioneer ELITE
REL •Rock Solid •Sonus faber
Sony ES •Stax •Sumiko •Target
Thorens •VPI •XLO
One year 100% trade up policy
Select preowned products available
Equipment trade ins accepted
In store financing available

AUDIO

We don't sell
perfect systems.
After 15 years, we've learned no perfect system exists.
It has to be built—to your specifications, within your budget.
To help you, we've selected the 60 companies that offer
the finest equipment, at the best value.
We'll proceed step by step until you're satisfied that
the system you purchase is the perfec
i for you.
To get started, call us today.. •
ow.

310 517-1700
310 517-1732 fax
182I-t DAIXON tVEN1 E. PF:PT s
()ARI)I:NA. CA 902.18

..e.e"tet‘

15454 Old Columbia Pike
Burtonsville MD 20866

(301) 989-2500
Fax (301) 989-2552
102335,3227@compuserve.com
Visa
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Mastercard

American Express
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STEREOPHILE's ALMOST-COMPLETE INDEX lists every article that has appeared in
Sterol,lid• from Vol3 No.1 through Vold.? No.8
(1971 through August 1996). and every component reviewed by Stinephile since Vold No.1.
(Please note that an index does not include the
review or article texts.) Currently available only on
5'4" or 3'.!"floppy disks (MS-DOS, raw ASCII
only). Send $19.95 to Stereophile Almost-Gm:plat.
Inky, P.O. BoS 5529, Santa
NM 87502-5529.
'Please indicate disk size.
ATTENTION QUAI) ANI) SPENDOR OWNERS! Factory-authorized sales and/or service for Quad,
Spendor, Gradient. Entec, and Acoustic Panel Systems.
New and used Quad equipment bought/sold.
ESL/ESL-63 updates, stands, and subwoofer systems
available. For further details, contact Mike or Randy
QS&D, 33 Mellihin Loop 0108, Fredericksburt VA 22406,
(540) 372-3711, ftx (540) 372-3713.
THE AUDIOPHILE NETWORK ON-LINE Keeping you informed, entertained, and connected
with audiophiles nationwide since 1984. By modem,
(818) 988-0452, 8N1. Featuring: classifieds, duabases,
forums, online shopping, Internet e-mail, newsroom.
library, conferences. For details, e-mail TANINFO@
tar:atom. Pia. (818) 782-1676, TAN, 6930 Valjean
Suite 205, Van Nuys, CA 91406-4747
GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA -Franchised dealer for Nains, Roksan,
Music Reference, ESL Spendor, Creek, Rep, Epos,
Totem, Quad, Onix, JPW, Dynaco, 0C-9, Sumiko,
Goldring, Revolver, Target, and more. Always lots of
used gear. Established way back in 1979! (805)658-8311.
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring: Apogee,
Arc:un, Audio Research, CAL Classe Audio, Grado,
Magnum I
)ynalab, Martin-Logan, Mirage, MIT, Power
Wedge. ProAc, Quad. Target, Theta. Well Tempered,
WireWorld, JF Woodworks. Audio Exam; Liverpool,
NY, (315)451-2707 Visa/ MC/Amex/Disawer.
SME 3012-R: Newest version of this superb archival
toneann. Suitable for all recorded sources, including
LP. 78s, 16" transcriptions, acetates, and metal. SME
owners: Upgrade through exchange to current updated
Series II Improved, Series III, and Series "R" models.
New SME headshells, Fluid Damper Kits, manuals, and
parts. AUDIO "78" ARCHIVAL SUPPLIES,' P.O. Box
18Z Sall AMMO, CA 94979, (415)457-7878.
AUDIOPHILE & SCHOLAR -University Audio
Shop, Madison, Wisconsin -Acurus, Aerial, Aragon,
Audio Research, B&K, CAL Creek, EAD, Golden
Tube, Hales, JoLida, Krell, Lexicon, Linn, MartinLogan. Micromega, NEAR., Paradigm, Purist Audio,
Rep, RUM,. Spica, TARA. Tistem, Vandersteen, Von
Schweikert, '(BA. (608) 284-0001.
CORNER AUDIO: Quicksilver, BEL Linaetam. EAD,
Audio Physic. Inunedia, Michael Yee Audio, Lightspeed,
Lyra, WireWorld, PSE, Tice. SOTA, Benz, Klyne,
AMC, Sound Anchors, RPM, Sumiko, Audio Matière,
Yam:mina, Marigo. Townshend Audio. Used and
demos available, trade-ins welcome. (503) 227-1943.
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RATES: Private, $1.10 per word, $22 minimum
on phone-in ads; Commercial, $3.85 per word,
$154 minimum on all commercial ads. (A word is
defined as one or more characters with aspace,
dash, or slash on either side.) PAYMENT: All
classified ads must be prepaid with order. Phonein ads must be prepaid with order. Phone-in ads
are credit-card only: MasterCard, Visa, American
Express. MAIL TO: Sterrophile, Classified Ad
Department, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM
87502-5529, or CALL: (505) 983-9106. FAX:
(505) 983-6327. DEADLINE: Ads are duc on
the first working day of the month, two months in
advance of the issue in which your ad will appeat
For example. if you want your ad to run in the
November 1996 Stereophile, you must submit it by
September 1, 1996. No refunds.
"EXCEPTIONALLY WELL-FOCUSEI) SOUNI)STAGE, even tonal balance without treble emphasis,
an organic cohesiveness to the sound that is hard to forget," plus favorable comments about the Cormorant
interconnects' midrange and bass; from Dick Olsher's
Fi magazine survey. Full excerpt, other literature available. 30-day audition, lin pair. $129, shipping $4.50/$8.
Visa/MC/Discover. So/i41 Gm' Technologe, 3808
Westview AVOIlle, West lidm Beach, FL 33407, (407) 8427316.
MBC AUDIO: Klyne, BEL Gradient, C£.C, Denscn,
I)iapason, Audio Magic. Dower, CO. (303) 399-5031
MST
AUDIO UNLIMITEI) OFFERS Accuphase, Acoustic Energy. Acrotec, Aesthetix, Air Tight, Audio
Artistry, Audiorneca, Audio Note, Basis, Benz-Micro,
Chang, Chan°, Coda, dpa, Dynavcctor, Ensemble,
Graham, Harbeth, High Wire, Ikeda, Kuzma,
Magnum Dynalab, Mago, Mort, Micromep, Musical
Design, Music Metre, Musc, NSM, Onix, Rega, Sound
Anchors, SOTA, Spendor, Symphonic Line, Totem,
Unity Audio, Wheaton Triplanar, Wilson Benesch,
YBA, and more. Call/faxpint Barnes at (303)691-340Z
2341 W Yale Are, Ell#111 004 CO 80110.
,

THE GREATER SOUTH BAY AUDIOPHILE
SOCIETY, serving Los Angeles and Orange Counties, the San Fernando Valley, and beyond, is accepting
new members. For people who love music and would
like to meet with other audiophiles, call (310) 4274207
GUARANTEE 5% MORE than what my competitors
quote you on your used ARC, Cello, Krell, Levinson,
Spectral, Wadia, etc. Call me last. Dealer for Aragon,
Acurus, Audio Alchemy, Kimber, Sonic Frontiers,
XL0. Audio Chamber, (510) 549-2178.
FANFARE FM TUNER on the Internet. We invite
you to visit our new Website at httplitrumvfaufaw.corn.
Get the latest news on FM and digital radio, plus tips
on improving reception. Download our latest product
info. You can also call us at (800) 268-8637 or (905)
793-7953, fax (905) 793-5984. E-mail to irlie
fitOintroni or write to Fanfirre FM, Box 455, [hello, NY
14225-0455 for our newsletter.

STEREOPHILEs RECORD-REVIEW INI
)EX lists every record review published in
&ample from Vold° No.1 through Vol» No.8
(January 1987 through August 1996). Also
includes indexes to "Building aLibrary" and
din interviews, and indicates Records To Die For
and Recordings of the Month. (Please note that an
index does not include the review texts.) Available
on 5 or 31, 2" floppy disks (MS-1 )0S, raw ASCII
only). Send $9.95 to Skyrophile Record-Review Index,
PO. Box 5529, Santa
NM 87502-5529. Please
indicate disk size.

B&W, LEGACY, KEF, THIEL, and other loudspeaker
owners: Would you like to improve on the great sound
you already have? Try apair of"Golden Flutes" by JPS
Labs - a necessity for proper bass extension. Please call
or fax (716) 685-5227 anytime to drastically improve
your listening pleasure. Please also inquire about our
unbelievable interconnects!
STATE-OF-THE-ART CROSSOVER NETWORKS.
Upgrade any speaker system. Replacing your crossovers improves highs, increases dynamics, and creates a
better soundstage. Hovland MusiCaps and software
available. Free Design Guide. Allpass Taknoloeirs,
2844 Gramm Dr, Apopka, FL 32703-5972, (407)786(1623.
PREMIUM-GRAI)E PARTS! Absolutely the best
selection of audiophile-grade parts at fair prices! MIT
MultiCaps, InfiniCips, Hovland, SCR. Black Gate,
Etna, Nichicon, Vishay, Caddock, Holco, Mills,
Yamainura, etc. capacitors and resistors. All types audio
connectors, chassis wires, custom cables. Alps. Noble,
TXD, Hedred diodes, copper-foil inductors, mbes,
vibration damping sheets and isolators, I
)eflex panels,
hospital-grade AC connectors, tools, accessories, fire
catalog! Michael Pary, Box 526, hinnies, CA 94937 Tel.
(415) 669-7181, fax (415) 669-7558.
RARE NOS TUBES from Western Electric, Genelex,
Telefiinken, Mullard, Amperex, Siemens, RCA, etc.
Selected and matched. (801) 224-4809 .1;rx (801) 2246059, e-maik ih-rnbeseriatter.
"I HAVE SPENT FAR MORE time listening to music
since installing the Zero-One" - Rich Warrc:ii, Chiurgo
Tribune, 9/1/95. Discover what changed audio reviewer Rich Warren's mind about affordable high-end CI)
players. The Daniels Audio Zero-One player stands
sonically shoulder-to-shoulder with Spectral. Levinson,
and Theta, but costs only $789. Newly available: the
superb Daniels CD-5.1 player with phase-coherent
wiring throughout. Perhaps the ultimate digital statement, $1899. No-obligation in-home audition. Phone,
fax, or write Daniels Audio Gwporation, 1001 N.
Humphny, Oak Park, IL 60302. Phone (708) 383-3319,
fix (708) 383-3230.
AFFORI)ABLE JITTER-FREE SOUND! Our Basic
Player ($549) and the Reference One transport ($649)
have made Bound lOr Sounds "Components of Merit"
list. Jitter-reducing updates and kits also available.
Ikaler inquiries welcome. C&D TranslOrms, (602) 6501155; e-mail transforms@aolxorn.
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IF YOU ARE AN AUDIOPHILE and stranded in
Iowa or widiout alocal dealer —don't despair. Audio
Video Logic in 1)es Moines can help! Choose from
Acurus, Angstrom, Aragon, Audio Power, Audio
Research, AudioQuest, CAL Definitive Technology,
I
)unlavy,
Kinergetics, McCormack, MartinLogan, ProAc, PSII, Sanus, van den Hul, Wilson Audio,
and more. (515) 255-2134.
AHOY THERE TUBE LOVERS! EarMax goes
portable with PakMax, the battery pack to get tubes on
the go. Also PreMax, TriMax, Maxeen(a), Morch toncams, Verdier turntable, Monopoles" (highest-definition binding posts), Top Hats.' D'Feet, European
LPs/CDs (summer pricing!!). Audio Advancements PO.
Box 100, Lincoln Park, NJ 07035, (201) 633-1151.
WE OFFER PERFECT-CONDMON with warranty ATC, Anna-Sphere, Audio Research, Cary C-J,
Gryphon, Krell, Levinson, MBL, MIT, NBS, Proceed,
Spectral, Unison Research, Transparent, Wadia, and
many more high-end components. Call for inventory
list, or visit showrooms at High End Audio, 41-25 Kissena
Blvd. 41,5MM, Hushing, NY 11355. Tel. (718) 961-8842,
fax (718) 886-9530.
B&W 801/802 CROSSOVER UPGRADE: The single most significant improvement you can make to
your 801/802-based audio system. Please call or write
for our complimentary literature. North Creek MUSk
Systems, 1120 Main Strret, Old Foe, NY 13420, mire/Tax
(315) 369-2500.
STEVE SMITH GETS HIS REWARDS! Isn't it time
you got yours? Join Steve in our successful promotion
of best-buy products from Arcam, Fried, B&K
Magnum Dynalab/OCM, NEAR, Musical Concepts/Design, many more. For details concerning this
great opportunity, contact Stereo Consuhants, (317) 4749004.
ARC DAC-2 20-BIT DIA processor, black, $1650
OBO. Bob, (716) 385-4763 evenings.

AT LAST! EVERYTHING YOU NEED to know
about buying and enjoying high-quality hi-fi! The
Complete Guide to High-End Audio, by Robert Harley, is
packed with inside secrets on getting high-end sound at
low prices, how to set up your system for the best
sound, and how to become abetter listener. With more
than 450 pages and +200 photos and illustrations, 71w
Complete Guide to High-End Audio is the ultimate reference hook on high-quality music reproduction. Written
for beginners and experienced listeners alike. Find out
why Sant Tellig says, "Before you make amistake, buy
Bob Harley's book." Only $29.95 (softcover) or $39.95
(signed hardcover), plus $4.95 S&H ($6.95 outside continental US). Full money-back guarantee. Call toll-free:
(800) 848-5099 for your copy, or send check or
Visa/MC information to Acapella Publishite, PO. Box
80805, Albuquerque, NM 87198-0805.
KRELL KRC PREA/vIP, perfect condition, $3100;
Cardas Golden 5C, bi-wire or tri-wire, 8' pair, $750.
Gres (212)941-4783 EST
LEVINSON 27 POWER AMP, black, original packing
and manual, $2000. (919)756-8069 after 8pm EDT
MAGNUM FTIO1A, $575; Nairn NAC72, $875;
Rogers LS5/9, $1800; CAL Sigma, $300. (407) 6260674.
GENELEX ICT66 TUBES; Leak, Scott, Fisher towers,
Nairn NAT-02 tuner, $1250. Tel./far (516) 626-7534.
MESA BARON TUBE AMP, $2200. (215)721-9659.
MERIDIAN: 500 TRANSPORT, $900; 563-DAC,
$850; 504 tuner, $700. Sonic Frontiers SFL-2 preamp,
$2450. All mint. (904) 398-5450 evertiqs EST
WILSON X-1/GRAND SLAMM, 3 months old,
($67,500) $47,500; Siltech LS-240 speaker cable, 3m
with spades, ($7000) $4800; Siltech FTM 4G, lm
interconnect, ($2400) $1600; NBS Pro AC cord, 4',
($1800) $800; TG Audio Powerstrip, ($550) $275. Ken,
(212)691-2641.

SIDEREALICAP —THE WORLD'S MOST MUSICALLY neutral audio capacitor regardless of price.
pseudoscience, technobabble, or magic rituals. For
information, call, fax, or write to: SiderealKap, 1525 Brian
Play; Escondido, CA 92025. Tel (619) 743-1997, fax (619)
743-2192.
KRELL KSA-50S, $2500. (718) 460-2985.
SUNFIRE POWER AMPS: 1new in box, $1700; 2in
mint condition, less than year old, $1600/each. Man,
(919) 403-0894.
BEL 1001 AMP; Melos MA-110B preamp; Thiel
CS22 speakers; DPA T1 transport, bigger-bit DAC;
boxes and manuals. (914) 256-9468 EST
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 120 monoblocks,
balanced, ($7500) $3600; Quicksilver Silver monos.
90Wpc, ($2499) $1600; all mint. Looking for
Quicksilver M-135 or Cary SLM-100. Call James, (617)
562-8345.
GIANT KILLER —CAL Delta transport, Audio
Alchemy DT1•Pro with PS3, DDE 3.0 with RW1, digital cable included, $2100; B&W 8o3r2, $2100; Adcom
GFA-5800, $1100; Melos MA-111B, $750; Denon
DCD-S10, $1000; Infinity Modulus with subwoofcr
(never used, still in box) $1500; all in mint condition.
(804) 863-4413.
KRELL KSA-150, mint, $2450 with East-Coast delivery; Kinergetics KCD-20B CD player, $400; Vampire
Wire 41/2' bi-wire pair, ST-III speaker cable, $280.
(813) 855-4201 until lOpm EST
TRAC VRDS 10 SPECIAL EDITION CD player,
brand new in box, very rare, $1350. Call Paul, (416)7031939.
AVALON RADIAN, mint, box, $6500 OBO. Call
Peng, Tel (909) 247-7518 °efts( (909) 924-9468.
LEVINSON NO-30.5 D/A with HDCD, $10,500;
No.31, $5000; No.38S, $4000; the very best, all mint.
Call (214) 357-4888.

lE3A_G-S .

e'sa,
Audio/Video •Compact Discs
Orange County's Leading High End Audio Dealer
Representing the World's Finest
Music and Video Systems

A

UDIO/VIDEO

II,

ES

"We will even design apiece
to your exact specifications!"
AUDIO RACKS 11.

AUDIO RESEARCH •KRELL •THIEL •THETA •WILSON AUDIO
SONUS FABER •MAGNEPAN •AYRE •FANFARE •KRELL DIGITAL
CAL AUDIO LABS •LEXICON •LEXICON THX •MAGNUM DYNALAB
MIKE MOFFAT LABS •DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY •MESA ENGINEERING
ARAGON •ACURUS •SONY ES •VELODYNE •PIONEER ELITE •ADCOM
AIRTIGHT •DAY SEOUERRA •ADS •ADS MULTIROOM •NILES
SOUND ANCHORS •PURIST AUDIO •PIONEER VIDEO •SONY VIDEO

FIll-iNITLIfiE

I GN

ME1)1A RAXx

PRO ANIP ST \NI)
4 VIDEO CENTERS

MERIDIAN •PROTON VIDEO •AMPRO VIDEO PROJECTORS
VIDIKRON VIDEO PROJECTORS •AUDIO QUEST •OCOS •GOLDEN DRAGON

4Showrooms Including the Latest in THX Home Theater Audio Systems
We Offer Consultation, Design, Custom Cabinets, Licensed Construction
and Installation. Convert or Build the Media Room of Your Dreams — No
Job Too Big or Small. Let Us Bring Fine Music or Theater Into Your Home.
In Addition, Digital Ear Features Over 30,000 CDs. You'll Find One of the
Most Comprehensive Selections of Classical, Rock and Jazz, as Well as
Country, Folk and Blues.
— FINANCING AVAILABLE — OPEN 7DAYS — CONTRACTORS LICENSE #556897 —
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CL) PLUS
STORAGE RACKS
Call us today for your local dealer
and acopy of our detailed Newsletter

Digital Ear

with product photos and specifications...

17602 East 17th Street • Tustin, CA 92680 •(714)544-7903

4147 TRANSPORT STREET •VENTURA. CA 93003
(805) 644-2185 • FAX (805) 644-0434
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MELDS SHA GOLD: delivered new October 1995,
under 30 hours, absolutely mint, $1200 plus shipping,
or pick up Hartford or Boston. (617) 227-4932.
B&W 801 SERIES 3SPEAKERS with 4-part North
Creek crossovers, Sound Anchor stands, bass alignment
filters, $5500 for system; API Model V 20-amp power
wedge, $225; Tube Sox, $20/each; all items mint, offers
considered. (616) 554-9934.
KRELL KRC-2 PREAMPLIFIER, absolutely mint,
used only 11,4years, original box, manual, ($3750) asking $2400. (401) 785-4214 EST leave message anytime.
WILSON WATT 5/PUPPY 5,2 months old, $11,500;
3m Siltech LS-4/240 speaker cable. ($6975) $3495; 2
pairs 1m Siltech FTM4-Gold interconnect. ($2400)
$1150/each; lm Transparent Ultra interconnect, ($850)
$375; 2m, $425; 1
m Ultra balanced, ($1600) $850;
11/2m balanced, $850; NBS professional amp AC cord,
($2500) $1650; NBS Signature digital cable, 0.5m,
($650) S350; all mint, plus shipping. (718) 746-3655,
messae indicating WM.
CARY 300SEI, mint, ($3700) $2400. Stereophilès only
Class A integrated amp; also aClass A headphone amp
(Vol.19 No.4, April 1996). (205) 464-9797 6-10pm CST
tnaff@rocom.
WE CAN HELP YOU CHOOSE excellent-sounding, dependable audio equipment (plus video). We
offer friendly, knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience, free delivery. We carry: Mirage. NAD, Cary,
Nakamichi, Acurus, Kimber, KEF, Parasound,
Kinergerics, Quad, PS, Fried, Audible Illusions.
Spendor, Target, Carver, many more. Free catalog! Read
Brothers Stereo, 591 King St, Charleston, SC 29403, (803)
723-7276.
FORTE MODEL 4 AMPLIFIER, Class B recommended (Vol.16 No.10, October 1993), mint, $975;
AudioSource SS-5 surround processor, mint, $150. Phi(
(616) 554-9458, 6-10pm EST

Audio, Video &Home Theater Specialists

THE SOUND CONCEPT
Upstate
New York's
Exclusive
Dealer For...

EM) THEATERMASTER SIGNATURE SERIES.
The world's ultimate DAC (HDCD) AC-3 SurroundSound decoder and preamplifier. New, never used! Full
warranty, original owner. Call for great price: (515) 4722362.
MAPLENOLL ARIADNE REFERENCE with
upgraded toneann, Signet OC-9 cartridge, arm lift.
more. Excellent condition, asking $1500 OBO. Call
David at (603) 643-2635, leave message
PASS ALEPH Os, original owner, ($.3500) $2250; ARC
VT6OSE, mint, ($3000) $1750; 'Umber 4AG biwire
set, 6', ($2400) $990 0130; Infinity Renaissance 90s,
($3600) $1400; Magnum FT 101(A) tuner, ($800)
$475; MAC pb 160, bad HD, ($2500) $250. (352) 3365984, or 24-hourfax (352) 371-4542.
VINTAGE TUBE EQUIPMENT: refurbish and custom mod service. Custom tube socket mods for discontinued output tubes. 25 years' experience on old
Macs, etc. Alex, (919) 881-2092.
BRYSTON 2BLP, $400; Levinson ML29, $1600;
Levinson ML26S with phono. $3900; ARC LS5 Mk.II,
$3200; ARC VTM120, $3000/pair, Mabmepan MG.5,
$500; Lexicon CP3, $1500; Counterpoint SA12, $580;
SP9 Mk.III, $1869. (919) 881-2005.

FAD T-7000 TRANSPORT, $675; Proceed PDP 2
with Series 3audio upgrade, $675; Madrigal MDC-2
cable, $100; all products mint. Call Stem (910) 6290448 after 8pm EST
NEW NBS STRAIGHT WIRE cable, whole line.
Welcome MIT, Transparent trade-in. (818) 585-2228.
USED AND DEMO SALE: Genesis II; Sonic
Frontiers SFL-1, SFL-2; Audio Research SP9, LS1;
Counterpoint SA-1000 and SA-2000; Krell KSA-100a,
KST-100, KSL-2, more; Lexicon CP-1+, CP-3+;
Conrad-Johnson Premier 9, Premier 10, Premier 12,
MF-2200, PV-10a; Wadia 8, 15, 21; Vandersteen 1B,
2Ce; Sonus Faber Electa Amator, Minueto; SOTA
Sapphire, SME IV; Metaphor 2, 5; Wilson WITTs;
MIT Z1; miscellaneous Mark Levinson. Call Andins»,
Audio, (801) 467-5918, fax (801) 467-0290.
YOU KNOW YOU WANT TO CALL! We are tube
specialists. Call. No dealer in your area? Call. AMC,
Audio Note, Audiomeca, Audio Research, Cary,
Quicksilver, MS, Soundlab, Swans, Unity, VTL, more!
Call Arizona Tube Audio, Tempe, AZ. (602) 921-9961.
TARA LABS RSC Master Generation 2, 1m digital,
$175; 1m/1.5m interconnects, $2304295; all new in
box, all XLR. (804) 378-3786.

THETA GEN.3, single-ended, excellent condition,
$1500 OBO; 25' pair Straight Wire Rhapsody speaker
cable, $200 OBO; Euphonic Technology 650 Signature
Cl) player, $150 OBO. (508) 877-7015.

CLASSÉ AUDIO TEN amplifier, $1200; Audible
Illusions Modulus L-1 line stage preamp/headphone
amp, $900; both excellent condition, outstanding
sound. (505) 989-4325.

TURNTABLE: ORBE by JA. Michell (of Grodec
fame), SME V, Blue Oasis; 'table rated state-of-the-art
by Hi-Fl News. All like new, used only 2hours during
setup, $5500 firm. Call (519) 836-8339 btfore 9pm EST

INFINITY IRS BETA, $6000; ARC D400 Mk.II,
$3200; SOTA Sapphire, SME toneann, Blue Point
Special, $1000; all excellent condition. (919) 658-3909
days, (919) 751-2000 after 6pm EST

NESTORVIC TYPE 5Mk.IV speakers, oak, ($4500)
$2700; Signature, walnut, ($6500) $4200; completely
tetubed NA-1, $5000; BAT VI(60. retubed, ($4500)
$3200; IClyne 7LX3AB, ($5000) $3250. Bob, (520) 7426130 MST

CARY SLP 94 OIL $1650; 300SE Signature volume
control, silver caps and transformers, ($7695) $4700;
Altec 604E, $385; Quad USA Monitors, $2200; TARA

You are invited to audition

The Pass Labs
Power Amplifiers

RCS Masten 1.5m XLR. ($600) $300. Wanted: Sony
PCMF1, 501, 601, 701; CD recorder. (801) 226-1018.

The Best in
Home Grown
Audio.
Featuring:

•Quad •Spendor •Creek
•ilion
•Threshold •Coda
•OCM •Kimber
•Magnum
•&X •Accuphase
•Sonic Frontiers to name afew.

THIEL •MARK LEVINSON
KINERGETICS •MAGNEPAN
SOUNDWAVE
WILSON AUDIO

Also featuring high end used
equipment fully guaranteed!

AERIAL ACOUSTICS
ACURUS •ARAGON
ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
AUDIO RESEARCH •AUDIOQUEST
BANG & OLUFSEN •CHIRO
LEXICON •MAGNUM DYNALAB
NAD •NILES •PROCEED
PROTON •PSB •RC AUDIO
THETA •VIDIKRON

Evanston
847-864-9565
H insdale
708-789-1990
Libertyville
847-362-5594
Chicago
312-642-5950

Angstrom, Ayre,

Goldmund,
Gradient, Magnepan,
Mark Levinson,
Martin-Logan,
Micromega, Proceed,
Sonus Faber, Thiel,
Threshold,
Wilson Audio,
and many more.

Bryston,

Hi-F1 Farm

Ti IE BEST IN HOME GROWN Al .1)10

2314 Monroe Ave. /Rochester, NY 14618
Monday-Friday Noon-9 /Saturday 10-5

716-442-6050
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am() consuurams
the finest in stereo

Audi., and Video Specialists Since 1967

616 Plaza. Suite 5, Moneta, Va.. 24121
Call For Information Toll Frei.:

1.800.752.4018
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CROWN POWERL1NE 4 Stereo power amp,
165Wpc stereo. 330Wpc mono, both faccplates, manual, $500; Audient Technologies Audit digital interface,
$150; Audio-Technica ATI60-ML, MM phono cartridge, new stylus, $100; all prices plus shipping. (214)
713-9493.
AUDIO NOTE ONGAKU hand-made silver-wired
single-ended integrated amplifier, 27 watts per channel.
Considered to be among the world's best amplifiers by
many reviewers, ($89,200) asking $50,000, will consider trade for exotic sports car. Serious inquines only
please. Stems, (352) 373-0990 or olit12686@gliwro.
ML 27 AMPLIFIER, $2000; ML 38 preamplifier,
$2800; Magnan type Vi XLR, $420; MIT 330, 13'
XLX. $150. (312) 506-2711, leave nussage.
CODA SYSTEM 100 amplifier, 100 class-A watts,
mint, $3250; Melos SHA-1 with extra tubes, $650.
Michael, (804) 648-6335, fix (804)643-4012.
KRELL M DA-300s, $4450/pair, Krell KRC-2. $1775;
two Krell KPAs, 5975/each or $1800 both. Jim, (318)
675-7861 days or (318)686-6771 motile.
AUDIO RESEARCH LS7 preamp, black, $850;
Audio Research CD-1 Cl) player, black, $1850; two
pairs AHT interconnect with WISTS, $100/pair, all
excellent. (503) 203-7988.
SME V TONEARM, mint in box. 5
'use, $1650;
four 3m pairs SYMO speaker cable with Cardas connectors, $350/each. (7/6) 594-2078.
MICROMEGA TRIO, ($8000) $3400; Cello Grand
Masters, $33,500; Alchemy DTI•Pro 32, $1025;
Magnais Signature interconnects. 14', ($4850) $1800; 8',
($2750) $1100; 4', ($1950) $700; AC cord, 5', ($800)
$325; VTL Manley Reference 350 mono amps with
KT99s, ($8000) $3950; Reference Line Preeminence
113, ($2500) $1650; Clark subwoofer, ($2000) $895.
(310) 831-4675, fax (310) 831-4689, hifibri@usa.
pipeline.com.

Ireally am not interested in making the
quick, one time,
sale. Rather, Iwant
you as along-time
repeat Customer.
Earning your confidence is the key to this philosophy, and that I
do by offering honest, knowledgeable service
tuned to your specific needs. Your goals determine our recommendations, not the equipment occupying space on the warehouse floor.

ONCE
IS NOT
ENOUGH

Maybe that's why the vast majority of our
business comes from repeat customers and the
friends they refer. Join our family!

-Galen Carol

Wilson Audio, Convergent Audio, Aerial, Mesa,
Reference Line, EAD, VAC, Totem, Air Tight,
Celeste, Quicksilver, Genesis, CEC, Symphonic
Line, Cary, Alon, VAC. Von Schweikert, VPI,
Meridian, BEL, Accuphase, Graham. Basis,
Encore, Arcam, CAL, Day Sequerra, White... and
many more! We carry virtually all cable, cartridge
and accessory lines.

Free informative Newsletter. Monthly
specials on new, used. and demo equipment.
P.O. Box 17562 •San Antonio, TX 78217
Voice: 210 /805-9927 FAX: 210 /805-9928

Galen Carol Audio
Audio One To One
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ARC 1)90 TUBE AMP, Sovtek 6L6WGC, low hours,
all capacitors replaced with new ARC parts, $950. (812)
853-5530, e-mail QTZG17A@pudie.wm.
GRAND OPENING — VON SCHWEIKERT VR4,
Encore Electronics Pyramid 1 1)AC, fully balanced,
HDCI) (Class A Recommended Component, April
1996); just-released Encore Ovation DA( with
HI)C1), 95% of Pyramid Iat half the price! Also:
Audio Maine cables. &ream Audio, (206)761-7709.
KSS-100 STEREO cm., AMP, mahogany base, $1900;
Cary preansp, hardwired prototype for SLP90, GE
5691 and 5692 red base tubes, 5900; trades for Naim
Nait 3, Linn Majik. or '(BA Integre. (864) 583-9837
CELLO GRAND MASTERS, black lacquer, mint,
with crates, $33,500. (310) 831-4675, fax (310) 8314689, hjfilni@usa.pipeline.cons
GALLO ACOUSTIC REFERENCE speakers
(Nucleus, Bassball, and frame), black, latest, mint,
($3500) $2600. Call John, (914) 963-2013, 6-1(put EST
PERFECT CONI)MON WITH WARRANTIES:
Mark Levinson No26S, $4800; Krell KPS-20i, $6450;
KPS-20T, $5600; KRC, $3200; KSA-150, $2450; KSA300S, $6150; CAL Tercet IV CI) (digital out), $900;
Jadis DA-60 (Deluxe), $4800; Defy-7 Mk.III, $4500;
Marantz 81.3 (perfect), $1800; call for Alpha-Core cable,
Cello, AudioQuest, NBS, MBA. Tel. (908)688-8381.
PS AU1)10 LAMB1)A transport with AT&T, $995.
Music Metre interconnects: Ins Signanur XLR, $150;
L5m Silver XLR, $295; Levinson No332 amp, $4800.
(219) 264-9495.
HANDMADE SILVER INTERCONNECTS and
speaker cable. Pure solid-core silver wire, Teflon insulation, Cardas silver/rhodium terminations, low capacitance/inductance design. Interconnects, $150/
meter pair, speaker cable, MO/meter (including shipping). Money-back guarantee. Don't pay more! rao
457-8748
IOrm ¡•'.'r

IF YOU ARE AN

AUDIOPHILE
STRANDED
IN IOWA
Or Without a Local Dealer
• Acurus • Angstrom • Aragon

•Audio Power •Audio Research
•Audioquest •CAL. CWD
• Definitive Technology
•Dunlavy • EminentTechnology

SONUS FABER EXTREMAS, black satin, custommanufactured metal-screened grilles with '
2" solid
brass borders, custom form-fitted quilt covers, $5400
(no stands). Two pairs Ins Cardas Quadlink
interconnects (XLR), $125/pair, one pair I
m Cardas
Quadlink interconnects (RCA), $125; two pairs 1
m
AudioQuest Lapis interconnects (RCA), $200/pair;
one pair 6' AudioQuest Ruby speaker cable (spades),
$75; oise pair AudioQuest Midnight speaker cable
(spades), $150. Serious inquiries only please. (407) 9983863.
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS Alpha MA converter,
like new, ($1495) selling for $895. Math, (617)737-8825
or (617) 284-4154 EST

HI-FI CHOICE — Nairn, Creek. Rep,
,
Copland, Celeste, Epos, Totem, JPW, Exposure,
Dynavector, Klyne, Minus, Siltech, Altis, Graham,
Benz, van den Hul, Goldring, Target, Proton. (305)
891-9540.
LEVINSON ML-2, recent factory upgrade including
new transistors, $3000/pair, firm. (704) 294-4288.
AUDIO MATIÈRE PARAPHRASE preamp, new,
$3775; two Ins Yamarnura Millenium interconnects,
$450/each; 2.5m Yamansura Millenium speaker cable,
$600; KSS monoblock, 250 OTL triode amp with all
upgrades, "one of akind," $3600. Call Steve at (908)
280-8109.
ADCOM GCD-600 CI) player, immaculate condition, $350; Adcom GFP-565 preamp, new in box.
$450. (407) 957-1547
C.E.C. TL 1TRANSPORT. $3100. Call (210) 8059927
MONITOR AUDIO — Demo and discontinued
loudspeakers —Save $$$, Britain's finest. Subwoofer
200, Studio 5, 15, MON 9, 11, and MA452, etc. $200
and up. Factory warranty, Visa accepted. Call (905)
428-9840

AN AuDIOWAVES
-the finest in affordableWauc17—

AUDIO ALCHEMY •AUDIOQUEST
GRADO HEADPHONES •HAVE
PERFECTIONIST AUDIO
featuring

AUDIO ALCHEMY
DDS•Pro

• [AD • JVC

•Kinergetics
•Magro •Martin Logan
•McCormack •Monster Cable

•Onkyo •ProAc • PSB •Sanus
•Standesign •Sumiko
•Wilson Audio
audio research
..and more.
...— ..... ,,,,...
ARC-600 Reference Amplifier. POO »pc.

Aptho-l'uhr, Low, E. proud to he Ihr
Modwrsis Off littn't . Alitho Itvseen I,
Rovrom rInk. L14,11., Came Intro to the
whrvo4veallir“Olinwledh,'

PJe
k.....

AUDIO-VIDEO LOGIC
Sound Choices.

3702
Des

Beaver

Moines,

IA

Ave.
50310

515-255-2134

DTI•Pro 32

DTI v2.0
DDE v3.0

SUMMER SALE!
-plus HAVE (allure Digiflex Gold 1meter -$39
Grado SR 60, 80 &125 'phones -call
AudioQuest cables &interconnects -roll
1-800-510-4753
Phone/Fax 707-677-3299
FREE
PO. Box 461
SHIPPING
Trinidad, Ut 95570

mhigh.
VIS.A
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CARDAS GOLDEN CROSS speaker cable, 4to 14'
pair, internal biwire, $1650. (415) 948-0286.
KRELL KRC-3 REMOTE PREAMP, as new with
warranty, $2300 ()BO. Call Tim, (806) 756-4425 In.1
10prn CST
MOD SQUAD/McCORMA(;K SIGNATURE Cl)
player, box, manuals, excellent condition, latest
upgrade, under warranty, $1000; Cardas Quad-Link
interconnect, 0.5m, RCA, $75; 1
m balanced, $125.
(317) 646-0365 days, (317) 284-9788 CM'Hine
VPI Mk.I1 TURNTABLE with Sumiko Premiere FT3
tonearm (will not ship-prefer NYC-area sale);
Conrad-Johnson PV1OA piramp; record collection,
some audiophile LPs. Phil, (718) 645-3959.
DENON STEREO SALE: Denon POA-6600,
250Wpc monoblock amps. $500/pair, Denon DAP5500 digital preamp. $400; all three for $750. (212) 684°031.
WA1)1A 16, 54000; Sonus Faber Electa Amators with
stands, $2975; Reference 3A Royal Master, $2450.
(206) 545-7912.
MIRAGE M3-Si, LATEST, ($3000) $1800; 25' pair
Midnight 3 single biwirc, ($825) $500; McCormack
SST-1 transport, ($1495) $950; all less than 1year old.
Call (860) 886-7984 EST
THETA PRO BASIC 111)/A. balanced outputs, excellent condition, original owner, manual, asteal at $650.
Alf (212) 683-3847 anytime
AUDIO RESEARCH VT150SE, ($16,000) $9600;
Audio Research 1)130, ($2300) $1500; Transparent
Audio: Balanced reference interconnect, 1.5m, ($3400)
$1500; Balanced Ultra interconnect, lm, ($1500) $700.
(303) 674-2770, Visa, MC
KRELL KSA-250, excellent condition, $3200; KEF
Q80 floorstanding speakers, barely used, ($900) $600;
Esoteric P-2 transport, $1500. (704) 341-9985.

High
End.
Not
High
Price

MARK LEVINSON No.31 and No.37 CD transports;
NBS Masterline 18' XLR; Cello Encore line preamp;
Wilson 5.1. (315) 431-4227 weekdays, 9-5 EST
THETA DATA II Universal Transpon with AT&T
glass output, $1350; Theta Pro (en3 1)/A converter,
$17(X); Audio Alchemy I)TEPro 32 with Power Station
3, never used, $1250; or all items, $4000. (817) 498-0654.
KLIPSCHORNS -OAK/CLEAR, excellent condition, $2500; Parasound 1206, mint, 51400. (508) 3433128 or (508) 827-5764.
APOGEE DIVA SPEAKERS, anthracite finish, excellent condition, original owner, $3800 0110, split shipping. (206) 272-3031 days, (206) 851-4396 (venire and
en7lillg5 PST
McINTOSH 240, CLASSIC TUBE stereo integrated
amp, 40Wpc, 51200. Also McIntosh MX-110
tuner/preamp, $400. Contact Glen or Alan only, (508)
791-8200.
EASTERN AUDIO - Select excellent-condition
equipment. Used: Aragon, ARC, Cary, C-J, Classé,
Krell, Levinson, Micromcga, Pioneer Elite, ProAc,
Sonus Faber, Theta ...much more. Demo: Adcom,
Pioneer Elite. New: Sonic Frontiers, Tice. We sell, trade,
and buy. Call (718) 961-8256 for updated inventory list,
or visit our showrooms at 133-02 41 Rd, Flushirw, NS
Sunday-Friday. lite (718) 961-8315.
AUDIOTRUTH DIAMOND X3, 15m, ($1300)
$780; lm, ($950) $570; new with boxes. Cardas
Golden CIOSS, 1
in balanced, ($775) $475, new with
box. Tice MBF-3 A/C filter, with box, $350.
WireWorld Eclipse, 2m balanced, $400. MIT MH 750,
8, Tube Terminator speaker cable with jumper, $600.
XLO Type 1() power cord, two 3-footers, $100/each.
(847) 949-3971.
LEVINSON NO27.5 AMPLIFIER, $2300. (415) 9480286.

Audioquest
Audio Alchemy
Audio Truth
B& W
California Audio Labs
Cary Audio
Counterpoint
Creek
Grado
Marantz
McCormack
Monitor Audio
Rega

Itone Audio
3429 Morningside Or, El Sobrante, CA 94803
(510) 222-4276 Fax: (510) 232-3837

Sharpvision
Signet

Sumiko
New York's
Sonic Frontiers

Taddeo
Transparent Audio
Vandersteen
Well Tempered

STORADISC'
Fine-furniture quality CD storage systems with

SOUNCAMRKS
V

V

3400 Monroe Ave. Rochester, New York

718 284.0410
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All models feature our carbon filled, butyl
surround active 12" driver (single or dual
voicecoil) and a slotloaded, mass loaded
bottom firing passive radiator with user
adjustable bass damping. Our Passive
Crossover ($35ea kit, $45ea assem) allows full utilization of your system's main
amplifier, avoiding the low current, poor
quality parts, and output level restrictions
typical of so-called "powered" woofers, to
say nothing of the chuffing vent noise, cardboard enclosures, and double digit THD of
many competing designs.

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS

Rotel

Spica

Exclusive Dealer tor

The Original VMPS Subwoofer ($379ea
kit, $459 assern) is one of four low distortion, high output, lowcost Subwoofers with
first octave bass extension suitable for
both high quality music and A/V applications.

Hear VMPS at the dealers below, or write
for brochures and test reports on our flagship FF1 and FF3 Focused Field Arrays
with the unique, rigid diaphragm, push pull
planar Dynaribbon midrange
($3600$6800pr), the "Best Buy" lbwer Il and
1bwer Il Special Edition floorstanding systems ($499-$938ea). the shielded OSO
626 A/V monitor ($289kit, $349assern)
and more. Kits are supplied with assembled
cabinets and most prices include free shipping in 48 states.

B& K

Snell

*Nowt Upstate

LOWER
SUBWOOFER
DISTORTION

angled shelves & non-slip surface that holds o
single CD upright. Solid hardwoods & textured
finishes.

Custom

sizes

available.

Write

or call:

and

finishes

also

1-800-848-9811

Davidson-Whitehall Company
555 WhIteball Speer Atlanta, Georpa 30303
4041 524-4534 fax (404) 659.5041

Hear VMPS at: The Listening Studio, Boston;
Electronic Interiors, Little Falls NJ; Dynamic
Sound. Washington DC: Stereo Limited. Columbus OH; Pace Audio, Decatur GA; Chattanooga Valley Audio. Rossville GA: Audio/
Video Ambience, Franklin TN; Tech Electronics. Gainesville FL; Arthur Morgan. Lake
Mary FL; Sounds Deluxe, Clarendon Hills &
Napierville IL; Audio Exchange, Mishawaka IN;
Audio Connection. Terre Haute IN; Today's
Audio. Burton MI: M. Alan Assoc.. Cincinnati OH; Ruth Industries. St. Louis MO:
American Audio, Greenville SC; Shadow Creek
Ltd. Andover MN; Mark Curry. Las Vegas NV;
Hal Broda, Escondido/Beverly Hills CA;
Sounds Unique. San Jose CA; Syncopations,
Stockton CA; Ultimate Sound, San Francisco
CA; Rama Audio, Sun Valley CA; hone Audio.
El Sobrante CA
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KIMBER KCAG INTERCONNECTS with RCA
terminations: 5m, $1525 —still in shrinkwrap. Also:
KCAG, L5m, $485. Call Rohm, (202) 265-1629, 610pm EST
GRYPHON REFERENCE ONE monohlocks, gorgeous, powerful, highest resolution, pure class-A, (originally $30,000) sell for $9000 0130; Gryphon M-100
Watt monohlocks, small size, powerful, better than
KSA-300S, (originally $9000) sell for $3500 0130;
Straight Wire Maestro II interconnects, 1.5m, balanced,
half price; Hailer 9500, 250W amplifier, Diablo circuitry —used only 20 hours, (originally $2400) sell $1100
0110; all mint. Call Tim at (573) 686-4800.
AUDIO RESEARCH CL6OB AMP, mint, new tubes,
$1995; McIntosh MR 7083 tuner, like new, $1295;
B&W 801 III speakers, black, 6 months, perfect,
$2995. (504) 626-4353, 6-10pm CST
OCOS SPEAKER CABLE, 10', IY biwired pairs,
$430. (415) 948-0286.
LAST CHANCE to purchase new Eagle 4and Eagle
11 power amplifiers at great savings. These proven
designs will be replaced with the Eagle 5and arc the
last of their breed. Call your Eagle dealer or EKSC
Eagle, (913) 780-4495.
COMPLETE
HIGH -ENI)
SYSTEM:
ProAc
Response 4, LS5 Mk.11, DP65, 1200, Cardas Golden
Cross, Hadink 5'; list over $35,000, sell for $23,300.
Immaculate, purchased new February 1996. (718) 8866027
FORSELL AIR REFERENCE I)/A, $3750; Forsell
Mk2 transport, unopened. ($10,000) $5295; Merlin
Excalibur, ($8400) $2750; First Sound Reference 2.
$1100. (610)779-8643.
VAC CPA Mk.II, $3300; Joule Electra LA200, $3400:
Quad USA Monitors, Arcici stands, $2800; Cary
Signature 300SE, $3200; Tannoy 12" LG.M, Theta
Gen.V, Data II, offers. Kevin, (801) 373-2691.
SUSPENI) YOUR COMPLETE HI-FI SYSTEM on
abed of air! Introducing the new Air-Pod/OnAir support system, utilizing apatented form of the age-old
principle of magnetic repulsion (without the electrical
interraction!) for total suspension in free air! Model
API holds 9 lbs (three holding 27 lbs). Model AP2
holds 18 lbs (three holding 54 du). Has to be heard to
be believed! Also: Chord Electronics demo sale. Call
lhe Musical Alchemist, ¡su., TeL (212) 865-0875, fax (212;
865-4816.

CDs/LPs/TApEs
$100 PAII) FOR MINT WHITE-LABEL promo LPs
of Mercury SR90212 (Chabrier/Paray). Others wanted! Randall Goldman, Box 3, Rancho Mirage, CA 92270.
Tel/fax (888) 872-6929.
HIGHEST PRICES PAII) for CDs and LPs. No collection too large! Classical, jazz, rock, audiophiles
(SIVLSC/EMI ASI)), more. 140,000 titles in stock.
Free brochure! l'rinceton Rirord Eultare, 20 lialarre St,
Princeton, NJ 08542. (609) 921-0881, www.nerc.corn/
-cd1p.
RCA LSC "SHADED 1)0GS." Mercury 90000,
London ffss Bluelucks, Lyrita, Argo, EMI ASI), British
1)ecca, rare 'norms. Call (212) 496-1681, far (212) 496(1733. Harm Gilman, 243 W 76th St, Api. 1B, ¡skis, York,
NY 10023.
A FREE STEREOPH1LE "Record To Die For" with
your first order of Better Rtronh. Why wait for 1997's list
to discover all the undiscovered "gems"? We've got
dozens that qualify. Our free catalog is full of superb
jazz, rock, and classical recordings, auditioned and recommended. We also carry the better reissue labels at
the best prices, guaranteed. Call now! (800) 487-8611.
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! 1)on't let go of your
ARC, Aragon, Cello, Krell, Mark Levinson, MIT,
Spectral, Theta, Threshold, or Wadia without calling
us. Showroom in West LA. Call Surma- Products, Inc,
(310) 826-3686, (310) 826-4356 fax, Sennie.
28,000 LPs. PRIVATE COLLECTION, hard-to-find,
out-of-print, mint, most sealed, 1950-1995. Classical,
soundtracks, original casts, pop-standard vocal, opera,
rock, jazz, ethnic, greatest hits, country, soul, piano/
organ, religious, big-hand, comedy. Latin, folk, easy-listening, guitar, Christmas. Available individually or in
lots. (203) 227-8326.

NITTY GRITTY 2.5FI, new in sealed box; mud
$579, sell $379. Rare tubes from Telefunken, Mullard.
Amperex Bugle Boy. 1960s vintage 6DJ8/6922
7308/Cca, I2AU7/7316, I2AX7/7025. 5AR4, red base
5691, Tung-sol 6550, etc. Curve tracer matching, loss
noise selection available. Kevin Deal, (909) 931-9686
PST e-mailfor list upscale@prinwnet.cons.
BAT VK5 PREAMP $3200; Audio Research LS 2preamp, black MOO; LS3B preamp, silver $1200; Meimer
PA-6i preamp (with phono and wireless remote) $725:
Krell 200S with remote and spikes $4400; Monster
Sima II 8ft speaker wire $375; Transparent Plus 8fr
speaker wire $300; I
)ual 5000 turntable —Cardas wired
with Blue Point Special $500; Sdtech 4-24 balanced
$200, 3m $475. (212) 222-6816

ivr
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WANTED
WANTE1): USEI) WATT 5.1/PUPPY 5 System,
black, less than $8500. Call Alan, (317) 844-9474 htlOw
lOpm CS
-7:
WANTED: THORENS T1)-126 Mk.III/TD-127
electronic turntable. Call Jeremy, (416) 977-0708 weekdays, 9am-4pm EST
WANTED: SONY ESPRIT, Sony turntables, Proceed
PAV, Counterpoint SA2, SA9, SAIL ML No20s. (310)
831-4675,.fax (310) 831-4689, hifibri@usa.pipelinewm.
WANTED: TUBE HI
-FI AN I
)SPEAKERS, tube theater amps, corner speakers, horn drivers, coaxial/
triaxial speakers, crossovers, tubes. Altec, Electrovoice,
JI/L. Jensen, McIntosh, Quad, Dynaco, Scott, Lowther,
Fisher, Heath, Eico, RCA. Tannoy. Leak, Marantz,
Western Electric, etc. Also high-end ARC, C-J, Linn
speakers, etc. Also old guitars and guitar amplifiers.
Smny Goldson, 1413 Magnolia Lem; Midwest City, OK
73110, (405) 737-3312, firx (405) 737-3355.
CASH PAID for all types used audio/video equipment. Buy and sell by phonc.1)ealer for: AudioQuest,
Audio Alchemy, 13&K, Maranrz, NAI
NHT,
Paradigm, Philips, Sunfire, SOTA, Straight Wire. Sri WO
'Aiding Outlet (sin«. 1984), 320 Old liuk Rd,Jenkintown,
PA 19046. Top dollar paid for used audio. Call (215)
886-1650, firx (215) 886-2171.
MOBILE FIDELITY SOUND LAB—Beatles Box
set, never opened, $850 or best offer. (847) 949-3971
CST
WANTED: KRELL BASE EQUALIZER for IlaeW
801's. (212) 222-6816.

C(assé
CA-1 50

ECHO BUSTERS!! DECORATIVE ACOUSTICAL
TREATMENTS for your listening mom. A hit at HIFI '96! Control resonances —improve imaging with
attractive packages starting at $329. Before you bus
another piece of equipment, upgrade the sound you've
got. (516) 433-6990, fax (516) 433-6794, MikeARo,
@aoLcom.
HI-FI EXCHANGE —Large selection of quality used
high-end components at huge discounts. We buy, sell.
and trade. Call for inventory list. (718) 423-0400, or sis:
our shownenu as 251-11 Northern Bled, Little Neck, Ni
11363.

HIGHEST PRICES PAII) for classical LPs, mono and
stereo. Will travel for large collections. Call Lawrenw
07iele, PO. Box 138, Bearwille, NY 12409, phone/far
(914) 679-1054.
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Audio .4 Video Components

IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
there exists avery special
place which offers only

Classe Audio, Inc. shares adream
with its clients- the true re-creation of
alive performance. Our devotion to
the creation of audio and home theater products of impeccable quailty is
an approach that an audiophile magazine recently called "acombination of
art and science (that) exemplifies the
best that high-end audio has to offer."

Hal's

STEREO •11 VIDEO
2540 US Highway #1, Lawrenceville, NJ
609-883-6338

two classes of components ...
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Does anything else really matter?
AUDIBLE ILLUS .
AVALON
CARDAS
CLASSE
CJ
GOLDEN TUBE
KUZMA
MAPLESHADE
MARTIN LOGAN
MICHAEL GREEN

MICROMEGA
MIT
MUSE
NAKAMICHI
N.
E.
W.
ROTEL
SOUND DYNAM
SPECTRAL
SWANS
VON SCHWEIKERT

1050 E. Imperial Hwy., Ste. C-2&3
Brea, California 92621
(714) 529-5634
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I-FI '96, just completed a few
weeks ago (you'll read all about it
next month), started for me in
the spring of 1994 — or maybe it was in
the aftermath of our 1990 Show. Ivowed
Iwould never do another New York Show,
but as time ground on, Isaw there was no
real alternative. It might be tough —hell,
it might even be impossible — but New
York is one of the greatest cities in the
world, and it's definitely the biggest highend market in the world... so ya gotta do it.
In May 1994 Ibegan to get feelers from
hotels — the Marriott Marquis, lise Plaza,
the Grand Hyatt —and, one by one, Ivisited to check them out. No luck — either
they didn't like us or Ididn't like what
they offered. Then we got afeeler from
the Waldorf=Astoria.
The Waldof=Astoria. Iwas amazed. What
ahotel! What areputation! Who cares that
I'd never set foot in the place? Ibooked a
visit for August, the worst time to visit
New York but the best time to tour a
hotel —no one's in the rooms. Ispent 23
hours pacing the halls, measuring the
rooms, doping out the elevators, loading
docks, and meeting rooms, and generally
getting to know the place. Iliked it.
Imagine my chagrin two weeks later
when the Waldorf called to say they no
longer had the April/May dates we'd been
discussing (they did have August 1996, but
that obviously was not going to work). I
was steamed, and had no ready alternative
for either New York or for 1996.
Fortunately, Idon't give up easy. Iwas
in New York the following February and
just happened to stop by the Waldorf for a
chat. Mirabile dictu! A group had canceled,
and the weekend they'd left open was an
excellent one: right after Memorial Day.
We still had to wrangle over the contract, and the fact that some of the Waldorf's ballrooms were booked during or
right after the Show, but Ifelt that agreat
victory had been won. High-end audio
would be right where it belonged —in
one of the greatest, most elegant, large
hotels in the country.
That was March 1995. We'd planned
for atrade day at our '95 LA Show, so we
left room at the Waldorf for one as well.
Then, after CES announced that their
1996 Specialty Audio & Home Theater
226
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Show would be in Orlando on Memorial
Day weekend itself, pressure began to build
from exhibitors for amore comprehensive
trade event in New York, one that came to
be sponsored by The Academy for the
Advancement of High End Audio.
There was still alot of fighting to do in
order to make HI-FI '96 work. Our big
problem in 1990 had been drayage, so we
went way out of our way to come up with
an arrangement that would work better.
We did, but exhibitors will tell you that it
was still no piece of cake. Idon't blame
the union workers we had, but instead a
whole group of problems: the complexity of
the unions in New York, the history of
thuggery (nothing on-site this year), the
lack of show history from the moving
company we used, the difficulty of moving 400,000 lbs of expensive gear into a
midtown-Manhattan hotel built in 1931,
and our own failure to conceive in advance how huge aproject this would be
compared to past Shows. The big difference this year was that, in spite of many
problems and with some exceptions, we
succeeded: overall, the move-in and
move-out worked.
There were other struggles: the Academy's sponsorship of Academy Trade
Days generated huge controversy in the
high-end community; Andy Regan of The
Academy and Senior VP at AudioQuest
was sweating bullets getting the High-End
Music and Film Seminars organized for
the Academy Trade Days; and the Orlando SA&HTs near-overlap with HI-FI '96
— their show closed on Saturday, we
moved in on Monday — required special
drayage arrangements for exhibitors appearing in both locations (facilitated greatly by CEMA's commitment to send an
overnight truck to New York).
Then, afew months before the Show,
the Waldorf let us know that their previous
information about the electricity in their
rooms had been just alittle bit off. They
had told us that each of the rooms had up
4)Sterrophile--144.19 No.8, Atrgust 1996, Issue Number 199.
Stercophile (ISSN 410585-2544) is published monthly, $35
gz rar_hu US residents by Stercophile, 208 Delgado, Santa
li NM 87501. Periodical postage paid at Santa IX, NM and
at additional mailing qfica. POSTMASIER: Send addnss
chews to Stcreophile, PO. Box 46902Z Escondido, CA
92046-9027
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to four 15-amp circuits, and no fewer than
two. What the rooms actually had was one
to four 15A circuits—shared with up to
four other rooms! Even worse, the 1931
electrical system had been added to but
not replaced or accurately documented;
we diet know which room had what.
We sent Wes Phillips to New York
with four 1500W room heaters to mimic
the strains our Show might exert on a
Waldorf room. That, plus two months of
talking and faxing by my wife, Laura
Chancellor, gave us the ammo we needed to persuade the Waldorf to install the
120 (!) extra 20A circuits the Show
would require. On site, we had virtually
no electrical problems.
That's the short version of the behindthe-scenes work that putting on aShow
requires, but what I'd really like to express
is the gratitude Ifeel toward those who
made the Show asuccess. Gratitude toward
Chris Browder, Sue Regan, and Andy
Regan of The Academy, who risked life,
limb, and reputation to make the Trade
Days asuccess; toward Kenwood, whose
Grand Concert with Béla Fleck and Dr.
John was such ahuge draw; toward Maura
Rieland and her remarkable Show staff,
who did all the work; to the Chesky
brothers, David and Norman, who gave us
Paquito D'Rivera on Friday night; to Ken
Nelson, who sold the space and whose
idea these Shows were back in late 1986;
to all our competitors in the press who
graced the Waldorf with their presence; to
John Atkinson and the Stereophile editorial
crew, whose values imbue so many of the
decisions we make about what shape the
Shows should take; and to J. Gordon Holt,
who started this magazine and the entire
business of subjective reviewing.
But most of all I'm grateful to the
exhibitors whose enthusiastic — and expensive! — participation created something for you to listen to and see, and to
the trade and consumer visitors who draw
those exhibitors. We take afinancial risk
when we commit to doing aShow of this
magnitude, but we're fully joined in that
risk by the companies whose products you
want to experience, and by you who
attend. Without you guys and gals there is
no Show. Thank you for ahelluva Show!
— Larry Archibald
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rom the
guitar

whine of the

under

calloused

fingers to the pristine clarity
of a solo violin — only
Wadia Digital can bring it
home alive.

World-acclaimed digital
decoding

computer

technology is the heart and
soul of Wadia components.
Only Wadia decoding
computers can properly
convey

the

subtle

harmonic colors, rhythm,
and pace that is the
essence of a live musical
event. This superior digital
technology liberates the
listener from the disappointment

of

conventional

sound reproduction,
creating a level of sonic
performance that literally
astonishes the senses.

Finally, your quest for sonic
truth is over. Experience live
music at your nearest
Wadia dealer.
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624 TROY STREET, RIVER FALLS, WI 54022 FAX

715 426 5665

